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ABSTRACT 

The media of communication can and should play a vanguard role in the 

economic development of the third world countries. Economic integration is also 

advanced as the most viable approach to development in the third world. Against 

this background this study focused on the Nigerian press, and more specifically, 

the newspapers to investigate their diffusion attitudes towards the Economic 

Community of West African States (ECOW AS) as a development strategy for the 

West African region and also the influence the newspapers may have exerted on: 

their citizens to adopt and actualize the content of the ECOWAS Treaty. To achieve 

this, five research questions were formulated in chapter one centering on the 

newspapers projected attitude towards the ECOWAS Treaty and its protocols and 

their implications for Nigeria; the economic, political, legal and socio-cultural status 

of the member states and their implicatio.n for Nigeria's participation. 

The procedure adopted to test the theoretical assumptions and answer the 

questions are discussed in chapter four. The twenty newspapers that were in 

circulation in Nigeria between 1981 and 1985 constituted the universe and from 

these eleven newspapers were proportionately sampled for the study. 

Content analysis procedure was adopted for the coverage evaluation and 

measurement was based on direction, space and position. Context units were 

categorised under: the Treaty, Economic, Political, Legal and Socio-cultural which 
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XXI 

were further operationalised to make the news analysis thorough. 

From the analysis, the study reached the conclusion that the total news 

items, the positions and space provided indicated that the press did not devote 

much publicity attention to the ECOW AS issue as an instrument of economic 

development for the region, thus, the citizens would not have acquired appropriate 

positive attitudes towards ECOW AS and its member states. Thus the role of the 

press in disseminating development issues was not fully utilized by the Nigerian 

press. However, all the hypotheses generated about Nigerian newspapers attitudes 

to development issues in which Nigeria was involved and especially regional 

integration were validated by the study. 
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CHAPTER ONE . 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 ~ACKGROUND STATEMENT 

1.1.1 . The West African Economy 

The West African sub-region abounds in considerable store of wealth in 
. . ?,, ·. :,,.,. . 

natural ·resources and human resources. This is the verdict froni the studies of soil 

scientists, economic geographers and economic historians of the region. These 

·include: Agboola and Hodder:· 1979; Pedler: 1955; Mountjoy and Embleton: 1966; 

-Robinson: 1972; Jones: 1972; Ominde and. Ejiogu: 1974; Ord and Livingstone: 

1970;· Hopkins: 1973; .Ikime: 1982 and Teriba: 1986. 

However, the lack of any substantial development as a whole has also been 

•. .- the object of re$earch and explanation by historians, political scientist and 

development economists like Hopkins: 1973; Ake: 1981; Amin: 1974; Rodney: 

1972; Nkrumah: 1965; Brett: 1973; . Onimode: ' 1985; William; 1976 and 

Ohiorhenuan: 1990. 

The converging ·argument for the lack of development . in the region as 

contained in the writing of the preceding analysts is captured by Karl Marx's 

which is quoted in (Lenin: 1978: 12-13) which states that: 
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Technology, discloses man's mode of dealing 
with nature, the immediate process of production 
by which he sustains his life, and thereby also 
lays bare the mode of formation of his social 
relations and of the mental conception that flow 
from them. 

From the above we encounter the primary explanation of the lack of development 

in the region due to a low level of technological development with the consequence 

of low output in agriculture and food production resulting in low trade and 

exchan,ge. This fact is cited in the economic literature of t~e region . as . being a 

major cause. _of the poverty of the region (Teriba: 1986:241) 

That changes in the mode of production of a people is crucial to their 

liberation from underdevelopment is adduced by Hopkin~:. 1973: 27-30. In the case. 

of West Africa, Hopkins: 1973 has argued that the lack of agricultural expansion 

and sophistication by the colonialist upon their intrusion in the development 

· process of the region as well as the lack of perceptive understanding of the nature 

of the agricultural practice of the people led to the introduction of wrong policies 

that not only' confused agricultural growth but · actually arreste4 a linear 

development of agricultural technology by the West African themselves. 

This view is equally corroborated by Suret-Canale: 1975:3-14 with respect to 

French colonialism and exploitation in West Africa. Webster · and Boahen: 1980 

: 197-252) provide similar arguments with respect to EngHsh colonialism and 

exploitation in West Africa 
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Further observers argue that the failure to invent the plough was the most 

significant constraining factor to the development of agriculture for industrial take · 

-off in the West African region. For example, (Hopkins: 1973) has argued. that: 

Nevertheless, it could still be argued that 
agriculture remained stuck in a subsistence 
groove because indigenous farmers failed to 
invent or adopt the technology needed to raise 
productivity. 

Goody (1971: 25;27); on his part, has pointed out the significance· of 

technology in its simplest forms and the influence itexerts on cultural development 

and progress of a society on a linear continuum. White (1962:39-57) in providing 

a contrast and explanation to the Europeans achievement in development has 

argued that the plough played a crucial role in the development of European 

agriculture and the eventual industrialization from the sixth century onwards. West 

Africa, on the other hand, was unable to achieve such a feat in industrialization· 

and its attendant positive effects on its standard of living because of the absence 

of the technological invention, to wit, the plough! 

Modem African political economists and other perspective analyst of West 

African development have in varying arguments attributed the lack of development 

in West Africa to the colonial era, which in all intents and purposes, exploited 

without re-investing and in the final analysis created a dependency syndrome in 

the West African economies. The European colonials failed to initiate the 
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establishment of permanent and significant internal economic structures for the 

development of the West African economies. Such analysts have included 

Nkrumah: 1963; Brett: 1973; William:1976; Ake: 1981; Amin: 1974; Onimode: 1985 

and Ohiorhenuan: 1990. 

1:he state of the West African region's dependency is concretised in the fact 

that all the countries are either tied up to the developed countries as sources of 

raw materials and are therefore subject to the fluctuation of world prices or are 

plain consumers of commodities of the metropolitan countries and as such are not 

able to raise the required capital to finance their own industrialization (Teriba, 

1986). The net consequence · of this situation is the persistent· ''~4nderdevelopment 
,'?, 

of the region's resources and thus the low standard of living. 

The attempt to solve the above economic condition has been the 

preoccupation of the post-independence governments through the execution of 

systematically planned development programmes. These were not totally 

successful and thus have not brought about any marked improvement in the 

economic condition of the region and more importantly the living standards of the 

peoples of the region . Thus, from this reality, specialists in the development 

process have argued that individual national approaches to development have 

failed in West Africa and further attempts at achieving development by individual 

nations will not only be impracticable but just unachievable because of the 
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stupendous cost factor against a backdrop of crippling monetary indebtedness 

to the meteropolitan countries and their agreggate financial institutions like the 

World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF). 

Thus, with a loss of faith in the above approach to national development, 

the integration model of development has been persistently canvassed as the 

alternative method for regional development among the developing regions of the 

World which includes the West African sub-region. The proponents of the 

integration model have included (Balassa: 1961); (Hazzlewood: 1967); (Myrdal: 

1968); (Robson: 1968); (Plessz: 1968); and most recently (Ndongko and 

Vivekananda: 1990), who have argued that: 

The people of the Third World 
countries must plan economic 
cooperation among themselves 
by pooling their resources 
together for attaining self-reliance 
anJ economic growth instead of 
foreign aid and dependency. 

With specific reference to the West African region's need for 

accelerated development,(Okigbo: 1967; Adedeji: 1984; Gowon: 1984; Akinyemi 

et al: 1984); Edozien and Osaghae: 1987); and many other perspective analyst 

of the West African economic development condition have adopted the integration 

model and have advocated economic integration in West Africa as the only realistic 

approach to raising the standard of living of the people in the region on a massive 
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scale. 

This new economic realism has raised the issue of popularization of the 

concept and practicalization of the integration model of development to a 

communicaion fact. Thus from this reality, the role of the mass media of the region 

is not only important in creating awareness but also in setting the agenda for 

adoption by individuals in the associating countries. The media is significant in the 

spread and adoption of innovations in the third world countries (Rogers: 1970). It 

is thus believed that the West African media would also in tradiifon participate in 

the spread of the positive development issues. To test this conception, the Nigeria 

media and more specifically, the newspapers are being studied to perceive their 

performance in the spread of the ECOW AS Treaty of economic development from 

which general statements could be made about the West African media · in the 

region's developmental process. 

1.1.2 ECOWAS AS AN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTALTERNATIVE 

The Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) was 

established by the member states as, in accordance with its preamble, with the 

ultimate objective of achieving: 

. . . accelerated and sustained 
economic development of their 
states and the creation of a 
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homogeneous society, leading to 
the unity of the countries of West 
Africa, by the elimination of all 
types of obstacles to the free 
movement of goods, capital and 
persons; ... 

1 

The member countries included: Nigeria, Ghana, Togo, Cote D'Voire, 

Senegal, Burkina Faso, Sierra Leone, Mali, Niger, Mauritania, Gambia, Benin 

Republic, Liberia, Guinea-Bissau, and Cape-Verde. 

That ECOW AS is essentially an economic organisation whose aim is to 

achieve maximum economic performance for its sixteen members is evidenced by 

the content of the treaty which was adopted on 27th February, 1975. The treaty 

stipulates that it aims to: 

(i) promote through . the economic cooperation of the member states 
a coordinated and equitable development of their economies, 
especially in industry, agriculture, transport and communication 
trade and payment, manpower, energy and natural resources. 

(ii) further the maximum possible inter-change of goods and services 
among its member states. 

(iii) Contribute to the orderly expansion of trade between the member 
states and the rest of the world: 

(iv) by all these efforts and endeavours to contribute to the economic 
development of the continent of Africa as a whole. 

Article 2 section (a) of the treaty provides further that: 

In order to achieve the aims of the community the member states shall: 
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(i) work in close cooperation with one another and endeavour to 
coordinate and harmonize their economic policies both within and 
outside the community; 

(ii) keep each other informed and furnish the community with the 
information required for the achievement of its aims; 

(iii) within the community, establish among themselves consultation on 
a continuous basis and carry out studies in order to determine the 
areas and lines of economic development to be undertaken jointly or 
in common; 

(iv) negotiate within the community the progressive elimination of 
customs and other barriers to the expansion of trade between them 
as well as restriction on current payment transactions and on capital 
movement; 

(v) take measures which render their products relatively competitive with 
goods imported from outside the community and seek to obtain 
more favourable condition for their products in the world market; 

(vi) endeavour to formulate and adopt common policies, and negotiate 
and conclude agreements among themselves or through the medium 
of the community, designed to serve the achievement of its aims; 
including the d~velopment and the joint use of the development and 
the joint of energy, joint research, training of manpower and the 
implementation jointly or in common of all other projects designed to 
promote the objectives of the community, as well as common trade 
and payment arrangement and 

(vii) to ensure both within and outside the community that the common 
policies that have been adopted and the agreement that have been 
concluded for the achievement of the aims of the community are 
carried out. 

Article 2 section (b) on the other hand stipulates that: 

Member states shall take steps, particularly the provision of the budgetary and 
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other resources, required for the implementation of the decisions and 

recommendation of the community, duly adopted. 

Article 3 on its part discusses the level of freedom of economic relation with other 

countries or bodies without the interference of the member states if any one of 
them 
wishes so to do. This section requires that: 

A. Individual member states shall be entitled to talfe both within and 
outside the community, measures of economic-;\}ooperation within 
the agreement of other member states, provided that such measures 
do not prejudice the aims of the community. 

B. Member states which belong to or join other systems of economic 
cooperation shall inform the community of their membership and of 
those provisions in their constituent instrument that have a bearing 
on the purpose of the community (Ndongko and Vivekananda, 1990: 
138-140). 

From the preceding critical articles of the corpus of the ECOW AS law and 

protocols, it can be clearly seen that the fundamental purpose of the community 

is economic. Thus the prejudices for or against the popularization of the 

community's purpose for actualization by the people of the region in the short-run 

as well as in the long-run should, in the interest of objectivity and posterity, be in 

the realm of economic analysis rather than other tangential considerations that 

would obstruct the achievement of the laudable goals. This insistence is premised 

on the notion that it is the economic base of social relations that determines its 

superstructure and as such superstructural consideration should not be made to 
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determine the acceptability of an economic process that promises considerable 

benefits to the lot of a people who have been ravaged by other cultures for so· 

long. That is, the West Africans also deserve a comfortable existence not only in 

their region but also in the world's economic interconnectedness. 

Historically, the West African region has been an exploited and dependent 

economic region with the result that its people and resources ha;e· served the 

development needs of the nations today considered advanced and industrialized 

with no lasting reciprocal development strategies for its people. This fact became 

abundantly clear in the ·period after independence when only political 

independence was won. As an example, Onimode in Kayode and Usman 

(1990:279) commenting on the post-colonial social formation in Nigeria 
. 

underscored this fact when he pointed out that: 

The victory of the anti-colonial nationalist struggle 
in Nigeria in 1960 did not lead to the destruction 
or replacement of the peripheral capitalism. This 
reflects the success of the pro-imperialist and 
neocolonial policies initiated by the British during 
the colonial era, especially during the post-war. Its 
also underscores the pathetic betrayal of even t4e 
bourgeois democratic revolution by the 
petty-bourgeois oriented nationalist struggle, 
whose essentially reactionary ideology sought 
only political freedom without a new social order 
embracing national economic independence. 

Essentially, this was the story of all the independent West African countries in the 

1960' s with the final result that their post colonial social formation developed into 

I 
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rapidly consolidated, expanded and occasionally refined, but dependent capitalist 

ones. These systems have been variously described as neo-colonfai capitalist 

system, bureaucratic capitalism or 'nurture capitalism'(Onimode in Kc"lyode and 

Usman: 1990:279). 

W_ith the rising economic nationalism that followed, which was reflected in 

the various national development plans, the West Afric.an countrit) were basically 

what (Lewis: 1957:225-226) described, in the context of capital a:'.cumulation for 

progress, as: 

... communities in which the national incomu per 
head is not increasing, invest 4 or 5 pece.it of 
their national incomes per annum or less, whilst 
progressive economies invest 12 percer/ per 
annum or more. 

Thus the central economic problem of the West African countries, then and indeed 

now, has been to achieve economic growth through graduating from beh:~ 5 

percent savers of their national income to 12 percent or more -with all the 

changes in attitude, in institutions and in techniques which accompany this 

conversion (Lewis: 1957:226). Despite the numerous attempts ~.o achieve the 

preceding indicator of economic growth, most West African coun:·xies either run 

deficit budgets or depended on aid from former colonial masters to ·:~alance their 

national expenditures which showed possibly a zero- level of savings, ,tnd therefore 

an absence of growth, ifwe should apply the Lewis text. In fact, i:.1 ite latter part 
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of the 1960's and early 1970's many of West Africas national governments were 

overthrown by force of arms with the recurrent reasons of economic 

mismanagement by the politicians of the period. Nigeria's experience was no 

different as it is evidenced by the coup d'etat of the five majors and the post-coup 

explanations of the surviving participants of the 1966 military uprising. The early 

1970's saw many West African countries sinking deeply into the debt trap which 

was essentially the result of the attempt to manage national budgets through deficit 

financing with the result that whatever· economic gains that were· made, these 

were used to service the interest on loans obtained from the advanced countries. 

This paved the way for neo-colonial entrenchment in the economies of the West 

African countries, Nigeria included, (Onimode: 1983). 

Nigeria, in the period however, had the cushioning effect of her crude oil 

export which from modest earnings of N0.2 million between 1958-59 progressively 

reached N 13,123.4 billion in 1980, (Mohammed in Kayode and Usman: 1990: 110). 

From the preceeding facts, Nigeria's economic capacity to develop was never in 

dispute and her clear ancl manifest advantage has been pointed out by (Onimode 

in Kayode and Usman: 1990:281). However, this massive advantage was not 

actualized up to 1980 and Onimode has adduced the reasons by explaining that:: 

On account of its inherent contradictions, neo
colonial capitalist planning has also been a 
continuing failure in spite of its im:reasing size 
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from Nl.4 billion(676.S million pounds) in the first 
plan, 1962-68, to a maximum of N43.3 billion in 
the revised third plan, 1975-80. Though the 
planners insist that 'lack of executive capacity ' 
shortage of funds , poor coordination and related 
factors have been typically responsible for plan 
failure, it's now clear that this is not the case. The 
major causes of plan failure include external 
dependence for exports, imports and foreign 
assistance for plan implementation, elitist and 
urban bias which distorts priorities and precludes 
the mobilization of the rural and mass-majority, 
and the unplanned private sector with its 
imperialist exploitation. 

The story of Nigeria is replicated in the economic history of the oth(?r ECOW AS 

countries which at one time or the other were blessed with boom revenues from-

their respective export commodities but were not in a position to utilize these 

revenues for investment in productive activities that would accelerate their 

development programmes to achieve economic growth. Today, the West African 

countries have a shared experience of low economic performance relative to their 

economic capacity as it is evidenced in their having to adopt the stringent 
1 

Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP) with its conditionalities that have resulted 

in reduced government expenditure on public utilities and subsidies which have 

brought untold hardships to their citizens · which also, in extreme cases, have 

brought about food riots and massive retrenchments thus worsening the condition 

of the ordinary citizens of the region. 

Thus for Nigeria and the rest of the ECOW AS countries the fundamental 
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problem that has confronted the governments and their people has been how to 

achieve economic independence then growth and development. In an attempt to· 

answer these question some West African countries initiated economic and political 

groupings like: 

(i) The Sanniquellie States Association (1958) 

(ii) The Ghana -Guinea-Mali union (1958) 

(iii) The Africa-Malagacy Union (1961) 

(iv) The Organisation of the Senegal River States. 

(v) Union Douniere de L' Afriquede L'Ouest (UDEAO) 

(vi) West African Economic Community (CEAO) (1970) 

(vii) Lake Chad Basin Commission (LBC) (1964) 

(viii)Organization pom;· la Mise en Valeur de Fleuve Senegal (OMVS): 

Organization for the Development of the Senegal River 

(ix) The Niger Basin Authority 

(x) Volta River Authority 

(xi) The Mano River Union 

In spite of the above attempts that yielded some economic benefits to the 

respective member countries, the changes so derived were not radical enough to 

alter the dependent economic status of the West African countries, Nigeria 

inclusive. For example, there persisted several economic gaps, which the ECOWAS 
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countries still experienced and these included the following: 

(i) the relatively small size of national economies, limited market and the 
existing disparities in resources endowment impeded individual 
efforts towards economic and , social development exclusively at the 
national level. 

. (ii) the level of industrial activity was very low and the export of 
manufactured goods was non- existent although many national 
industries had excess capacity to manufacture for export. Besides 
there was the glaring fact that there were few ifany linkage between 
the manufacturing sectors and the other sectors of the national 
economy like agriculture, so that intermediate capital and even some 
primary goods used in the low level manufacturing were imported 
which was a drain on the West African countries. 

(iii) the ideological framework within which socio-economic development 
was being propagated was itself a sources of conflict; that is 
capitalist mode of development versus . the socialist mode of 
development brought the intellegentsia into conflict in politics and the 
academia. 

(iv) lack of intra West African trade between Nigeria and the other West 
African countries and vice -versa led to inconvertibility of local 
currencies which in itself did not encourage West African trade. Thus, 
the lack of adequate intra West African payment system brought 
rapid decrease .of the foreign exchange obtained from the sale of the 
region's major primary product, the high cost of both imported 
capital and consumption goods differences in fiscal system led to a 
new economic rethinking: a closer intra regional trade etc. 

(v) the need also and the realization that West Africa's bargaining power 
in certain commodities agreement was not enhanced because there 
was no common front as is the case of the Oil Producing Exporting 
Countries (OPEC) in world's oil industry. 

(vi) the coming into being of the United Nation Development 
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Decade: 1960-70 gave the filliµhrough the Economic Commission for 
Africa (ECA)to galvanize support for regional economic grouping~ 

(vii) the creation of other regional economic groupings like the European 
Economic Community, Latin America Free Trade Area, the Adean 
group, the East African Economic Community, the Central African 
Customs and Economic Union demonstrated both the necessity and 
the possibility of regional cooperation in West Africa. 

These points have been canvassed by (Ndongko and Vivekananda: 1960: 13-24; 

Balassa: 1961; Hazzlewood: 1967; Robson: 1968; Plessz: 1968) as being the· 

impetus to and accelerating factors towards regional grouping in ':vest Africa. 

What ever the merit and demerits of economic integration the . factors above 

culminated in the signing into existence the Economic Community of West African 

States (ECOWAS) in 1975 as the economic rallying point not only for the region;s 

development but indeed the new nationalism -the economic nationalism. 

1.1.3 THE MEDIA AND WEST AFRICA'S DEVELOPMENT 

In the context of this new regional economic nationalism, the logical 

academic question that has arisen therefrom has been: what has been the nature 

of the contribution of the mass media of the respective countries of West Africa 

towards ensuring the full actualization of the goals of ECOWAS for the people and 

by the people of the region. This question has some historical basis. The media 

of West Africa were in the vanguard of the total struggle against colonialism, (Omu: 
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1966; Webster and Boahen: 1967; Crowder: 1968; Soyir-Yariga: 1985). The 

journalists themselves were also in the vanguard so that where they were capable 

they established political parties; where also the political party leaders were not 

journalists they established a newspaper as . the mouthpiece of their political 

activities . geared towards achieving the avowed goal of national political · 

independence. In fact the researched comments below point out the historical role 

of the press and journalists towards the foundation of the political development of 

the region: 

(i) Isaac Wallace Johnson, for example, had been acting editor of the 
Nigerian Daily Telegraph and General Secretary of the African 
Workers's Union which he organised in Lagos in 1931. He moved to 
Ghana where he worked with the Nigerian, Nnamdi Azikwe, on the 
African Morning Post. He returned to Sierra Leone where he 
organised a political party, the West African Youth league. Thus the 
elite formed a West African Community and thought of themselves 
as West Africans rather than Ghanaians or Nigerians (Webster and 
Boahen : 1985:244). 

(ii) The West African press was an important element in keeping the elite 
united (Webster and Boahen : 1985:245). 

(iii) In British West Africa the press was the most important single 
element in the birth and development of nationalism. The press kept 
African claims before British officials, was quick to point out 
oppression, kept African claims to advancement and dignity alive, 
stimulated creative writing, and never allowed the British to forget 
that their ultimate aims was to develop self-governing modern states. 
The press brought before West African the issues for the larger world 
especially the black world extending from Africa to America and the 
West Indies. · 
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From the above comments the role played by the pre-independence press in West 

Africa in the political resistance, mobilization, conscientization, sensitization, and · 

indeed education of the West African towards a concrete goal of political 

development and progress is clear. Besides one revealing fact is that these 

newspapers were privately owned and therefore the finance to sustain them was 

minimal yet their output to achieve the political goal was stupendous. The 

proprietors faced draconian measures yet they fought on more concerned with 

posterity and history than with profitability (Webster and Boahen : 1985; Omu: 

1966). 

Itis against this background that the new economic nationalists and regional 

integrationists expect and anticipate that the modern West African press willshow 

. 
similar enthusiasm to struggle for or conscientize and sensitize the people of the 

region to a new struggle, the struggle for economic emancipation from the 

shackles of neocolonialism, the highest stage of imperialism. A number of factors 

underlie this expectation for high performance from the West African media and 

therefore Nigeria's mass communication media in the dissemination of the 

ECOWAS goals of development within the sub- region. These factors include: 

(i) The governments have already adopted the ECOW AS Treaty and 
this should attract press commentary. 

(ii) A large proportion of the West African media are owned by the 
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(iii) 

respective national and state governments and therefore 
government's fundamental engagement that willbenefit the citizens 
should attract media attention and propagation. 

The financial status of the media today are not in jeopardy 
governments own about 60 percent shares or total shares 
therefore guarantee survival, profitable . management, if 
popularisation of ~COW AS is gratis. 

since 
and 

even 

{iv) The issue of economic nationalism is as fundamental as the nations 
raw materials and should attract the attention of the journalists and 
therefore deserve media persistent campaign. 

(v) journalists are · well trained and should be able to appreciate the 
compelling need to develop a regional economic association that will 
lead to a close bond between the people in the region for economic, 
political, and where the need arises military purpose especially when 
the advanced regions of the world are integrating their economies to 
bargain better from positions of absolute power. 

Theoretically, these issues raised above are an integral part of the question 

of economic development and thus should the media show concrete involvement 

either by illuminating or propagating them it would be directly participating in the 

development process. Thus, it is from this perspective that the media have a role 

to play in the development strategies and processes of not only the respective 

countries of ECOWAS but also the region, (Schramm: 1964; Rogers: 1970; 

Moemeka: 1986, 1989). 

From the professional communication and development view the literature 

on communication and development show that the media and indigenous 

communication network are crucial in the adoption of new ideas for the purpose 
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of growth and development (Rogers : 1970; Moemeka: 1989: 1-22; Bertrand et. al.: 

1978; Okunna: 1990). Thus it is not sufficient for government to enter into 

international agreements and expect the citizens to deduce the advantages to 

themselves personally as a community and then as a nation. It is the duty of the 

government through its communication agencies, the mass media of the respective 

countri.es as the fourth estate of the realm to canvass these ideas if the generality 

of the people have to be involved in the adoption and actualization process. This 

view is fundamental given that 70 percent of rural dwellers may never hear about 

the treaty agreement let alone be aware that the overall objective of the Treaty is 

directed at the transformation of their economic condition, with them as active 

participants in this radical transformation. To reach the people, persuade them to 

adopt and actualize the central ideals of the ECOW AS Treaty as it affects the 

people, their known channels of communication have to be adopted. Herein lies 

the central role of communication and for that matter the press in West Africa's 

development process as it relates to ECOWAS. For example Bertrand et. al 

(1978: 18) observed that communication methods proposed at headquarters did 

not lead to adoption of family planning by the Guatemalans because the traditional 

communication networks were not utilized. The overriding point here is credibility, 

in so far as change issues are concerned we would like to trust and know that we 

can depend on the source should any unfamiliar result occur in the risky business 
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of adopting new ideas. 

In spite of the above significant position of communication in change issues, 

the importance of the goals of the ECOW AS Treaty and the overall need of people, 

the economic sector, the need to know the details of the Treaty, the Treaty itself 

did not contain any provision for an integral or tangential role for the mass 

communication media of member countries to propagate and diffuse the concept 

of ECOW AS to their citizens for adoption and actualization. · Adoption and 

-
actualization are change issues which are effectively brought about through 

communication and this makes communication instrumental to development, 

(Rogers: 1970; Moemeka: 1986: 1989). 

However, in spite of the above argued deficiency in the conception and 

construction of the Treaty where the communication component was omitted, the 

12th ECOWAS summit in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso proposed and the .13th 

ECOWAS summit in.Banjul, The Gambia, elaborated and categorically called for 

the involvement of the media of member countries in the ECOWAS integration 

process. Today, the 14th ECOWAS summit which took place in Abuja, the Federal 

capital territory of Nigeria categorically called on the journalists of West Africa to 

be directly involved in the dissemination of the ECOWAS ideals and achievements , 
i 

to reach the people whom they should in reality sensitize to appreciate the 

ECOWAS development goals. The new leadership of ECOWAS, Senegal, has 
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undertaken to pay greater attention to the communication component of the 

ECOW AS issues. In fact a regional seminar on communicat~rs and the ECOWAS 

is being conceived to be carried out before the end of 1992. 

At last the critical role of the communication process in the development 

process is being given center stage which should have been the case at the 

inception of the development event : ECOW AS. Since this study antedates the 

summit communique, (Soyir..:.Yaraiga: 1987), it is believed · that the previous ideas 

mooted in seminar discussions have been underscored by the regional body itself 

and gives this current study a senses of purpose, direction and relevance and 

there willtherefore be no strenuous argument to justify the study as the fact of the 

summit communique speak for themselves, res ipsa loquitur . . 
However, the study focuses on the Nigerian communication environment 

because of the presence of several communication variables that influence the. 

attitudes of the media towards an issue and these variables are also shared by the 

other ECOW AS members in varying degrees. Thus, in the final analysis, the finding 

of this study can either be applied to or tested in the other member ECOW AS 

states. 
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1.2 Problem Definition 

' 

The problem to be investigated is how the Nigerian newspaper press 

reported about the details of the ECOWAS Treaty of sub- regional economic 

development and from which hypothesis will be generated about the mass 

communication media attitude to development issues in West Africa. 

1.3 Research Questions: 

The study proposes to focus on the following research questions: 

1. How have the Nigerian newspapers reported generally about the 
adoption of the Lagos Treaty establishing the Economic Community 
of West Africa States (ECOW AS)? 

2. How have the Nigerian newspapers reported on the following 
dimensions of ECOWAS: 

(a) Economic 

(b) Legal 

(c) Political 

(d) Cultural 

3. How have the Nigerian newspapers treated news items on the 
ECOW AS protocol relating to free movement of persons, residence 
and establishment in the ECOW AS region? 

4. How have the Nigerian newspapers responded to ECOWAS goals of 
Economic and social integration which are likely to lead to the loss 
of national sovereignty in the long-run? 
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1.4 

5. In what ways have the newspapers in Nigeria portrayed ECOWAS as 
a potential instrument for collective international political influence for 
the sub-region against external political and economic power blocs? · 

Purpose of the study: 

The purpose of this research is to investigate how the Nigerian newspaper 

press · contributed to the propagation of the ECOW AS Treaty of economic 

development as a viable development strategy for the West African sub-region. 

From the evidence available deduce the extent to which the Nigerian press acted 

as facilitators of economic development in the region. 

It is popularly argued that the media of mass communication can and ought 

to be an integral part of the development process in the developing countries. Tpis 

notion arises from the research conclusions on mass media effects on opinion and 

attitudes formation of the mass audience of the advanced countries. Besides the 

arguments on adoption of innovations (Rogers: 1964) are also some of the 

reasons for such confidence on the capability of the mass media to influence 

audience to adopt and actualize innovation. This research therefore seeks to verify 

the cases in West Africa with the goals of the ECOWAS as the innovative ideas and 

the Nigerian press as the sources of attitude and opinion formation and the 

Nigerian readership of the newspaper as 'the audience. 

The second. major task of the research is to generate hypotheses that are 
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either workable or applicable to the West African communication environment. It 

is a recurrent theme in most communication literature by West African researchers 

that hypotheses proved valid in the Western advanced communication . 

environment are not applicable to the West African communication situation 

(Annan; 1979; Obeng-Quadoo/ Ugboajah: 1985; Senghaas: 1985; Ansah: 1985 

; Twumasi: 1985). However, while the fact that the inapplicability of the Western 

hypotheses to the West African situation is becoming a settled paradigm, the 

alternative to the said hypotheses are still nascent. Thus this study also seeks to 

generate hypotheses based on the media behaviour of the Nigerian press, 

especially with respect to development issues. 

From the conclusion, th~ study hopes to suggest strategies for greater 

media involvement in the development process of the region. 

1.5 The Rationale for the study: 

The lack of appreciable development in West Africa has long been the 

concern of international agencies on development like the Economic Commission 

for Africa (ECA), International Development Agency (IDA),United Nations Develop 

ment Programme (UNDP), Food and Agricultural Organisation (PAO), United 

Nation Educational Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO), the European 

Economic Commission( EEC), the Organisation of African Unity (OAU), the 
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International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank, the African Development Bank 

(ADE) and most recently the North-South Commission under WillyBrandt former 

Chancellor of Germany, the South Commission under Julius Nyerere former 

Tanzanian president and champion of development (Ujamaa). West African 

countries after independence in the 1960's have pursued development 

programmes with insignificant results. 

However these agencies in the West African countries have concentrated 

on what is to be done and have had elaborate programmes involving colossal 

sums of money but the result have not been commensurate. West Africa is still 

saddled with endemic poverty with the world's poorest countries by IMFand World 

Bank statistics yet the potentialities for achieving development abound. 

Development is never given, it is actuated by the people. The question then is why 

are, and have the people not been involved in their development process as 

perceived by the development agencies. 

It is the basic assumption of this study that the problem lies in 

communication and therefore there is a critical need for this study and more 

studies along this line. Communication plays the role of mediation and for new 

ideas to be adopted by a people who have settled for a way of producing for 

survival to achieve a change· situation the mediation mode must be seen to be 

involved in the change process. The Nigerian press are an example of the 
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mediation mode in West Africa and it is how they function towards the change 

issues that the audience can be persuaded to be involved. 

Thus, this research is "intended to examine how far the Nigerian press have 

achieved that level of involvement in the ECOW AS issue to persuade their 

audiences. This achieved, rational basis would have been established for 

examining the media of other countries so as to redefine the communication goals 

for the West African media for development purposes. 

1.6 Significance of the Study: 

The world is balkanizing: no longer along the lines of politics and religion but 

along the lines of economic and production capabilities. For example the concept 

of Europe 1992, as an econ01i1ic fortress to be set up by the West European 

members of the common ma,rket, is going to be achieved through the unification 

and integration of the economies and currencies of the industrial production giants 

of the world. In north America,Canada and the United states of America are at an 

advanced stage of also integrating their economies to form one production unit. 

Japan, already an industrialized nation, is leading the South-East Asian medium 

industrialized nations . The world's seven most industrialized nations (G-7) ofUSA, 

Canada, Britain, Germany, France, Japan and Italy are already, and economically 

balkanized group. 
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The consequences of the above economic balkanization are such as to 

make West Africa an economically dependent region in spite of the 'special' 

colonial ties with some of the advanced countries. 

Thus: 

(i) the reality of the threat of perpetual economic dependency and mass 

poverty in West Africa, 

(ii) that West Africa is still a mass consumer of Western industrial goods 

with no appreciable production capacity, 

(iii) the need to create greater South-South economic cooperation and 

integration to avoid the economic suffocation of the industrialized 

North, 

(iv) the need to ensure that West Africa's own economic integration 

through ECOW AS succeeds, 

(v) the fact that Africa under the auspices of the O.A.U.is canvassing an 

African common market, 

(vi) the central role that communication can play in the economic 

development effort of the third world region like West Africa and 

therefore the urgent need to exploit all available knowledge about the 
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behaviour of the West Africa media towards development issues so 

as to involve the media or improve their efficiency towards 

development goals, 

collectively make this study significant now and also for tomorrow's generation. 

West Africa urgently needs economic communication revolution along the lines of 

their predecessors that initiated and sustained the political revolution through 

aggressive and dynamic communication in the precolonial times. 

It is against this backdrop that this study is intended to be a significant 

contribution to the growing· systematic and scientific body of studies in the 

attitudinal performances of the press in West Africa and Africa in general with 

respect to its production development. 

1. 7 Period. Scope and Limitation of the Study: 

1. 7 .1 The Period: 

The study elected to examine the Nigerian newspapers published between 

January 1981 and December 1985 inclusive. The rationale for this choice of time 

parameter was based on the reasons that a -similar study had been undertaken 

independently by this· researcher but covered the period January 1975 to 

December 1980 and the shortcomings and conclusion of that study enabled a 
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more expanded approach to the present study. Secondly, it was also reasoned 

that the period of 10 years since inception would provide the opportunity for 

teething problems to be overcome, allow structural establishment of the secretariat 

to draw media attention for comments and propagation by the Nigerian 

newspapers since the secretariat of ECOW AS is based in Nigeria. 

1.7.2 ~: 

-The study used as its umverse all the Nigerian daily newspapers in 

continuous circulation in the time period of January 1981 to December 1985. 

These newspapers were 20 in all. These included: 

1 The Daily Times 

2 The Punch 

3 The Guardian 

4 National Concord 

5 New Nigerian 

6 Nigerian Observer 

7 DailySketch 

8 Nigerian Tribune 

9 Daily Star 

10 The Satelite 
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11 Nigerian Statesman 

12 Nigerian Standard 

13 Morning Focus 

14 Nigerian Herald 

15 Evening Times 

16 Evening Sketch 

17 Nigerian Tide 

18 Nigerian Chronicle 

19 Nigerian Call 

20 Daily Nation 

Sources: National concord, Nov, 19, 1985. 

From the above universe a systematic sample of two Federal newspapers: Daily 

Times and New Nigerian; then four other privately owned newspapers: The 

Guardian, National Concord; The Punch, Tribune plus five randomly samplf'..d 

state-owned newspapers: Daily Sketch, Nigerian Herald, Nigerian . Observer, 

Nigerian Statesman and Nigerian Tide, constituted the working population, that is, 

the sample population for the study. 
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1.7.3 Limitations of the study: 

The study excluded the evening newspapers from the sample population 

because of their character of being directed at scoops that were very localized and 

also for being orientated towards soft journalism and sensationalism. 

Although the study adopted the ambitious title of '.' The Nigerian Press '' in 

reality the study was limited to the newspapers and as such the radio and 

television which are also instruments of communication for development (Ansah 

et. al.: 1981; Unesco: All Indian Radio-Unesco pilot projects, 1986:3); were not 

included in the study. However, any generalizations arising from the study could 

be applicable to them too since the source and the training of the operators of 

these media are similar in form and generate similar attitudes to national and 

international issues. 

Finally, for reasons of financial constraints the current study could not 

reproduce all the newspapers evidence that were analysed to validate or invalidate 

the research questions and assumptions. However they can be provided for 

inspection on demand. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 THE CONCEPT OF DEVELOPMENT 

The entire corpus of this study is premised on the notion of economic 

development for West Africa and the part that the press can play to achieve that. 

Thus if the press of Nigeria, and indeed West Africa, have a role to play in 

achieving this notion, at the onset therefore, it is compelling to understand the 

concept of development. In an attempt to place this concept in practical 

perspective, the entire performance of the West African economy from pre-colonial 

to colonial was thoroughly examined from the conviction that the present cannot 

be totally understood if the internal dynamics that propelled the economy to the 

present are not in themselves totally grasped. Any departure from this would lead. 

to only peripheral perceptions which will amount to only pursuing the phantom 

rather than the concrete thing-in-itself. Besides the issue of development has been 

a subject of intellectual discourse in the West African region and also the avowed 

goals of the emergent post-colonial African governments as evidenced in the 

content of their political manifestoes. Today, development is also the concern of 

the new breed politicians as well as some regional groupings. What then is 

development? 

In an attempt to explain this concept, Brett (1973:3-4) has argued that: 
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Development or modernization is seen in much of 
the contemporary Western academic literature as 
'the process of change towards those types of 
social, economic and political systems that have 
developed in Western Europe and North America 
from the seventeenth century to the nineteenth 
and have been spread to other European 
countries and in the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries to the South American, Asian and 
African continents. Knowledge of 'Western 
complex systems' is thus said to provide a basis 
from which a model or ideal type of developed 
society can be derived .... 

In examining the concrete forms of development the author above has asserted 

that the image of the developed society is characterised by structures which are 

highly differentiated, organically integrated and very productive, and by behaviour 

conditioned by universalistic, achievement and specific norms which are in contrast 

to the traditional societies to which much of West Africa falls. Brett (1973) argues 

further that the traditional communities have undifferentiated, mechanically 

integrated and unproductive structures and behaviour conditioned by particularistic, 

ascriptive and diffuse norms. As a corollary to the two comparisons which are the 

two continuum of developed and underdeveloped societies it is possible to locate 

societies with degrees of achievement of development through the application of 

the economic indicators of development which the author has classified to include: 

(i) urbanization 

(ii) industrialization 

(iii) literary 
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From the above it is dear to see that development is a function of economic 

progress which is arrived at by the successful operation of a developed mode of 

economic production. This is so because the economic indicators as stated above 

are pure consequences of economic activities that yield the capacity for the 

accumulation of wealth. Thus where the mode of production does not allow the 

accumulation of wealth for further improvement of the mode of production, then 

development willnot exist and in its place willbe underdevelopment, backwardness 

and poverty. These notions have indeed been used severally to describe the 

economic condition of West Africa by not only the Western writers but also 

Western international economic agencies. 

The task for the pres~ ~f the region and especially Nigeria is to shift the 

present focus from everyday events to issues raised by the above conditions of the 

West African economy that, in their turn, pre-determine the everyday events 

considered to be news and newsworthy issues that engage the attention of the 

print and electronic media. The press. have to be more perceptive and also be 

more development oriented by articulating the problems of the region and 

proffering solutions. It is in this context that the ECOW AS issue can be 

appropriately seen as an attempt to overcome the constraints of economic growth 

to achieve the developmental ideal which assures comfort and · well-being to the 

people. 
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Brett's definition of development emphasises the existence of economic 

structures as indicators of development. This view appears very limiting and 

appears to postulate a vicarious experience of developm.ent if the explanation is 

situated in the West African region as a model for adoption. Brett does not 

' elaborate on the position of the people per se in his definition and this point is the 

most critical in any consideration of development in any of the West African 

countries, Nigeria not excepting. The writer on development that placed significant 

attention to the status of the people in the development issue is Rodney (1982:9-

21). For example, in answering the question of what is development, he has 

addressed himself to two elements of the term. First as it applies to the individual 

human being and secondly as it applies to economic function. Thus, Rodney 

(1982: 1) has expounded the first argument by asserting that: 

Development in human society is a many-sided 
process. At the level of the individual, it implies 
increased skill and capacity, greater freedom, 
creativity,. self-discipline, responsibility and 
material well-being. Some of these are virtually 
moral categories and are difficult to evaluate 
depending as they do on the age in which one 
lives, one's class origins and one's personal code 
of what is right and what is wrong. However, what 
is indisputable is that the achievement of any of 
those aspects of personal development is very 
much tied in with the state of the society as a 
whole. 

However, in considering the application of the term to the society at large but more 

specifically in its economic sense, Rodney (1983: 10), pointed out that: 
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A society develops economically as its members 
increase jointly their capacity for dealing with the 
environment. This capacity for dealing with the 
environment is dependent on the extent to which 
they understand the laws of nature ·(science), 
understanding into practice by devising tools 
(technology), and on the manner in which work is 
organised. 

Again at the core of Rodney's argument we perceive the recurrence of the element 

of teclmology; not necessarily as we perceive the occurrence of technology today 

but simply the fact of initiating production beyond the simplest forms of tools of the 

hoe and cutlass for mass ·production and increased consumption. Thus the 

recurrent position of this study to the issue of development especially as it 

originated here in the past is vindicated when one observes the independent 

position raised by Rodney (1982: 10-11) in the capacity of man irrespective of his 

continent of origin to develop: He argues that everywhere people have shown the 

capacity to developed independently by increasing their capacity to live a more 

satisfactory life through exploiting the resources of nature. Thus the rudimentary 

view of economic · development lies in peoples ability to increase their capacity to 

exploit nature's resources for their personal benefit. 

Against this background, Rodney (1982: 11) has further argued the stages 

for man's progressive economic achievement by raising the point that man 

progressed from: 

(i) the use of crude stone tools to the use of metals 
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(ii) the change over from hunting and gathering wild 
fruit to the domestication of animals and the growing of food crops; 

(iii) the improvement in organisation of his work from being an 
individualistic activity towards being an activity which assumes a 
social character through the participation of many. 

Finally, the point is made that everywhere, man was faced with the test of 

survival by meeting fundamental material needs; and better tools were a 

consequence of the interplay between human beings and nature as part of the 

struggle for survival. The success of this onward survival was in its turn based on 

the overall tendency towards increased production, and at given times the increase 

in the quantity of goods was associated with a change in the quality or character 

of society. At the bottom-line· therefore, Rodney (1982: 12) hinges his summation 

of the notion of economic development on the totality of the quality of the social 

process. 

This is not arguable because the entire social process is an appendage 

of the economic base so that any qualitative improvement on the function of the 

economic base would logically lead to an advance, albeit, a qualitative advance in 

the superstructure which necessarily includes the social process. So our economic 

output determines our social output and for this reason the recurrent point for the 

communicators for the modernization of the region should devise the strategies for 

communicating the ECOW AS issues based on this reality, that, until there is a 
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qualitative improvement of one mode of production in the region, not only shall we 

operate a dependent economy for all times but that the quality of existence will 

never experience a permanent change. The means of altering our regional quality 

of life for the individual and the society at large is through regional economic 

integration and ECOW AS therefore is it. Need we argue further with the abundant 

intellectual evidence? 

Ake (1981: 141-143) in situating the concept of development into the African 

historical experience pointed out that the notion of development gained popularity 

in the period of the 1960's when most African countries achieved their political 

independence. 

He has argued that: 

One important impulse for change in African 
economies is the desire of African leaders, 
apparently shared by their followers, for 
development. The desire for development might 
be describ~ with equal accuracy as a passion or 
an ideology. The informal and formal 
pronouncements of African leaders give one the 
impression of an unshakeable commitment to the 
idea that they must achieve development, 
perceived as primary for their own welfare, the 
legitimation of their leadership and the well-being 
their countries. 

Ake (1981) has argued further that most of the post independence leaders have 

always associated their countries' condition of underdevelopment to issues like 

poverty, the high incidence of disease, unemployment, military weakness, 
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ignorance, technological backwardness, cultural deprivation, short life-expectancy, 

social disorganisation and the high incidence of political instability. Thus, the 

political leaders see development of their economies as the necessary condition 

for dealing decisively with these problems. Arising from these perceptions, Ake 

(1981: 142) has concluded that development has assumed the sense of: 

... generally some variety or permutation of the 
notion of Westernization, industria-lization or 
capitalist economic growth. Thus wanting 
development became virtually the same thing as 
wanting to be like the West. 

Although there is some element of truth in the above statement judging from the 

patterns of post-independence economic structures erected by the post-

independence African leaders and also the pattern of imports from the Western 

countries and more importantly the degree to which the West African economies 
' 

became appendages to those of the developed countries, there were some other 

African political leaders who strenuously attempted to depart from this general 

notion articulated by Ake (1981), at least theoretically so, in their manifestoes and 

development plans. For example, Toure (1978:110-112) argued a different 

conception of development for his country, Guinea. In his case, he argued that: 

The PDG distinguishes between economic growth 
and development. There is development when 
economic growth is homogeneous, and effectively 
ensures quantitative and qualitative progress in all 
fields of the people's life; in the material, medical, 
educational, cultural fields, including science and 
technology ... But when the change is partial, 
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covering only one sector of the economy, or even 
several limited sectors, such an economic growth 
must not be confused with true development. .. 
Economic development always goes with 
economic growth, which the reverse is not always 
true. Development always implies growth. When 
the latter is general, even and harmonious, it 
becomes synonymous with development. 

il 

Thus, the above articulation provides the study with the ground base for the 

need to distinguish between pure economic statistics from real acquired means of 

satisfying one's daily wants and the feeling of being an equal member of the nation 

albeit the region. There is no doubt that the region abounds in great potential for 

achieving development for all that will be meaningful and concrete with minimum 

dehumanization. The clear rider to Toure's argument which displaces Bretts 

structural emphasis is the attention to be placed on the people. In Toure's 

conception of development, the. people are the central target of development and 

not necessarily the volume of G.N.P. The West African condition is not a call for 

increased GNP or foreign exchange but call for improved living condition and 

longevity of life with minimum threats from disease, poverty, illiteracy and armed 

robbery. This humanistic conception · of economic development is further articulated 

by Toure (1981:112) after contrasting the development case of Cote D'Ivoire with 

its numerous capitalistic shortcomings as the Cote D'Ivoireeconomic development 

perspective is premised on the Western notion. Toure submits as quoted that: 

In all a things, the happiness and well-being of the 
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people must come first. The process of 
development followed by societies usually called 
'developed', which have achieved great 
technological progress has not created the 
conditions which permit free and full human 
development. Such societies are observed by 
economic matters, which they separate from 
political and social considerations. They may be 
strong and well developed materially and 
technologically, but they can be less developed 
than societies in which the human element is 
uppermost... For the PDG yardstick for measuring 
development is how far the human potential and 
human needs have been fulfilled. This cannot be 
shown in terms of statistics or on charts showing 
economic performance. It can only be 
experienced or observed in the degree to which 
the peoples interests are being served. 

The arguments here constitute the ideal of development for the ECOW AS 

region as articulated by the terms of the ECOW AS Treaty which fortunately does 

not prescribe the kind of political system that would ensure the achievement of its 

stated goals. The treaty is people-oriented; it seeks to create ll greater 

opportunities of self-help through self-application by the region's people. The treaty 

does not at any point assume a charitable stance to cater for the region's citizens. 

Should the region's potential be opened up through agricultural, industrial, legal 

and communications revolutions through cooperative investment it is up to the 

individual people to seize the opportunity for self-actualization through production 

and accumulation of capital; there is no room for parasitic existence. Thus no 

people from one country will be catered for by another without valid productive 
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means of his/her own. The Treaty's legal requirements for movement clearly 

articulate this case. Thus underlying Toure's humanism in development is a 

productive mode that exists, that works and is efficient and to achieve such for the 

entire region it willrequire deliberate conscientization of the people in this direction 

which the study submits will be the onus of the region's communicators and 

especially the opinion leaders in all categories but most prominently the mass 

communicators. 

The articulation of what economic development is has again reared up in the 

present decade of the 1990's. The most recent categorisation of the elements of 

development has been articulated by the South Commission under the 

Chairmanship of Julius Nyerere of Tanzania who himself was an architect of the 

attempt to implement a development strategy in Tanzania referred to as the . 
Ujamaa - village development. The· South Commission (1990:10-14), already 

referred to in the body of the study, has described its perception of development 

in the following manner: 

(i) The South's vision must also embrace a notion of what development 
ultimately signifies. In our view, development is a process which 
enables human . beings to realize their potential, build self-confidence, 
and lead livesof dignity and fulfilment. It is a process which frees 
people from the fear of want and exploitation. It is a movement away 
from political, economic, or social oppression. Through development, 
political independence acquires its true significance. And it is a 
process of growth, a movement essentially . springing from within the 
society that is development. 
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(ii) From the above the Commission points out further that: Development 
therefore implies growing self-reliance, both individual and collective. 
The base for a nation's development must be its own resources, 
both human and material, fullyused to meet its own needs. External 
assistance can promote development. But to have this effect, this 
assistance has to be integrated into the national effort and applied 
to the purposes of those it is meant to benefit. Development is based 

(iii) 

. on self-reliance and is self-directed; without these characteristics 
there can be no genuine development. 

it is also argued that a nation stand for its people and as such 
development has to be an effort of, by and for the people. Thus true 
development has to be people centred. It has to be directed at the 
fulfilment of human potential and the improvement of the social and 
economic well-being of the people. And it has to be designed to 
secure what the people themselves perceive to be their social and 
economic interests. 

(iv) Development also means political freedom and the individuals should 
be able to influence the affairs and decisions that are taken around 
him through the process of participation and this requires his 
education and the availability of channels that are free for him to 
express his interests and desires. Thus the existence of democratic 
institutions and popular participation in decision making are therefore 
essential to genuine development. 

(v) Another measure of development is the necessity for the existence 
of a medium whereby the citizens and government can constantly 
interact to ensure that people's interest at all times are being served. 
This medium willalso ensure that the government can mobilize the 
people and the nation's resources to ensure that the path of 
development continues to respond to the interests of its people. 

(vi) To ensure development there must be a rapid and sustained 
economic growth so that hunger, disease and ignorance can be 
overcome through the production of goods and services. Besides 
the economy has to expand in other to allow job opportunities and 
the means for individual accumulation of capital. Thus development 
should not be perceived as fulfilled through high GNP but rather 
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there should be a real growth in the goods produced and made 
available to the citizens. 

In concluding its postulate of what development really is, and which ideal should 

be pursued by the governments of the South and which the people themselves 
.. 

should press their governments to create, the South Commission (1990: 13) has 

proffered its own definition which it has articulated as: 

... development is a process of self-reliant growth, 
achieved through the participation of the people 
acting in their own interests as they see them, 
and under their own control. Its first objective 
must be to end poverty, provide productive 
employment, and satisfy the basic needs of all the 
people, any surplus being fairly shared. This 
implies that basic goods and services such as 
food and shelter, basic education and health 
facilities and clean water must be accessible to 
all. In addition, development presupposes a 
democratic structure of government, together of 
speech, organimtion, and publication, as well as 
a system of justice which protects all the people 
from actions inconsistent with just laws that are 
known and publicly accepted. 

The South Commission being specifically assigned to re-examine the development 

achievements of the South countries came with the above definition which is itself 

an indictment of the poor performance of the economies of the South countries to 

serve the needs of the people. Thus after nearly over thirty years of political 

freedom the West African countries who also constitute the South countries have 

yet to achieve that level of economic performance that is described as 

development as delineated above. From the South Commission's articulation, the 
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point also to be appreciated is the fact that development is a national self-reliant, 

internally generated process of harnessing the natural resources for the greater 

benefit of the people. Conversely, development is the quantity of finished goods 

that a nation can purchase from abroad for its citizens. Thus, development is 

apposite to economic dependency. The logic for West Africa is that the concept 

of development will be a practical reality if the domestic budgets show a lesser 

dependence on or complete absence of imported goods. 

Further, the notion of development today is not the erection of structures 

and the acquisition of machines but how to ensure the individual is contented and 

dignified. From the analysis of the South Commission 91990:14-18), the South 

countries cannot achieve this ideal of development in isolation as different 

countries because of their varying level of national income and their distribution, 

the quantity and quality of infrastructure and productive capacity, levels of 

education and skills and managerial capacity, and the degree of public 

participation m political and social life. Besides, the respective historical 

experiences, culture, homogeneity will considerably affect the priority scales of 

each country and the spread of movement towards the goal of development. 

With the above general gloomy verdict on the South countries' economic 

performance in perspective and the actual condition of West African countries that 

have all adopted the Structural Adjustment Policy (SAP) as the palliative to the 
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distortions in their domestic economic performance it is evident that a collective 

approach to the solution of individualized economic problems is the only rationale .. -

option left for the West African countries. This deduction is clearly reinforced by the 

u11ambiguous argument of the South Commission (1990:16-17) which points out 

that: 

In the prevailing world environment, South-South 
cooperation offers developing countries a 
strategic means for pursuing relatively 
autonomous paths to development suited to the 
needs and aspirations of their people. On their 
own, most countries of the South unlikely to be 
able to exploit fully the economies of scale 
necessary for success in a large number of 
industries.· Nor will they be able to devote the 
critical minimum of resources necessary for 
research and development and for strengthening 
their scientific and technological capabilities. 

Finally the Commission warns that if the Third World countries act separately they 

willbe placing themselves on an extremely weak bargaining position in dealing with 

well-organized groupings of developed countries or with transactional corporations. 

The Commission has in consequence of the preceding proffered two organizational 

imperatives for the South countries to adopt: 

(i) Solidarity 

(ii) Cooperation 

While proffering the above strategies for overcoming the tall economic 

conditions confronting the Third World countries which subsumes West African 
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countries, the Commission Report (1990: 15) draws the attention of the affected 

countries to the new economic movements of the advanced countries towards 

economic integration. The developed countries, whose economies are already 

large are nonetheless moving towards economic integration and this the 

Commission argues shall emphasize the need for collaboration among developing 

countries in a changing world in which size of economy and economic and political 

power are assuming greater significance. In the face of the above the Report 

argues further that: 

Developing countries must therefore seek to take 
full advantage of the economies of aggregation. 
Sub-regional, regional and inter-regional 
cooperation has now become indispensable for 
sustained growth. The fact that transactional 
cooperations exercise a dominant influence both 
on the generation of new technologies and on the 
flows of international trade makes such 
cooperation even more vital. Geographical 
proximity is one basis for cooperation, leading to 
bilateral, sub-regional or regional action. Another 
situation in which countries may find it 
advantageous to work together is that where they 
can advanced common interest in a certain 
commodity or in developing a joint industry. 

These comprehensive statements quoted from the South Commission's 

report (1990) are in themselves not only valid for directional reorientation for 

nationalists but are, in fact, a vindication of the time and effort and even money 

spent on ensuring that the ECOW AS institution did not die a premature death as 

the East Africa Economic Community (EAEC), (Asiwaju in Akinyemi et. al. (1985)). 
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Thus in the present reality the planners and intellectuals should think more of how 

to popularise the concept of regional economic integration as a final means for 

each individual to divest himself the thought of government care and responsibility 

for him and rather acquire a skill or trade and see which area of the region would 

require his labour and thus set himself up as a productive being. Such cumulative 

production would lead to capital accumulation for greater investment for the future. 

With more of the region's people engaged in capital accumulation then the concept 

of a widened regional market for mass individual output for development will then 

be an economic reality. Thus against the background of the findings of the 

independent South Commission it will be logical to claim that the intellectual pool 

of the region have proved that they are capable of thinking around how to tackle 

the region's burning economic . issues. 

The challenge now is the implementation of the well conceived strategy for 

the region's development. And for implementation as this study has argued, it 

should not rest with the governments alone. It should be the responsibility of 

respective pressure groups or identifiable economic groups and indeed 

enterprising individuals who believe in pushing their economic frontiers beyond 

their present predicaments. In fact the South Commission Report (1990: 17) has 

even argued that: 

It is important that cooperation should not only 
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take place between government agencies. 
Trading, industrial, and financial enterprises, trade 
unions, research organizations, non-governmental 
organizations, and the media of the South should 
all be encouraged and helped to contribute to the 
advancement of the collective cause of the South 
and its solidarity in action. 

It is under this context that the study precisely perceives an obligatory role for the 

media to be part of the dynamic instruments that brought about the actualization 

of the ECOW AS institution that would ensure the economic liberation of the 

region's peoples from the paralytic economic effects of the varying economic 

measures in the region under the aegis of Structural Adjustment Policy (SAP) 

which has brought untold hardships to many and death to many more. 

Thus it has to be understood by this generation and especially the 

economic nationalists that ECOW AS is not a way of siphoning the wealth of the 

rich sectors of the region so as to spread equitable poverty but rather a way of 

investing for the future to prevent the reoccurrence of the colonization of the 

region's natural resources which led to the brutalization of the people in the 

colonial era. Further, that just as the media were in the vanguard fanning frenzied 

nationalist feelings for political independence, it is now expected that it would take 

the vanguard role to fan acceptance and actualization of the ECOW AS objectives 

so as to overthrow the creeping neo-colonization considered the last stage of 

colonialism, (Nkrumah, 1965) and the final path to true freedom and dignity for the 
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African. 

As a last word, since the concept of development is critical to this study it 

is important to note further two arguments by the South Commission Report 

(1990:17-18) which stated that: 

(i) The rewards of cooperation can, m time, become 
considerable. But they have to be earned; resources and 
effort have to be invested, and it takes time to produce 
results... South-South links should avoid reproducing within 
the south the exploitative patterns which have characterised 
North-South relationships. 

(ii) Steps towards South-South cooperation - towards collective 
self-reliance, solidarity, regional integration, and effective 
organization in support steps on the road to development and 
a better future for the South's people. They must be a part of 
the vision for the South, for it is through links that bring the 
nations of the South closer in active partnership that it will 
draw strength to secure a world without divisions. 

Thus if the content of these · two cardinal points in economic integration be 

appreciated and the concept of development be a desired goal for the region, 

then, the media_ houses and especially the print media in the respective ECOWAS 

countries should _ need no further clearance to perform their professional duty of 

development communication. This is so because as at the last ECOW AS summit 

in Abuja, July 1991, the communique on media role in the sensitization of the 

people of the region was clear and Senegal, the next Chair of ECOW AS has 

promised loud and clear its commitment to organise a regional media seminar on 
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the role of the journalist in the dissemination of ECOWAS goals. This fact 

emphasises the critical role of the medial in this West African development initiative. 

2.2 NIGERIA: ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE 

The nature of the Nigerian economy is · totally subsumed in the preceding 

examination of the West African economy since its land mass is caught in the 

respective ecological and geographical patterns of the region. Thus, any separate 

detailed examination here on the nature of the Nigerian economy would defeat the 

purpose of the study which in strict sense is more concerned with performance. 

Ekundare (1973) in tracing the development of the Nigerian economy, which he 

has described as revolutionary, given that a century ago the economy was purely 

a subsistence one, has argued that the philosophy behind the Nigerian 

achievement of growth and change from the subsistence state by the period after 

independence has been due to its philosophy of competitive capitalism which is 

discussed below. 

2.2.1 Competitive Capitalism 

The spirit of competitive capitalism exists in a situation of free-enterprise 

economy in which certain fundamental economic principles have been established. 

These include: 
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(i) the private ownership of factors of production. 

(ii) the right to organize such factors for productive 

purposes and for profit motives. 

(iii) and the exercise of the above within the legal framework of the 

country. 

From these points Ekundare (1973:383) then argues that: 

An individual, therefore, could own factors of 
production, set himself up in business, join others 
in partnership, or own shares in a joint stock 
venture. He could then sell his produce for profit 
without any government intervention on observing 
all the basic laws which made it possible for him 
and the other citizens to enjoy competitive 
capitalism. 

This experience in Nigeria is specifically the central thrust of this study that the 

West African region can develop its potential with substantial individual involvement 

in its dynamic operation. For just as the small-scale producers are the central 

economic fulcrum on which most of the West African economies subsist on new 

type of economic individualist, ifappropriately encouraged to work alone or team 

up are likely to achieve far greater than just the collective governments. Thus just 

as the Nigerian economy revolutionized as a result of economic individualism the 

region can also revolutionize its achievement for economic individualism after 

laying down the necessary economic infrastructures. 

Ekundare (1973:384) anticipating the present performance of the Nigerian 
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economy has also attributed the fundamentals of its achievement to capital 

accumulation engineered by the de~ire for profit. He asserts that although the 

indigenous social and economic systems of Nigeria were based largely on the, 

extended family system Nigerians were not necessarily natural socialists. His 

reasons are that where the process of division of labour and exchange had not 

been fully entrenched into the economic system, a reliance on subsistence 

production, which was the main economic characteristic of the extended family 

system was inevitable. However, subsistence production did not preclude 

exchange. Thus where the main reason for production in the subsistence economy 

was to satisfy individual wants, surplus production over and above the subsistence 

level often formed the nucleus of an exchange system - either barter or money 

exchange. These beginnings were strengthened by, what Ekundare (1985) further 

asserts, the economics of the slave trade, the legitimate trade with its foundations 

in rural agricultural capitalism. In other words the preceding activities gave the 

Nigerian initiative at capitalism a further boost for capital accumulation. 

These periods not only saw the rise of capitalism and the foundations of a 

materialistic society, but, in fact, the collapse of the grip of the extended family 

system. This was very evident because in the period under review some family 

obligations were being taken over by the government, these were matters like the 

care of the sick and financial support for education, Ekundare (1973:384). This 
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situation therefore gave greater scope for competitive capitalism to operate. In its 

operation it provided the government with the framework to engage in enterprise, 

there was also room for private enterprise, both corporate and individual, as well"· 

as joint venture between the private and the government economic operatives. 

From this economic framework the colonial government was able to provide the 

directiol) for the social and economic activities before the period of internal political 

independence in Nigeria. 

From the emergent structure arrangement in the economic formation of 

Nigeria, Ekundare (1973:385) concluded that the colonial administration was able 

to provide the kind of economic leadership that was compatible with imperialism. 

Thus if the colonial economy served the colonialists efficiently it was largely 

because the Nigerians had evqlved a base economic philosophy of their own 

which was premised on the notion of competitive capitalism. 

Whether, this economic operational structure led to any distortion of the real 

interest of the Nigerians is not discussed in Ekundare's (1985) epilogue but what 

is asserted emphatically is that at independence in 1960 three sectors of economic 

activity emerge and these were: 

(i) The public sector which was dominated by the activities of the 

government and its agencies. 

(ii) The semi-public sector in which the government joined with 
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private enterprise as partner or sponsor. 

(iii) The private sector for private corporate and individual activity. 

With the sectors discharging their sectoral specialization in the Nigerian economy 

it was now a policy objective of the government to ensure an increase in the rate 

of economic growth and in consequence, therefore, every sector had to increase 

its participation in the general level of economic activity. From this general 

performance Ekundare (1973:400) came to the conclusion that: 

There is a ·strong belief that the Nigerian economy 
has passed the stage of economic 'take-off and 
reached that of self-sustaining growth. 

This bold 1973 conclusion about the performance of the Nigerian economy 

has been tacitly criticised by Williams (1976) who argued that at this level of 

capitalist development neither the colonial government, nor the colonial firms really . 
initiated the transition from trading to manufacturing which stage would have 

created the begip.ning of industrial production. So that, in reality, what was 

perceived as capitalist development had its basis on trading which did not affect 

the mode of production. Much of the trading was carried out by marketing boards · 

that controlled pricing policies. Williams 91976) thus argued that: 

The pricing policies of the Marketing Boards 
delayed the development of industry by limiting 
the expansion of the market, and the development 
of indigenous capitalism by denying African 
traders the opportunity to profit from the post-war 
boom in commodity prices. The surpluses 
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accumulated by the Marketing Board was sent to 
Britain, rather than invested in Nigeria. 

Thus, the wealth generated in Nigeria which ought to have been used to 

industrialize and increase the accumulative capacity of the ordinary Nigerians were 

rather used to generate industrial production in Britain. Besides, the fact that most 

of the said capitalist revolution as argued by Ekundare (1973:382-384) for Nigeria 

was in the hands of the multi-national corporations, Williams (1976), meant that all 

tangential and related elements of economic activity like distribution and financial 

activities were also controlled by the multinational corporations. Where there was 

a joint investment with the state government, the intermediate industries depended 

on foreign-controlled capital, supplies of intermediate goods and technical and 

managerial skills were also foreign sourced. Where these foreign controlled 

industries generated a demand for the development of skills and learning, both for 

their own activities, and for the administration of public affairs, these skills were 

acquired by the highly educated Nigerian middle-class in the metropolitan and 

colonial universities. This status made the Nigerian middle-class absorbable in the 

multinational corporations and the state administration. This complementarity 

served the purposes of the multinationals at the expense of the generality of the 

ordinary Nigerians since the gains of production ought to have been directed 

towards the people. 
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Williams (1976) argued further that the middle-class in sharing a common 

education and aspiration with the multinational also came to share with the 

metropolitan capitalists a commitment to the development of capitalist production 

and the extension of state activity at the expense peasant and petty commodity 

producers. Thus the development of neo-colonial capitalism substituted imports of 

intermediate and producer goods for imports of consumer goods. This led to the 

consolidation rather than the subvention of dependence · on foreign supplies, since 

production as well as consumption came to depend on foreign imports. 

Capitalism in the period also came to depend heavily on the peasants and 

petty commodity producers and this dependence was facilitated by the state 

apparatus rather than the market forces through competition and demand and 

supply. For example, as argued, by Williams (1976), the Marketing Boards which 

were state controlled enable the state to the rate of exploitation of peasant labour 

to finance the emergence · of Nigerian capitalist class and to finance the 

development of industrial investments and the provision of urban services and 

amenities to the detriment of the rural sector where the peasants and the majority 

of the Nigerian population predominated. Further, the type of capitalist production 

system that emerged depended on the ordinary people either directly or indirectly 

for its market on: 

(i) the incomes of export-crop farmers. 
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(ii) the incomes of workers and clerks employed by the capitalist firms 

and the state. 

(iii) the incomes derived by the bourgeoisie from the exploitation of the 

producers and more recently from their appropriation of a share of 

the oil revenues. 

(iv) the incomes of petty commodity producers, craftsmen and traders, 

and food-crop farmers generated by the spending of other classes. 

(Williams, 1976). 

Thus the economic picture produced in the neo-colonial capitalist production 

system was the impoverishment of the lower class and a restriction on their ability 

to accumulate capital to initiate the indigenous industrial revolution which in itself 

reduces the degree of economic dependence on other economies. This is the 

essential ingredient of the developed economy, thus whereas capitalism and 

capitalist production was emergent its real service objective was never the Nigerian 

people and society but the metropolitan countries since profits were always 

repatriated to serve the metropolitan economy. 

What decolonisation, · the structural status of the merged capitalist 

production was never altered rather it was perpetrated because it only brought 

about a change only in the pattern of participation and influence in public affairs. 

For example, Williams (1976) argued that in the period of decolonisation: 
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Power was effectively devolved the bourgeoisie 
who commanded the skills and resources 
necessary to determine public policy at the 
regional and national levels... Allocation of 
resources at the local level was now determined 
by the interests of the ruling party at the regional, 
and ultimately the federal, level. Thus local 
influence depended on patronage relations with 
regional politicians, and the imposition of military 
rule has deprived people of even these limited 
opportunities for patronage. 

From the above statement, therefore, it can be seen that although 

decolonisation brought with it capitalist development in Nigeria supervised by 

Nigerians, it did not change much by way of the spread of the GNP in real terms 

to the people. Rather this new capitalism, as it were, consolidated rather than 

subverted foreign economic domination. For example, the new capitalism 

depended on the increasing exploitation of export-crop farmers, and restricted the 

development of peasant and petty commodity production. 

The above views are also shared by Ake (1981:114) who analysed the post

colonial economies of Nigeria and Tanzania in relation to development and came 

to the conclusion that: 

Nigeria's nationalist leaders were very much 
preoccupied with economic dependence during 
their nationalist struggle. But it was not until the 
launching of the Second National Development 
Plan. 1970-1974 that a clear strategy of reducing 
economic dependence emerged. 

As a way out, the document argued that it was necessary to localise ownership 

and control of the economy · and that political independence without economic 
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independence was an 'empty shell', that a truly independent nation cannot allow 

its objectives and priorities to be distorted or frustrated by the manipulations of 

powerful foreign investors. 

From such organic views the Nigerian government introduced successive 

decrees and amendments which were all geared towards achieving that economic 

independence. For example the Nigerian Enterprises Decree of 28th February, 

1972 became in fact the first bold legal initiative of laying down the foundations of 

a truly free economy. The legal instrument created a Nigerian Enterprises 

Promotion Board whose duty was to see to it that Nigerians participated fully and 

played a dominant role in enterprises that were set up in the various areas of the 

economic life of Nigeria. Further, there was a delineation of some 33 areas where 

aliens were allowed to participate with the proviso that: 

(i) the paid up capital exceeded 20,000 pounds or tum-over exceeded 

500,000 pounds. 

(ii) there was indigenous equity participation of not less than 40 % . 

Further legislation with intent to achieve economic independence in Nigeria were 

decree and these included: 

(i) the Nigerian Enterprises Promotion (Amendment) Decree 1973 

(ii) the Nigerian Enterprises Promotion (Amendment) 1974 

(iii) the Nigerian Enterprises Promotion Decree of 1976 
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(iv) the Nigerian Enterprises Promotion Decree of 1977 

The Decree of 1977 reclassified enterprises into three categories, these were: 

(i) enterprises requiring low technology and limited capital and these 
were reserved for Nigerians exclusively. There were altogether 40 
types in this category. 

(ii) the second included 57 types of enterprises in which aliens could 
participate and be part-owners provided Nigerians had 60% equity 
share. 

(iii) the third category consisted of 39 types that were relatively capital 
intensive enterprises, such as ship-building and the manufacture of 
motor vehicles and these were open to aliens as long as Nigerians 
participation was 40%. 

Ake (1981: 115) has pointed out that the Decree of 1977 served to increase the 

scope of Nigerian participation in the economy and also to improve the mechanism 

of implementation of the policy of Nigerianisation. The decree ensured that 

Nigerian equity participation would range from 40% to 100% depending on the 

character of the enterprise. However, in all critical enterprises like petro-chemical 

and banking, a minimum equity participation of 60% was obligatory. 

The significance of this analysis to the study lies in the objective of showing 

that as at 1977, two years after the signing into effect the ECOWAS treaty Nigeria 

was itself, in spite of the vast economic potential, grappling with the need to assert 

itself economically from the lack of real benefits from its economic resources 

which, as it has been argued earlier in the study and supported by the concept of 
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development by South Commission, must be people-oriented. Further, in spite of 

these bold advances in legislation to ensure a people participation in their 

economy, Ake (1981: 115) still argues that the legislative approach is not the 

answer to the problem of dependence. He has pointed out that Nigeria's measure: 

... does not address the problem in its essentials. 
First of all the state of Nigeria's technology is a 
critical aspect of her dependence, and this 
approach offers nothing relevant to this aspect of 
dependence. As long as Nigeria depends wholly 
on foreign technology, it cannot make significant 
progress towards economic independence. · Thus 
achieving majority Nigerian equity participation in 
the petroleum industry does not say much about 
progress towards economic independence, for 
those who own the technology in fact control the 
critical me:ans of production. If the technology is 
withheld then Nigeria's oil wealth, for all practical 
purposes, . ceases to exist. 

A second criticism by Ake (1981: 116) is that the legislative approach does not 

confront the structural links of the economy to the metropolis, which he argues is 

another fundamental aspect of dependence. For example he asserts that the 

legislation deals with the ownership factor of enterprises but is silent on the critical 

factor of international exchange, which is a critical mechanism for the transfer of 

surplus to the metropolis as well as for maintaining the international division of 

labour which underlines Africa's underdevelopment and dependence. 

The aim of the ECOW AS Treaty is to ensure collective production and 

exchange to reduce dependence on the industrialised North and save surplus to 
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reinvest in the region to ensure that thee will be abundant development 

opportunities for all the citizens of the region who willadopt self-application as a 

modus vivendum. In this respect therefore the analysis of the Nigerian economy 

so far assures that the ECOWAS Treat is in the final analysis extremely relevant to 

Nigeria's attempt to achieve economic independence and break away from under

development through an industrial take-off. As with all such achievements it will 

require markets to strengthen its capitalist base if not to protect it indeed against 

challenges and brutal competitions from the industrialised North who still have 

linkages within the ECOW AS sub-region but most importantly within her domestic 

economy. 

In a related analysis on the theme of imperialism and underdevelopment in 

Nigeria and for that matter the c~uses of lack of real economic growth in Nigeria, 

Onimode (1983:236-237) has· reached the same analytic conclusions as the above 

quoted authors. In his own argument he has pointed out that: 

British colonialists initiated the cultivation of a 
domestic petty-bourgeois class in Nigeria by first 
strengthening feudal chieftaincy and coastal elites, 
and later recruiting their offspring for bourgeois 
education locally and overseas. These became 
imperialism's faithful allies who betrayed the anti
colonial struggle and were rewarded with state 
power at flag independence, while Britain and 
other imperialists retained economic power in 
Nigeria. Subsequently, imperialism has been 
strengthening this class of petty-bourgeois civil 
and military compradors who impose reactionary 
policies of underdevelopment on the country in a 
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mutually beneficial venture of neo-colonial 
entrenchment. 

Thus where Onimode, as above lays the blame for underdevelopment of the 

Nigerian economy on the alter of the Nigerian political inheritors a new tangential 

perspective analysis illuminates the role of the transnational corporations. This view 

is asserted by Ohiorhenuan (1990:51) when he argued on the issue of capitalism, 

underdevelopment and the state in Nigeria and pointed out that: 

The pre-eminent role of transnational capital in the 
Nigerian economy may appear to justify the neo
colonialist thesis... the military inherited an 
economy in which the major dynamic sectors: oil, 
manufacturing, commerce, and banking were 
firmly dominated by transnational capital. Also, it 
will be seen .. . (that)... even with various 
ostensibly nationalist measures taken by the 
military, transnational control of the economy 
remains very strong. Moreover, both military 
officers and higher civil servants could be seen as 
favourably predisposed to Western culture by 
virtue of their eclucation, professional socialization, 
soldiers, arms purchases could reinforce a 
dependence on the international capitalist system. 

With further analysis, in similar vein as above, that the economic hold of the 

foreign international corporation participation in the Nigerian economy; the lack of 

indigenous substantial and deep rooted initiative in the Nigerian economy, being 

some of the reasons for the conspicuous absence of an industrial take-off, the 

Nigerian scholars of the performance of the Nigerian economy, especially after the 

first twenty-five years after independence, are quite united in their perspective 

approaches as recorded in Kayode and Usman (1989). For this study, Onimode 
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(1983:276-306) makes some important and relevant assertions that illuminate the 

arguments of the researchers in this part of the study. From his study he came to 

the conclusion, which is itself emergent in this part of the study, that: 

The performance of the Nigerian economy since 
nominal independence has been generally 
unsatisfactory and disappointing, relative to the 
enormous resources of the country. The most 
significant failures have arisen due to a persistent 
poverty of vision in the policy and institutional 
framework, which has manifested itself in the 
structural malalignment and poor management of 
the economy. This is why in spite of intermittent 
rapid growth of G.D.P. some sectors of the 
economy like m_ining, commerce, and 
construction, there has been sustained 
underdeve~opment. 

The reasons for the above conclusion according to Onimode in Kayode and 

Usman (1989:306) are contained in the following summary points: 

(i) Nigeria's failure to llismantle and reorganise the perverse structures 
of the economy and society bequeathed by colonialism. 

(ii) The persistent consolidation of the above condition which has led to 
some major structural problems like . the external prostrate 
dependence of the economy, its deepening crises, rising external 
debt and technological backwardness. 

(iii) The deteriorating of the agricultural sector and the rural economy 
thereby increasing structural inequalities and kleptocratic looting of 
the state are additional weaknesses. 

(iv) The failure to utilize the two opportunities to achieve so.cial 
transformation after the civil war and during the oil boom. 

From the preceding examination of the literature on the performance of the 
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Nigerian economy it is still the view of the prominent watchers of the Nigerian 

economy that the performance has not been commensurate with its capacity to 

achieve a developed status. The reasons articulated can be summarised into two 

often used terms to described the structure of the economy, which are: 

(i) dependence 

(ii) lack of technological development. 

From the common man's point of view, the vast oil resources and the 

volume of revenue accruing from it to Nigeria ought to assure it of a developed 

status. Sometimes, the domestic perception of development is often pursue by way 

of the heavy importation of consumer goods. The capacity to consume and the 

availability of the means to ensure the stated consumption has been subverted by 

the South Commission's Report (1990) as being a method of development. 

Development, as has been argued, very simply, is self-reliance and dependence 

on one's national resources. However, the truth of the matter is that no one 

country, not even Nigeria with its vast resources, his or can achieve the advocated 

self-reliance alone. Nigeria, like the other ECOW AS countries, requires the 

economy of scales of the other member countries to facilitate its own economic 

growth. Thus, as a region, the only way out of the circle of poverty or 

underdevelopment is cooperation. In ,fact, long standing economists of 

underdevelopment after theorising for several years have also come to the 
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conclusion, as argued by Myrdal, in Ndongko and Vivekananda (1990) that: 

The people of the Third World countries must plan 
economic cooperation among themselves by 
pooling their resources together for attaining self
reliance and economic growth instead of foreign 
aid dependency. 

Besides, Nigeria, like the other West African countries, needs to graduate from 

being a 5 % saver to a 12 % saver to show that it is on the path to genuine 

economic development with her resources activated to ensure a high standard of 

living for Nigerians at large. 

Itis in this context that the Nigerian press have a duty to be interested in the 

dissemination of the objectives and intents of the ECOW AS Treaty of economic 

development. That is, Nigeria's developmental objectives would also be served 

under the aegis of a successful implementation of the ECOW AS Treaty objectives. 

Thus the evaluation of the communication attitude of the Nigerian press to the 

ECOWAS Treaty objectives is greatly and substantially relevant today to Nigeria's, 

and indeed West Africa's search for economic development. 

2.3 COMMUNICATION AND DEVELOPMENT IN EUROPE 

This section deals with the role of communication in the developmental 

. process in Europe. The lessons where applicable or contrasts where inapplicable 

to West Africa willbe used to generate hypothesis for the study. 
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The ability to anticipate, measure and predict the attitude of communicators 

and those of recipients of a communication message rests firmlyon the audience 

under similar conditions and exposures. This thought appears to underlie the 

history of literature review of the Western media tradition. Thus the media in the 

West have been able to develop a tradition over the years so that should 

conditions similar to past events occur in the present the media of the present day 

are likely to respond today as the media in the past responded. This fact enables 

the researcher armed with his problem definition to trace how past press 

responded to the matters to be investigated, this way the · researcher would have 

reasonable assumption to anticipate how the press of today would react or 

respond to his research questions. 

It is against this background that an attempt would be made to examine how 

Europe's media of communication responded to issues of development and in that 

respect to extend the argument to predict how the Nigerian press would respond 

to issues of development as contained in the ECOW AS Treaty of economic 

development. 

Desmond (1978) traced the development of the information process in the 

West and linked the evolution of the mass communication media with the historical 

development of the West. From their role in the respective societies the 

communication media developed a permanent character and thus came to be 
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referred to as the "fourth estate" of the realm. Thus for every developmental 

achievement the Western media were always ready to communicate to the 

generality of the population in order to inform and educate them on the issues of 

development. Such communications not only made others aware of the progress 

being achieved but it certainly led to others adopting the activities that brought 

about progress and ensuring that they were at par with their fellow citizens. Such 

peripheral development led to broad and national development. 

Today it is quite popular to read that the Western countries proclaim that they 

operate a free press. According to Aspinall (1949:3) this was not achieved 

suddenly. Rather, such concepts came to be accepted because the press 

struggled to be free and thereby create a free society to which citizens would 

plead their fundamental human. rights where their freedoms are being infringed 

upon. Further, Aspinall (1949:3-4) argued that this was achieved because the 

press rivalled the House of Commons since it was the only organ of public 

opinion capable of dictating to the government as nothing else could speak the 

"sense of the public." Blakstone (1857:161-162) contributing to the role of the 

press argued that the liberty of the press was essential to the nature of a free 

society and could only be curtailed where it contravened an existing law. 

The commitment of the press to public issues that affected the development 

of the European society was thus clearly established. The logical inference would 
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be that the Nigerian press would behave in similar vein. However, certain 

peculiarities in the Nigerian and indeed the West African communication 

environment like government monopoly, participation and control of the press 

through draconian laws would make the Nigerian press behaviour differ from the 

European examples. Besides the Nigerian traditional communication attitude 

towards ~lders and government would lead privately owned newspapers to cohere 

with government views rather than oppose them where there is a genuine and 

manifest reason to do so. 

The implication of the above is that any assumption about disseminating the 

details of the ECOW AS goals in the Nigerian press which rested on the attitudes 

of the Western press to public and development issues initiated by the 

government are not likely to be validated because of the two societies over time 

and different experiences. Schramm (1962: 1964) advanced views on 

communication and development which were considered authoritative. Rogers 

(1970: 121) on his part pointed out that Schramm's views on communication and 

development were erroneous and inapplicable because the concept of 

development proposed was Euro-centric and therefore the communication 

component was bound to be ineffective. Further, Rogers (1971; 1975; 1976) 

through fieldwork has found out that theoretical considerations about 

communication and development cannot be supported by supposition of the past 
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performance of the press in Europe and having these transposed into the real 

society especially the developing countries, would not be validated. The argument 

of the preceding studies show that conclusion about communication in 

development should arise from the given society. This suggests therefore that, 

although the past performance of the European press might aid us to understand 

the fun~tions of the press generally, it would be scientifically wise to emphasise 

the local press response to the local environment and issues to reach a 

conclusion about the said press. Thus it will be more realistic and accurate to 

examine the Nigerian press in its communication context and where available to 

deduce from other West African or third world countries that face similar problems 

of the need to develop with the press playing a vanguard role. 

Further, researches on other. European derived hypotheses and models have 

been found to be inapplicable to the third world peculiarities. Annan (1979: 103) 

and a cohort of other researchers in the Ghana School of Communication Studies 

have found that the assumptions and hypotheses based on the Western 

communication models already confirmed and validated in the advanced countries 

were not applicable in their West African studies. This shows that to study the 

Nigerian press performance ·with respect to their attitude· to the ECOWAS treaty 

of development in West Africa the research cannot rely entirely on the Western 

press lock, stock and barrel for communication hypothesis. In fact this point is 
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not limited to West Africa alone because Bertrand et. al. (1978: 18) working in 

Guatemala on family planning issues found out that in communicating in 

Guatemala communication methods proposed did not lead to adoption of family 

planning by the Guatemalans because the traditional communication networks 

were not utilized. Thus for this Nigerian study the inference is that to reach an 

acceptable and valid conclusion the study willhave to concentrate on generating 

hypotheses and assumptions based on the Nigerian communication experience, 

West African communication experience as well as other third world countries at 

the level of its communication development rather than the Western media 

performance. 

2.4 THE DISSOCIATION THESIS. 

This emerging thought also lends support to the postulate that as far as 

possible, research on West African communication in general should seek African 

models rather than depend on Western models, (Ugboaja 1985: 180-185). This 

thought is premised on the fact that the West African communication audience 

have been exposed to an entirely different media tradition and philosophy from 

their Western European and American audience. Thus it would be practically 

misleading to draw conclusion about West African communication behaviour from 

Western models. This view is purely from the Western models. Rather, these 
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models, where applicable, could be adapted in the absence of existing 

indigenous models. This is reinforced by the expressive comment made by Howe 

(1966:316) when he stated that: 

The political and psychological attitude to the 
press is often determined by the absence or 
presence of a press tradition. 

Since this research is primarily interested m determined the effectiveness 

of the Nigerian mass communication media in promoting integration in the West 

African sub-region through sensitizing its citizens the anticipatory assumption will 

as far as possible be based on Nigeria's communication experience and where 

possible the study willrely on the West African communication experience. That 

the Nigerian peoples evolved their own socio-political institutions presumes that 

they had their own indigenous forms of mass communication systems that 

facilitated their stability, group progress, solidarity and collective culture, Ugboaja 

(1985:24-25). Thus to reach a valid assumption about communication and its 

effects on mass audience behaviour it will be only logical and valid that the 

researcher utilizes, in the first instance, Nigeria's experience then that of West 

Africa and vice-versa since there is enough evidence to show that Nigeria shares 

similar communication variables with the countries of West Africa. This will no 

doubt ensure reliable and adequate predictability from the gathered experience 

of past and related behaviour about the future of the same people. 
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A further testimony to the validity and reliability of utilizing West African 

experience to generate hypothesis about the West African communication 

experience for this study is provided by the following assertion: 

The state of mass communications can provide an index of a nation's attainment 

in the economic, technological, political, cultural and educational fields. 

This statement provides the basis for the argument that the pre- press 

communication era in West Africa is significant to having an insight into 

communication modes in the society and their resultant integrative effects on the 

given West African societies. There is no doubt that an understanding of this will 

provide the study with a culture based hypothesis about how the communication 

media in West Africa willbehave with communication messages about integration. 

It also provides this research ~ith the confidence with which to rely on extra 

communication research materials on West Africa to arrive at conclusions about· 

communication traditions in West Africa from which valid hypothesis could be 

made. Since communication is culture, aspects of the study of culture which 

abounds on West Africa will complement the paucity of communication research 

on the pre-press era in West Africa. 

A further consideration for focusing the attention of this research on the West 

African communication experience is the argument posited by Schramm (1963:55) 

when he stated: 
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Indeed, it is probably wrong for us to expect a countrywhich is trying to 

gather its resources and mobilize its population for a greater transitional effort to 

permit the same kind of free competitive, and sometimes confusing communication 

which we can now afford. A comparatively poor country, trying to do in a few years 

what we did in a century, feels that it can hardly afford such a luxury. 

This statement in essence debunks any attempt to rely totally on some Western 

models of research to study the Western African expenence. Whereas the 

Western models are derived from press experiences based on freedom and 

individualism, the Western African tradition has been based on collective interest 

and national goals. Thus to understand the communication behaviour of the 

mass media in West Africa on the issue of economic integration in.West Africa, 

it will be significant to rely on literature that deal with press attitudes to national 

and international issues in the context of West Africa's contextual development. 

Such intellectual pursuit and dependence will no doubt place this research in 

consonance with the present trend in West African communication research to 

emphasize the African context. For example, Ugboaja (1985:281) argues that: 

Many areas of social research in Africa have until 
recently suffered in part from erratic conclusions, 
wild generalii.ations and foreign dominance. 
Sometimes quite erroneous results have been 
drawn from data analyzed by academics drawn 
from data analyzed by academics who have had 
little or no experience of Africa. . .. In Africa ... 
communication research should emphasize case 
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studies and observational approaches. Imported 
models should be put to the test first and carefully 
selected and adapted. There is therefore, a dire 
need for the parallel development of indigenous 
technology of communication and concepts of 
national development. 

77 

Against the above statement · by one of the experts in communication research in 

West Africa, it will certainly not be parochial indulgence to rely on the historical 

development of the press in West Africa to extricate previous communication 

attitudes of the West African press with the ultimate goals of stating a reliable 

hypothesis for the study of the Nigerian communication experiepce and indeed the 

region as a whole. In fact, in what is being advocated by West African 

communication research experts as the dissociation thesis, the orientation of this 

study finds firm support and justification m its literature review build up. for 

example, Ugboaja in further discussing De-linking the Western professional model, 

states that: 

... it is not enough for France to send media 
technology to a former colony in West Africa and 
at the same time 'colonize' the working of those 
machines by constantly maintaining French 
personnel without speeding the training of 
Africans. 

In fact some writers have been advocating dissociation of the developing 

countries from the developed ones. Relying on the dissociation thesis put forward · 

by Dietar Senghaas, which Hamelink (1983) has amplified, the notion of'de-linking' 
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of the developing countries from the constant reliance on the developed ones 

has been explained to mean that: 

(i) With self-reliance as the objective, dissociation means the conscious 

choice against the delusory offer of integration in an international 

order which appears to respond to all the interests of the powerful. 

(ii) Dissociation demands a questioning of all international relations of 

interdependence between the metro-politan and satellite countries 

and developing a strategy of relations in developing a strategy of 

relations in terms of the concept of inter-dependence. 

(iii) It also demands the abandoning or reformulation of exogenously 

defined objectives, priorities,and cultural images and ideals. 

(iv) Taken in a strict sense, dissociation means the developmental 

political,economic and cultural personality which is imitative. 

The incontrovertible and compelling conclusion from the above dissociation thesis 

is the need for the mass communication professionals, mass media systems and 

structures, and the media consumers, mass communication researchers operating 

in West Africa to be more conclusions of and cultivate a research tradition based 

on West African press theories and research rpode1s. For this study in particular 
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the dissociation thesis provides the conclusive basis to attempt to generate such 

hypothesis that willderive their central validity from the communication experience 

and research work based on Nigeria; or West Africa and other Third World 

countries where their communication experiences are decisively congruent with 

those of Nigeria. It is also in this way that this research finally seeks to adopt the 

view of Obeng-Quaidoo (1984) on research methodologies in Africa when he 

stated that: 

... instead of adding to the litany of the unsuitability of 
Western models, we rather prefer to look at ourselves, 
culture, our institutions, and generally the African 
communication environment, and how all these impede 
or facilitate research. 

2.5.1 COMMUNICATIONIN EARLYWEST AFRICA 

It is quite settled that in early societies of West Africa forms of communication 

existed and these communication systems contdbuted significantly to the 

development, progress and collective survival of the respective cultures and 

communication communities. That these societies survived into the pre-press era 

as argued by Ugboaja (1985: 160), presumes that they had: 

in-built regenerative facilities (which) freely 
function as media for communication, 
participation and socialization - a process often 
referred to in developmental literature as informal 
education. This is a process of culture 
conscientization, a pre-requisite for self-identity 
and cultural development. In Africa ... there is the 
usual interplay of custom and conflict, harmony 
and strife,' fusion and fission, while interpersonal 
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relations, social cohesion, social process and 
historical continuity are largely maintained through 
the symbolizing codes of oral tradition which 
include mythology, oral literature (poetry, 
story-telling, proverbs), masquerades, rites of 
passage, and other rituals expressed through 
oracy, music, dance, drama, use of costume, 
social interplay and material symbols which 
accompany people from womb to tomb and 
much beyond. 

These systems outline the interpersonal forms of communication that facilitated 

the diffusion of communication messages among the various African societies that 

have ensured their survival to this day. The implication of such systems for this 

study is the discovery of the sources so as to determine the relative attitudes of 

the sources with respect to communication messages that are intended to foster 

integration with other cultures. However, since most custodians of Africa sciences 

always function towards the community interest it may b~ s;:i.fe to expect that if 

integration in itself is going to be beneficial to the cultural community concerned 

and Nigeria in particular then the cultural communication symbols will be 

manipulated by the initiators of the interpersonal communication to support the 

issue. 

It on the other hand the issue of integration is not going to be perceptibly 

rewarding to the community, the initiators of the interpersonal communication are 

likely to counteract the integration communication initiatives with negative 

information that willresult in non-cooperation which is essential to any integration 
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process. This is fundamental since communication is self-perpetuating rather than 

self-destructive. In discussing, Family Planning and its effective communication to 

reach the traditional communities, Hoponu-Wusu (1977) suggested that such 

traditional means of communication like ''ballads, speech surrogates like talking 

drums, flutes and horns, painting and pots" etc. These show examples of effective 

systems · of communication developed internally which can in the present times 

be used as vehicles of change messages. 

Apart from the above communication system there is also the system of the 

c.elebrated town-crier whose function could be likened to the modem mass 

communication system. According to James (1986): 

... the town crier, for example, passed on 
important messages to the mass of the people. 
He was delega~ed to speak and therefore spoke 
with the voice of authority. In this type of 
environment the inhabitants accepted without 
question, confident that their welfare and that of 
the community was being protected. 

True as this statement is, it provides the picture of the town crier as a message 

mediator who had no affective power over the messages he diffused. Ifthis is so, 

then, messages of change irrespective of the nature of their consequences on the 

generality of the community willnot experience any gate keeping activity at the 

dissemination process. The further implication is that when the messages are 

received they are not likely to be selectively received or subjected to community 
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debate. 

From these traditional communication systems one can anticipate a 

communication climate in which the sources of the communication message have 

complete monopoly as what types of messages can be diffused either through the 

interpersonal or mediated method of traditional communication. In this respect 

therefore the communication sources and opinion leaders willbe very crucial in 

the rely of messages about the Economic Community of West African States. This 

is so because in the rural communities the modem mass communication systems 

have not been effectively integrated into the rural culture and most people still rely 

on opinion leaders for information as well as the ''correct'' opinion to hold about 

an issue of public interest. 

From the above, it becomes patent that in the current attempt to integrate 

West African in the economic field with the ultimate aim of increasing the standard 

of living of all the peoples of West Africa, it will be important to identify the various 

cultural communities in both the English speaking West African and French 

speaking West African communities and their exact communication systems and 

their sources of the communication messages. Judging by the communication 

relationship between the senders and the receivers it will be important to 

persuade the traditional senders (creators) of the messages about the advantages 

of the ECOW AS goals to the individual and is cultural community and nation at 
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large. It is when this is done that ECOW AS can be seen as an organisation for 

change and progress in which all the peoples of West Africa irrespective of social 

class, urban or rural, are involved as equal partners premised on equal citizens 

of the West African sub-region. 

These views are important to this study because it will provide the bias of 

determil}ing whether the West African press as media of communication have 

been able to reach the broad-base of the West African community with effective 

messages about ECOW AS and its goals. However, against the background of the 

above statements so far the nature and role of traditional communication makes 

it possible for one to anticipate that where the communication messages are 

made abundantly clear to be of benefit to the people and in accordance with their 

world view it is likely that mass .of the people willreceive the messages emanate 

from their traditional sources · of communication messages. 

Thus for this research it is being anticipated that the rural message systems 

and communication networks of Nigeria are likely to be favourable in their 

coverage of the ECOW AS given the intrinsic beneficial goals of the Economic 

Community of West African States if the ECOWAS they are made aware of the 

ECOW AS messages. 
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2.5.2 COMMUNICATION IN THE ERA OF EARLY EUROPEAN 

DEVEWPMENTS IN WEST AFRICA 

Another important phase of the development of West Africa that will provide 

sufficient historical data that will facilitate the generation of hypothesis for this 

study is the era of European cultural intrusion and attempts at cultural domination 

of West Africa. The nineteenth century is generally regarded as the period that 

marked European successful penetration of West Africa and also marked the 

emergence of definite cultural inroads into the West Africa communities, Webster 

and Boahen (1985). The general implication of this era for this study is the 

foundations that were laid for the emergence of the press as the medium of mass 

communication among an emerging new West Africans who were educated, 

assimilated and forming a new communication audience entirely apposite to the 

audience of the town crier. Thus a new communication attitude was born that 

would appear different from the traditional experience thus raising the prospects 

of a new hypothesis about mass communication behaviour in West Africa and 

Nigeria in particular. 

The state of mass communication often reflects the state of a . ' society's 

progress in the economic, technological, political, cultural and educational 

segments of its existence. This is a popular view often held by communication 

historians. Elegalem (1985); Desmond (1978). However, Karl Marx, from a 
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historical perspective has argued that the state of a society's economy 

determines its superstructure which will include the state of its media of 

communication. Most historians of this era of West African development are 

agreed that the missionaries who preceded the colonial officers came to West 

Africa to spread the gospel and to atone for the past epoch of West African 

history which witnessed 'one of the most disastrous episodes of its history' 

Boahen (1966). The missionaries, in order to facilitate their cultural transfer had 

to perfect the medium of communication between themselves and their target 

audience, the West African peoples. This communication need eventually led to 

the establishment of schools, transformation of local languages into readable 

scripts, the translation of the Bible into various leading indigenous languages like 

Temne, Yoruba, Hausa, Efik, Twi, Ewe, Pante and Ga. 

Sobowale (1985) provides a statement of this communication growth in Nigeria 

which also is symptomatic of the experiences in other parts of English-speaking 

West Africa and to a relatively smaller degree the French-speaking West Africa. 

He states that: 

The history of the Nigerian press is interwoven 
with the history of the Christian religion in Nigeria 
and no history of Nigerian press would be 
complete without mention of the invaluable 
contributions of the missionaries working in 
Nigerian Apart from founding the first newspaper 
in the country, they contributed in several other 
ways, although indirectly and unwittingly, to the 
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the development of the press in West Africa as a 
whole. 

In reality and for the purpose of this study the above statement 

86 

is rather 

ambitious. This is so when one considers the geographical spread of the stated 

influenced in West Africa. This influence was effective in the English-speaking West 

African' territories but at the same time it was geographically limited to the 

emerging urban enclaves of the missionary settlements. With respect to the rural 

areas this communication revolution was absent and this appears to underlie the 

existence of rural areas that still have rely on traditional networks of 

communication. 

Be that as it may, the net value of the introduction of Western education is 

extremely significant to the development of mass communication attitudes in 

modern West Africa. Since communication today is theoretically viewed as an act 

of sharing it is certainly important for the target audience to be educated in the 

language of communication. With respect to Africa where the urban-rural 

dichotomy is greatly pronounced by the degree of acquisition of Western 

education and therefore the level of effective participation in the communication 

process for change and development, it is asserted that the rural communities 

need greater preparation in terms of education for the modern media messages. 
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James (1986) asserts this position when she argued that the audience needs go 

beyond the social and psychological because of the fact that their: 

... intellectual needs must also be assessed since 
the cognitive and performance capabilities of 
message receivers must bear relationship to the 
kind of feed-back given . 

. . .intelligent processing of the media message is 
indispensable to successful communi-
cation .... communication education, therefore, 
involves the preparation of a given target 
audience to participate meaningfully in the act of 
sharing. 

Thus whereas it may be argued that the era of early Europeans influence brought 

revolutionary changes with far reaching implication for communication, it is 

essential for this study, especially in drawing workable hypothesis, to be more 

cautious about the usual sweeping generalizations. This caution stems from the 

fact that progressively the missionary zeal in the English speaking West Africa had 

to contend with opposition from the colonial political officers who increasingly after 

1884 were more assertive and concerned about colonial gains as defined by the 

Berlin Conference and the concept of the Dual Mandate, Soyir- Yariga (1985). In 

this respect, British colonial policy was similar to the French policy in tropical 

Africa where they were inspired by commercial gain and all activities motive, Suret

Canale (1976); Webster and Boahen (1985). 

Thus in pursuit of this colonial economic interest official means of 
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communication emerged in the English speaking West Africa which by their 

names served official colonial interest. For example, in 1801, the Royal Gazette 

and Sierra Leone Advertiser appeared in Sierra Leone; in 1822, the Royal Gold 

Coast Gazeue and Commercial Inrelligencer appeared in the Gold Coast (Ghana). 

It was only in 1859 that the /we Jrohin was established in Abeokuta by the 

missionaries which was: 

... more of newsletter than a newspaper in the 
modem sense of the term, divided vertically into 
two equal parts, with one column giving a Yoruba 
text and the other the same material in English, 
Sobowale (1985). 

To all intents and purpose this paper could be regarded as the first privately 

owned medium of communication which did not serve official government interest 

when compared with the Royal Gazettes. Thus their influences on their readership 

would be different, thus, stimulating different attitudes among the readership. 

Nevertheless, the attitudes that were activated were not subjected to critical 

analysis in the period since each had a dominant role in messages it conveyed. 

Underlying these one would still,respecting their individual respective roles,assert 

thatthey conveyed with some measure of interest European cultural imperatives 

as against indigenous interests. In this also these media of communication 

were akin to the French newspapers which came from France to serve the 

interest of the French metropolis among the French peripheral inhabitants in 
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the colonies. 

Thus, in terms of the interest of this study, the media of communication 

at this juncture of the West African development and more importantly Nigeria's 

development, would be more interested in diffusing such message that would 

sustain and perpetuate European culture as against the interest and progress of 

the ind.igenous West African peoples. Thus, this early phase of the communication 

development was largely in the interest of the colonial powers and it is anticipated 

that in a situation of disseminating messagesthat would promote economic 

integration among the West African peoples these early media of communication 

would have completely killed the messages as they would undermine both the 

economic and cultural imperialism of the proprietors of these early modern 

communication media. 

Thus, contrary to the pre-press hypotheses in West Africa and Nigeria in 

particular one may venture that in a situaHon where ~ dominant cultural or 

economic oriented communication media exists any communication messages that 

would promote integration that would be apposite to its interest the messages 

would be suppressed since the messages would be subversive to the dominant 

position of the cultural and economic imperialists. 

However, in contradistinction to the above conjecture, a new development 

emerged in West Africa and Nigeria whose impact was to lay the foundation for 
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activities that would bring into open question the above hypothesis. In 1863, a 

Jamaican mullato, Robert Campbell who was a printer and journalist took the 

unprecedented initiative to establish what communication historians regard as the 

first real newspaper. He launched the Anglo-American in Lagos. It was to serve the 

relatively young settlement of Lagos which had been proclaimed a colony in 1861. 

From .this period to the end of the century a spate of other newspaper emerged, 

many were short-lived and the reasons for their epidemic deaths were traceable 

to production cost and not lack of readership. Following this resurgence was the 

establishment of printing presses by the freed slaves who had worked with the 

missionaries. 

The significance of this development was the shift from colonial and missionary 

emphasis to local interest and outright political criticisms. This development in the 

communication history also signalled the practical manifestation of the coh~sion 

thesis whee the owners identified with the indigenous interests to antagonise the 

colonial and cultural imperialism of the period. It must be immediately asserted that 

these developments were unique to the English-speaking West African territories 

where the active development of education and liberal attitudes created a critical 

educated elite. In the French speaking territories such developments were thwarted 

by narrow and less enthusiastic education investments ~y the French colonial 

governors and avowed policies of de-culturalization euphemistically referred to as 
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assimilation. 

Thus the emergence of a new class of owners of the media of communication 

apart from the Europeans set the pace for the promotion of indigenous economic 

and political interest vis-a-vis the colonial interest. This lays down the basis for the 

assumption that in a situation where the owners of media of communication are 

indigens of a particular community they are likely to support communication 

messages that will promote the interests of the community unlike the non-indigens 

who will resist such communication order to retain and perpetuate their dominant 

position since such communication messages willbe viewed as subversive by the 

alien owners of the media of communication. In this light, it may be anticipated that 

where the ECOW AS is concerned indigenous owners of the media of communi

cation in Nigeria and elsewhere in West Africa are likely to support their 

government stand on ECOWAS and its objectives in so far as they converge with 

the overall goals of the concept of public good. 

2.5.3 COMMUNICATION AND COLONIALISM I 

This period in the history of West Africa witnessed a most systematic attempt 

by both the British and the French to eliminate all forms of traditional resistance 
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to the imposition of colonial rule. Where the colonial powers succeeded m 

establishing their political presence they pursued policies that were Eurocentric 

and excluded African interest. The African reaction to these forms of 

encroachments took the forms of military resistance led by outstanding traditional 

leaders, strikes and boycotts by the labourers and farmers and protest 

movements, then criticism by the educated elite in the columns of the existing 

newspapers. These were collectively forms of communication that manifested 

themselves differently for the different peoples at different places in the West 

African region. However, the identical binding factor that united the African people 

in this period of their history was that each society and class of people recognised 

European exploitation and were prepared to rise to protect and advance their 

collective interest as a people . as against the European interest. 

It is this motive for reaction, resistance, protest and collective action against 

the European interest which provides the study with an insight into the mass 

attitude of the West African where their supreme interest of survival as a people 

was involved. Thus from several isolated forms of reaction, resistance, protest 

and collective action the study willattempt to draw a relevant hypothesis to guide 

this study with respect to how the communication media would behave when 

giving coverage to issues of economic integration in the region whose ultimate 

goal is the collective survival of the people of the region. In other words, this 
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study seeks to attempt to draw from West Africa's psycho-history some 

hypothesis in an attempt to anticipate the future behaviour of West Africa's 

communication media about West Africa's interest. that would be greatly served 

by the ECOW AS as it is stated by its protocols of agreement accepted the 

respective governments of the region. 

The period before 1900 was characterised by the forcible implantation of 

French political authority over the areas that they eventually colonised. The force 

was mainly war efforts which were readily resisted by the African leaders like 

Samori Toure, Behanzia and the Baoule people of Ivory Coast. This resistance 

clearly implies that had the western education been popularised in the French 

areas as the case was in the British sector, there would have emerged educated 

leaders who would have used the pages of the newspapers to campaign against 

French encroachments upon their birth rights as the case was with the formation 

of the Aborigine's Rights Protection Societies of Lagos and the Gold Coast 

colony. Besides, in the face of this external threat and invasion the papers, acting 

according to the dictates of the cohesion thesis would have identified themselves 

with the interest of all against French atrocities. 

Thus the Africans would have whipped up enough sentiments to ensure a 

collective resistance against the French. From this one can anticipate that should 

enough favourable publications about the ECOW AS be made in the newspapers 
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of the French speaking countries it would be possible to generate a collective 

feeling among them towards the English speaking countries of West Africa thus 

paving the way for integration and justifying the view that effective mass media 

exposure of the ECOW AS Objectives can lead eventually to economic and political 

integration in the West African region. 

On· the other hand: 

the British used less force than the French in 
occupying their West African territories. 
Sometimes they did use much force, as in Asante 
and Benin, where they were determined to 
destroy local institution and impose direct rule. 
Often, however, they used a mixture of force and 
diplomacy. British diplomacy was at its best in 
Yorubaland and close to its best in the Sokoto to 
caliphate. Where an officer held only limited 
military means, greater diplomacy was essential. 
Webster and Boahen (1985). 

The British tactic of using force and persuasion did not elicit resistance or 

opposition from the traditional rulers in Yorubaland and Sokoto Caliphate, in Benin 

they used force and ruled directly through African agents.The Igbo, on their part, 

attempted outright resistance through armed conflict. However, British rule came 

to be established in 1917 throughout lgboland. The Igbo nicknamed the Whiteman 

. the destroyer. The British also conquered the Asante who had systematically 

extended the political suzerainty over the coastal peoples as well as vast territories 

extending to the North of Ghana in 1986. This was to pre-empt any French colonial 
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incursions from Ivory Coast and Togo and also to prevent any alliance with 

Samori Toure against European imperialism. The encounter was a very protracted 

one. In 1900, there was a further rebellion when the British, under Governor 

Hodgson, decided the surrender of the Golden Stool. This gave rise to an armed 

rebellionled by Yaa Asantewaa, the Queen mother of Ejisu. 

In :Sierra Leone Governor Cardew proclaimed a protectorate over the territory 

that remained as the hinterland of Sierra Leone. They imposed a hut tax to raise 

funds to cater for the cost of the administration and this promptly caused war. To 

the Temne and Mende peoples it was a war of ihdependence. They had 

grievances against Cardew's policies, occasionally recruited from runaway slaves 

who took revenge on their former masters. Chief were installed who had no 

traditional right. Even the chie~s were mistreated by the government, and some 

were publicly flogged. The people suspected the merchants of price-fixing. They 

resented missionary teaching which undermined respect for their institutions. 

Above all, they saw the tax as tribute which meant the surrender of their 

independence. 

In 1898, Bai Bureh, ruler of the small state of Kassab, refused to pay the hut 

tax and the police opened fire on his people. This resistance was followed by a 

guerilla war against the British in the Temne country. 
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The Mende military effort was directed by the Poro, a secret religious, educational 

and trading society with headquarters at Bumpe. For example, it is argued by 

Webster and Boahen (1985) that: 

The Poro waged 'total war' killing anyone 
connected with the Freetown government, 
Creoles, whites for Mende who wore 
European-style dress. The Creoles suffered most ... 
The Creoles, as Africans, tried to be spokesmen 
for the grievances of the Temne-Mende people 
even though they were their main victims. 

The conquest not only subjugated vast areas of West Africa to European rule, it 

also led to end of the Anglo-Creole partnership in the exploitation and development 

of West Africa. There was no place for Creole civilization in colonial Africa, 

dominated by a new and vicious type of European racial arrogance. 

The implications of these events in the communication process for West Africa 

is that in so far as the people are made aware of what is their interest and how 

advantageous this will be to the generality of the people of West Africa they will 

be willingto act collectively to protect what is their interest against the alternative 

option which willbe to their detriment. Thus, ifintegration is clearly delineated as 

bringing benefits not only to those at the top echelon of society but also to those 

at· the grassroots the most probable reaction in the light of the historical 

resistances would be maximum support and cooperation both at the interpersonal 

and group communication levels. What will be needed therefore will be that the 
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should act as the West African resistance leaders, 

assertive and aggressive in the protection and advancement of the West African 

interest in the face of economic imperialism in a world order that constantly 

threatens the third world citizens and governments. 

Thus, this West Africa resistance by the traditional rulers to European 

imperialism pre-supposes a West African disposition to recognising his interest and 

acting in a grouping to protect that interest under rugged and determined 

leadership. Thus in a situation where the need arises to act collectively to achieve 

an interest it will be safe to anticipate that with proper education of what that 

interest is the peoples of West African, their differences notwithstanding, will be 

capable of integrating their resources and efforts for mutual benefit. The crucial 

factor is only communication. 

2.5.4. COMMUNICATION AND COLONIALISMII 

The era of colonial administration also provides a further evidence into the 

character of the West African people that provide this study with the bias of 

attempting an assumption about the probable attitude of the West African press 

towards the question of integration in West Africa through the ECOWAS. 

For example, in the 9th century, British policy towards West Africa had sought 

the creation of a Westernised class of Black Englishmen who would be British 
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partners in religions trade and administration. This was a policy of assimilation, 

whereby Africans would be assimilated to European civilization and culture (and 

abandon African civilization and culture). As a result Africans rose in colonies 

around Freetown, Barthurst (Banjul) Southern Ghana and Lagos to important 

positions in the church, in commercial firms and in colonial government. 

The French, too, followed a policy of turning Africans into Black Frenchmen 

in the four communes of Senegal, where Africans even had the right to elect a 

deputy to the French National Assembly in Paris. 

In spite of the above attempts at westernization of the Africans, in the newly 

expanded empires, Western-educated Africans were heavily discriminated against 

in the administration due to the growth of European racialism: 

The British brought in European administrators as 
fast as the growth in finances would allow instead 
of speeding up the trammg of African 
administrators, Webster and Boahen (1985). 

The rationale for the above attitude towards the educated Africans according 

to the British Colonial Office was that: 

Englishmen naturally expected to enjoy the fruits 
of their conquests and therefore they should be 
preferred over Africa in senior positions, Webster 
and Boahen (1985). 

This blatant discrimination naturally brought about resentment among the articulate 

educated elite of West Africa. It also sowed the seeds of a future conflict and 
l 
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aggressive attitude towards . the British by the educated elite who began to 

establish their own press through whose columns they lashed out at the lapses of 

the colonial government, Webster and Boahen (1985). The feeling of resentment 

also drew the educated elite together in opposition to the colonial administrators. 

Thus this negative attitude towards the educated elite by the British colonials 

created a further basis for the West African people. 

Thus, whereas the traditional rulers of the earlier period resisted the 

encroachments of the British on their authority and territory in conjunction with their 

people through war thereby creating a collective stand by West Africans in pursuit 

of their mutual interest, the educated elite on their part were drawn together by 

British antagonism in the form of racial discrimination and therefore the 

non-provision of work oppor,tunities commensurate with their training and 

scholarship. 

Although the French, on their part, also pursued similar policies like the British, 

their brutal subjugation of the Africans through military conquest and draconian 

repressions as well as very limited educational involvement in the educational 

enterprise for the enlightenment of the Africans in French culture, the reaction of 

the Africans that would lead to collective action for a common good. 

In the French sector, it is abundantly clear that the traditional leadership were 

also able to organise their p~ple to join in the military defence of their land and 
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authority. This also shows an ability in the West African although under French 

influence to rise to a call for collective action to defend their interest against foreign 

intrusion. Thus the propensity to unite against external intruders is historical proven 

to exist as a factor in the attitudinal make up of the West African. The implication 

of this for the study is that it indicates that beyond the cultural and linguistic gaps 

that exist among the West Africans properly executed communication messages 

can create a favourable attitude to integration in so far as the interest of the 

participants are clearly projected to be common advantage. 

However, an area of the evolution of the French people that does not show 

immediate congruence with the English speaking West African people to warrant 

a general statement of general application about the West African people is the 

evolution of the Francophone · educated elite. The Francophone educated . elite 

were so assimilated that they even had the right to elect a deputy to the French 

National Assembly in Paris. Besides, . their education set them aside from teeming 

masses and illiterate chiefs, their common territories were the communes set up 

by the French Senegal. The implication of this for the study is that the likelihood 

that the Francophone elite would be aggressive towards a system that was 

exploitative yet integrated them would be low. Further it would mean that the 

Francophone elite have a gap of acting collectively in the interest of their fellow 

citizens. 
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Thus, whereas the anglophone elite established further continuities in collective 

action by collaborating with the traditional chiefs against the British in the period 

of colonial government especially in opposing iniquitous laws the Francophone 

elite in West Africa looked on unconcerned whilst the French introduced the 

humiliating law known as the indegenat. For example, in Y orubaland when Lord 

Lugard· tried to upset traditional authority in order to promote English interest 

through indirect rule: 

Yoruba Western educated class were suspicious 
of Lugard and ready to lead opposition to British 
rule... Probably no governor in the history of 
Nigeria was so intensely hated by the 
Western-educated Yoruba elite as Lugard. For his 
part he made it very plain that he sought to 
undermine their influence in Yorubaland. Webster 
and Boahen (1985). 

This was the era of indirect, rule and its consequences on the educated . elite 

was to elicit criticism and resistance. The educated elite did not shirk their 

responsibility to their class interest ·and the generality I of the population for they 
. 

published their criticism of the iniquities of indirect rule. For example, the times 

of Nigeria in reaction to Lugard and his concept of the Dual Mandate in Tropical 

Africa was: 

his le gis la tive measures, his political 
administration, his educational methods... are so 
entirely un-British-like that one could hardly 
con~ive where to draw the line of distinction 
between the system of our. governor-general and 
the system of German colonial rule in Africa. Then 
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intellectual and industrial strides the darker faces 
have made? Webster and Boahen (1985). 
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The Lagos Weekly Record had its own comments on Lugard and indirect rule. The 

Record contended that Lugard: 

was obsessed with the maintenance of white 
prestige and the indirect rule fostered the idea 
that, 'The advance and progressive Africans the 
Niger; the naked specimen in the forest, or on the 
river in his canoe is nature's gentlemen. Webster 
and Boahen (1985). 

The state of the struggle between the educated elite in the Anglophone territories 

was largely summed up by Governor Clifford who replaced Lugard as: 

the government and the intelligent sections of the 
pubilc are· almost completely divorced from one 
another. ebster and Boahen (1985). 

When finally Lord Lugard, the .architect of the Dual Mandate and indirect rule, 

made his exit from the West Coast the Lagos Weekly Record commented that: 

for six long years we have had the sword of 
Damocles dangling over our heads; for six long 
years we have lived under cramped conditions of 
a military dictatorship when the law from being a 
means of protection had become an instrument of 
crime and oppression in the hands of 
unscrupulous officials ... The last administration 
has made the very name of the whiteman stink in 
the nostrils of the native. Webster and Boahen 
(1985). 

The Readership of the Lagos Weekly Record would certainly have been 

inspired by such bold criticism people placed in authority over them not willing to 
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use democratic principles of government that were practised in their homeland but 

close to apply dictatorial forms of government by arbitrarily confiscating land and 

abridging the peoples freedom of expression through the Sedition Offence 

Ordinance, Sobowale (1985). 

The resistance to colonialism was not limited to the chiefs and educated elite 

alone in the Anglophone territories. The ordinary people rose up in rebellion 

against political forms and structures that were alien to their notion of order and 

good government. Among peoples who had no visible individuals as chiefs the 

colonial government imposed over them people who had no linkage with royalty 

or any form of coercive authority. In conjunction with the hut tax that British 

authorities introduced, the people reacted by rioting and this included the famous 

women's riots. 

The implication of the above experience for this communication study is the 

fact of response and reaction manifested by the people of West Africa. From the 

foregoing it is abundantly clear that any system that was introduced and which 

was alien to the West African peoples' notion of things and which either subverted 

their political, economic and social interests or humiliated them by relegating them 

to a secondary position they were bound to act in solidarity. Thus the historical 

evidence points towards the propensity to act in unison if sufficiently activated. A 

further thought is that communication if adequately and positively manipulated 
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could activate the West African peoples towards integration given the already 

established propensity to act in unison or solidarity against a commonly identified 

foe or toward a perceived goal. 

From this it may be assumed that the media of communication can activate 

the people towards integration ifadequate, clear and integrative communication 

messages are employed on the pages of the press of West Africa. 

2.5.5 COMMUNICATION AND THE PROTEST MOVEMENTS 

Colonialism in its further ramifications led to more determined resistance and 

criticism which found expression in the pages of the newspapers that appear to 

be relatively well- established before· the second world war, Omu (1966). These 

responses laid down the foundation for the era of nationalism. Although these 

anti-colonial expressions were on a nationalist basis they were not on a mass 

basis along the lines of organised political parties. This notwithstanding they were 

visible enough to serve as basis of. tentative assumptions about the media of 

communication can be responded to should their messages be adequately 

directed to the people as target audiences of ECOW AS: 

In the British territories of West Africa: Following 
the successful demand of the Canadian colonies 
in the 1840's for internal self-govemrnent ... Black 
Englishmen like the Creoles in Sierra Leone 
hoped that the four West African colonies would 
move towards a federation or union and internal 
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colonies had done. Webster and Boahen (1985). 
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This hope was never to materialize because between 1880 and 1990 the white 

Englishmen began to assert themselves as innately superior to the Black 

Englishmen and claimed positions of dominance in the empire and also a right to 

exploit the territories by virtue of conquest, Webster and Boahen (1985). Thus the 

imperial policy of devolution of power to the colonies was abandoned in West 

Africa and the Black Englishmen were looked down upon, and were gradually 

' 
removed from the positions of responsibility which they held, Webster and Boahen 

(1985). 

Thus, the education which had brought the Africans in the force as 

participants in the historical progress of West Africa was now subverted and the 

African elite in the British territory were grossly discriminated against with the 

imposition of colour bar in hotels, churches and residential areas, Webster and 

Boahen (1985). 

The· communication derivative of this stance by the British was that it 

created a communication gap between the British and the African educated elite 

along racial lines and contributed to laying down the foundations for an aggressive 

nationalist communication on the part of the West Africans against the British. It 

led the West African elite to be more critical of the British socio-politico economic 
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activities in the region from the interest and perspective of the indigenous West 

African. It also led to further collaboration between the West African elite, the 

chiefs and the people. Within the solidarity the elite became vocal in the press. 

This rift between the British and the educated elite and the attendant 

discrimination was what thrust the elite into the vanguard in this early period of 

nationalism. According to Webster et al: 

Much of the subsequent trouble in British West 
Africa was that it had an educational system 
designed to promote assimilation and a political 
policy completely opposed to it. Webster and 
Boahne (1985). 

The spill over of this opposition is what provides this study with the theoretical 

assumption that in a situation of common antagonism the different people in a 

geographical community are likely to converge and abandon their class and other 

distinctive differences and act against the common enemy. 

In the French colonial territories the reactions were different from the case of 

the British colonial territories in West Africa. It was less volatile and less racially 

charged and thus had no immediate upsurge for the development of communi

cation activities that would then units the elite with the masses against the French 

and thus create the foundations for mass political and integrative activities. 

The underlying reasons for the lack of mass communication activities in the 

French territories within this period was that unlike the British territories, the 
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French efforts at spreading .Western education in their attempt to assimilate the 

peoples in their conquered territories was that their empire was relatively poorer 

and the people had already embraced Islam and the French and . British 

missionaries who had worked among these people did not make any substantial 

impact to create the base for visible assimilation,Suret-Canale (1976). The French 

did not give the missionaries. any concrete material support to defray the cost of 

evangelization, Webster and Boahen (1985). A further undermining factor was that 

the French administrators did not interpret their mission in the territories to include 

destroying 

... one set of superstitious (those of traditional 
religion) merely to replace them with another set 
(those of Christianity). Webster and Boahen 
(1985) 

... In their view the finest examples of French 
culture was· the rational man an they aimed in 
Africa to produce him. Webster and Boahen 
(1985). 

Besides these facts and attitudes the French colonial development in West Africa 

there was only a half-hearted attempt by the French to establish state schools 

because of financial encumbrances. Thus: 

Only Senegal had a school system comparable to 
that of the British colonies. Only Senegal had 
secondary schools which were designed to serve 
all French West Africa, Webster and Boahen 
(1985). 
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A critical factor in the failure of the development of communication activities in the 

French territories on the scale experienced in British West Africa was the French 

attitude towards the products of their assimilation policy was that the French to 

a large extend had favourable dispositions towards their assimilated Africans: 

... on the whole life was much more pleasant for 
the African with European education in the French 
than in the British empire. Very few modern 
leaders of former French West Africa have 
experienced the evils of racism which their 
counterparts in English-speaking West Africa 
came to expect as normal practice under 
colonial rule, Webster and Boahen (1985). 

Comparatively therefore the British territories not only developed media 

communications to advanced their interest against the colonialists but also 

developed convergent attitudes towards their messages ad thus appeared more 

integrated than the French areas where the educated elite were stepped in the 

interest of France and never evolved a press of their own to be the spokesmen 

of the brutalised unassimilated Africans through the lois indegenat. The existing 

state of communication activities continued into the period of the post World War 

II era where English-speaking elite spearheaded the nationalist movements via 

the mass media of communication and the Francophone did not and never 

agitated for independence. 

Thus where education and mass communication activities were actively 

pursued the interest of the population are likely to be congruent and solidified 
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irrespective of their innate and acquire differences whereas the absence of these 

would mean lack of cooperation and integration leading to insensitivity on the part 

of the privileged elite. ECOWAS unity therefore would be realized when education 

and integration are pursued by the existing media of communication in their 

messages. 

The period under review also witnessed reactions to the colonial economic 

policies, land bills and the religions status quo. The reactions opened wider 

avenues for the West Africans to sink their parochialism and seek to act 

collectively either through the activities of mass leaders and communicators like 

Garrick Sokari Braid, William Wade Harris who were religious communicators, 

Webster and Boahen (1985), who advocated the independence movement in the 

church when the British Europeanised the leadership of the churches in the wake 

of deliberate attempts at stagnating the African society: 

... It was in this political, religious and social 
chaos that a remarkable mass conversion to 
Christianity took place under a Liberian Christian 
preacher by the name of William Wade Harris. 
Webster and Boahen (1985). 

In the economic sector, both France and Britain believed the economies 

of the colonies should be tied to those of the imperial power, in such a way that 

the imperial power benefited. For example, according to a theory called the 

Colonial Pact by the French, the colonies must provide agricultural export ·crops 
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for the imperial country, and buy its manufactured goods in return. This led to 

economic exploitation of the colonies by the imperial powers. 

This innocuous state of affairs did not escape the critical criticism and concern 

by the media of mass communications. For example, the Christian Messenger, 

Lagos, 1924, was able to state, inter alia, that: 

The native in this country ... will soon find himself 
ground to powder between the stones of 
European and Asiatic intensive economic 
aggression. Webster and Boahen (1985). 

Thus where possible, as above, the media acted spokesmen of the exploited 

West African people who stood as the oppressed class against the exploiter class 

the British. Where the representation of the issue was not carried by the 

communication media the people resorted to self-help through mass action by 

going on mass strike. This was the case with the exploited labourer class in the 

gold mines who, under poor conditions died in their thousands through epidemic 

outbreaks. 

From the above, it is clear that either activated through mass media 

communication or not the instinct to self- determination was innate in the ordinary 

people of West Africa and thus in a state of worsening exploitation by perceived 

exploiters the people will most likely act collectively to assert their right. Thus it 

may be hypothesised that with sufficient communication about a right to equitable 
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reward from the wealth that may arise from integration there is the likelihood that 

the people willrespond positively to communications on integration ifand when 

the communication messages are directly in support of integration. 

2.5.6 COl\WUNICATIONAND NATIONALISM 

During the period 1918-1939, the level of literacy and political consciousness 

had increased considerably. The flow of information had also increased 

tremendously between the various communities of the people of African descent 

in the diaspora and the African elite in the homeland struggling against 

colonialism, Webster and Boahen (1985). The perceived implication of this flow 

of information was that the African elite and the elite of the diaspora began to feel 

that the elevation of the race must be an international effort, that a victory over 

segregation in America was important as a victory over colonialism in Africa. Thus 

many came to believe that: 

... a black man could not carry himself with dignity, no 
matter what his degree of freedom, as long as brother 
members of his race wee being humiliated elsewhere in 
the world, Webster and Boahen (1985). 

This became one of several factors that culminated in the aggressive political 

consciousness of the West · African elite which manifested itself in the form of 

aggressive tone and demands in the media of communication in the period. 

A further factor in the drive of aggressive political consciousness that elevated 
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the anti-colonial syndrome among the African elite that in turn influenced the 

content of communication in the mass media of the period was the principle of 

self- determination which was enunciated by the United States of America and 

Europe for the Eastern European nations previously under the Austro-Hungarian 

empire. This principle allowed the European people to choose their independence 

and the type of government that would exercise authority over them. The concept 

of self-determination was promptly adopted by the British colonies, like Canada, 

Australia, India and South Africa, who had collectively helped the British in the 

fight to win the war, Webster and Boahen (1985). Thus the rationale for a limited 

application of the principle of self-determination was challenged by these colonies 

and subsequent colonial nationalism led to their virtual independence through the 

statute of Westminster in 193 L. The Congress Party in India also agitated along 

the same lines whilst the Irish fought a bloody war to independence. 

These British Commonwealth events, the contributions and philosophies of 

Booker T. Washington, James Emman Kwegyir Aggrey's role in the Phelp-Stokes 

Commission on education in Africa, laid the foundation for the media to assume 

the catalytic role in the birth of aggressive nationalism. Other complementary 

factors were the stimulus that Williams Du Bois, founder of the National 

Association for the Advancement of Coloured People and editor of Crisis, its 

magazine gave to the West African elite. There was also the monumental 
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contribution of Marcus Garvey who stirred the black world as no one before him 

and provided slogans like "Forget the while God'. "Africafor the Africans", "The 

renaissance of the· black race,'' ''Ethiopia Awake'', and he demanded that Africa 

be freed from colonial oppression, Webster and Boahen (1985). 

Garvey began the recruitment of a black army for the liberation of Africa and 

set up. the Black Star Shipping Line which, however small in comparison, was an 

attempt to invade the white monopoly of world commerce: in 1920, he sent a 

mission to Liberia to negotiate for the settlement of between 20,000 and 30,000 

black American families, who would be helped to emigrate to Liberia and 

presumably represent the spearhead for the liberation of Africa, Webster and 

Boahen (1985). 

Although on the surface this scheme may appear very grandiose, it certain 

represented the aspirations and feelings of millions of Africans. His journal the 

Negro World, the voice of the Universal Negro Improvement Association (UNIA) 

was avidly read in the intellectual circles throughout West Africa across the. 

language zone. 

The colonial powers were certainly worried about Garveyism. · In Lagos every 

mission church refused to permit their meeting halls to be used for UNIA rallies. 

Negro World was banned in French West Africa, and confiscated in the post in 

Nigeria. To be caught with a copy of it in Dahomey could bring life imprisonment, 
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Webster and Boahen (1985). 

Thus Garveyism, on the one hand and Negritude, which sought a combination 

of French and African culture and values, as against the French policy of 

assimilation, which required the complete abandonment of the African heritage 

and the adoption of the French, became the philosophies that gave the people of 

the b~ack world that unity of feeling and purpose. It was therefore not surprising 

to discover the birth of associations that cut across local colonies and assumed 

the omnibus reference West . Africa like West African Students Union, the National 

Congress of British West Africa. Besides the press in West Africa became very 

vocal about the activities of these associations and became even more critical 

about the colonial iniquities. The communication medium even showed extreme 

impatience about the colonial J?resence in West Africa through their publications. 

For example, Sobowale (1985) states that: 

Before the amalgamation of the Protectorate of 
Northern Nigeria and the Protectorate of Southern 
Nigeria in 1914, the newspapers in the country 
had constituted themselves into a potent 
opposition to the British administration of the 
West Coast of Africa, particularly Nigeria. The 
papers were often filled with vitrioliccomments on 
the policies of the administrators. As a result of 
these anti-government stance by the Nigerian 
newspapers the colonial government enacted 
several repressive lawless aimed at controlling the 
vanguard role of the Nigerian press. Notable 
among such laws were the Sedition Offence 
Ordinance of 1909, the Criminal Code Ordinance 
of 1916 and the Newspaper Ordinance of 1917. 
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Thus what was happening in Nigeria was equally happening m the other 

Colonies in West Africa, especially the English speaking areas. It is not far to 

observe that the British were suspicious of the raging Philosophies of freedom and 

liberation from colonialism that were sweeping across West Africa and were 

influencing the content and goals of communication in the West Africa press. A 

more explicit position that is symptomatic of the fears and the general uneasiness 

that settle among the colonial system and its perpetrators was reflected in the 

Criminal Code Ordinance of 1916 which gave the following definition of seditious 

intention to include an attempt to bring about any of the following: 

(1) To bring the sovereign or the Governor in person into hatred and 

contempt. 

(2) To excite disaffection against the sovereign or the Governor in 

person,or the Government or Constitution Nigeria as by Law 

established or against the administration of justice. 

(3) To excite Nigerians to attempt to procure the alteration of any matter 

in Nigeria as by the law established otherwise than by constitutional 

means. 

(4) To raise discontent and disaffection amongst His Majesty's subjects 

or amongst Nigerians. 

(5) To promote feelings of ill-willand enmity between classes of the 
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population of Nigerians. Sobowale (1985: 29-30) 

These and other pieces of legislation combined to create an oppressive 

atmosphere for the media of communication in West Africa. Be this as it may, the 

newspapers were still able to continue with their vitriolicand frontal attacks on the 

colonial administration and thus kindled and kept the flame of nationalism burning. 

The implication of the events of this era for this study then is that it provides 

the evidence to support the view that given a convincing and persuasive 

phi!osophical goal the newspapers of West Africa are very likely to accept the 

challenge and pursue those goals uncompromisingly. Thus should the 

governments of West Africashow greater interest in the ECOWAS the newspapers 
' 

of the countries would sees such government attitude as a policy to be adopted 

and made know to the population, Soyir-Yariga (1985:36-40). The rationale being 

tha the newspapers of a particular country are always likely to converge with their 

government with regards to issue of an international nature. Thus the ECOW AS 

being an international issue or matter willtherefore attract a favourable attitude by 

the press in tum influence the citizens favourably should the existing domestic 

government show a thorough commitment to its policies and objectives. 
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2.5. 7 COMMUNICATION AND INDEPENDENCE MOVEMENTS 

The period of the 1930's signalled a more radical approach to anti-colonialism 

which was a break from the older politicians whose interest although African in 

content, were not extensive enough to include the illiterate poor and broad 

enough to embrace the geographical entity of their nation. Thus the youth 

movements opposed the conservatism of the old parties and set out to involves 

many more than before in politics. The outlook was therefore broader and their 

interest much more expansive. For example, 

They tried to get away from the ideas that political 
protest should be the monopoly of a top elite and 
confined to the cities of Lagos, Cape Coast and 
Freetown. There had always been a feeling that 
the older politicians wanted improvements in their 
own personal position or at best in the interest of 
a small elite at the top. The youth leagues 
attempted to.study the problems of their countries 
from a broader view. Webster and Boahen 
(1985:268). 

This nationalist interest had definite influence in the nature, content pattern 

of communication in the period. The newspapers of the period now served much 

broader perspectives and could genuinely be described as nationalist in outlook. 

For example, the Nigerian Youth Movement which was formed in 1934, drew up 

a constitution whose ultimate aim was to encourage national feeling in Nigeria, 

and demanded self-determination and Africanisation. The NYM opposed the 

setting up of Yaba College, Lagos, because it believed the proposed standard 
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was below what the common in Britain. The NYM was also involved in the cause 

of lorry owners whom the colonial government was discriminating against 

because it feared the competition with the railway. Then in addition, 

... the party establish branches throughout the 
country in order to be truly Nigerian rather than 
just a Lagos party. Webster and Boahen 
(1985:268). 

In 1937, Dr. Nnamdi Azikiwe returned to Nigeria and established the West 

African Pilot and gave his support to the NYM which subsequently won the 

election to the legislative council in 1938 at the expense of the Democratic Party. 

The popularity of the party was partly dependent on the support of the ZikPress 

Limited, which owned the West African Pilot in Lagos, the Defender in Warri and 

the Daily Comet in Kano. Besides the geographical decentralisation of news 

media, Azikiwe's further contribution to media communication in the period was 

the professionalism he added to journalism with his arrival. For example, 

He spread banner headlines across his pages, 
introduced the use of photographs, and simplified 
the text of the paper. He adopted the 
one-sentence paragraph style which was much 
easier to read and digest... Zik'snewspapers were 
independent and his editorials, in the spirit of the 
time, were anti-colonial and Pan- Africanist. 
Sobowale (1985:31). 

All these factors made the communication messages more accessible to the 

reading audience whose education had not reached the level of the elite. This 
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certainly was a significant beginning for the mass appeal and mass 

communication on general issues of national interest. This trend also departed 

from the elite based political associations to embrace the African reaction and 

opposition to colonialism that manifested themselves in the form of economic 

enterprise, like farmers union, cooperative societies and banks. The Africans 

labouring class frequently resisted attempts to impose the colonial economy on 

them. There were some revolts in the French Territories that were seen to be 

connected with the hated forced labour system. There were other revolts against 

forced labour under British rule in Enugu. Besides labour strikes became more 

common in West Africa after the First World War. Until the 1930's neither the 

British nor the French colonial governments recognised the right of Africans to 

form trade union or to strike as, a legitimate way of forcing employers to improve 

their conditions, Webster and Boahen (1985). they saw the strikes as 'a revolt 

against the government.' 

With such constrictions on the labouring class of West Africa some of the 

parties showed interest in the cause of labour and in the fact identified themselves 

through their newspapers as Socialist inclined. This was the case of West African 

Youth League in Sierra Leone which attempted to combine Creole interest with 

those of the Temne and Mende in the interior of Sierra Leone. It was the first 

example of national thinking in Sierra Leone and therefore the forerunner of 
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nationalism in Sierra Leone. Its concern, shifting from the elites to masses, was 

clearly stated by the observers of the mouthpiece African Standard: 

Through its newspaper, the African Standard the 
league was the first in West Africa to preach 
outright socialism and show concern for the 
'toiling masses'. Webster and Boahen (1985). 

Thus with the newspapers shifting their interest and political concern away 

from the urban elite to the 'toiling masses' in the periphery society and assuming 

a welfarist attitude towards them it is possible to assume that in a situation where 

the ordinary people of a nation are antagonised especially by exploiter class, the 

newspapers of the period are likely to show interest and be sympathetic to their 

cause. The implication of this manifest interest in the condition of the ordinary 

people to this study is that should the ECOW AS objectives be shown to be 

beneficial to the masses of West Africa, the newspapers willshow greater interest 

and will highlight the aspects of ECOW AS that would benefit the masses. 

This general thought appears to be practically vindicated when one regards 

the development of the communication media in the period after the Second 

World War in West Africa when nationalism in West Africa entered its most radical 

stage in West Africa. In this period definite goals in the form of manifestoes which 

they looked forward to implementing when colonialism was overthrown. These 

parties as protest movements emerged from general feeling of discontent about 

the slow pace of political development towards emancipation of the colonies and 
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the persistent economics hardship that prevailed. These hardship and 

disillusionment culminated into the Nigerian national strike in 1945, the Dakar 

railway strike in 1947-8, the Gold Coast boycott of European firms in 1948 and the 

Enugu miners demonstration at the Enugu coal mines in 1949 when 29 miners 

were shot dead, Webster and Boahen (1985:297-280). 

With these reactions from the discontented workers the parties of the period 

drew their support from these militant groups and of necessity they also became 

militant. For example, the Rassemblement Democratique Africain (RDA) founded 

in French West Africa in 1946, gained more of its support from discontented trade 

unionists, export-crop producers and traders. The Dyula long distance traders wee 

active members of the RDA, and hoped to use it to safeguard their commercial 

interests. With regard to the l\7ory Coast, the RDA gained its support from cocoa 

and coffee farmers. Senegal on its part derived its main support from groundnut 

farmers and factory workers in Dakar. The National Council of Nigeria and 

Cameroons (NCNC) formed in 1944 in Nigeria was based first on urban trade 

umon backing. The Action Group, on the other hand, which came into being in 

1951, was first a pressure group for cocoa farmers of Yorubaland. With respect 

to Ghana, the United Gold Coast Convention (UGCC) founded in 1947 and the 

Convention People's Party (CPP) of 1949, were largely made up of cocoa farmers, 

traders and trade unionists. The CPP also drew a large measure of support from 
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the urban migrants who lived in poverty and squalor and aspired to change that 

would improve their conditions. These were the violent verandah boys. 

With the human resource, violent, impatient and in need of immediate 

economic change the leaders had to reflect these realities and as such the 

content of their political messages were more forceful in their demands and the 

newspapers which were established by these political parties as their organs of 

communicating their grievances were equally virulent and militant: 

These militant new political groupings wanted 
political self-government in the near future. But 
they wanted economic refonns immediately, such 
as changes in the marketing boards that would 
give farmers better prices for their products; 
restrictions on European commercial finns to give 
more opportunities for African traders; more 
industrialization, to provide more jobs in towns; 
and higher wages for industrial workers. Webster 
and Boahen ,(1985). 

These radical demands engaged the press of the period and especially in the 

English-speaking territories where the demands had reached an uncompromising 

stand by the masses for an unconditional end to colonialism. The language of the 

press had escalated to "self-government now." Much as this was true of the 

Anglophone territories, in the same period, the Francophone elite were still 

undecided about which political path to choose. The elite wanted closer 

association and acceptance by France whereas their masses proved more radical 

in their demands. Thus Webster and Boahen (1985) in illustrating this elitist 
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To them, the independence movement was first 
and foremost a movement for emancipation, its 
aims being to secure dignity and equality for 
Africans. They agitated for those things that could 
show European acceptance of African dignity and 
equality. · 
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From the above demands by the French elite it becomes clear that the. French 

elite were agitating for ind~pendence and were, in fact, not attempting to 

represent the class interest of the . masses of the French territories rather they 

were more interested in· the :interest of the elite and as such the content of their 

commud.ication did not represent their territorial reality nor did their comm'unication 

assume the proportion that was being experienced in English speaking territories. 

Thus whereas the: 

... French West Africa's nationalist leaders were 
conservative, their followers were much more 
enthusiastic about independence. Webster and 
Boahen (1985). 

This state of affairs altered by 1958 when the French-speaking nationalist leaders 

met in Cotonou 1958 Cotonou Coriference. In this meeting the dissonance that 

existed between the leadership and the masses was promptly bridged when the 

leadership discovered Sekou Toure of Guinea's attempt to ride this popular 

enthusiasm for independence in French West Africa was about to yield dividend. 

To subvert Sekou Toure's territorial leadership, the nationalist leaders opted for 
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congruency with the popular demand for independence and thus retained the 

support of the masses. 

Thus from the experience of this period it becomes unequivocally clear that 

independence when it did come was not a charitable donation from the 

colonialists nor was it entirely through the efforts of the elite rather the demand for 

independence came strongly from below. This was so because, 

Men like Nkrumah and Toure were led by people 
as much as they led them. They reflected popular 
opinion. Webster and Boahen (1985). 

It was in this light that the communication media of the period reelected very 

strongly the popular opinion· and demand for independence from colonial rule. 

Further, the period also provides evidence to indicate that the people 

independent of their leaders can influence the political agenda. Should this agenda 

be incongruent with those of the elite leadership it devolves on that leadership to 

seek to be congruent with the popular will, opinion and demand or lose the 

mandate to that leadership. This historical experience therefore makes it possible 

to assume that where the masses of West Africa have identified the ECOWAS as 

their ultimate goal they can influence the leadership to adopt similar goals and 

then ultimately influence the press by determining the ECOWAS as an agenda 

through organised self-help programmes and agitation. 

Thus the people of West Africa,independent of their leadership, can determine 
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the desirability of ECOW AS and through independent activities create congruency 

to that desire throughout the West African region among all the sub-classes and 

sub-cultures. 

2.5.8 COMMUNICATION AND THE INDEPENDENCE ERA 

The media of communication emerged in the era of independence with the 

unique characteristic of having played a major role of unifying the interest of the 

people as well as the people themselves towards a common goal. Thus the desire 

for independence brought the people in the respective countries of West Africa 

together. 

This fact about the press in the pre-independence period may lead to the 

assumption that the press could still be significant in any attempt to bring the 

West African people together towards a common accepted goal. Valid as this 

reality of the press in other parts of West Africa being ethnic bound at the time 

of independence and well into independence. According to Sobowale: 

The fact that the political parties which owned 
many of the newspapers in the country at 
independence were local in outlook and based on 
ethnic affinity with specific ethnic groups had 
serious implications for a press which was so 
vigorous during the struggle for independence. 
Nigeria had three regions at independence · in 
1960: the Northern, Western and Eastern. Each of 
these had a dominant political party with a loyal 
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newspaper or newspapers. Sobowale (1985:31). 

If this is an example of the collapse of the solidarity that the press showed during· 

the anti-colonial era, it still does not seriously jeopardise any general statement 

about attitude of the press and people towards integration. This is so because the 

elements of integration still exist within ethnic nationalism - the ability and 

willingness to respond to common goals or band together in the face a common 

interest. Thus if the concept of integration in West Africa is accepted by the 

media owners and the politicians it may follow that specific messages will be 

manipulated to broaden the base of the ethnic centralism. Theoretically, it has 

been urged, through the cohesion theory, that in the face of external threat ethnic 

differences can easily be abandoned and the components stand by each other 

as a whole, Soyir-Yariga (1985:37-38). The corollary to this though, therefore is 

that, the differences in mass media functions in some West Africans countries 

notwithstanding once the bigger goals is adopted by the opinion leaders or policy 

makers in the communication industry there is bound to be a follow-up by the 

population irrespective of their immediate intranational differences. 

Besides the successive views about. and attitudes to the mass media in West 

Africaafter independence by both the civilianand military governments where they 

have. gained ascendancy, have been to be partners in the task of national 
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development. Wilcox (1975: 19). this view has been especially compelling given 

that the successive national leaders have become the prime decision makers in 

the multi-facet activities of the emerging nations. It is in this regard that Dennis 

Wilcox has pointed out that: 

Indeed, the role and responsibilities of the African 
mass media are highly correlated with the 
attitudes and goals of high government officials, 
Wilcox (1975: 19). 

In contradistinction to this view, a Pan-African committee on the role of the 

press in the emerging African countries, published a resolution which stated that: 

The function of the press is to inform, to educate, 
to entertain and amuse, to examine fairly and 
critically and to make constructive contributions 
to thought and discussion on matters of public 
policy and to provide a forum for the airing of 
ideas and opinions, whatever their origin and 
however controversial. Wilcox (1975:20). 

' This view in the context of the developmentalist attitude of the new African leaders 

was rather idealistic since it presumed a settled ideological state of affairs in the 

African countries and therefore a libertarian attitude to press activities. The fact is 

the mass parties depended on the labouring and urban poor to achieve political 

power and as such their . commitment appeared on the whole to be uplift the 

critical conditions of the masses. To do these the total physical and mental 

energies of the nations were perceived as needed collectively to achieve the task 

of nation-building. Any deviation from this centrifugal ambition was viewed with 
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extreme trepidation. To the new leaders, it would appear therefore that the 

libertarian philosophy of the mass media's role would appear unacceptable. 

Rather whatever was judged newsworthy should be subject to the national 

interest, Wilcox (1975:21). The military leaders in their response to press activities 

also emphasised the national interest as the yardstick for the need for caution and 

circumspection. 

From the preceding, it can be assumed that in the emerging new nations the 

adversary attitude of the press in the period of colonialism had to succumb to a 

new philosophy of upholding the national interest irrespective of their extrinsic 

differences with the ruling government. For the study it would appear that where 

the governments of West Africa have categorically accepted the concept of 

integration they would do everything to ensure the conformity to that policy by the 

national press and a debate would be preposterous. 

The position would seem to underlie the adoption of the stringent and 

restrictive press legislations, Elias 91969); Ugboaja (1985:24-25) and Decree 4 of 

Nigeria, 1984. Ugboaja suggests that this propensity on the part of the African 

leaders does not arise from social-psychological factors but rather from 

ethno-cultural terms. Thus the legal and officialconstraints on the mass media can 

only be understood in the context of the politics of national leadership in terms of 

the most elusive element in Africa's political life, namely integration and 
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mobilization, Ugboaja (1985). 

This view inconsistent with the emerging theme that the primary function of the 

press in developing countries, including Africa, is to act as an arm or instrument 

of official government policy. This does not in any way suggest that the 

newspapers should convey only news about government activities or to praise 

it where there is an obvious faux pas in its policies. What is being suggested is 

the need for congruence in policies that the government has mapped out as 

directive principles of national policy. Where these are clear it is expected that the 

press would be guided by definite tasks that would promote collective 

congruency and minimise dissonance given the tremendous power that the press 

over uncritical and dependent target audience, Walkouts (1976). 

In promoting cohesion, Walkouts has defined the role of the press to include: 

harnessing the press for promotional goals, nation building, national unity, mass 

education and where there is an impelling need to differ, such criticisms should 

be constructive and responsible, Walkouts (1976). To the Western journalist or 

critic, this would appear to be an interference with the freedom of communication 

of the press. There is an overbearing sense of construction on the communicators 

but the price of this sacrifice on the part of the journalist is stated by one of the 

progressive African leaders whose main concern had been to reduce the national 

predicament - poverty: 
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carry forward our revolutionary purpose. This is to 
establish a progressive political and economic 
system upon our continent that will free men from 
want and every form of social injustice and enable 
them to work out their social and cultural 
dc.,stinies in p~cc, and at ease. Walkouts (1976). 

Besides, another commentator states: 

They need the press to help create a feeling of 
nationhood among people traditionally divided by 
tribal loyalties; to explain the objectives of a new 
socialist society; to spread new and better ways 
of living and farming; to obtain cooperation in 
community and national projects; to win support 
for the pa~ty and its leadership, Walkouts (1976). 
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Further, Tom Mboya of Kenya's comments have direct relevance for the West 

African experience. He stated: 

Because the leaders are trying hard to create 
unity, they become sensitive to anyone who 
appears to act as though he constituted an 
opposition and did nothing but criticize the 
government's efforts, Walkouts (1975:26). 

From these, there emerges a compelling assumption that if the governments are 

able and willing to go this far in order to achieve their national objectives by 

ensunng maximum congruence by the communicators and the media of 

communication, in a further situation where an international objective is clearly 

defined and identified with by the government the government is very likely to 

ensure maximum cooperation from the media of communication. In this regard, 
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therefore, it will be safe to assume that since the 15 West African governments 

have openly identified with ECOWAS and its integration policies the newspapers 

of each country are likely to be congruent with the government's position, Soyir

Yariga (1985). It is therefore anticipated that the Economic Community of West 

African States willbe favourably covered by the West African press to enhance its 

workings. 

Further to the above statements, an emerging significant variable in the 

communication process in West Africa is ownership. Ownership of the media of 

communication to a large degree determines what attitude a newspaper may 

adopt towards a specific issue or policy that is raised as a national agenda. 

Besides, the post-independence experience has significantly diversified ownership 

of newspapers from government monopoly to effective private participation. It is 

against this background that Edeani (1985) states that: 

Strictly speaking, there are two main categories of 
the press ... the government-owned press and the 
privately-owned press. However, the 
privately-owned is of three types - commercial, 
party-political and religious. 

This state of affairs suggests therefore that there will be the possibility of varying 

newspaper attitude to the Economic Community of West African States as there 

would be newspaper owners whose interests and economic philosophies might 

not be congruent with the stand of government. This possibility of incongruence 
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suggests therefore that the existing privately-owned newspapers of West Africa 

are likely to adopt a different stand with their governments' participation in the 

ECOW AS should their specific interests be undermined. This will therefore create 

communication gaps through killing or outright criticism of the ECOW AS workings. 

However, in a recent study it was discovered that privately owned 

newspapers are likely to converge with their government views in issues of 

international nature although the process might be slowed as a result of the 

interplay of the spiral of silence and the cohesion thesis, Soyir-Yariga 

(1985:36-40). In this regard, therefore, although ownership is extremely important 

and the governments of West Africa will need the maximum support of the 

privately owned newspapers, the privately owned newspapers are not likely to 

stand in conflict with their governments as the concept of ECOW AS willbe to their 

advantage also. 

According to Edeani in Ugboaja (1985:52), the underlying philosophy of the 

privately owned commercial press: 

... isto make profits which would enable it to stay 
in business while providing the pubic services of 
news, commentary, advertising, entertainment and 
a forum for public debate, as well as the other 
services of a responsible press. 

Since ECOW AS integration s essentially economic, the economic interest of the 

owners of the newspapers willnot be undermined, rather, it willbe expanded as 
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more people will need to read more about Nigeria and Nigerian affairs in its 

newspapers. Besides, it would also mean more adverts for the newspapers about 

ECOW AS business transactions and investment possibilities. Against this 

background, therefore, it will not be difficult for the privately owned newspapers 

to converge in their views with the government stand since their perceived 

econm:nic interest will coincide with the ECOW AS objectives. 

From this therefore it will appear safe to assume that the privately owned 

newspaper of West Africa will report favourably about the ECOWAS since their 

perceived economic interest will be congruent with those of their ECOW AS and 

further that cohesion theory and the spiral of silence will also influence the 

newspaper owners to adopt a favourable attitude towards ECOWAS. 

With regards to the government owned newspapers, their broad philosophy 

has been underlined by Edeani (1985) to be that: 

There has always been the charge that since the 
political press and the private commercial press 
are not adequately and responsibly publicizing 
government policies, programmes, activities, 
and so, it is necessary to establish government 
media to do the job. 

This statement of the underlying thought of government participation in the 

newspaper industry provides this study with the basis of assuming that issues that 

are of interest to the public in terms of economic advantage and closer political 

and cultural association will be published by the government newspapers m so 
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far as the issue has the government's support. In this, therefore, it willbe safe to 

conclude that the government owned newspapers will be favourable in their 

reports about the ECOWAS and is ultimate objectives. 

The rationale for this conclusion lies in the fact that historically, the press has 

always been an instrument of explicating and disseminating government policies 

to the people. Besides, it has also functioned as a medium of mass education for 

the citizens. According to Walkouts (1975), for example: 

... the African media derive their impetus not from 
the tradition of defending individual civil liberties 
but from the felt need to harness the press for 
national liberation and national integration. 97 

This utilitarian attitude of official policy towards the desired role of the newspaper 

in the West African context is reinforced by the observations of Elegalem 

(1985:68) who did an economic study of the development of the newspaper in 

Nigeria. He observed that: 

... the ownership of newspapers by the 
government in the 1960's was politically 
motivated... The government established 
newspapers to ensure that its programmes were 
fairly and accurately presented to the people. 

This statement, thus leaves no doubt that the interest of the government will be 

supported where it openly declares such interest either by communique or 

independent news coverage. Such assumption stems from the primary notion that 

the government m West Africa have operated publicly in the interest of the 
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citizens of their individual nations. That some functionaries have been inept in their 

duties does not detract from the essence and avowed aim of government in West 

Africa. It is against this background for the commitment of government to the 

public good that communication policies in some cases have been outright in 

their demands of the communication media to be congruent with the government 

in matters of national interest and when the government has taken a stand on an 

international issue its policy expectation is that the domestic communication media 

would stand by the government and explain to as well as educate, the readership 

on the government stand. 

This comment is validated by the national directive under Decree 19 of 1976 

that brought the News Agency of Nigeria (NAN) into being and this policy 

statement is not exclusive and ,peculiar to Nigeria but similar to the policies of the 

other West African countries. Thus the pplicy of NAN, based on the directive of 

Decree 19 of 1976 argued as follows: 

(i) The primary duty of the News Agency of Nigeria is to uphold the 
integrity of the Federal Republic of Nigeria and promote harmonious 
relationships among the different groups in Nigeria. 

(ii) News and comment emanating from the Agency must be truthful, 
honest and fair, but must not jeopardise peace and harmony in the 
country. 

(iii) The Agency must bring enlightened op1mon to bear in discussing 
national and international issues. It must positively influence public 
opinion and contribute to the evolution and formulation of correct 
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national policies. 

(iv) The Agency is enjoined to promote understanding among the 
peoples of the ECOW AS sub-region, the Organisation of African · 
Unity (OAU) and the world in general.It is enjoined to respect the 
integrity of member-nations of ECOWAS and the OAU. 

(v) In its role as the national purveyor of news and opinion, and of 
espousing the public good, the News Agency of Nigeria must not act 
as an institutional opponent to any government or interests; but 
where it is in the public interest to report criticism of pubic policy, it 
must do so in a restrained and objective manner. 

(vi) In matters that affect the sovereignty or unity of Nigeria, neutrality is 
not expected of the Agency. It must come out firmlyon the side of 
Nigeria without prejudice to its adherence to the truth which must at 
all times be its guiding light and governing principle. 

From this comprehensive outline of communication policy for the NAN it becomes 

very obvious for this study that where the government has elected to adopt and 

participate in the ECOWAS organisation is domestic communication media will 

equally concur in their attitude towards the organisation. Since the Government's 

participation is of its own volution it is presumed that it deems the objectives of 

ECOWAS willbe in the interest of the citizens and for that matter the pubic good. 

Since governments in West Africa have not compromised on the public good no 

matter how obnoxious their definitions of it has been, it is anticipated that the 

newspapers of West Africa, especially the government owned, would be 

favourable in their coverage of ECOWAS and integration in West Africa. 
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policy adopted by the central government is most likely to be supported by the 

communication systems of the francophone countries. In this regard, therefore, 

since the countries are members of ECOWAS, it is likely from the preceding 

statements to conclude that whee ECOWAS is concerned, its objectives of 

economic cooperation and integration will receive favourable coverage from the 

Francophone countries. The foregoing also reinforces the position that in the 

matter of ECOWAS the Nigerian press would support the government's position. 

A further compelling factor that will stimulate a closer economic cooperation, 

and therefore media participation, between the Francophone and Anglophone 

countries is the steady decline in the economic fortunes of the Francophone 

countries in direct relations with France and the harsh economic realities of the 

world today. This position is. clearly enunciated by Gowon (1985:27-28), a 

founding father of ECOW AS and now a scholar of integration in West Africa: 

Even then it required the departure of General de 
Gaulle as President of France in 1969, the abrupt 
and, for the French-speaking African states, 
damaging devaluation of the Franc following the 
appointment of the new President and the global 
economic crisis in the early 'seventies, aggravated 
by the Middle East war in 1973, before many of 
the Francophone states came to perceive that 
their best prospects of development lay in 
improved relations with their Anglophone 
neighbours, especially Nigeria, rather than in total 
dependence on F ranee. 
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With this reality and the above compelling factors it will appear therefore that, 

since the Francophone governments have elected to be participants of ECOWAS, 

their domestic media of communication will be congruent with the stand of their 

governments, on the basis of the cohesion thesis. This position seems to be 

presumed also by the observation made by Walkouts (1975) on the media system 

and IJ1edia philosophy practised in the French-speaking countries of West Africa: 

It must be remembered that the colonial legacy 
did little to instil Western concepts of libertarian 
press freedom in most African countries .. .it is 
generally believed that Francophone Africa has a 
much more authoritarian view of the press than 
Anglophone Africa, where colonial officials 
allowed a degree of autonomy. 

From the above statements with respect to the current economic reality in the 

Francophone countries and the political necessity of forging closer links with their 

neighbours in the West African region, the governments of the Francophone 

countries will be more likely to seek active and permanent association with their 

Anglophone counterparts and thus abandon their previous intransigence. Against 

this new status of relations, the inter- governmental communication will enjoy 

maximum isomorphism whkh willaugur well for the ECOWAS aims, at least at 

the top hierarchy of the West African political organisations. 

However, the nagging question that seems to haunt this study is whether 

increased isomorphism at the governmental level of integration is sufficient 
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region.Does this isomorphism notre-echo 

experiences of government functionaries being self-serving and less sensitive to 

the needs of the generality of citizens in the sphere of national politics and 

national integration? Willit not be valid to hold the view, if even tentatively, that 

without adequate communication between government and people on the issue 

of ECOW AS it might degenerate into a club for government functionaries to retire 

into after attaining a certain level of experience as civil servants in their respective 

countries. 

This pessimism has its basis m the notion that until a people are 

communicatively involved in the entire process of the organisation of an institution 

that is to serve their interest, that institution remains the preserve of those 

fortunate to be part of its immediate hierarchy. Thus, if the West African people 

are not drawn into ECOW AS through communication and persistent 

communication too, they stand the risk of abdicating their right to a fair share of 

the community benefits to the elite few as has been the case in 

post-independence political organisations in West Africa. In this regard, therefore, 

the statesman position adopted by the leaders of ECOW AS on their approach to 

integration is not realistic enough to integrate the West African peoples. This view 

is premised on the notion that any definition of integration should include a 

communication clause that would integrate the people and their communication 
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institutions for the propagation of the idea of ECOWAS and most importantly its 

demands on the individual and the cultural communities. An interest shown by the 

national communication institutions through their agenda-setting role would no 

doubt elicit interest in the ECOW AS institutions and create cultural tolerance 

among the people below the hierarchy of government. It is when this is done 

would -the concept of integration imply more than just the merger of economic and 

political institutions. 

Thus the use of the communication process in the integration exercise in the 

sub-region would soften more intransigent tendencies, reduce cultural conflicts 

and minimise nationalism far more than the bureaucratic centralism and the 

patient diplomacy advocated below by Adewoye (1977): 

As for the .question of further reforms, in an 
international organisation such as ECOWAS, more 
might be achieved by assuming a 'lowprofile' and 
pursuing patient diplomacy than by mounting a 
major offensive across a wide political front. This 
is not an organisation in which anything can be 
hurried. 

The picture of the ECOW AS that emerges is a removed entity from the people, 

operating outside of the context of the people of the respective nations. In this 

state and devoid of communication linkages with the national communication 

networks, both traditional and modern, ECOWAS willremain an abstraction and 

the previous and existing communication road blocks will persist emerging as 
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antagonisms and intolerance at the interpersonal level within the ECOW AS region. 

Considering the paramountcy of self-help from neo- colonialism and the 

urgency of ''breaking the shackles of poverty'' the leadership and the policy 

planners of West Africa and any individual exercising some form of authority that 

the citizens of the region come into contact . with, it willbe educative to appreciate 

the statement of Adewoye (1977), then Chairman of the Council of Ministers of 

ECOWAS, the body charged with policy formulation, on the need for that personal 

cultural and national tolerance with respect to ECOW AS issues, when he pointed 

out that: 

If ECOW AS is so crucial to our development, 
what are our duties as Ministers in terms of 
nurturing the organisation? The first is to let us 
continue employing our statesman like approach 
to all matters relating to it. Whatever are the 
issues being discussed, whether they concern 
administration or policy, please let us always 
remember that it is the interest of our community 
that should predominate. The interest of ECOWAS 
should transcend partisan nor personal 
considerations. This is the time to lay a solid 
foundation for the community: tomorrow may be 
too late. 

This statement is, without doubt, an admirable representational attitude towards 

ECOW AS interests and social implications that could come into conflict in the 

various fields of human endeavour where ECOW AS citizens are concerned. 

Unfortunately, such comment which demonstrates a simple attitude required in the 
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citizens of ECOW AS towards each other will be limited to the corridors of 

ECOW AS Secretariat, allied institutions and fora but will be lost to the people if the 

relevant domestic media of communication are not engaged in the entire 

integration process. 

Integration in West Africa is ultimately a development exercise and it will be 

incongruent to assume that development in West Africa can be achieved only at 

the top hierarchy of the West African social structure. The socio-economic feature 

of West Africa which is characteristically determined by an urban-rural dichotomy 

willrequire more than a structural adjustment at the top, at the government level, 

to ensure a horizontal and uniform development for the West African peoples 

through ECOWAS. The rural dwellers of West Africa still retain a great capacity to 

produce wealth and contribute considerably to the Grass Domestic Product. It will 

therefore be important, both for increased economic output and maximum cultural 

tolerance, to integrate the urban and rural dwellers in the ECOW AS process rather 

relegate the integration exercise to the West African elite. 

Thus, although the assumption is settled that in developing countries the mass 

media, particularly newspapers and radio, can play a very central role in national 

development, Schramm (1974); Lerner (1966), it is still necessary for the 

development planners as well as leaders of government to accept the view that: 
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conceptualized as a widely participation process 
of change intended to bring material 
advancement and prosperity,equality or fairness 
in the distribution of the social product, and the 
emergence· of indigenous institutions whose 
relations with the outside world, and particularly 
with the developed centres of the international 
economy, are characterised by the equality rather 
than by dependence or subordination. In this 
process of change it is critical that all social 
classes are brought within the mai11stream of 
economic activities. It is at this stage of 
mobilization that the media are expected to play 
a ce11tral role. Twumasi in Ugboaja 
(1985:211-212). 
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Considering the structural features in the economic and social areas of the 

other countries of West Africa this comment, although on Ghana, is very pertinent 

and applicable to all of them. Against this background, therefore, where there is 

an institution whose aims are to increase the overall living standards of the 

people it willdefinitely be important to include the people through information and 

mobilization towards the institutions' goals. It is in this regard that this study 

anticipates that the West African Press would give adequate coverage to the 

ECOW AS matters using the requisite communication networks to reach the 

respective West African audience. 

Drawing from the preceding analysis, it is quite evident that one can anticipate 

a number of positions that the newspapers of West Africa will adopt in relation to 

the ECOW AS protocols whose overall objective is to promote integration in the 
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West Africa sub-region. 

In the first instant since the question of ECOW AS and for that matter 

integration is adopted by the Governments it willbe assumed that ECOW AS aims 

are for the best interest of the generality of the citizens of the respective numbers. 

In this respect, the national newspapers will be congruent with the government 

stand ~d will give more favourable coverage than unfavourable coverage. 

However in the countries that have independent newspapers, it is anticipated 

that where the overall aim ECOW AS does not come into conflict with their 

avowed business interest they willbe congruent with the government stand. Ifon 

the other hand, the government stand on ECOWAS would mean in the ultimate 

an eclipse of their business interest than the private newspapers would most 

likelyresist ECOWAS ideas and. would give more prominence to negotiative issues 

about ECOW AS and economic integration. This will be in the early instance of 

discovery. In subsequent stages the private newspapers willgravitate towards the 

government's stand on the bias of the cohesion theses and the balance theories. 

This done, there will be co-orientation between government, government 

newspapers and the private newspapers. 

Another factor to note is that in spite of the linguistic and cultural diversity of 

the West African sub-region the political practice and historical necessity have 

made the governments to exert substantial influence over the newspaper 
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behaviour in their respective countries. This exertion has tended towards a near 

authoritarian theory of the press in the West communication environment. Thus 

the Francophone and Anglophone governments can, through legislation and other 

control devises, stimulate interest in the coverage of the ECOW AS and for that 

matter the attendant integration endeavour. 

A further emergent observation is that irrespective of the linguistic and cultural 

background of the members of the ECOW AS there is a clear similarity in social 

distinction for the purpose of effective communication about ECOWAS and its 

integrative endeavour. The West African social environment 1s generally 

characterised by a social differentiation into urban and rural classes. The rural 

class is predominantly non-literature in the language of communication about 

ECOWAS and its integrative e~deavour. This means therefore that for the aims of 

ECOWAS to be uniformly known and accepted and therefore involving the 

majority of West Africans then, there willbe the need for greater emphasis on rural 

communication. If this is not done then the message about ECOWAS willonly be 

directed to the urban dwellers, both the elite and the poor to the exclusion of the 

rural many. 

Thus considering the immense economic benefit that the governments ofWest 

Africa and its people are likely to derive from the successful operation of ECOWAS 

and its principle of integration, the newspapers of West Africa are likely to give 
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coverage to the Economic Community of West African States. This coverage is 

likely to be more favourable than unfavourable; itis only in countries where private 

media of communication exist that one 1s likely to anticipate more negative 

coverage should the aims of ECOW AS and the integration policy threaten the 

economic interest of the private media of communication. Should there be no 

such tnreat then it is anticipated that the private media will be congruent with the 

government stand. For effectiveness of communication and the involvement of 

both the urban and rural dwellers, the media of communication willhave to devise 

methods of reaching the rural dwellers who might not be literate enough to 

appreciate the issues of integration as covered by the media of communication. 

2.6 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

Considering the peculiarity of the nature of the West African communication 

environment, which has been determined, to a considerable extent, by culture, 

history and political vicissitudes, a number of communication theories will be 

utilized to explain the probable attitudes of the West African press in their 

coverage of the Economic Community of West African States whose ultimate 

objective is to achieve integration among the West African economies. 

The significance of the theories is to explain each of the observed probable 

behaviour of the newspapers. For example, the Cohesion Thesis Soyir-Yariga 
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(1985:36-39) provides this study with the theoretical explanation that, should the 

government accept the ECOW AS objectives and become an integral part of the 

integration process, all the domestic institutions are likely to cohere with the 

government's stand. The underlying reason for this is that with regard to issues 

external to a particular community the internal variables are wont to cohere 

together thus bringing together persons who had nothing to do with each other. 

In the event of some disagreement or opposition from some sectors of the 

country, be it private newspapers or pressure groups, these pockets of opposition 

and resistance are likely to wither away because of the Spiral of Silence theory, 

McQuail and Windhal (1981). This theory enunciates how public opinion is formed; 

this is formed by an interplay of mass communication, interpersonal 

communication and the individual's perception of his own opinion in relation to 

others in society. The underlying idea here is that most people do their best to 

avoid isolation with respect to being the only ones holding a particular opinion, 

attitude and beliefs. To achi!;!ve this the individual observes his society in order 

to know the views that are prevailing or gaining strength and which are less 

dominant or declining. After this observation if one's beliefs and views on the 

subsisting issue is in the less dominant class, one willbe less inclined to express 

them. The motive here is the fear of isolation and the state of affairs allows the 

dominant group to express themselves whilst the other remain silent and this 
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starts off a spiralling process which increasingly establishes one opinion as the 

prevailing one. 

Against the background of this theory, it is possible to anticipate the issue of 

ECOW AS being popularised by the government owned media and the private 

newspapers resisting, but this will be temporal given the efficacy of the Spiral of 

Silence. 

Other supportive theories in this regard include the Balance Theories. The 

theory most squarely relevant to this study is Newcomb 's ABX Model, McQuail 

and Windhal. This model, in the main, states that "in the case of two people who 

have an attitude of like or dislike towards each other and towards an external 

object, some patterns of relationship willbe balanced (as when two persons like 

each other, and also both like the object) and some willbe imbalanced (as when 

two persons like each other, but one likes the object and the other does not). 

Newcombe asserts further that where there is balance, each participant willresist 

change and where there is imbalance, attempts willbe made to restore Cognitive 

Balance, McQuail and Windhall (1981). This is achieved through communication 

which enables two or more individuals to maintain simultaneous orientations to 

each other and towards objects of an external environment. 

Thus in the event of disagreement by sectors of the society to the ECOW AS 

objectives such objecting groups willexperience the cognitive imbalance and this 
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will lead to communication with the government which will lead to cognitive 

balance. Thus whatever cognitive dissonance that may be in existence in the 

society there willbe attempts to reach some measure of balance also because in 

the West African Community the Communication Community is a small one and 

through Union organisation there is horizontal communication and those who are 

non congruent with the dominant view willseek to reach a balance with their guild 

mates because of the psychological discomfort of holding a dissenting view in a 

family of friends and colleagues, Festinger in McQuail and Windhall (1981). 

Thus should the journalists of the private newspapers fail to adopt the 

government on the issue of ECOWAS and its integrative endeavour there willbe 

sufficient theoretical reasons to believe that on their own they will seek further 

information about the issue and from this initiative there will emerge a gravitation 

towards the government stand for the specific reasons raised in the above 

theoretical postulations. 

Another significant Communication Theory that willbe relevant to study is the 

Agenda-setting theory of mass communication. Accepting that the mass media 

have the deliberate duty to play a part in the development process of their 

respective countries and accepting further that the media of communication will 

delineate the specific issues one can anticipate that the media would adopt the 

issues of ECOW AS for information and debate. the Agenda-setting thesis states 
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that the mass media by dwelling on some issues and neglecting others will have 

an effect on public opinion. In this regard, people will tend to know about those 

things which the mass media deal with and will also adopt the order of priority 

assigned to the different issues. Thus people learn what the issues are and how 

they are ordered in importance. The basic idea of this hypothesis is that among 

a given· range of issues or topics, those which et more media attention will grow 

in their familiarity and perceived importance over a period of time, and which get 

less willdecline correspondingly, (McQuail and Windhall: 1981). 

thus with the involvement of the media of communication in the integrative 

process they are likely to give more emphasis to ECOW AS and its aims in their 

pages, this way the integration process would become popular given the state of 

congruence that willexist in the respective societies and also the real fact that 

many people would always depend on the media of communication to form their 

own opinion. Thus a need dependency willbe created between the audience and 

the media of communication. According to the Ball-Rokeach and Defleurs 

dependency model: 

... in modem societies audience members come 
to depend on mass media information resources 
for their knowledge of, and orientation to, what is 
happening in their society, McQuail and Windhall 
(1981:65-67). 
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Given the West African socio-economic differentiation, it will be important to 

note the dichotomy of the audience so that what may actually be true for the 

urban elite willnot be generalized to include the rural dwellers who are not literate 

in the language of the media communication. This fact of the language barrier for 

the rural dwellers, with respect to the media messages, willgive rise to information 

gasp that willlead to ineffective response to integration among the rural f~lks of 

the sub-region. According to the information gaps theory the flow of information 

ought to benefit everyone in the society. However, the reality indicates that the 

increased flow of information rather contributed to increased knowledge , within 

certain groups far more than in others and that information gaps willoccur and 

increase, i.e. the distance between one social group and another in knowledge 

about a given event. Thus when the flow of information in a social system is 

increased, the better educated, those with higher socio-economic status, willbe 

able to absorb the information better than the less educated people with lower 

status. Theory asserts further that information results not only in increasing 

knowledge gap but also in gaps concerning behaviour an attitudes. 

This means therefore that communication about ECOWAS is not likely to be 

effective in the rural parts of West Africa and as such the desired positive attitudes 

that would be conducive to integration willbe non-available or may just be present 

among a few who would have acquired the information through the two-step flow 
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of information from the rural opinion leaders, Katz and Lazarsfeld in McQuail and 

Windhal (1981). Thus ifthere is no deliberate communication in the rural media 

or their communication networks, a large proportion of the population of West 

Africa willbe intellectually and emotively left out of the integration process and will 

consequently . not constitute a force to pressurize the governments and their 

functionaries to pursue integration unrelentingly. Thus in dealing with rural West 

Africa, with respect to diffusion of mass communication messages it will be 

significant to take into consideration the following argument raised by Elihu Katz: 

If word-of-mouth is so important, and if these 
specialists are more exposed to the media than 
the people whom they influence, then perhaps 
''ideas often from radio and print to opinion 
leaders and from these to the less active sections 
of the population. Schramm (1975:349). 

This considered, then, the communication gaps efforts that willbe created as 

a result of the language of communication will. 

Against the preceding theoretical framework it is anticipated that both the 

government and private newspapers will give more favourable coverage than 

unfavourable and neutral coverage in the matter of ECOW AS and the general 

integrative endeavour. However, it is further anticipated that if and only ifthere 

is a serious conflict of interest between the avowed objectives and economic 

interests of the private newspapers and the stand of the government the private 

media of communication willresist the government stand by adopting one of the 
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following approaches; omit to give coverage to ECOWAS, give more prominence 

to negative information or bury news items on ECOW AS. This inconsistency will 

give way eventually to general congruence with the government stand. Finally, 

given the nature of the West African Communication environment it is anticipated 

that the coverage of ECOW AS by the West African Communication media will 

not reach the rural audience and readership directly rather the influences 

stemming from the mass media willfirst reach "opinion leaders" who, in turn, will 

pass on what they have read and heard to those of their everyday associates for 

whom they are influential. Thus any measure that ignores thfa social differentiation 

will be ignoring a vital element in the entire West Africa integration process, ifby 

integration it is meant more than infrastructure and intelligentsia. 

2.7 THE EMERGING THEORETICALASSUMPTIONS 

From the above literature review it can be clearly appreciated that Nigeria's 

communication experience is tied up with the communication experience of the 

other countries of West Africa. This is so because the dominant factors that 

determine the nature and direction of the communication media of a country are 

shared by all the West African countries. The dominant themes of colonialism, 

independence movements; post-independence political and economic 

development themes as well as the emergency of military rule and their influence 
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on the direction of communication in the respective countries are shared by all 

the countries of the region. From this perspective it is being argued that the 

integrated consideration of the development of mass communication media and 

their role in the development of the region from colonialism to independence 

provide the rational basis to anticipate the direction that the Nigerian press per se 

would adopt towards the ECOW AS issue. 

From the above reasoning therefore, the study upon examining the literature 

was able to deduce that Nigeria's communication development phase willtake into 

consideration the attitudes of opinion leaders, traditional networks, the early press 

and the modern media towards issues and events that affected the interest of 

Nigerians, especially in relation to externalities in the specific periods delineated 

above. Thus from the integrated · examination of the press in West Africa and 

Nigeria in particular as was expounded in the literature the following theoretical 

assumption were deduced about how the Nigerian press would cover the 

ECOWAS objectives and the other related problems that were discussed in the 

problem definition: 

1. a. In Nigeria, the ~ommunication media are likely to be congruent with 
the government on foreign policy issues that facilitate the country's 
development goals. 

b. Thus the Nigerian newspapers willsupport the ECOWAS Treaty of 
sub-regional economic development. 
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c. The rationale for the above assumptions that in the evolution of the 
country's traditional and modem communication media, the media 
as examined in the literature review have always supported issues 
and events . that have not undermined their social and cultural 
stability. Further, where community interest was to be served, the 
communication media gave their support to the communication 
events. 

a. The Nigerian newspapers willnot undermine the ECOWAS goals 
even though it may lead in the long-run to the century's 
economic, legal, political, cultural and linguistic spheres. 

b. This is so because the media would canvass the need to endure the 
short-term imbalances for a more permanent long-term benefit for 
the citizens in the economic, social and political spheres as 
expounded in the treaty agreement. 

c. The rationale for the above is that it will be viewed that the 
government in entering the ECOW AS Treaty agreement would be 
exploring further ways to fulfil its obligation to the citizens in the 
economic, social and political spheres. 

a. Where, Nigeria, in an economic union will experience population 
influx because of the agreement on free movement of ECOWAS 
citizens, the newspapers will not canvass against the adoption and 
actualization of the union goals by the citizens. 

b. This will be so because the newspapers would tend to side with 
government's position on the adoption and actualization of the goals. 
Besides it will be viewed that since the government is directly 
involved in the arguments of the adoption and actualization of the 
treaty by citizens of member countries there willexist mutual benefit 
for participants. 

c. The · rationale for the above is that where the support of a 
communication even would lead to mutual benefit the newspapers 
will encourage rather than discourage the communication event. 
Thus ECOWAS would be supported. 
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Should sub-regional economic development lead to loss of national 
sovereignty, the Nigerian newspapers are not likely to be 
antagonistic although the privately owned newspapers would resist 
in the early stages. 

b. Thus the Nigerian press will support the ECOWAS Treaty of 
Economic development even though in the long-run it may affect the 
sovereignty of the country. 

c. This would be so because the government owned newspapers will 
be congruent with the government views and for the reasons of the 
cohesion thesis, the ABX model, the spiral of silence and balance 
models of communication the private owned newspapers would at 
the later stages, gravitate towards the dominant views of the 
government on the issue of ECOWAS. 

a. 

b. 

Should sub-regional economic development lead to international 
political significance for Nigeria and the region, the Nigerian 
newspapers will not be negative towards the Union in their news 
carriage. 
Thus the Nigerian press would support ECOW AS in its news 
coverage since it would bring Nigeria into a position of influence in 
a regional political bloc. 

c. The rationale for the above is that where integration will lead to 
regional and m1tional security and international political significance 
the Nigerian press would be more willing to advocate that Nigeria 
and Nigerians should adopt and actualize the ECOW AS treaty of 
regional development. · 
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3.1 Period of study 

CHAPTER THREE 

METHODOLOGY 

The period of study chosen for the Nigerian newspapers to test the research 

questions and theoretical assumption was 1981-1985. This period was chosen 

prim~ly because the period of inception of the ECOWAS Treaty 1975 to 1980 had 

already been studied,(Soyir-Yariga, 1987). The period January 1981 to December 

1985 also represented the second five years of establishment. It was reasoned 

that the member nations would have overcome the teething problem related to the 

regional integration and the merits and demerits of integration would have been 

exhaustively discussed by both the planner and academicians to attract the 

attention and comments from the mass communication media of the member 

states. Media focus and therefore media initiative in the propagation of the 

ECOW AS goals as a way of participating in the regional development process it 

was anticipated, would reach its highest point in the period delineated for the study 

in Nigeria. 

3.2 Universe; 

The universe for the study was all the daily newspapers in existence in 

Nigeria between 1981 and 1985. Thus, the universe was made up of 20 daily 
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newspapers of these 16 were government owned both federal and state. The 

remammg 4 daily newspapers were privately owned. The types of newspapers are 

described below: 

Name 

1. Daily Times 

2. The Punch 

3. The Guardian 

4. The National Concord 

5. The New Nigerian 

6. The Nigerian Observer 

7. The Daily Sketch 

8. The Nigerian Tribune 

9. The Daily Star 

10. The Satellite 

11. The Nigerian Statesman 

12. The. Nigerian Standard 

13. The Morning Focus 

14. · The Nigerian Herald 

15. The Nigerian Tide 

16. The Nigerian Chronicle 

Ownership 

Government 

Private 

Private 

Private 

Government 

Government 

Government 

Private 

Government 

Government 

Government 

Government 

Government 

Government 

Government 

Government 

Circulation 

National 

National 

National 

National 

National 

Regional 

Regional 

National 

Regional 

Regional 

Regional 

Regional 

Regional 

Regional 

Regional 

Regional 
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17. The Nigerian Call Government Regional 

18. The Daily Nation Government Regional 

19. Evening Times Government Regional 

20. Evening Sketch Government Regional 

3.3 Population and Sampline Procedure 

Through proportionate sam·pling, 2 daily newspapers m which the Federal 

government had majority shares which determined ownership and which fact 

allowed the Nigerian Federal Government to control the appointments of their key 

officers were selected. These daily newspapers were the Daily Times and the News 

Nigerian. Further influencing factors in their choice was that they were mass 

circulation papers that spread· throughout the federation. Finally it was also 

believed that the Daily Times being located in the area to the South of the Niger 

would reflect the opinions and attitudes of the people geographically and culturally 

located in the south of the country. Secondly since the New Nigerian was located 

in the area to the North of the country, it would also reflect the opinions and 

attitudes of the people geographically and culturally located in the area to the 

North of the country. 

The North- South divide in Nigeria is also experienced in the other countries 

of the ECOWAS. Thus the variables that were believed could influence 
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communication attitudes with regard to economic development issues were 

education, religion, economic, social and legal institutions. Thus, it was important 

for the study to select proportionately newspapers that would embrace these 

variables. Thus, by selecting the two newspapers it was believed that the total 

communication variable of Nigeria would be subsumed in the study which could 

also be applicable to the other ECOWAS countries,(Obilade, 1986, Olowu 1989).In 

addition to the above newspaper, 5 state government owned newspapers were 

randomly selected in other to allow each of the 14 state owned newspapers an 

equal opportunity to be selected for study since they all share similar 

communication variables that were thought would influence their communication 

attitudes towards the ECOW AS development issue. The randomly selected 

newspaper 

were: 

Name State 

1. The Daily Sketch Oyo State 

2. The Nigerian Statesman Imo State 

3. The Nigerian Observer Bendel State 

4. The Nigerian Herald Kwara State 

5. The Nigerian Tide Rivers State 
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From the preceding selection, the collective total of government owned 

newspapers were 6. 

With respect to the privately owned newspapers, there were only 4 daily 

newspapers in circulation that could be considered national in terms of their total 

circulation and spread. These were: 

1. The punch 

2. The Nigerian Tribune 

3. The National Concord 

4. The Guardian 

However, because of the small ' n size 'of the privately owned newspapers in 

relation to the government owned newspapers, the named 4 newspapers classified 

as privately owned were all absorbed into the study. 

Thus, in the final analysis 11 daily newspapers constituted the population 

of the study, and these were above 50 % of the total daily newspapers in the period 

of the study and the percentages was well above the 10% minimum required for 

representation of the universe for valid generalization about the Nigerian 

newspapers,(Kerlinger: 1973; Blalock: 1972; Berelson: 1972; Stempel: 1984; 

Obilade: 1986). 

To select the actual newspapers to be studied, six months of each year, two 
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weeks of each month, two days of each week and one weekend were randomly 

selected stage by stage for the study proper. The total at each stage of the 

random sampling was 50% of the total which was believed would be substantial 

enough for obtaining sufficient context units for analysis and validation or negation 

of the research questions. This would also give ample room for considering the 

theoreti.cal assumptions and thereafter also generate some hypotheses about the 

universe. Besides, the choice of 50% was also influenced by the fact that 10% 

selection in an earlier related study for the 1975-1980 period, (Soyir-Yariga: 1987), 

showed a paucity of news items on the ECOW AS issues in the Nigerian 

newspapers. Thus, it was concluded that an increase in newspaper representation 

would most probably yield more context units for an adequate evaluation of the 

actual attitude of the Nigeria ne~spapers to the ECOW AS Treaty as a instrument 

of economic development within the West African sub-region with Nigeria as a 

significant participant. 

Thus, with the newspaper sampling population and the quantum to be 

studied settled, the proceeded to select 50% of 12 the months; 50% of the study 

total weeks in month; 50% of the days in the week and 50% of the weekends. The 

random sampling procedure was applied at this stage to allow each month in the 

year, two weeks in the month, three days in a week and the weekend days an 

equal opportunity to be selected. The finished random sampling is shown below 
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Table 1 : showing the months, days and weekends randomly selected for 

1981. 

Months March April June Sept. Oct. Dec. 

Weeks 4 ; 1 1; 3 4; 3 1 ; 2 1 · 4 
' 

2;3 

Week- Tu, Th, Th.;We. Th.;Th. We.;Mo Fr.;We. We.;Th. 
days Wed;Fr We.;Fr. Tu,;We. Fr;Fr Mo.;Th. Fr.;Fr. 

Weed- Sun;Sat Sun;Sat Sun;Sat Sun;Sat Sun;Sat Sun ;Sat 
ends 

Table 2 : showing the months, days and weekends randomly selected for 
1982. 

Months Jan. Feb. March April May July 

Weeks 4;2 2; 43 1 ; 3 2;4 3; 4 1 ; 4 

Week- Fr., Fr Mon;Th. Mon;Th. Fr.;Fr. Fr.;We. Mo.;We. 
days Mon;Tu Tu.;Wed Mo.;Mo. Mo.;Mo We.; Tu. Fr.;Mo. 

Weed- Sun;Sat Sat;Sun Sun;Sun Sat;Sun Sun;Sat Sun ;Sat 
ends CODESRIA
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Table 3 : showing the months, days and weekends randomly selected for 
1983. 

Months Jan. Feb. March April May July 

Weeks 3 ; 1 l; 3 2;4 2 ; 1 4 ; 1 2;4 

Week- Tu,;Fr. Fr.;Mon. Tu.;Tu. Fr.;Tu. We.;We. Fr.; Fr. 
days Fr.;Wed We.;Tu. Fr.;Mon. Th.;Mo. Tu.;Tu. We.; Tu. 

Weed-- Sat;Sun Sun;Sun Sat;Sat Sun;Sn. Sun;Sat Sat ;Sat 
ends 

Table 4 : showing the months, days, weeks 
selected for 1984. 

and weekends randomly 

Months Jan. May June Oct. Nov. Dec. 

Weeks 2 ; 1 l; 4 1 ; 3 1 ; 3 1 ; 2 4;2 

Week- Th; Th, Mo.;Fr. Tu.;Tu. Mo.;Mo Mo.;Mo. Mo.;We. 
days Tue;Tu We.;Tu. Mo.;Th. Tu;Th Tu; Th. Th.;Mo. 

Sat;Sun 
Weed- Sun;Sat Sat;Sun Sun;Sat Sun;Sun Sat ;Sat 
ends CODESRIA
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Table 5 : showing the months, days, weeks and weekends 
for 1985. 

Months June July _Sept Oct. Nov. 

Weeks 4;3 4; 2 4;2 3; 4 3; 2 

Week- Mo.;Mo We.;Tu. Mo.;Fr. Tu.;Th We.;We 
days We.;Tu. Tu.;We. Fr,;Tu. Th;Tu Fr; Fr. 

Weed- Sat;Sun Sat;Sat Sat;Sun Sun;Sn. Sun;Sun 
nds 

3.4 Operational Definition; 

' . 

. ,,. ~\'/'-,C:,: ~ )),: :1 
'- ... J)~;i. 

4;3 

Fr.; Th. 
Tu.; Fr. 

Sat ;Sun 

(i) For the purpose of the study, a week, starts from the first day of the month 

to the seventh day i.e.1-7; second week is the eighth day to the fourteenth 

day i.e.8-14; third week is the fifteenth day to the twenty- second day i.e 

15-21; the fourth week is the twenty-second day to the twenty-eighth day 

i.e.22-28. In effect the study was based on a 28 days month which adds up 

to a 48 weeks instead of 52 weeks. 

(ii) To select the days, Monday to Friday were taken as a sub-group and 

Saturday and Sunday were also taken as a sub-group. 
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(iii) Thus to select the days of the week, 2 days from Monday to Friday were 

randomly selected and one day from two weekend days, Saturday and 

Sunday, were selected making a total of 3 days out of seven days. This 

way, variation was guaranteed. 

From the above definition, therefore, the specific dates of the days of the weeks 

that were randomly sampled were as follows: 

Year: 1981 

I.March 2.April 

Day Date Day Date 

Sunday 1st Wednesday 1st 

Thursday 5th Sunday 5th 

Friday 6th. Tuesday 7th 

Tuesday 24th Wednesday 15th 

Wednesday 25th Friday 17th 

Saturday 28th Saturday 18th 

3.~ 4.September 

Day Date Day Date 

Wednesday 17th Friday 4th 

Thursday 18th Sunday 6th 
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Saturday 

Tuesday 

Thursday 

Sunday 

5.0ctober 

Day 

Friday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Thursday 

Sunday 

Wednesday 

I.January 

Day 

Friday 

Saturday 

Tuesday 

20th 

23th 

24th 

28th 

Date 

2nd 

4th 

5th 

22nd 

25th 

28th 

Date 

8th 

9th 

12th 

Monday 7th 

Wednesday 23th 

Thursday 24th 

Sunday 27th 

6.December 

Day Date 

Wednesday 9th 

Friday 11th 

Saturday 12th 

Thursday 17th 

Friday 18th 

Saturday 19th 

Year:1982 

2.February 

Day Date 

Monday 8th 

Wednesday 10th 

Saturday 13th 
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Sunday 

Monday 

3.March 

~ 

Monday 

\Vednesday 

Saturday 

Monday 

Thursday 

Saturday 

5. September 

Day 

Saturday 

Tuesday 

\Vednesday 

Sunday 

Tuesday 

22nd 

24th 

25th 

Date 

1st 

3rd 

6th 

15th 

18th 

20th 

Date 

3rd 

6th 

7th 

25th 

27th 

\Vednesday 24th 

Thursday 25th 

Sunday 28th 

4.April 

Dll Date 

Friday 2nd 

Saturday 3rd 

Monday 5th 

Friday 23rd 

Sunday 25th 

Monday 26th 

6.November 

Day Date 

\Vednesday 9th 

Friday 11th 

Saturday 12th 

Tuesday 22th 

Friday 25th 
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Wednesday 28th Saturday 26th 

Year:1984 

!.January 2.May 

Day Date Day Date 

Sunday 1st Wednesday 2nd 

Tuesday 3rd Sunday 6th 

Thursday 5th Monday 7th 

Tuesday 10th Tuesday 22nd 

Thursday 12th Friday 25th 

Saturday 14th Saturday 26th 

3.June 4.0ctober 

Day Date Day Date 

Saturday 2nd Monday 1st 

Monday 4th Friday 5th 

Tuesday 5th Sunday 7th 

Sunday 17th Tuesday 16th 

Monday 18th Thursday 18th 

Thursday 21st Saturday 20th 
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5.November 6.December 

Day Date Day Date 

Sunday 4th Saturday 8th 

Monday 5th Monday 10th 

Tuesday 6th Wednesday 12th 

Thursday 8th Saturday 22nd 

Sunday 11th Monday 24th 

Monday 12th Thursday 27th 

Year: 1985 

I.June 2.,My 

Day Date Date Day 

Sunday 16th Tuesday 9th 

Monday 17th Wednesday 10th 

Tuesday 18th Saturday 13th 

Saturday 22nd Tuesday 23rd 

Monday 24th Wednesday 24th 

Wednesday 26th Saturday 27th 
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3.Au~ust 4.September 

Day Date Day Date 

Thursday 8th Sunday 8th 

Saturday 10th Tuesday 10th 

Tuesday 13th Friday 13th 

Friday 23rd Monday 23rd 

Tuesday 27th Friday 27th 

Wednesday 28th Saturday 28th 

5.November 6.December 

Day Date Day Date 

Friday 8th Sunday 15th 

Sunday 10th Thursday 17th 

Thursday 12th Friday 20th 

Friday 15th Tuesday 24th 

Sunday 17th Friday 27th 

Wednesday 20th Saturday 28th 

From the above randomly sampled dates the study had a total of 36 

newspapers a year and a total of 180 newspapers spread over the five year 
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parameter for each selected newspaper to be evaluate. Thus for the entire sample 

population there were '180 days a year x 11 newspapers which added up to 1,980 

newspapers which then constituted the sample population. 

3.5 Evaluation of the covera2e and the Communication attitude of the 

. newspapers: 

In order to evaluate the communication attitude of the sampled m 

newspapers and therefrom determine the role the Nigerian newspapers played in 

popularising a development issue in the country, content analysis procedure was 

adopted as the method for appropriate observation and measurement of the said 

newspapers.The appropriateness of content analysis in such a study as this is 

asserted by Berelson and S.teiner:- (1964); Holsti:- 1969:38); Blalock(1972); 

Kerlinger(l973:525); Stempel (1984); Obilade (1986); Folarin (1988:28-30.) Allthe 

preceding exponent of content agreed analysis are that the content analysis 

procedure achieves the same observational result as other observational activities 

since the investigator succeeds in measuring the variables that have been 

categorized as relevant. For example: 

(i) Berelson and Steiner (1964) argue that content analysis was the 
objective, systematic and quantitative description of the manifest 
content of communication. 

(ii) Holsti (1969:38) argue that content analysis was any technique for 
making inferences by objectively and systematically identifying 
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specified characteristics of messages. 

(iii) Kerlinger (1973:525) argued that content analysis was a method of 
studying and analysing communication in a systematic, objective and 
quantitative manner to measure variables... Instead of observing 
people's behaviour directly, or asking them to respond to scales or 
interviewing them, the investigator takes the communications that 
people have produced and ask questions on the communication. 

(iv) Folarin (1988:28) has argued that the basic assumption of content 
analysis was that there was a relation between the frequency with 
which a certain item appears in a text and the interest or intention of 
the producer on the one hand and the responses of the audience 
on the other. 

From the above summaries of what content analysis is, it can be seen that the only 

way the study could observe objectively what role the Nigerian newspapers played 

in the popularization of the ECOW AS Treaty as a development strategy for the 

sub-region and the need for Nigerian to participate in achieving the goals of 

ECOW AS would be by adopting the content analysis procedures to test the 

theoretical assumption and also answer the research questions decided ab initio. 

To measure the manifest content of the Nigerian newspapers so as to answer the 

research question and validate or invalidate the theoretical assumptions of the 

study, the news items were first classified into news categories and thereafter their 

(i) Direction 

(ii) Position 
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(iii) Length 

were measured. 

3.6 News cate2ories 
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After the selection of the newspapers specified from the sample population 

was Il)ade, some context categories were made so as to study the context units 

related to the problem definition and the theoretical assumptions. At this stage it 

was discovered that most of the research question related to ECOWAS Treaty 

were not reported in the context units sufficiently to constitute independent 

variables on the study of the ECOW AS issue . This the research questions not 

covered by the context units were collapsed under a broader variable: 

3.6.1 The ECOWAS Treaty and protocols 

This variable was then operationalised to include all news items on the 

various aspects of the ECOWAS Treaty and its protocol. Thus the operationalised 

context categories included: 

(i) The Treaty adoption 

(ii) Agricultural policy of ECOWAS 

(iii) Industrial policy of ECOWAS 

(iv) Trade policy of ECOW AS 
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(v) Customs policy of ECOW AS 

(vi) Movement and Establishment policy of ECOW AS 

(vii) Insurance policy of ECOW AS 

(Viii) Banking policy of ECOW AS 

(ix) The ECOW AS fund 

.(x) Military exchange policy of ECOW AS 

(xi) Aid policy of ECOW AS 

(xii) Currency policy of ECOW AS 

(xiii) ECOW AS games 

(xiv) Language use within ECOW AS 

(xv) Communication policy of ECOW AS 

(xvi) Legality within ECOW AS 

(xvii) Revenue allocation policy of ECOW AS 

(xviii) Others 

From the above context categories related to the Treaty in its entirety the study 

then examined the other ancillary reports that would influence the attitudes of the 

target audience of the Nigerian newspapers towards the ECOW AS organisation 

and its goals of economic integration. The said context categories were coded 

under into specific units that included: 

(i) Economic 
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(ii) Political 

(iii) Legal 

(iv) Social 

Thus, any context unit that was centred on any of the above categories and was 

related to the member countries of ECOWAS, outside of Nigeria herself was 

deemed relevant to the study since a slant in the news report towards either 

favourable, unfavourable or neutral would have its effects on the opinions and 

attitudes of the readers and in the long run their attitude towards Nigeria 

associating with the countries for regional economic development. For the purpose 

of studying the context units on the above categories, the above context 

categories were further operationalised in the following manners ; 

3.6.2 Economic: 

Any news discussion on-

(i) Trading activities within members countries or with non- ECOWAS 

members. 

(ii) Commercial agreement and activities within member countries or, 

outside the ECOWAS. 

(iii) Industrial activities within member countries or in cooperation with 

non-ECOWAS nations. 
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(iv) Mining activities as above. 

(v) Agricultural activities of members countries or with non ECOW AS 

countries. 

(vi) Oil exploration in member countries or trade with other non 

-ECOWAS countries . 

. (vii) Labour movement within member countries or to other countries 

outside of ECOWAS. 

(viii) Mineral or resources potential of the member countries. 

(ix) Bilateral or multilateral agreement outside ECOW AS involving 

member countries 

(x) Multinational corporations activities m member countries outside 

Nigeria. 

(xi) State of Agricultural activities of member countries outside Nigeria. 

(xii) Famine, draught or disastrous rainfalls in member countries outside 

Nigeria. 

(xiii) Tree planting exercise in the member countries. 

(xiv) Economic aid from Western donor countries. 

(xv) Loan and discussions of interests on loans from International 

Monetary Fund (IMF) to ECOW AS member countries and the 

application of IMF conditionalities and their consequences. 
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(xvi) Others. 

3.6.3 Political: 

Any news item on the following operationalised context categories: 

(i) Constitutional discussion of sovereignty of member countries. 

(ii) Political integration of member countries independent of ECOWAS 

initiatives. 

(iii) Elections in member countries. 

(iv) Ideological beliefs of member countries. 

(v) Coup d'etat in members countries. 

(vi) Proclamations of political revolution in members countries. 

(vii) Military rule in member countries. 
,• 

(viii) Technical Aid, in'cluding military assistance and· exchange, between 

member countries. 

(ix) Diplomatic: presentation of letters of credence. 

(x) Visits of Heads of State. 

(xi) Hosting of international conference 

(xii) Bloc voting for Africa at international fora. 

(xiii) Meeting of youth movements with political connotations 

(xiv) Political parties and their activities as opposition to ruling governments 
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(xv) Anti- Apartheid meeting and conferences 

(xvi) Liberation movements: training and financial support from member 

countries. 

(xvii) Non aligned political activities 

(xviii) Threats of military invasion of one country by another; outbreak of 

war. 

(xix) Military mutiny in member countries. 

(xx) Civil wars 

(xxi) Border closure between member ECOW AS countries against each 

other. 

3.6.4 Leeal: 

Any news item on the context categories below was (i) Proclamations of 

decrees by military governments. 

(ii) Promulgation of new laws by civilian parliaments 

(iii) Impeachment or threat of impeachment of heads of state. 

(iv) Court cases and convictions in member countries. 

(v) Court cases and convictions of citizens of member countries in 

Nigeria. 

(vi) Illegal movement and residence in Nigeria of Ecowas citizens 
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(vii) Illegal business transactions of citizens of Ecowas countries in 

Nigeria. 

(viii) Expulsion of illegal aliens from Ecowas countries 

(ix) Boarder demarcation disputes between member Ecowas countries. 

(x) Prostitution. 

(xi) Armed Robbery. 

(xii) Treaties of extradition. 

(xiii) Reports on exchange of prisoners. 

(xiv) National, International or regional conference on law. 

(xv) Cartoons on the· expulsion of illegal aliens. 

(xvi) Cartoons on the practitioners of prostitution. 

(xvii) Cartoons on ille~al boarder transaction between illegal aliens and 

Nigerian immigration officials. 

3.6.5 Social: 

Any news item on the context categories below was classified as an 

integral part of the above category: 

(i) The people: description of the types of people that inhabit member 

ECOW AS countries. 

(ii) Cultural norms: any description of the cultural normative values of the 
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people of the member countries of ECOWAS. 

(iii) Material culture exhibitions or descriptions in Nigeria or feature 

articles on same from visits to the specific country by writers. 

(iv) Sports: reports on Ecowas games: West African Football Union 

(W AFU) matches; achievement or failure of ECOW AS athletes, 

boxers, teams on the international circuit. 

(v) International youth camps for ECOWAS youth or religious revivals: 

Youth exchange for ECOWAS understanding. 

(vi) Cross-cultural travel experience of Nigerian writers in other ECOW AS 

members countries. 

(vii) Cultural function for visiting heads of state. 

(viii) Dinner parties; cock tail ; theatre shows for visiting heads of state or 

diplomatic dignitaries. 

(ix) Independence .celebrations 

(X) Labour Day for labour unions 

(xi) Jamboree for Youth Clubs. 

(xii) League matches in volley ball soccer., basketball in ECOW AS 

members countries. 

(xiii) Tourism advertisement of ECOW AS members countries in Nigeria 

newspapers. 
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(xiv) Inter-military tournaments and durbars. 

(xvi) Others. 

3. 7 Direction: 

This unit of measurement was used to determine the degree of the slanting 

news materials on the issue of the ECOW AS Treaty of economic development 

towards Favourable, Unfavourable and Neutral. Article classified as Favourable 

were those that were positive in their content towards ECOW AS and . the issue of 

economic integration. Unfavourable articles were those that were negative or 

critical towards the ECOW AS and the related issues of development. Neutral 

articles were those articles that were just factual and informative and did not 

contain any slanting comments leaning towards favouring or disfavouring ECOWAS 

and the sub- regional economic development and the defined related matters as 

contained in the research questions. 

Position: The position of the news items on the ECOW AS and the related matters 

were collected and categorized into Front page, Back page, Inside page. These 

categorization served to in.dicate the type of prominence and therefore the 

significance given to the ECOW AS issues. 

Space: The space allocated to each items that appeared m the selected 

newspapers were measured in spaces centimeters. For the purpose of uniformity 
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m the measurement, any article that appeared on the front page and was 

continued in the inside pages or back page or vice-versa. was treated as part of 

the position of origination of the article. Thus the location of origin of the article 

determined whether a part of an article was front page, back page or inside page. 

3.8 Context units to be Analysed; 

The study focused on the following context units for sources materials for the 

evaluation: 

(i) editorials 

(ii) feature articles 

(iii) photographs 

(iv) cartoons 

(v) letters to the editors 

(vi) opinion comments 

(vii) advertisers's notices 

(viii) news briefs 

that have the ECOWAS, the member countries and the integration and related 

issues as their central focus. 
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3.9.1 Content Cateeories and Definitions: 

In order to evaluate the content of the news items in the context units 

above and determine which ones would be classified and measured under 

favourable, Urifavourable or Neutral a number of themes and their operational 

definition were established. These themes were also used to measure the 

correlation between ownership type and the reportorial behaviour of the 

newspapers. The content categories were also used for the inter-coder agreement 

for external validity and purposes of replication. Some of the themes that were 

used included the following: 

3.9.2 FAVOURABLE 

1. Efficient patterns of Trade: Integration willlead to the availability of large 

markets for the distribution and sale of goods with attendant economic 

benefits. 

2. Specialization: Any suggestion that integration will lead to specialization, 

with saving in economic costs, in the various economic activities that will 

yield economic benefits to the community members and citizens. 

3. Equitable Distribution of Benefits: Any suggestion that the community 

activities willbring about equal and fair distribution of the unit contribution 

of net benefit that arise irrespective of the unit contribution of each country. 
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4. Development: Any suggestion that integration will lead to structural 

5. 

development in member countries that will yield greater benefit to the 

citizenry of ECOW AS. 

Tariff Protection: Any suggestion that economic integration will offer 

member nations such relief that willallow their industries to produce and be 

assured of ready markets without the tariff barriers. 

6. Common External Tariff: Any indication that integration will lead to the 

establishment of common protection against foreign goods in favour of 

member nations goods that willeventually encourage the development of 

local industries through effective patronage. 

7. Trade Liberalization: Suggestions that indicate that integration willlead to 

the establishment of industries towards the free flow of goods to member 

nations without restriction as in an economic region. 

8. Tax-induced Distributions: Any suggestion that prices rise because of 

arbitrary taxes by governments to recover losses from ECOWAS. 

9. Tax holiday 

10 Income Tax relief 

11. Customs Duty relief 

12. Common Investment code 
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13. 
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Trans national corporations: Any indication that revenue-poor countries 

do not benefit much from the presence of transnational corporations which 

have subsidiaries in their countries and that ECOW AS will be more 

beneficial to them. 

14. Harmonization of internal indirect taxes: 

15. · Multinational: Any comment that ECOWAS willreplace Bata, Schaeffer and 

CFAO, each of which has an alternative investment option elsewhere with 

much bargaining power with less commitment to the sub-region. 

16. Mi2ration of labour: Any statement that indicates that economic integration 

will lead to the migration of skilled labour to sections of the region that 

required them to fill up gaps in their academic, health, engineering, etc, 

needs. 

17. Cultural Communication: Any indication that ECOWAS willlead to close 

interaction between the various cultures of West Africa that willlead to better 

understanding and appreciation, inter- marriage and cooperation for the 

regional development. 

3.9.3 UNFAVOURABLE 

1. Unequal fiscal incentives: Any statement that suggests that integration will 

bring about unequal monetary rewards to the countries involved. 
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ill. 

Price distortions: Any suggestion that prices of commodities transported 

in between countries will vary from place to place to the detriment of the 

consumers as a result of exchange rates. 

3. Tax distortions: Any statement that believes that there willbe no uniform 

. taxes on the goods being transported into other countries as a result of the 

exchange rates. 

4. Uniform market conditions: Any suggestion that in spite of common 

external tariffs countries are likely to use their discretion to ensure their 

domestic prices of goods are commensurate with the monetary losses they 

will suffer as a result of the uneven incentives from the community 

agreements. 

5. Protectionism: Any statement that indicates that in spite of the community 

agreement some countries are likely to indulge in acts that will protect their 

domestic· industries from the competition of those set up elsewhere by the 

community because of comparative advantages in cost of production thus 

undermining the entire goal of integration. 

6. Economic Replications: Any statement that indicates that some countries 

are likely to set up their own versions of enterprises that produce textile, 

pharmaceuticals, plastics and batteries , in spite of what has been set up 
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by the community for the group interest and economic efficiency. 

7. Limited Trade: Any statement that suggests that the community efforts will 

suffer because of the lack of large and effective consumers of the goods 

that will be produced by the community industries. 

8. Lack of specialization: Any indication that the existing industries are so 

· similar that there will be no possibility of taking advantage of specialization. 

9. Market se2mentation: Any indication that the market in the sub- region are 

segmented throughout the region and products are reproduced everywhere 

and everyday. 

10. Multinational corporations: Any suggestion that the existing multinational 

corporations are more efficient than the would-be community industries and 

the community industries will not be able to compete effectively with the 

production patterns of the multinationals. 

11. Investment incentives: Any suggestion that the community will not 

succeed because the type of incentives that each member country offers 

to investors vary from. country to country and as a result local linkages will 

not be developed. 

12. Labour mi2ration : Any suggestion that integration willlead to skilled and 

unskilled labour migration that will result in unnecessary competition for 

jobs. 
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13. Increase in Unemployment: Any suggestion that integration willeventually 

lead to an increase in the rate of unemployment in member countries whose 

economies are relatively well off as a result of employers' choice of more 

qualified migrant workers. 

14. Discrimination and attrition: Any suggestion that integration will bring 

about nationalist discrimination as indigenes willsee non-indigenes as the 

source of their social and economic woes which will generate attritive 

attitude rather than integrative attitudes. 

15. Xenophobia: Any indication that ECOWAS willbring about unreasonable 

fears in indigenes of member countries towards the migrants whom they 

do not know and understand in order to trust them. 

16. Cultural conflicts: AnY. indication that integration will bring about cultural 

conflicts at all levels where the migrants encounter the indigenes and these 

willlead to unrest which could assume riotous proportions. 

3.9.4 NEUTRAL 

1. 

2. 

Specialization: Any statement that gives the state of the sub- region's 

achievement in specific industries without slanting. 

Product Specialization: Any table or publication of the types of products 
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that West African industries specialize in without comment either way. 

Level of Trade: Any publication of statistical data on the volume of trade 

in the region without. comment either that is favourable or unfavourable 

towards integration. 

4. Replication: Any publication giving the type of industries and enterprises 

·that have been replicated in various member countries without comments 

either way. 

5. Tariffs:Any publication of the type of tariffs as being enforced for the 

various economic products without comment for or against. 

6. Multinationals: Any description of the type of transnational or multinational 

corporations that are in the sub-region without comment whether for or 

against ECOW AS. 

7. Mieration:Any publication of the type of people that are migrating from one 

country to the another without stating whether they will benefit the host 

countries or increases their social and economic woes. 

8. Cultural communication: Any statement about the type of cultural groups 

that are in the sub-region and their distribution in the member countries 

without comments whether it will impede or promote ECOW AS integration. 
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4.7.5 Headlines and Sample Directional Classification of News Items: 
There were, in all, 730 articles which were categorised into,favourable, Unfavourable and Neutral based on 
their manifest direction. A sample of the total classification is shown below: 

Newspaper Period Favourable Unfavourable Neutral 

1. Daily Times 1981-19&.5 "In the Spirit of ECOWAS" "Aftermath of Illegal The first six years of 
17th Februaiy (1983). Alien Depature." 6th ECOWAS 24th Sept. 1984. 

Februaiy 1983: Front 
Page. 

2. New Nigerian 1981-1985 "Buhari lauts Ecobank Pro- "Ghana to send 2 ships" "Ghana's Census result out 
ject." 3rd May 1984. Back 21stJan. 1983:p. 1 Next month" 3rd May 1984, 
Page. P.12 

3. Daily Sketch 1981-19&.5 "Nigeria to help Ghana." "Visit Ghana and Pay "Liberia Law Ready" 2nd 
13th May 1983; P. 9 N18.00 for a corned beef Feb.1983;P.8 

tin." 28th Februaiy, 
1982. P. 11 

4. Nigerian Herald 1981-19&.5 "ECOWAS: A dream come "Menace of Aliens" 4th "Ghana Takes over vehicle 
true" 18th June 1984 P. 6 Februaiy, 1981 P. 10 Plant." 20th June 1984; In-

side Page. 

5. Nigerian Observer 1981-19&.5 "Benin Goes Gay for Kere- "Workers sacked in "IICC for Round Two" 17th 
kou" 15th April 1981 Page 1 lvoiy Coast." 27th Dec. April 1985 P. 15 
"Common currency for 1983. 
ECOWAS members soon." 
15th September 1981. 

6. Nigerian Statesman 1981-1985 "Azumah Retains ABU "ECOWAS and Our "lvorian Govt. to transfer 
Title 11th December, 1981. Naira" 19th Januaiy, Capital." 11th March, 1982. 

1981 P. 3 

7. Nigerian Tide 1981-19&.5 "Azumah Returns Home "The Return of "40,000 Ghanaians seek per-
Triumphantly." 22nd Dec. ECOWAS Birds" 8th mit." 24thJanuaiy, 1982. 
1984. May 1983; P. 11 

8. National Concord 1981-1985 "Let's Cool Tempers." 20th "Hell, Here comes Gha- "ECOWAS Trade Problem 
Februaiy, 1983 P. 2 naians" 2nd Februaiy, Identified." 29th June, 1981. 

1983 P. 5 

9. The Guardian 1981-1985 "ECOWAS Purse to Swell "Hunger drives 110 ''The problem of 
by N4m." 19th July 1983. P.1 Nigerians from Ghana". ECOWAS" 28th Sept., 1981 

P.1 

10. The Punch "lvoiy Coast Gets "9 Ghanaian Girls in "Liberia appoints new Jus-
ECOWAS Loan" 12th Court." 5th March 1981: tice Minister." 6th Sept., 
Januaiy 1984. P.2 1981. 
"Expulsion of Aliens can 
break ECOWAS" says 
Gowon, 28th May 19&.5: I Front Page. 

11. Nigerian Tribune 1981-1985 "ECOWAS Plans Monetaiy "Vacancies in ECOWAS" 
Co-operation"; 22nd Sept., 26th November 1982. 

.. 1981; P. 3 . 
"ECOWAS tackles energy 
riddle; 28th December, 
19&.5: Back Page 
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3.10 INTER-CODER AGREEMENT AND RELIABILITY OF DATA TESTS 

The content categories were coded .by external coders 

to determine the reliability of the instruments for the 

collection of the data ·as well as the classification of the 

data and their analysis. This process is significant 

because as Stempel III and Westley ( 19 81-.127) have pointed 

out: 

The fact that content analysis is 
defined as systematic and objective 
means that the researcher must be 
concerned with reliability. By 
reliability, we mean simply consis
tency of classification. 

Thus should the classifications of the researcher be 

replicable outright or achieve reasonable agreement 

from the external coder ~hen the data collected would 

be adjudged reliable since the objectivity of the 

instrument would have been established. 

The statistical procedures for testing the levels 

of agreement between coders have been devised by 

Scott (1955: 321 - 325); Deutschmenn (1959: 92-95); 

Laswell (1965); Berelson (1967); Holsti (1969: 167-44); 

Stampel III and Westley (1981: 119-131). These were 

·examined for their suitability for the study. 

Thereafter the testing procedure adopted for the study 

utilized the following formulae; 
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After the Researcher's classification of the news 

items the external coder was then given the same articles 

to analyse. His first instruction was an oral explanation 

about the three directional categories and how to assign 

each news item to the categories. The coder achieved the 

following results: 

Favourable 

Unfavourable 

Neutral 

= 29 

= 33 

= 29 

After this, the external coder was given further oral 

instructions and clarifications and thereafter given 

the written categories to study before embarking on the 

directional classification for the re-test. This time 

the result was: 

Favourable 

Unfavourable 

Neutral 

= 24 

= 25 

= 45 

The breakdown of the above sununary totals are shown in the 

Table below: CODESRIA
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Table 14: Showing the external coders final destribution 

of the news items directionally per newspaper. 

Newspaper Favourable Unfavourable Neutral Total 

Daily Times 4 4 4 

New Nigerian 2 2 

Daily Sketch 2 2 6 

Nigerian Herald 3 2 1 

Nigerian Obseever 1 10 

Nigerian Statesman 1 1 1 

Nigerian Tide 3 8 

National Concord 5 4 3 

The Guardian 3 4 5 

Punch 1 1 3 

Tribune 2 3 2 

Total 23 25 45 

Table 15: Showing summary of Tables 13 and 14 to 
determine the comparative differences 
between the researcher's and the external 
coder's findings. 

Research 

External 
Coder 

Favourable 

19 

23 

Unfavourable 

29 

25 

Neutral 

45 

45 

12 

4 

10 

6 

11 

3 

11 

12 

12 

5 

7 

93 
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1. Test: Chi Square Reliability test. 

Formula: 

x2 

where f = 
0 

where f = e 

= 
( f -f ) 2 

o e 

the observed ( actual) frequency 

each cell of the table. 

the expected value for each cell 

indicates that the value for all 

cells are summed up to equal the 

overall value of Chi-Square. 

in 

2. Test: Folarin's (1988) adaptation of Holsti's 

3 • 

(1969) Reliability test: 

Formula: 3M 

where M = the number of coding decisions in which 

there is agreement among the coders. 

where N1+N 2 = the total number of coding decisions 

made by 2 Coders. 

where N 
X 

Test: 

Folarin's extension to indicate the 

possibility of using as many coders 

as are possible and reasonable. 

Kirat's (1989) adaptation of Holsti's 

Reliab_ili ty test: 
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where c
1
+ c 2 = The total of category assignments 

made by both coders. 

Test: 

Formula: 

Stempel III's Reliability test. 

7T = 
p -P 

o e 
1-P 

e 

where P = observed percentage. 
0 

197 

Pe = Percentage agreement expected by chance. 

3.11 THE COMPUTATION OF THE RELIABILITY TESTS 

The classifications and content categories that 

were used for the content analysis of the newspapers under 

review yielded the data below: 

Table 7: Showing distribution of articles and their 

percentage value in relation to the total no of articles 

published. 

NEWSPAPER NO OF ARTICLES % OF TOTAL 

Daily Times 106 14.52 

New Nigerian 33 5.87 

Daily Sketch 116 15.89 

Nigerian Herald 57 7.81 

Nigerian Observer 55 7.53 

Nigerian Statesman 16 2.19 

Nigerian Tide 28 3.84 

National Concord 98 13.42 

The Guardian 61 8.37 

The Punch 83 11.37 

Tribune 77 10.52 
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The reliability of the instruments and content 

categories used to analyse the above data were tested 

in two stages: 

(i) The definitions of the news categories used in the 

· classification of the news items were given out to 

a coder to re-classify the data along the following 

categories: 

(i) ECOWAS Treaty and Protocols 

(ii) Economic 

(iii) Political 

(iv) Legal 

(v) Social 

The re-classification by the external coder yielded 

a 100% agreement with the classification the researcher 

achieved with the 730 news items. This is shown below: 
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Table 8: Showing the congruence of classification of the 

news items into specified news categories. 

Newspaper Treaty Economic Social Political Legal Total 

Daily Times 5 12 15 49 25 106 

New Nigerian 1 4 8 12 8 33 

Daily Sketch 3 6 49 44 14 116 

Nigerian Herald 7 5 19 18 8 57 

Nigerian Observer 3 6 28 14 4 55 

Nigerian Statesman 3 6 5 2 16 

Nigerian Tide 1 2 11 10 4 28 

National Concord 10 27 43 18 98 

The Guardian 9 7 19 21 5 61 

The Punch 3 29 39 12 83 

Tribune 2 5 25 36 9 77 

Total '31 63 236 291 109 730 

Since there was no area of disagreement between the 

coders classification and the external coders re-classifica

tion the need to compute the reliability of the data 

statistically did not arise and the conclusion reached 

from this observation was that the researcher's classifica

tion of the news items was reliable and replicable and 

therefore objective and scientific. 
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(ii) The second stage of the measurement of the 

reliability of the data, involved the directional 

categories. This was carried out in two sub-stages 

as follows: 

(a) In the first sub-stage: 

national, regional and private cells were 

randomly selected. These included, the 

Daily Times; Nigeria Statesman; Nigerian 

Tribune. Thereafter 20% of the total 

articles published by the respective news

papers were selec~ed for directional analysis 

of Favourable, Unfavourable and Neutral 

as shown below: 

Table 9: Showing the Researcher's classification of 

the news items sampled: 

Sample for Favourable Unfavourable Neutral 
Newspaper coding (No) No S!-

0 No % No. S!-
0 

Daily Time 11 3 27.27 5 145.45 3 27.2 

Nigerian 
Statesman 4 - - 2 50 2 50 

Nigerian 
Tribune 4 1 25 1 25 2 50 

Total 19 4 8 7 

7 
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Table 10: Showing The results of the reclassification 

of the sampled news items by the external 

coder. 

201 

Newspaper Sample for Favourable Unfavourable Neutral 
coding(No) No % No % No % 

Daily _Times 11 4 36.36 3 27.27 4 36. 36 

Nigerian 
Statesman 4 1 25 2 so 1 

Nigerian 
Tribune 4 - - 1 25 3 

Total 19 5 6 8 

In order to measure the degree of disagreement the 

figureSabove were summarized as shown in the table below: 

25 

75 

Table 11: Showing the summarised findings of both Researcher 
and the external codes: 

Coders Favourable Unfavourable Neutral 

Researcher 4 8 7 

External Coder 5 6 8 

Using the Chi-Square procedure the following expected 

frequencies were obtained for both the researcher and the 

External Coder as shown in Table 12 below: 
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Table 12: Showing the expected frequencies for the 

Researcher·and the External Coder. 

Coders Favourable Unfavourable Neutral 

Research 6.3 6.3 6.3 

External 
Coder 6.3 6.3 6.3 

2 (f-f) 2 

Formula o e = X = f e 

Cell 1 = (4-6.3) 2 

6.3 = 0.839682539 

Cell 2 = (8-6.3) 2 = 0.458730158 

Cell 3 = (7-6.3) 2 
= 0.077777777 6.3 

Cell 4 = (5-6.3) 2 
= .0.237115422 6.3 

Cell 5 = (6-6.3) 2 
= 0.014285714 6.3 

Cell 6 = (8-6.3) 2 
= 0.458730158 6.3 

Total = 2.08632179 
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At 2 degrees of freedom we have 5.991 at 5% level 

of si.gnificance which is greater than 2 .0863 and therefore 

we conclude that there is no real difference in classifica

tion which implies that the data are~ reliable. 

(ii) The second sub-stage involved including more 

news items for a greater statistical reliability 

in view of the total of 730 articles assembled. 

Thus 93 articles were randomly selected from all 

the the Newspapers for analysis. 

Table 13: The researcher's classification·of news items 
into directoral categories 

Newspaper Sampled 
Favourable Unfavourable Neutral 'Ib:t:Jal 

Daily Times 12 2 6 4 

New Nigerian 4 1 1 2 

Daily Sketch 10 2 2 6 

Nigerian Herald 6 4 2 

Nigerian Observer 11 1 1 9 

Nigerian Statesman 3 1 1 1 

Nigerian Tide 11 3 8 

National Concord 12 3 6 3 

The Guardian 12 3 4 5 

Punch 5 3 2 

Tribune 7 2 2 3 

Total 93 1'9 29 45 
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The sununarised figures in the above table were 

used to compute the reliability levels via the previously 

recorded reliability test procedures as shown in respective 

computation below: 

Test 1 Chi-Square 

x2 = 
( f -f ) 2 

o e 
f 

e 

f equals the observed (actual) frequency in each cell 
0 

of the table, fe equais the expected value for each cell 

indicates that the values for all cells are sunune.d up to 

equal the over all value of Chi-square. 

Table 16: Showing the observed frequencies for the research 
and the external coder. 

~DURABLE UNFAVOURABLE 

RESEARCHER 19 29 

EXTERNAL CODER 23 25 

Table 17: Showing the expected frequencies for the researcher 
and the external coder. 

RESEARCH 

EXTERNAL CODER 

E~PECTED RREQUENCIES 

FAVOURABLE 

24 

24 

UNFAVOURABLE 

24 

24 
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Cell 1 = 
(19-24) 2 

= l.041666667 24 

Cell 2 = (29-24) 2 
= 1. 0416 6 6 6 6 7 24 

Cell 3 = (23-24) 2 
= 0.041666666 24 

Cell 4 = (25-24) 2 
= 0.041666666 _2_4_ 

TOTAL = 2.1666666666 

At 1 degree of freedom, we have 3.84 at 5% level of 

significance which is greater than 2.1666666666 and 

therefore we conclude·that there is no real difference 

in classificaion. 

With respect to the neutral items the researchers and 

external coder achieved complete agreement as indicated 

in the table above, which meant that on the face of the 

evidence it can be dedj,jced that the ins.truments and the 

data were reliable. However to achieve a more rigorous 

conclusion about the reliability of the neutral data, 

statistical testing was used to infer as shown below: 
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Table 18: Showing neutral values for the researcher 

and external coder. 

RESEARCH NEUTRAL 

45 

EXTERNAL CODER 45 

EXPECTED FREQUENCY = 45 

CELL 1 (45-45) 2 
0 

0 = = 45 = 45 

CELL 2 (45-45) 2 
0 = 0 = __ 4_5_ = 45 

TOTAL = = 0 
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From the total it can be inf.erred that the data was reliable. 

Test 2 Folarin's (1988) adaptation of Holsti's 

formula to infer coder reliability was used as follows: 

R 3M = 
Nl + N2 + N3 + N 

X 

where 

M = the number of coding decisions in which there 

is agreement among the coders 

N1 + N2 = the number of coding decisions made by coders. 
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= 

= 

= 

coding made by the Researcher 

coding made by external coder 

Folarin's extension to indicate the possibility 

of involving more than two coders. 
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Table 19: Showing coding results for both the research-4!..f' 
and external coder. 

COJ>€R. 

RESEARCHER 

EXTERNAL CODER 

M = 19, 

R 
2M = 

Nl+N2 

M = 25 

R 2x25 = 29+25 

M = 45 

R 2x45 
= 45+45 

= 

= 

FAVOURABLE 

19 

24 

UNFAVOURABLE NEUTRAL 

29 45 

25 45 

FOR FAVOURABLE 

Nl = 19 N2 = 24 

2xl9 38 0.88 = 43 = 19+24 

UNFAVOURABLE 

Nl = 29, N2 

50 0. 93 54 = --

NEUTRAL 

Nl = 45 N2 = 45 

90 
1 = = 90 
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Test 3 

Kirat's (1989) procedure for Reliability Test was also 

used to test the reliability of the data collected as 

follows: 

R = 

= 

2C.(l,2) 
cl+ c2 

coding made by Researcher 

coding made by External coder 

the number of category assignments both coders 

agreed on. 

c 1 + c 2 = is the total of category assignments made 

by coders. 

FAVOURABLE 

c1,2 = 19 cl = 19 c2 = 24 

R 
2C1 ,2 2xl9 38 0.88 = = = 43 = 
c1+c2 19+24 

UNFAVOURABLE 

R c 1 ,2 = 25, cl = 29, 

R 2x25 50 o. 93 = = 54 = 29+25 

NEUTRAL 

c 1 ,2 = 45 cl = 45, c2 = 45. 
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c2 = 25 
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R 
2C1 ,2 

= 
Cl+C2 

Test 4 

= 2x45 
45+45 

90 = = 90 1. 

Stemple III and Wesley's (1981) recommended 

reliability test was also used as follows: 

Reliability, I = 
p -P 

o e 
1 - p 

e 

P observed percentage 
0 

P percentage agreement expected by chance 
e 

Table 20: Showing coding results for the researcher and 

the external coder for Stempel III Reliability 

Test. 

RESEARCHER 

% Value for 

% Value for 

% Value for 

% Value for 

FAVOURABLE 

19 

PERCENTAGE 

T = 48 

19 19 100 = 48 X 

29 29 100 = 48 X 

23 23 100 = 48 X 

25 25 100 = 48 X 

= 

= 

·-

= 

UNFAVOURABLE 

29 

39.58 

60.42 

47.92 

52.08 
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RELIABILITY FOR THE RESEARCHER IS CALCULATED AS FOLLOWS: 

7T 1 

7T 3 

= 

FAVOURABLE 

p - p 
o e 
1 - p 

e 

p = 39.58, p = 50 
0 e 

39.58 - 50 10.42 = = 1 - 50 -49 

= 0.212653061 

= 0.21 

UNFAVOURABLE 

= 60.42 

= 60.42 - 50 
1-50 

= -0.21653061 

= -o. 21 

10.42 =---
49 

RELIABILITY LEVEL FOR THE EXTERNAL CODER 
IS CALCULATED AS FOLLOWS FAVOURABLE 

p = 47.92 p = 50 
0 I e 

47.92-50 -2.08 = = 1-50 49 

= 0.042448979 = 0.04 
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UNFAVOURABLE 

p = 52.08 p = so 
0 e 

7T 52.08 - 50 
= 

4 1-50 

2.08 
= 49 

= -0.042448979 

= -0.04 

Table 21: Showing the summary of the Reliability levels 

for the researcher and the external coder. 

FAVOURABLE UNFAVOURABLE 

RESEARCHER 0. 21 -0.21 

EXTERNAL CODER 0.04 -0.04 

For our conclusion, we consider nominal scale from 

-1 to 1. Since the difference between 0.21 and 0.04 is 

0.17 and~is less than 1 and needs to be greater than 

211 

1 to be significant,we conclude therefore that the level 

of disagreement is in.significant and the data is therefrom 

reliable. For the unfavourable, the difference between 

-0.21 and -0.04 is -0.17 which is also less than 1 and 

needs to be greater than 1 to be significant, therefore, 

the data is reliable. 
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4.1 

4.1.1 

CHAPTER FOUR 

DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 

The News Data 

ill 

The total number of news articles and the news article distribution among 

the sampled newspaper population were collected and analysed. In all there were 

730 news articles. The distribution among the respective newspapers is shown on 

Table la of the statistical analysis. The ranking of total contribution to the 

propagation of ECOW AS and ECOW AS related news is shown the following order: 

Rank 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

TABLE 22: Showina= the rank order in total articles 

published by the respective Newspapers 

Name of Paper No of articles 

Daily Sketch 116 

Daily Times 106 

National Concord 98 

The Punch 83 

Tribune 77 

The Guardian 61 

% of Total 

15.89 

14.52 

13.42 

11.37 

10.52 

8.37 
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7. Nigerian Herald 57 7.81 

8. Nigerian Observer 55 7.53 

9. New Nigerian 33 5.87 

10. Nigerian Tide 28 3.84 

11. Nigerian Statesman 16 2.19 

TOTAL 730 100. 

From the above statistical distribution the immediate conclusion that is self

evident is that the Nigerian newspapers gave a low coverage to the ECOW AS 

integration process. This is so because a total of 730 news articles shared by 11 

newspapers on the average yields 66.36 articles that would have been published 

over a period of five years. In t~e five years period there was an average of 13.2 

articles published per year which is 66.36 by 5. When this per year total is reduced 

to total per month which is 13.2 by 12 = 1.10 per month. For the weekly 

publication it is 1.10 by 4 = 0.275 and for daily publication it comes down 

statistically to 0.27 by 7 days on a daily basis which is 0.0357142. 

Thus, from the statistics, the weekly and daily publication of ECOWAS 

development issues was non existent in the Nigerian newspapers. Thus, from the 

given extremely low average publication on the ECOWAS Treaty of economic 

development and its internall_y related issues, the objective conclusion willbe that 
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the Nigerian newspapers did not utilize their communication activities to promote 

regional development adequately since more than 50% of the newspapers in 

continuous circulation within the 1981-1985 period were sampled. 

However, in terms of individual performance, it can be seen that the 

government owned newspapers: Daily Sketch and Daily Times contributed more 

articles .to the propagation of the ECOWAS goals of development than the other 

government owned newspapers. Whereas the National Concord and The Punch 

also contributed more to the propagation of ECOW AS goals from the privately 

owned newspapers. On the average however, the privately owned newspapers 

showed a consistent high publication of ECOW AS issues where the government 

owned newspapers showed an unsteady rise and fall in their concentration on 

ECOW AS issues. 

In terms of regional performance by the two leading national newspapers: 

Daily Times and New Nigerian, the New Nigerian published less materials on the 

ECOW AS issue than the Daily Times which published a substantial amount. Thus, 

on a one to one performance the Daily Times did more work than the New 

Nigerian on the issues of ECOW AS as an instrument of development for its target 

audience. 

On the other hand, however, with the exception of Nigerian Statesman, 

Nigerian Tide and New Nigerian, all the other papers published a total number of 
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articles well above 50 which goes to show that on their individual effort there was 

substantial attempt to propagate the ECOW AS and its related issues. From this 

standpoint one can already see that from the individual performances there was 

a considerable effort on the part of the Nigerian newspapers to give coverage to 

an international issue in which the Federal government has substantial interest. 

This gqes to show that the first theoretical assumption that the Nigerian 

newspapers willgive publicity to an issue in which the government is interested in 

has been validated. 

A further observation in the pattern of total news coverage emerging from 

the table of performance being discussed is the seeming support being given by 

the Nigerian newspapers to the paradigm of newspaper behaviour that the further 

the newspaper is from the metrppolis the less attention it would give to issues 

unconnected to the daily needs of its target audience, (Obeng-Quaidoo, 1977). In 

this way newspapers have been classified as metropolitan/national or 

provincial/regional. Under this classification and with respect to the ECOWAS 

Treaty of economic development the newspapers that have shown a provincial 

outlook are Nigerian Statesman, Nigerian Tide andt the New Nigerian whereas, 

Daily Sketch, Daily Times, National Concord, The Punch, Tribune, The Guardian, 

Nigerian Herald and Nigerian ObseT"Ver were national in outlook. 
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4.1.2 Article contribution respectively from 1981-1985 and their 

percentages by the sampled newspapers. 

Tables 23a and c: This table shows the number of articles that were 

contributed by the respective newspapers in each of the years earmarked for study 

i.e. 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984 and 1985. The individual total propagation are self

evident, · however, what needs to be observed here is that the collective total 

propagation of the ECOW AS economic development issues were relatively low 

between 1981 and 1982 which means less discussion of the ECOWAS issue took 

place in the said periods. However, between 1983, 1984 and 1985 there was a 

considerable relative increase in the propagation of the ECOWAS issue with 1985 

being the highest point of propagation with the collective total reaching a total of 

260 articles in the year. In this period 7 newspapers had increased their 

propagation well above the previous years. In the period also, the newspapers 

classified as provincial in outlook, with respect to showing interest more in 

provincial issues rather than national and international issues, increased 

tremendously their output in news items on the ECOW AS development issue. Thus 

Nigerian Tide and New Nigerian reached their highest point of propagation in 

1985. However in the same period the Nigerian Statesman did not change its 

provincial outlook and, in line, did not record any news items on the ECOW AS 

development issue. 
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Table 23a: Article distribution in the years 1981-1985 

N ame of Paper 

ailyTimes D 

N 

D 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

Th 

Th 

N 

ewNigerian 

ailySketch 

igerian Herald 

igerian Observer 

igerian Statesman 

igerian Tide 

ational Concord 

e Guardian 

e Punch 

igerian Tribune 

Total 

1981 1982 

18 22 

2 2 

22 16 

11 10 

11 -
6 7 

- -
9 -
- -
12 -
8 13 

99 70 

1983 1984 1985 

29 10 27 

4 4 21 

18 17 43 

6 16 14 

26 10 8 

3 - -
8 - 20 

33 21 35 

12 22 27 

4 26 41 

15 17 24 

158 143 260 

Table 23b: Percentage distribution of total number of articles contributed in each year by 
newspaper 

1981 1982 198 1984 

217 

Total 

106 

33 

116 

57 

55 

16 

28 

98 

61 

83 

77 

730 

1985 

No. % N(). % No. % No. % No. % 

ailyTimes D 

N 

D 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

Th 

Th 

N 

ewNigerian 

ailySketch 

igerian Herald 

igerian Observer 

igerian Statesman 

igerian Tide 

ational Concord 

e Guardian 

e Punch 

igerian Tribune 

T otal 

18 18.18 

2 2.02 

22 22.22 

11 11.11 

11 11.11 

6 6.06 

- -
9 9.09 

- -
12 12.12 

8 8.08 

99 100 

22 31.42 29 

2 2.86 4 

16 22.86 18 

10 14.29 6 

- - 26 

7 10.00 3 

- - 8 

- - 33 

- - 12 

- - 4 

13 1857 15 

70 100 158 

18.35 10 6.99 27 10.35 

253 4 2.80 21 8.08 

11.39 17 11.89 43 1654 

3.79 16 11.18 14 5.38 

16.47 10 6.99 8 3.08 

1.90 - - - -
5.06 - - 20 7.69 

20.89 21 14.69 35 13.46 

759 22 15.38 27 10.38 

253 26 18.18 41 15.77 

9.49 17 11.89 24 9.23 

100 143 100 260 100 
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Here, the article distribution shows a congruency with the theoretical 

assumption that where the government adopts a policy favourable to Nigeria the 

newspapers are likely to give their support to the government stand. The period 

1981-1982 was a period in which the civilian government of President Shehu 

Shagari did not emphasise the ECOW AS issue in its development policy. Between 

January 1983 and April 1985 the President Shehu Shagari government and the 

military government of President Mohammadu Buhari adopted policies that did not 

encourage ECOW AS development like the expulsion of illegal aliens and the 

closure of Nigeria's boarders with ECOW AS member countries. However, in 1985 

the new military government of President Ibrahim Babangida adopted policies that 

were favourable to the ECOW AS development issue which led to the opening of 

Nigeria's borders, hosting of E,COWAS summit and Nigeria's President assuming 

the Chairmanship of the ECOW AS. These positive politics and attitudes towards 

the ECOWAS development goals meant government support for the ECOWAS and 

correspondingly the year 1985 witnessed the marked 1.ncrease in newspaper 

attention to the ECOW AS development and related issues as evidenced by the 

total articles of 260 as against 99 articles in 1981; 70 articles in 1982; 158 articles 

in 1983; and 143 articles in 1984. 

From the perspective of the five theoretical assumptions two of the 

assumptions i.e. 1 and 2 are squarely validated by virtue of the relative increase 
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in numbers of articles in 1985 when the Federal military government of President 

Ibrahim Babangida took a positive stand towards the ECOW AS goals of economic 

development. The validated assumptions are: 

1. In Nigeria the communication media are likely to be congruent with 

their government on foreign policy issues that facilitate the country's 

development goals. 

2. The Nigerian newspapers will not undermine the ECOW AS goals 

even though it may lead to imbalances in the country's economic, 

legal, political, cultural and linguistic spheres. 

With this validation it willcertainly be safe and logical to assume that the rationale 

for the above theoretical assumptions ware also validated considering the direction 

of the foreign policy initiatives j:;harted · under Professor Bolaji Akinyemi, then the 

Foreign Minister in the period under review. 

The second segment of Table 23, on its part, shows in percentage form 

how the newspapers contributed to the dissemination of ECOW AS development 

issues relative to the total . number of articles. Although the percentages are 

relatively low in absolute terms, they still show and reinforce the above discussion 

on the validation of the congruency of the Nigerian newspapers with the 

government stand on foreign policy issues that would be of economic benefit to 

the people of Nigeria. Thus, the second segment of Table 23 serves as an added 
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statistical support to the general trend in the first part of Table 23 already 

discussed above. 

4.1.3 Direction of the Newspaper articles; 

In Tables 24a, 24b and 24c the study examined the direction of the total 

articles .published by each paper and categorised the articles into Favourable, 

Unfavourable and Neutral using the content categories, already supplied in the 

methodology to classify each context unit that carried items on the ECOW AS 

development and the related issues. The directional measurement willenable the 

study to determine the relative attitudes of the sampled newspapers towards the 

ECOW AS economic development and the related issues and from the general 

trend of the more than 50 % samP,le population it willbe possible then to generalize 

about the attitudes of the Nigerian newspapers towards the ECOW AS Treaty of 

Economic development and the related issues. The statistical distribution of articles 

into Favourable, Unfavourable and Neutral have been indicated in the table. 

However, for the purpose of the study the significant issue .is one of generalization. 

For this reason therefore the collective total distribution willbe considered while the 

individual newspaper performance will be considered at a later stage. 

Thus, from Table 3a, it can be observed that there were more a Neutral 

articles which were 342 articles, followed by Unfavourable articles which were 207 
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in number then Favourable articles which were 181 in all. The statistical margin 

between the Unfavourable and Favourable articles was not very large. Thus, 

attitudes towards the ECOW AS Treaty of economic development will be too 

preponderant in the direction of Unfavourable. Secondly, with the very substantial 

articles on Neutral of 342 as against 181 for Favourable and 207 for Unfavourable, 

a ·combination of the information on Neutral issues and Favourable issues are 

highly likely to neutralise the Unfavourable publicity. From the content categories 

of Neutral as discussed in the methodology it is clear that Neutral information 

seeks to educate without slanting. Thus considering the target audience that read 

the newspapers it is highly probable that they would use the Neutral information 

to arrive at objective assessment of both the Favourable and Unfavourable 

comments. Thus with an overwhelming factual information it is possible that the 

audience would be geared more towards a high average for the ECOW AS Treaty 

of economic development and the related issues. 

From Table 24b the statistical representation shows that the total scored 

by Favourable articles were 24.79% Unfavourable scored 28.36% and Neutral 

scored 46. 85 % . Thus the percentage difference between the Unfavourable and 

Favourable news items was 3.57% which is less than 5%. Thus in terms of 

percentage representation it is still possible to arrive at the conclusion that the total 

Unfavourable reportage willnot undermine in a significant manner positive attitudes 
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towards the ECOWAS Treaty of economic development and the related issues. 

Since the study is about information it is possible · to argue that the Unfavourable 

publicity will not be a lasting experience for the audience in view of the Neutral 

bombardment at 46.85% followed by a 24.79% Favourable reinforcement. 
\ 

The arguments advanced above are clearly elaborated in Table 3c especially 

when -one compares the individual recording of Favourable, Unfavourable and 

Neutral by the respective newspapers and the reading is done concurrently 

accross from left to right or Favourable to Unfavourable and then the Neutral. The 

slightness of the difference between Favourable and Unfavourable emerges in 

brilliant form. 

Thus, from the combined manifest effect of the Neutral and Favourable 

articles on the Unfavourable articles it is possible to assert the following deductions 

from the statistics in Table 24a, 24b and 24c that: 

1. The Nigerian newspapers have not been significantly hostile towards the: 

(i) adoption of the Ecowas Treaty of economic development; 

(ii) economic, legal, political and cultural dimensions of Ecowas Treaty 

of development. 

(iii) goals of economic and social integration which are likely to lead to 

the loss of national sovereignty in the long-run 

(iv) the ECOWAS protocol relating to free movement of persons, 
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residence and establishment in the ECOWAS region; 

(v) ECOW AS as a potential instrument for collective international political 

influence for the sub-region against external political and economic 

power blocs. 

This has been so because the weighted percentage of Neutral articles and the 

Favourable articles tend to bridge the influence of the negative articles which came 

second after Neutral articles with an insignificant margin from the Favourable 

articles. Further, the difference between Unfavourable articles and Favourable 

articles can be neutralized with a more dynamic government attitude towards the 

ECOW AS Treaty of economic development as the newspapers willalways gravitate 

towards the government position on foreign issues. 

2. From the statistical analysis above, also, the five theoretical assumptions of 

the study have also been validated if the combined effects of the Favourable 

and the Neutral news items are weighed concurrently against the 

Unfavourable articles. Thus the following theoretical assumptions below: 

(i) In Nigeria, the communication media are likely to be congruent with 

their government on foreign policy issues that facilitate the country's 

development goals. 

(ii) The Nig~rian newspapers will not undermine the ECOW AS goals 

even though it may lead to imbalances in the country's economic, 
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Table24a: Direction of Articles in Each Newspaper 

Name of Paper 

Daily Times 

New Nigerian 

Daily Sketch 

Nigerian Herald 

Nigerian Observer 

Nigerian Statesman 

Nigerian Tide 

National Concord 

The Guardian 

The Punch 

Nigerian Tribune 

Total 

5. 

Favourable 

32 

16 

23 

14 

10 

3 

4 

19 

21 

19 

20 

181 

Types of Articl~s 
1. Favourable 
2. Unfavourable 
3. Neutral 

Unfavourable 

23 

5 

40 

22 

13 

7 

8 

24 

12 

36 

17 

207 

181 
207 
342 

224 

~ 

Neutral Total 

51 106 

12 33 

53 116 

21 57 

32 55 

6 16 

16 28 

55 98 

28 61 

28 83 

40 77 

342 730 

Table24b: Percentage of Favourable, Unfavourable, Neutral Coverage of the Issue by Newspaper 

Newspaper Favourable 

. No.of Articles 

Daily Times 32 

New Nigerian 16 

Daily Sketch 23 

Nigerian Herald 14 

Nigerian Observer 10 

Nigerian Statesman 3 

Nigerian Tide 

National Concord 

The Guardian 
The Punch 

Nigerian Tribune 

Total 

4 

19 

21 

19 

20 

181 

% Favourable = 24.79 

% Unfavourable = 28.36 

% Neutral = 46.85 

Unfavourable 

% No. of Articles 

17.68 23 

8.84 5 
12.71 40 

7.73 22 

552 13 

1.66 7 

2.21 8 

10.50 24 
11.60 12 

10.50 36 

11.05 17 

190 207 

Neutral 

% No. of Articles % 

11.11 51 14.91 

2.42 12 351 

19.32 53 1550 

10.63 21 6.14 

6.28 32 9.36 

3.38 6 1.75 

3.86 16 4.68 

1159 55 16.08 

5.80 28 8.19 

17.39 28 8.19 

8.21 40 11.70 

100 342 100 
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Table 24c: Number of Favourable, Unfavourable and Neutral Articles Expressed as Percentage of 
Each Newspaper's Total Coverage of the Issue 

Newspaper Favourable Unfavourable Neutral 

No. % No. % No. % 

Daily Times 32 30.19 23 21.70 51 48.11 

New Nigerian 16 48.48 5 15.15 12 36.36 

Daily Sketch 23 19.83 40 34.48 53 45.69 

Nigerian Herald 14 24.56 22 38.60 21 36.84 

Nigerian Observex 10 18.18 13 23.64 32 58.18 

Nigerian Statesman 3 18.75 7 43.75 6 37.5 

Nigerian Tide 4 14.29 8 28.57 16 57.14 

National Concord 19 19.39 24 24.49 55 56.12 

The Guardian 21 34.43 12 19.67 28 45.90 

The Punch 19 22.89 36 43.37 28 33.74 

Nigerian Tribune 20 25.97 17 22.08 40 51.95 

Total 181 207 342 

Table 25a: Percentage Length of Articles - Favourable, Unfavourable, Neutral 

Favourable 

Length (cm2
) 

35414.8 I 
% 
31.46 

Unfavourable 

Length (cm2
) 

40050.3 I 
% 
35.58 

Percentage length of the articles in each newspaper 

Newspaper Length(cm2
) % 

Daily Times 17263.7 15.33 

New Nigerian 5000.6 4.44 

Daily Sketch 16537.7 14.69 

Nigerian Herald 12548.0 11.15 

Nigerian Observer 9671.1 8.59 

Nigerian Statesman 2018.4 1.79 

Nigerian Tide 4859.3 4.32 

National Concord 10236.7 9.09 

The Guardian 9535.8 8.47 

The Punch 12501.3 11.10 

Nigerian Tribune 12404.7 11.02 

Total 112577.3 100 

Neutral 

Length (cm
2 I 

37112.2 
% 
32.97 

Total 

% 
100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

I 
Total 

I 
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legal, political, cultural and linguistic spheres. 

(iii) Where, Nigeria, in an economic union will experience population 

influx, the newspapers willnot canvass against the adoption of the 

union's goals. 

(iv) Should sub-regional economic development lead to loss of national 

sovereignty, the Nigerian newspapers are not likely to be 

antagonistic although the privately owned newspapers willresist in 

the early stages. 

(v) Should sub-regional economic development lead to international 

political significance for Nigeria and the region, the Nigerian 

newspapers will not be negative towards the union in their news 

coverage on the ECOW AS issues. 

With the above validation of the theoretical assumptions it follows that the 

underlying rationale for the respective assumptions have also been rendered 

acceptable description of the reasons for Nigerian newspaper behaviour. 

4.1.4 The space allocation of the news items on the ECOWAS 

Treaty of development; 

A further index of determining how the Nigerian newspapers reported on the 

ECOW AS Treaty of economic development was outlined to be the volume of news 
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hole allocated by the respective newspapers to the related issues under study. In 

all the sampled newspapers collectively devoted 112577 .3cm2 to the publicity of the 

ECOW AS issue of regional economic development in the delineated period. 

Calculating from the total of each paper relative to the total in percentage the 

following ranking was determined: 

Name of Paper Rank % of total 

Daily Times 1 15.33 

Daily Sketch 2 14.69 

Nigerian Herald 3 11.15 

The Punch 4 11.10 

Tribune 5 11.02 

National Concord 6 6.02 

Nigerian Observer 7 8.59 

The Guardian 8 8.47 

New Nigerian 9 4.44 

Nigeria Tide 10 4.32 

Nigerian Statesman 11 1.79 

The above ranking is consistent with Table 1 which showed the total number 

of articles published. Again, the New Nigerian considered a Federal government 
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owned newspaper is performing less than expected of the federal funded 

newspaper which ought to show far greater interest m issues the Federal 

Government is interested in, especially in foreign policy matters that promise to be 

of substantial benefit to Nigerians. Further, the Daily Times and the Daily Sketch 

maintain their lead with a slight advantage going to the Daily Times. The private 

papers also maintain a respectable performance to be consistent with the 

hypothesis asserting congruency between privately owned newspapers and the 

government views in relation to foreign policy matters. Again it is possible to re

assert the view that the further away a newspaper is from the centre its observable 

tendency would be to concentrate on local and provincial issues rather than 

international issues judging from the performance of Nigerian Statesman, Nigerian 

Tide and New Nigerian. 

Thus, it is deducible that the metropolitan newspapers of the Daily Times, 

Daily Sketch, Nigerian Herald, The Punch, Tribune, The Guardian and Nigerian 

Observer devoted more space to the ECOWAS economic development issues and 

as such brought the attention of their audience to the regional economic 

development. Thus the metropolitan areas were more exposed to ECOW AS 

information than the provincial parts of Nigeria. The Nigerian metropolitan 

newspapers, on the whole, can be said to have propagated more of the ECOWAS 

development messages than the provincial newspapers did.However, Table 25b 
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shows the analysis of the allocation of news hole to the Favourable, Unfavourable 

and Neutral directions by each of the sampled newspapers. From the figure it is 

shown that the Unfavourable coverage amounted to 40050.3cm2, followed by the 

Neutral coverage which was spread over 37112.2cm2 and then the Favourable 

coverage occupying 35414.8cm2
• Again this performance is not inconsistent with 

the performance of the newspapers with respect to Direction as discussed earlier. 

Inspite of the leadership of the Unfavourable articles as against the Neutral and 

Favourable articles, the percentage reckonings show that, as Table 25a, the 

Unfavourable articles with the total space of 40050.3 obtained 35. 8 % , where the 

Neutral articles obtained 32.97% and the Favourable articles scored 31.46%. Again 

the percentage differences do not warrant an outright supposition that the 

Nigerian audience would have been influenced irredeemably to think and hold 

negative attitudes towards the ECOW AS Treaty of sub-regional economic 

development. 

Rather it would seem logical to think and argue that among a rational 

audience, which is assumed because it is argued that those who read newspapers 

in Nigeria would have completed six years of formal education, would weight the 

facts against the newspapers opinion and come to their own considered opinion. 

Thus, the combined effect of .the volume of Favourable, and Neutral space 

allocation would assure sufficient information to offset the impact of the 

\ 
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Table 25b: Length of Articles 

rm 2 rm rm 2 rm 2 

Numc of pupcr l'avouruhlc Unfuvouruhlc Neutral Totul 

l>11ily Time~ (1(,ll'.).-l ~CJ77 ·11:!'J?,J. ln(!J,7. 

New Nigerian 2743.8 649.6 1607.2 5000.6 

Daily Sketch 3506.1 7209.0 5822.6 16537.7 

Nigerian Herald 5805.1 3888.2 2854.7 12548.0 

Nigerian Observer 2189.9 1818.0 5663.2 9671.1 

Nigerian Statesman 511.3 1053.7 453.4 2018.4 

Nigerian Tide 210.2 2760S 1888.6 4859.3 

National Concord 1685 5133 3418 10236.7 

The Guardian 3783.8 1823.3 3928.7 9535.8 

The Punch 3289.1 6774.9 2437.3 12501.3 

Nigerian Tribune 5001.l 3262.4 4141.2 12404.7 

Total 35414.8 40050.3 37112.2 112577.3 

Table 25c: Percentage length of articles - Favourable, Unfavourable, Neutral in each newspaper 

Length Length Length Total 
Newspaper favourable % Unfavourable % Neutral % Length %Total 

Daily Times 6689.4 38.75 5677 32.88 4897.3 28.37 17263.7 100 

New Nigerian 2743.8 54.77 649.6 12.99 1607.2 32.14 5000.6 100 

Daily Sketch 3506.1 21.20 7209.Q 43.59 5822.6 35.21 16537.7 100 

Nigerian Herald 5805.1 46.26 3888.2 30.99 2854.7 22.75 12548.0 100 

Nigerian Observer 2189.9 22.64 1818.0 18.80 5663.2 58S6 9671.1 100 

Nigerian Statesman 511.3 25.33 10053.7 52.20 453.4 22.47 2018.4 100 

Nigerian Tide 210.2 4.36 2760S 56.81 1888.6 38.87 4859.3 100 

National Concord 1685 16.46 5133.7 50.15 3418 33.39 10236.7 100 

The Guardian 3783.8 39.68 1823.3 19.12 3928.7 41.20 9535.8 100 

The Punch 3289.l 26.31 6774.9 54.19 2437.3 19SO 12501.3 100 

Nigerian Tribune 5001.l 40.32 3262.4 26.30 4141.2 33.38 12404.7 100 

Table 26a: Location of Articles 

Name of Paper Front pa£e Back pa£e Inside page Total 

Daily Times 15 9 82 106 

New Nigerian 6 4 23 33 

Daily Sketch 10 10 96 116 

Nigerian Herald 1 5 51 57 

Nigerian Observer 6 1 48 55 

Nigerian Statesman 0 2 14 16 

Nigerian Tide 1 3 24 28 

National Concord 4 2 92 98 

The Guardian 9 4 48 61 

The Punch 20 8 55 83 

Nigerian Tribune 7 13 57 77 

Total 78 61 590 730 
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Unfavourable communication whose statistical lead is not very significant. Thus 

statistically it is quite possible to argue that the Nigerian newspapers will not 

necessary be 

1. (i) hostile towards the ECOWAS Treaty of economic 

development. 

(ii) seen to be undermining the ECOW AS goals of development if even 

there are some imbalances resulting therefrom. 

(iii) seen to be canvassing against the ECOW AS Treaty of economic 

development because of the likelihood of population influx into the 

country. 

(iv) antagonistic towards the ECOW AS integrative process even where 

integration might threaten Nigeria's national sovereignty. 

(v) seen to be negative towards a union that willlead the country and 

the region into international political significance in the face of 

economic and ·political power blocs. 

The conclusions on the above also render the rationale for the issues acceptable 

on the basis of the deductions from the statistical evidence from tables 25a, 25b 

25c. 

2. Further, although the volume of space allocated to Unfavourable news 

items, the statement above pointing out that statistical difference not being 
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significant has also led the study to reach the conclusion that the Nigerian 

newspapers will not necessarily devote much more ncwsholc to 

Unfavourable issues if the government adopts a more dynamic approach 

to the ECOW AS economic development. Nevertheless as the evidence 

indicates the combined effect of the Favourable and Neutral space will show 

a more positive attitude towards the ECOWAS Treaty of economic 

development if this is reinforced with a more dynamic attitude towards the 

ECOW AS economic development issue. Besides the concurrent reading of 

Table 25c also shows only a marginal difference in the percentage 

contribution of space which with time willbe overtaken by more outwardly 

positive commentaries. 

Thus, the Nigerian newspapers have numerically shown a marginal slant 

towards Unfavourable comment which on balance with the Favourable and the 

Neutral comments render the Unfavourable advantage insignificant. 

4.1.5 Prominence eiven to the news items on the ECOW AS Treaty of 

Economic Development: 

Reading from Table 26a the statistics show that there were 78 articles on 

the Front page, 61 articles on the Back page and 590 articles on the Inside page. 

It is the agreed measure of prominence that ranks Front page as 1, Back page as 
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Table 26b: Table showing prominence given to the ECOW AS issue 

Total 
·le Newspaper No. of artic Front page % of Total Back page % of Total Inside page % of Total Tota 

.. -- - - -·· ---- .. ·- ·-- ····-···----- -·-- ···-· 

Doily Times JO<, IS 14.1.~ 9 8.4') 82 77.3<, l(XJ 

New Nigerian 33 6 18.18 4 12.12 23 69.70 100 

Daily Sketch 116 10 8.62 10 8.62 96 82.76 100 

Nigerian I lerald 57 1 1.75 5 8.77 51 89.47 100 

Nigerian Ob~civcr 55 6 10.91 I 1.82 48 87.27 100 

Nigerian Statesman 16 0 0.00 2 12.5 14 87.5 100 

Nigerian Tide 28 1 3.57 3 10.71 24 85.71 100 

National Concord 98 4 4.08 2 2.04 92 93.88 100 

The Guardian 61 9 14.75 4 6.56 48 78.69 100 

The Punch 83 20 24.10 8 9.64 55 66.27 100 

Nigerian Tribune 77 7 9.09 13 16.88 57 74.03 100 
..L.__ ________ 

-----------------~----- ----------- --------- ---

Percentage Location or articles 

Front page 10.82 
Back page 8.36 
Inside page 80.82 

Total 100 

Table 27a: Types of Articles 

Newspaper Feature News report Editorial C.utoons Pictures Total 
........ . . - .... -·· .. . -----··· ·-·-··- ·-··-·· -- - -- --·- ..... -- ···-······ ·-- .. - ---- ··- --- 1--- ... . ---- ........ , .... ... .. . -----·------ ········-- ---······-······ 

Daily Times 9 B4 13 . . 106 

New Nigerian 3 25 5 . . 33 

Daily Sketch 6 107 2 1 . 116 

Nigerian Herald 11 42 3 1 . 57 

Nigerian Obsciver 1 52 2 . . 55 
Nigerian Statesman . 12 2 1 1 16 

Nigerian Tide 5 23 . . . 28 

The Guardian 3 52 2 . 4 61 

The Punch 3 76 1 3 . 83 
Nigerian Tribune 3 71 . 2 1 77 

*National Concord 3 91 3 . 1 98 

Total 47 635 33 8 7 730 
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2, and hLfide pagl'S 3. From the findings, therefore, all the papers devoted a 

considerable number of the articles, ncwsholc to inside coverage of the ECOW AS 

Treaty of economic development. The traditional conclusion is that the ECOWAS 

stories of economic development and related issues were buried in the Nigerian 

newspapers. However, a closer analysis of the individual newspaper performance 

shows that 1he Punch, Daily Times and Daily Sketch devoted relatively more 

coverage of the ECOWAS issue to their fro/II page. Also Tribune, Daily Sketch and 

Daily Times were also ahead in the placement of news items on the ECOW AS 

development issue on the back page thus providing a second place prominence. 

Again these papers are the traditional metropolitan newspapers that satisfy the 

urban elite whereas most newspapers decided to carry their coverage of the 

ECOW AS issue in the inside pages. 

Table 26b also shows the individual performance of the newspapers 

analysed further to show the percentage of each papers prominence weighted 

against the total published by the same paper. 

Table 26b also shows the summary percentage performance of the 

newspapers collectively as indicated m the raw figures of Table 26a. This 

percentage shows a very considerable gap between the percentage for the inside 

page and those of the front page and the back page respectively. At this stage the 

combined total of the front page and back page which give great prominence are 
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not anywhere near having a negating effect on the inside page performance. Thus 

the logical inference is that in sum total the Nigerian newspapers gave less 

prominence to the ECOW AS Treaty of economic development and the related 

issues. Rather, the articles were massively buried in the inside pages, as much as 

590 articles were therein given coverage. 

However, it is pertinent to question whether the West African newspapers 

in general follow this norm of prominence known to Western journalism to the 

letter; or whether the newspapers are victims of the structural layout of their editors 

who would want news on foreign matters irrespective of their significance to be 

rested in the inside pages as this research found out that most of the papers had 

their news items on non Nigerian countries strategically located in the centre 

spread with columns like: 

(i) Dateline 

(ii) News Briefs 

(iii) Foreign News 

(iv) The World 

being permanently in the inside pages. These columns indeed contained most of 

the regular newsreports on the ECOW AS Treaty of economic development and 

news about the member countries in the context categories that were 

operationalized previously. Thus the validity of the use of the prominence measure 
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willappear suspect in the light of the studies discoveries. However, while awaiting 

a conclusive and more authoritative statement on the West African pattern of 

treating foreign news and the recommended measurement procedure for 

prominence it is conceded that most of the articles in the sample newspapers 

studied were buried in the inside pages, therefore providing little chance of the 

articles being seen and read by a great number of people. 

Thus, inferring from the status of the statistics the Nigerian newspapers did 

not give their coverage on the ECOW AS Treaty of economic development and 

related issues much prominence in the period between 1981 and 1985 as 80.82 % 

of the articles were located in the inside pages while only 10.82 % were in the front 

page and just 8.36% of the articles were located in the back pages of the sampled 

newspapers. 

4.1.6 The Distribution of News Items in the Context Units; 

Table 27a shows the respective distribution of the total articles published on 

the ECOWAS Treaty of economic development analysed into the respective 

context units of: 

(i) Features 

(ii) Newsreport 

(iii) Editorials 
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Tuhle 27b: % Ty11e or Article 
·-· ··-· . . ·-··· .. ___ ,.,,,__ . -· 

l'c111urc NcwHcporl l!Jl1ml11I C11r10011~ l'klurc 

Ncw•pupcr ··-· ----- ... . -- -

No. 'Yt, No. 'Yt, No. "It, No. % No. % 
- ---· .. --·--· -·- ···-·-·- --- - - --·- ·-· ·---

Doily Times '} I'}. IS 84 D.2'.l 13 '.lCJ.39 . . 

New Nigerian 3 6.38 25 '.l.94 5 1.5.15 . . . . 
Daily Sketch 6 12.77 107 16.85 2 6.06 l 12.5 . . 

Nigerian I lcrald 11 23.40 42 6.61 3 9.09 l 12.5 . . 
Nigerian Observer 1 2.13 52 8.19 2 6.06 . . . . 
Nigerian Statesman . . 12 1.89 2 6.06 l 12.5 1 14.29 

Nigerian Tide 5 10.64 23 3.62 . . . . . . 

National Concord 3 6.38 91 14.33 3 9.09 . . l 14.29 

The Guardian 3 6.38 52 8.19 2 6.06 . . 4 57.14 

The Punch 3 6.38 76 11.97 1 3.03 3 37.5 . . 
Nigerian Tribune 3 6.38 71 11.18 . . 2 25.0 . 14.29 

Total 47 100 635 100 33 100 8 100 7 100 

Table 2811: Distribution of Aritcles 

Newspaper Treaty Economics Social Political Legal Total 

Daily Times 5 12 15 49 25 106 

New Nigerian 1 4 8 12 8 33 

Daily Sketch 3 6 49 44 14 116 

Nigerian Herald 7 5 19 18 8 57 

Nigerian Observer 3 6 28 14 4 55 
Nigerian Statesman . 3 6 5 2 16 

Nigerian Tide 1 2 11 10 4 28 
National Concord . 10 27 43 18 98 

The Guardian 9 7 19 21 5 61 

The Punch . 3 29 39 12 83 

Nigerian Tribune 2 5 25 36 9 77 

Total 31 63 236 291 109 730 
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(iv) Cartoons 

(v) Pictures · 

The distribution of the breakdown analysis is self-evident and does not require 

extreme clarification. However, with respect to the goals of this study, it is pertinent 

to note the convergence of the distribution on Newsreport which had a collective 

total of 635 articles whereas, Features had a collective total of 47 articles and 

Editorials followed with 33 articles then followed by canoons and pictures with 8 

and 7 articles respectively. 

This trend shows that the reportage on ECOW AS relied on actual events 

occurring to make their reports or for that matter they culled newsreports from the 

official sources like NAN and other news agencies for the news items. Thus, the 

reports will largely reflect official attitudes rather than the sampled feelings and 

attitudes of the citizens reflected in the news stories. However, for the study, the 

conclusion willbe that the congruency with government stand on the foreign policy 

issue as reflected in the preponderance of the reportage being based on 

newsreports, where editorialising is not allowed to influence the direction of the 

news story. 

However, for the goals of the ECOWAS, it would have probably been 

appropriate if they had had more Feature articles that would have clarified the 

attitudes to the issues involved in establishing the ECOWAS economic sub-region. 
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This is the case because the authors would have most probably indulged m 

research work to formulate their opinions or views on the ECOW AS issue. 

Further, the low level of editorial articles also indicate that the Nigerian 

newspapers did not pay sufficient attention to the evolution of the ECOW AS Treaty 

of economic development as an instrument of regional development through 

cooperation. Thus, the media houses as agents of the dissemination of 

development message have not lived up to that expectation and appellation 

because the editorial opinions that are originated from newspaper houses and are 

claimed to be the responsibility of the media house had in the five year period of 

the study produced only 33 editorial opinions between 11 newspapers. This means 

that in the five year period the 11 newspapers produced only an average of 3 

editorial opinions on the ECOW AS Treaty of economic development. 

Thus, the low level of communication attention directed at the ECOW AS 

Treaty of economic development is not only reflected in the total number of articles 

that were published in the interest of the ECOW AS issue but the structural lack of 

allocation of emphasis which are demonstrated by the volume of articles. Thus, the 

low level of feature stories and the low level of editorial comments on the ECOWAS 

Treaty of economic development surely reflect a low level of committed attitude to 

the ECOW AS Treaty of economic development. 

From Table 27b we observe the percentage of the articles relative to the 
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total number of articles published by the newspaper itself. Thus what could be 

credited to the newspapers as generators of integration attitudes is low compared 

to the story of events which are simply factual and serve to inform and entertain 

but not really to emphatically persuade. Thus, the Nigerian newspapers, in view of 

the low percentage output on editorials and features, did not initiate any emphatic 

and aggressive communication to persuade the target population to adopt a 

positive attitude towards the ECOW AS goals of economic development. 

Table 27c depicts the comparative percentage performance of the various 

newspapers in the types of articles that were utilized for the 

dissemination of the news items of the ECOW AS Treaty of economic development. 

Table 27c enables us to see immediately the relative performance of the various 

newspapers · in the various context units that served to show the actual stand of the 

disseminating newspaper on the issue at hand and therefore enables to deduce 

the newspaper's own contribution to the issue of the regional economic 

development through the propagation of news to inform, educate, mobilize, 

conscientize and sensitize. It is in the areas of conscientization, sensitization and 

mobilization which are crucial to the development of appropriate attitudes for the 

promotion of the ECOW AS Treaty of economic development, that the Nigerian 

newspapers did not commit themselves. 

In the final analysis, taking the statistical evidence of Table 27a, 27b and 27c 
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concurrently, it becomes clear that the Nigerian newspapers did not: 

1. show enthusiasm in the dessimination of he corpus of the ECOWAS Treaty 

of economic development as shown by their low level performance in the 

Features and the Editorials, although they co111ectively produced a 

phenomenal number of articles (630) on the newsreport which was more or 

less official events that do not necessarily express the attitude of the 

Nigerian newspapers. Besides, the attitude formation value of the 

newsreport is slow, indirect and less involving of the people. But what the 

treaty of regional economic development requires is an aggressive and 

dynamic drive to commit the people to stand for the ECOWAS goals for the 

region's development. This is so because in foreign policy matters the 

people depend on the government and the media houses for direction and 

this is where the Nigerian mass media should have utilized the advantage 

of the dependency of the audience for communication strategies to order 

their lives to fillthem in on the ECOW AS Treaty of economic development. 

Through the low level of Feature and Editorial writings the study concluded 

also that the Nigerian newspapers did not offer much initiative to formulate 

guidelines for the audience to adopt as their attitude towards the ECOW AS 

Treaty of economic development. Thus, it did not utilize its communication 

powers to contribute effectively to development issues. 
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in relation to the theoretical assumptions, take a communication 

stand that was antagonistic to the government's position on foreign 

policy matters. 

(ii) undermine the ECOW AS goals even though there was the likelihood 

that Nigeria's economic, political and cultural goals could be 

threatened in the long-run. 

(iii) canvass against the adoption of the Union's goals although in 

adopting the goals Nigeria could be opening its borders to other 

ECOW AS citizens who would be competing with Nigerians for jobs. 

(iv) publish an overwhelming number of articles that would lead the 

Nigerian readership to develop antagonistic attitudes that would 

undermine the ECOW AS goals even though Nigeria's participation 

could lead to a threat to its sovereignty. 

(v) show any preponderance of Feature and Editorial articles that were 

antagonistic towards the ECOW AS goals even though it could lead 

to Nigeria achieving international political signifance in a world of 

power blocs and economic blocs. 

Thus, in the absence of any substantial negative articles that would influence the 

attitudes of the Nigerian readship in a negative manner towards the ECOWAS 

Treaty of economic development, the study assumed that the rationale for the 
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Table 28b: Percentage Distribution of Articles 

Treaty Economic Political Social Legal 

Newspaper 
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %1 

Daily Times 5 16.13 12 19.05 49 16.84 15 6.36 25 22.94 

New Nigerian 1 3.26 4 6.35 12 4.12 8 3.39 8 7.34 

Daily Sketch 3 9.68 6 9.52 44 15.12 49 20.76 14 12.84 

Nigerian Herald 7 22.58 5 7.94 18 6.19 19 8.05 8 7.34 

Nigerian Obseiver 3 9.68 6 9.52 14 4.81 28 11.86 4 3.67 

Nigerian Statesman 0 0.00 3 4.76 5 1.72 6 2.54 2 1.83 

Nigerian Tide 1 3.26 2 3.17 10 3.44 11 4.66 4 3.67 

National Concord 0 0.00 10 15.87 43 14.78 27 11.44 18 16.51 

The Guardian 9 29.03 7 11.11 21 7.22 19 8.05 5 4.59 

The Punch 0 0.00 3 4.76 39 13.40 29 12.29 12 11.01 

Nigerian Tribune 2 6.45 5 7.94 36 12.37 25 10.59 9 8.26 

Total 31 100 63 100 291 100 236 100 109 100 

Table28c: Percentage Distribution of Articles in each Newspaper's contribution to the issue 

Treaty Economics Social Political Legal Total 

Newspaper 
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 

Daily Times 5 4.71 12 11.32 15 14.15 49 46.23 25 23.58 106 100 
New Nigerian 1 3.03 4 12.12 8 24.24 12 36.36 8 24.24 33 100 

Daily Sketch 3 2.59 6 5.17 49 42.24 44 37.93 14 12.07 116 100 

Nigerian Herald 7 12.28 5 8.77 19 33.33 18 31.58 8 14.04 57 100 

Nigerian Obseiver 3 5.45 6 10.91 28 50.91 14 25.45 4 7.27 55 100 

Nigerian Statesman 0 0.00 3 18.75 6 37.5 5 31.25 2 12.5 16 100 

Nigerian Tide 1 3.57 2 7.14 11 39.29 10 35.71 4 14.29 28 100 

National Concord 0 0.00 10 10.20 27 27.99 43 43.88 18 18.37 98 100 

The Guardian 9 14.75 7 11.48 19 31.15 21 34.43 5 8.20 61 100 
The Punch 0 0.00 3 3.61 29 34.90 39 46.99 12 14.46 83 100 
Nigerian Tribune 2 2.6 5 6.49 25 34.47 36 46.75 9 11.69 77 100 
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Nigerian newspapers in their communication attitude were also validated 

4.1. 7 The Distribution of Articles amon2 the context 

cate2ories: 

The conext categories that were delineated for the analysis of the context 

units included: 

(i) The Treaty 

(ii) Economic 

(iii) Social 

(iv) Political 

(v) Legal 

These categories were already operationalised and the operational categories were 

used to analyse the context units. The result of the analysis have been assembled 

in Table 28a. The table shows that 291 articles were allocated by the sampled 

newspapers to political issues with reference to the ECOW AS member countries 

which were believed would refelct the attitudes of the Nigerian newspapers and 

their eventual influence on the attitudes of their audience. The second highest 

collective distribution was to the social issues that were related to the ECOW AS 

member countries and the total article allocation was 236 articles. Thirdly, the legal 

issues in relation to the ECOW AS member countries and citizens that would 
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indicate their natures was allocated 109 articles. Fourthly, economic issues were 

allocated 63 articles and finally 31 articles were allocated to the Treaty proper and 

all its related points with respect to the research questions. 

From the table under review, therefore, the immediate conclusion on the 

attitude of the Nigerian newspapers to the ECOWAS Treaty of economic 

development as reflected by the the volume of articles devoted to it by the Nigerian 

newspapers over the five year period was low since the average distribution was 

about 3 articles over the five year period per each of the 1 1 newspapers in the 

study. 

From the above analysis and deductions it can be objectively observed that 

the five research questions were not given adequate discussion and publicity. The 

five research questions treat the core nature of the ECOW AS Treaty as an 

economic devlopmcnt instrument. Thus the inference 1s that the Nigerian 

newspapers did not function adequately as a medium of regional economic 

development that will lead to the improvement of the standard of living of the 

people. A further inference is that the advantages of the ECOW AS Treaty of 

economic development to the individual citizens were not also adequately 

publicised. Thus the concrete inference is that the Nigerian newspapers · by their 

low count of articles on the issues of the ECOW AS Treaty did not highlight: 

(i) the adoption of the Lagos Treaty establishing the Economic Community of 
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West African States (ECOWAS). 

(ii) the following dimensions of ECOWAS: 

(a) Economic 

(b) Legal 

(c) Political 

(d) Cultural 

(iii) the ECOWAS protocol relating to free movement of persons, residence and 

establishment in the ECOW AS region. 

(iv) the ECOWAS goals of economic and social integration which are likely to 

lead to the loss of national sovereignty in the long-run. 

(v) ECOW AS as a potential instrument for collective international political 

innuence for the sub-region against external political and economic power 

blocs. 

Whilst the above deductions show that the Nigerian newspapers did not 

show a committed and dynamic attitude towards the ECOWAS Treaty of economic 

development, the newspapers treatment of the other variables that would promote 

a positive attitude towards the ECOWAS Treaty of economic development was very 

considerable and overwhelming. For example the individual average treatment of 

the economic, social, political and legal issues relating to the member countries 
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was very high. When the entire article allocation to the economic, social, political 

and legal variables are considered collectively there emerges a total of 730 - 31 = 

699 articles. Thus from the raw total so arrived at it willbe valid to deduce that the 

Nigerian audience were exposed more to events and issues about the other 

ECOW AS countries that the Federal government of Nigeria had entered into a 

treaty agreement that would involve cooperation for regional development. From 

this fact, also, it can be deduced further that there was considerable awareness 

publicity for the Nigerian citizens of their economic associates. 

In considering the theoretical assumptions, it can be deduced from the 

volume of articles devoted to the economic, social, political and legal variables 

that the Nigerian newspapers validated the five theoretical assumptions indirectly. 

Their emphasis on the image of the respective member countries shows that the 

newspapers brought to the fore the nature of the ECOW AS counries to the 

perceptions of the Nigerian readership and the rest of the people through the two

step flow of mass communication theory. 

Thus the Nigerian newspapers by not keeping a news blackout on the 

member countries as is evidenced in Table 28a, they maintained alive the following 

theoretical assumptions which argued that: 

(i) In Nigeria, the communication media are likely to be congruent with their 

government on foreign policy issues that facilitate the country's 
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development goals. 

(ii) The Nigerian newspapers will not undermine the ECOW AS goals even 

though it may lead to imbalances in the country's economic, legal, political, 

cultural and linguistic spheres. 

(iii) Where, Nigeria, in an economic union willexperience population influx, the 

newspapers willnot canvass against the adoption of the union's goals. 

(iv) Should sub-regional economic development lead to loss of national 

sovereignty, the Nigerian newspapers are not likely to be antagonistic 

although the privately owned newspapers willresist in the early stages. 

(iv) Should sub-regional economic development lead to international political 

significance for Nigeria and the region, the Nigerian newspapers willnot be 

negative towards the union in their news carriage on the ECOWAS issues. 

Table 28b and 28c show us the percentage representation of the efforts of 

the Nigerian newspapers in the treatment of the ECOW AS development 

issue in its ramifications that is intended to influence the reading public. The 

percentage representations in 28b reflect what value each newspaper's 

contribution has been. Thus, a rundown reading in the contribution of the 

newspaper articles in the Treaty of ECOW AS regional development shows 

that The Guardian with 29.03% Nigerian Herald with 22.58% and Daily 

Times with 16.13 % were the leading exponents of the ECOWAS Treaty of 
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economic development. From the Table 28b, also, it can be seen that 

Nigerian Statesman 0%, The Punch 0% did not consider the ECOWAS 

Treaty at all while the remaining papers gave negligible exposure to the 

ECOW AS Treaty of economic development. 

Further, the percentage representation m Table 28b shows also, that 

although Daily Sketch started with 116 articles in total publication in the record, 

Daily Times with 106 articles National Concord with 98 articles, The Punch with 

83 articles and Tribune with 77 articles, their essential treatment of the ECOW AS 

Treaty show that Daily Sketch had 3 articles = 9. 68 % , Daily Times had 5 articles 

= 16.13%, National Concord O article = 0.00%, The Punch had O articales = 

0. 00 % , Tribune had 2 articles = 6 .45 % . Th us previous high collection of articles 

were specifically directed at promoting the ECOWAS treaty of economic 

development. 

Again the inference is conclusive that the Nigerian newspapers did not address 

themselves to the ECOW AS Treaty of economic development per se and therefore 

did not utilize adequately their role as instruments of economic development as 

being propagated by the communication experts (Schramm: 1972; Rogers: 1970; 

Moemeka: 1986, 1989). This conclusion is consistent with the earlier statistical 

deducations on the various measurements. 
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Finally, Table 28c in similar vein also shows the relative percentage 

contribution of the respective newspapers to their total articles and the evidence 

also shows very low performance in relation to the ECOWAS Treaty of economic 

development. However, the totals on the economic, social, political and legal show 

a consistent high performance which is congruent with the earlier deductions on 

the performance of the Nigerian newspapers on the propagation the earlier 

deductions on the low performance of the Nigerian newspapers in relation to being 

an instrument of economic development. 

4.1.8 Direction and Len~h of Articles aIJocated to the 

specified context units 

At this stage the study examined the various articles under the specified 

context units and analysed them further to determine their direction and length so 

as to reach a reasonable conclusion about the specific attitudes of the specified 

newspapers in the sample population so as to observe their individual 

performances for a general conclusion about the attitude of each newspaper to the 

research questions and the theoretical assumptions. 

Table 29a shows the complete analysis of the news items for the 

Daily Times. In the period 1981 to 1985, the Daily Times published 106 articles. Of 

these articles, 33 articles were Favourable, 21 articles were Unfavourable and 5 
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articles were Neutral. Of the Favourable articles 6 were Features, Newsreports had 

20 articles; Editorials were 7 articles; Cartoons had O publication and pictures 

also had O publications. Of the total Favourable articles 3 articles were devoted to 

the Treaty; 5 articles to economic issues; 3 articles to social issues; 17 articles to 

political issues and 5 articles to legal issues. 

Thus while we perceive the performance of the Daily Times, in its entirety 

we are also able to observe that its performance on the ECOW AS Treaty of 

Economic Development was relatively low and if contrasted with its performance 

for the five year period involved then it boils down to less than two articles in the 

5 year period. 

With such a performance the only option for a conclus_ion is that the Daily 

Times as a National newspaper with a very wide circulation with government 

influence surely the Daily Times did not perform according to expectation. 

A further examination of the analysis of all the other ten newspapers show 

a similar pattern of very low and most times zero articles on the ECOW AS Treaty 

of economic development. The highest Favourable examination of the ECOWAS 

related issue was carried out by the Guardian newspaper which devoted 7 articles 

and the next highest was the Nigerian Herald with 5 Favourable articles, Nigerian 

Observer with 3 Favourable articles, Tribune 2 Favourable articles, New Nigerian 

I Favourable ariticle, Daily Sketch I Favourable article. On the other hand the 
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Table29a: Type and Distribution of Articles for each Newspaper 

T ype/Distribution 

eature F 

N 

Ed 

Ca 

p 

ewsreport 

itorial 

rtoons 

ictures 

T otal 

reaty T 

& 

So 

p 

onomic 

cial 

olitical 

Le gal 

T otal 

Favourable 

6 

20 

7 

0 

0 

33 

3 

5 

3 

17 

5 

33 

Table29b: 

T ype/Distribution Favourable 

eature F 

N 

Ed 

Ca 

p 

ewsreport 

itorial 

rtoons 

ictures 

T otal 

reaty T 

& 

s 
p 

onomic 

ocial 

olitical 

Le gal 

T otal 

2 

13 

2 

0 

0 

17 

1 

3 

3 

5 

4 

17 

DAILY TIMES 

Length Unfavourable Length 

2524.43 2 1877.75 

2635.87 13 2111.16 

1299.77 6 1271.86 

0.00 0 0 

0.00 0 0 

6460.07 21 4860.77 

1096.03 0 0 

1134.01 0 0 

527.05 2 159.31 

3158.79 5 1683.95 

544.22 14 3017.51 

6460.07 21 4860.77 

NEW NIGERIAN 

Length Unfavourable Length 

253 0 0 

2017.85 4 683.65 

2176 1 30 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

2746.85 5 713.65 

253 0 0 

367.44 0 0 

506.51 2 372.65 

1067.05 2 311 

552.82 1 30 

2746.85 5 713.65 

Neutral Length Total 

1 310.95 4313.13 

49 5812.03 10559.06 

0 0 2571.63 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

50 6122.98 17443.82 

3 921.25 2029.25 

5 597.06 1731.07 

11 1096.05 1782.41 

23 2484.96 7039.60 

8 1023.66 4861.39 

50 6122.98 17443.82 

Neutral Length Total 

1 31.5 254.5 

8 606.21 3307.71 

2 969.5 1475.5 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

11 1607.21 5067.71 

0 0 253.00 

1 183 550.44 

3 151.24 1030.40 

5 273.52 1651.60 

3 999.45 1582.27 

11 1607.21 5067.71 
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Nigerian Statesman recorded O Favourable articles, Nigerian Tide O Favourable 

article; National Concord O Favourable article; The Punch O Favourable articles. 

Thus, individually and collectively the Nigerian newspapers did not provide 

sufficient communication activities to support the view that they were involved in 

the dissemination of development news to validate the current arguments m 

scholarly circles that the communication media in West Africa can and ought to 

participate. in the development process of the region through the increase of 

awareness for development, conscientization, sensitization and mobilization of the 

people for economic development. 

Most probably the news media in Nigeria, themselves need to be made 

aware of their role, conscientized, sensitized and then mobilized to achieve their 

role in the economic development process of the region. 

The space and prominence measurement reinforce the above conclusion 

that the Nigerian newspapers performed less on the ECOW AS Treaty of economic 

development. CODESRIA
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Table 29c: 

'ypc/Dist ribution Favourable 

'caturc 

cwsreport N 

Ed 

C 

' itorial 

.artoons 

>icturcs 

1 ·otal 

reaty T 

Ee 

So 

a onomic 

cial 

'olitical 

.cgal 

T otal 

3 

19 

l 

0 

0 

23 

1 

3 

8 

10 

1 

23 

Table29d: 

T ype/Distribution Favourable 

eature F 

N 

Ed 

Ca 

p 

ewsreport 

itorial 

rtoons 

ictures 

T otal 

reaty T 

Ee 

So 

p 

onomic 

cial 

olitical 

Le gal 

T otal 

6 

7 

11 

0 

0 

14 

5 

1 

2 

5 

1 

14 

DAILY SKETCH 

Length Unfavourable 

787.98 3 

2218.94 38 

498.3 l 

0 1 

0 0 

7505.22 43 

700.65 1 

157.73 5 

727.57 12 

1835.52 15 

83.75 10 

3505.22 43 

NIGERIAN HERALD 

Length Unfavourable 

4720.61 2 

1001.15 15 

79.3 3 

0 1 

0 0 

5801.06 21 

3597.65 1 

632.58 2 

369.64 5 

1121.89 8 

79.3 5 

5801.06 21 

Length Neutral Length Total 

301.45 0 0 1089.43 

6801.74 50 5012.38 14042.06 

391.95 0 0 590.25 

20.01 0 0 20.01 

0 0 0 0 

7524.15 50 5012.38 16041.75 

108.4 1 55.25 864.3 

502.13 4 265.01 944.87 

2170.19 24 2667.79 5643.21 

2813.11 18 1903.6 6446.81 

1929.61 3 100.7 2114.09 

7524.15 50 5012.38 16041.75 

Length Neutral Length Total 

484.75 3 1437.97 6509.1 

2542.28 19 2207.98 5508.21 

939.98 0 - 1019.28 

45.15 0 0 45.15 

0 0 0 0 

4012.16 22 3645.95 13081.74 

168.3 1 592.22 4358.57 

259.65 2 180 1072.23 

1089.21 12 1798.49 3257.34 

1655.43 5 440.99 3218.31 

839.37 2 634.25 1552.92 

4012.16 22 3645.95 13081.74 
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TulJle 29e: 

T ype/Distribution Favourable 

·ea lure F 

N ewsreport 

!ditorial 

Ca 

p 

rtoons 

ictures 

T otal 

reaty T 

& 

Soc 

p 

onomic 

ial 

olitical 

Le gal 

T otal 

0 

9 

2 

0 

0 

11 

3 

2 

1 

5 

0 

11 

Table 29f: 

T ype/Distribution Favourable 

eature F 

N 

Ed 

Ca 

p 

ewsreport 

itorial 

rtoons 

ictures 

T otal 

reaty T 

& 

Soc 

p 

onomic 

ial 

olitical 

Le gal 

·1 'otal 

0 

2 

1 

0 

0 

3 

0 

0 

2 

1 

0 

3 

NIGERIAN OHSERVER 

Length Unfavourable 

0 0 

1801.42 12 

706.98 1 

0 0 

0 0 

2507.42 13 

863.47 0 

428.8 4 

106.25 4 

1108.9 4 

0 1 

2507.42 13 

NIGERIAN STATESMAN 

Length Unfavourable 

0 0 

456.25 5 

19 1 

0 1 

0 0 

475.25 7 

0 0 

0 0 

456.25 2 

19 2 

0 3 

475.25 7 

Length Neutral Length Total 

0 0 0 0 

1745.32 31 5584.5 8131.24 

286 0 0 992.98 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

2031.32 31 5584.5 10124.22 

0 0 0 864.45 

736.61 1 90 1255.41 

569.21 4406.8 5082.31 

551.2 5 436.4 2096.5 

174.25 3 651.3 825.55 

2031.32 31 5584.5 10124.22 

Length Neutral Length Total 

0 0 0 0 

486.23 5 343.37 1285.85 

345 0 0 364 

222.75 0 0 222.75 

0 1 160 160 

1053.98 6 503.37 2032.55 

0 0 0 0 

0 1 131.75 131.75 

303.42 3 250.02 1009.69 

154.79 2 121.6 295.39 

595.75 0 0 595.25 

1053.98 503.37 2032.58 
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Table 29g: 

T ype/Distribulion 

•eature 

ewsreport 

F 

N 

Ed 

C 

p 

itorial 

.artoons 

icturcs 

'I 'otal 

-··-~--- -------- -·- -
·1 rcaly 

;:conomic 

'01:i11l s 
'olilirnl 

.cgnl 

-----
l'olal 

Favourable 

-
4 

-
-

-

4 

------
-
1 

2 

I 

4 

Table 29h: 

l'ypc/Dist ribul ion 

~caturc 

ewsreport N 

Ed 

Ca 

p 

l itorial 

rtoons 

ictures 

'I 'otal 

rrcaty 

anomic Ee 

Soc 

p 

ial 

olitical 

Le gal 

'I 'otal 

Favourable 

-
19 

-
-
1 

20 

-
4 

11 

5 

-

20 

NIGERIAN TIDE 

Length Unfavourable 

- 4 

210.17 4 

- -
- -
- -

210.17 8 

-
62.32 1 

121.25 1 

2(,.(, .~ 

1 

2107 8 

NATIONAL CONCORD 

Length Unfuvourablc 

- 2 

1602.22 21 

- 3 

- -
130 -

1732.22 26 

- -
188.95 -
1139.58 2 

403.69 13 

- 11 

1732.22 26 

Length Neutral Length Total 

1697.79 - - 1697.79 

1062.75 16 2428.39 3701.31 

- - - -
- - - -
- - - -

27(,().54 16 2428.39 5399.1 

- - 604.5 604.5 

92.56 2 76 230.88 

617.64 8 1182.3 1921.19 

1(,()1).R 4 481.59 2117.99 

440.54 1 84 524.54 

2760.54 16 2428.39 5399.1 

Length Neutral Length Total 

1191.75 1 1105 1302.25 

4196.96 51 2958.26 8757.44 

820.75 - - 820.75 

- - - -
- - - 130 

6209.46 52 3068.76 

- - - -
- 6 270.78 459.73 

194.49 14 989.1 2323.17 

3320.93 25 1083.08 4807.7 

2694.04 7 725.8 3419.84 

6209.46 52 3068.76 11010.44 
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Table 29i: 

T ypc/Dislribulion Favourable 

'ea lure 

N ewsrcport 

!dilorial 

:artoons 

'iclures 

l 'otal 

reaty T 

Ee 

So 

p 

onomic 

cial 

olitical 

Le gal 

T otal 

1 

18 

-
-
-

19 

-
-
14 

5 

-

19 

Table 29j: 

T ypc/Distribution Favourable 

eature F 

N 

Ed 

Ca 

p 

ewsreport 

itorial 

rtoons 

ictures 

T otal 

reaty T 

Ee 

Soc 

p 

onomic 

ial 

olitical 

Le gal 

T otal 

2 

18 

-
-
1 

21 

2 

1 

10 

8 

. 

21 

THEPUNCH 

Length Unfavourable 

408 2 

3058 30 

- I 

- 3 

- -

3466.3 36 

. - -
- 1 

2817.15 4 

649.15 19 

- 12 

3466.3 36 

NIGERIAN TRIBUNE 

Length Unfavourable 

1652.25 1 

4029.16 13 

- -
- 2 

156.75 -

5838.16 16 

334.68 -
83.6 . 

2468.17 . 

2951.71 11 

. 5 

5838.16 16 

Length Neutral Length Tolal 

ID.45 2 865 1996.45 

4973.2 26 1821.65 9853.15 

289 - - 289 

648 - - 648 

- - - -

6633.65 28 2686.65 

- - - -
25.5 2 51 76.5 

1054.3 11 875.4 4746.85 

3281.65 15 1760.25 5691.05 

2272.2 - - 2272.2 

6633.65 28 2686.65 12786.6 

Length Neutral Length Total 

580.5 - - 2232.75 

2117.68 40 4277 10423.84 

- - - -
238.95 - - 238.95 

- - - 156.75 

2937.13 40 4277 13052.19 

- - . 334.68 

. 4 177.45 261.05 

. 15 2177.0-5 4645.22 

2616.95 17 1343.88 6912.54 

320.18 4 578.52 898.7 

2937.13 40 4277 13052.19 
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Table 29k: 

-------., 'ypc/Di•l rihul ion 

'culurc I 

N CW!ll"CJXlrl 

!ditoriul 

C .arlOOll6 

'il'(UfC6 

., '01111 

rcaly ·1 

E 

So 

p 

~onomic 

• ciul 

oli1ic11I 

Le gal 

-------
·1 'olal 

11ovouruhlc 

2 

15 

1 

4 

22 

7 

6 

6 

2 

1 

--
22 

------------

THE GUARDIAN 

I A:nglh Unfuvouruhlc I A:lll!lh Nculrul 1.cnglh 

769.12 - - 1 4TI 

2598.91 11 1895.76 26 4729.52 

66 I 100 - -
- - - -

534 - - . . 

3%8.03 12 l'JIJ5.76 27 5176.52 

1874.65 1 223.28 1 316.2 

1080.31 1 103 . . 

582.23 4 766.26 9 1637.47 

331.8 5 784.36 14 2868.15 

99.54 1 118.86 3 354.7 

3968.03 12 1995.76 27 5176.12 

4.1.9 Individual svace allocation by rcsncctive ncwsmmcrs to 

Favourable, Unfavourable and Neutral news Items 

'1'01111 

1246.12 

166 

-
• 534 

11140.31 

2414.13 

1183.31 

2985.96 

3984.31 

573.1 

11140.31 

The above conclusions are similarly potrayed by the total analyses in Tables 

30 al to 30 k2 which show the percentage calculations of the article allocation to 

each context unit in relation to the total published by the respective newspaper. 

The tables also exmaine the percentage of the amount of space provided for the 

articles in each news context in rcltion to the total space provided for the total 
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number of articles. The analysis has also considered the measurement against the 

direction of the articles. 

From the above explanations it can be observed that the 6 articles devoted 

by the Daily Times to Fea/Ure articles were only 18.18 % of the total articles of 106. 

Where the space provided for the 6 articles which were Favourable were 39.08% 

of the total space provided for Favourable space. From this point ifwe examine the 

percentage of Favourable articles devoted to the Treaty we discover that this was 

only 9.09% which therefore brings out cl~rly the rather extreme low coverage 

given to the ECOW AS issue. 

Thus, in closely examining the percentage performance of each of the 

sampled newspapers, the conclusion already reached in earlier collective 

examination, are found to be individually replicated by the sampled newspapers. 

So that the inference to be drawn is that the Nigerian newspapers have been very 

consistent in their attitude towards the ECOWAS Treaty of economic development 

both as collectives and also as individual newspapers. Thus, the consistent low 

performance as instruments of economic development validated by the general 

statistics have also been validated by the individual analytic considerations as 

shown in Table 29 following and Table 30 following. 

However, as argued ealier the low statistical performance does not in 

anyway undermine the theoretical assumptions which by virtue of the fact that 
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there was no overt canvassing against the adoption of the ECOW AS Treaty of 

economic development, it can be pointed out that the silence could be interpreted 

to mean a gravitation towards and adoption of the government attitude towards the 

ECOW AS Treaty of economic development and for that matter nothing would be 

done in the context of mass communication with the readership to undermine the 

ECOW AS goals of economic development in so far as the Nigerian public is 

concerned. 

From this broad position as the specifics have been validated over and over 

from the discussions of the statistical analysis, it will still be logical and statistical 

to infer that the rationale underlying the various arguments that the Nigerian 

newspapers would support the government views and that the private newspapers 

would also gravitate towardsd the government view should they have any reason 

to disagree have also been validated. 

In conclusion for this part therefore, although the Nigerian newspapers 

showed a low emphasis on the ECOW AS Treaty of economic development per se 

and did not justify the assumption that they were instruments of economic 

development, by their showing in the other related variables of Economics, Social, 

Political and Legal they did vicariously show that they could assist in the 

development process by keeping the events and activities of the other member 
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Table 30a1: Table Showing amount of space allocated to Favourable, Unfavourable, Neutral Articles for the 
respective Context Units by Daily Times 

Favourable Unfavourable Neutral 
Content Unit 

%of %of %of %of %of I 
No. Total Length Total No. Total Length Total No. Total I Length 

I 

Feature 6 18.18 2524.43 39.08 2 9.52 14TI.75 30.40 I 2.00 310.95 

Newsreport 20 60.61 2635.87 40.80 13 61.90 2111.16 43.43 49 98.00 5812..03 

Editorial 7 21.21 1299.n 20.12 6 28.58 1271.86 26.17 0 0.00 0 

Cartoons 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 

Pictures 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 
. 

Total 33 

I 
100 6460.07 

I 
100 21 

I 
100 4860.n 100 50 100 i 6122..98 

' 

%of 
Total 

5.08 

94.92 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

100 

I 

Table 30a2: Table showing amount of space allocated to Favourable, Unfavourable, Neutral articles on the respective 
. News Categories by Daily Times 

Favourable Unfavourable Neutral 
News Category 

iuu~ %of %of %of %of %of %of 
No. Total Length Total No. Total Length Total ~o. Total Total 

Treaty 3 9.09 1096.03 16.97 0 
I 

0.00 0 0.00 3 6.00 i 921.25 15.05 

Economic 5 15.15 1134.01 17.55 0 0.00 0 0.00 5 10.00 J 5971)6 9.75 

Social 13 39.09 527.05 8.16 2 9.52 159.31 3.28 11 22.00 I 1096.05 17.90 

Political 17 51.52 3158.79 48.90 5 23.81 1683.95 34.64 23 46.00 \2484.% 40.56 

Legal 5 15.15 544.22 8.42 14 66.67 3017.51 62..08 8 16.00 ! 1023.£,6 
I 16.72 

! 
Total 33 100 6460.07 100 21 100 4860.n 100 50 

I 
100 j 6122.98 100 

) 
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Table 30b1: Table Showing amount of space allocated to Favourable, Unfavourable, Neutral Articles fqr the 
respective Context Units by New Nigerian Newspapers 

Favourable Unfa\/Ourable '.\'eutral 
Context Units ' 

%of %of %of %of 

I 
%of 

No. Total Length Total No Total Length Total !':o. Total Length 

Feature 2 11.76 253 9.21 0 0.00 I 0 0.00 1 9.09 31.5 

Newsreport 13 76.47 2017.85 73.46 4 80.00 683.65 95.80 8 72. 73 606.21 

Editorial 2 11.76 476 1733 1 20.00 30 4.20 2 18.18 969.5 

Cartoons 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 

Pictures 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 

! I 

Total 17 100 2746.85 I 100 I 5 
J 100 I 713.65 100 

I 
11 100 11607.21 

I i I 
I 

%of 
Total 

1.96 

37.92 

60.32 

0.00 

0.00 

100 

Table 30bi: Table showing amount of space allocated to Favourable, Unfavourable, Neutral articles on the respective 
News Categories by New Nigerian Newspapers 

Favourable I Unfa110urable I Neutral I 

News Category 
I 

%of %of %of %of I %of %of 
No. Total Length Total No. Total Length Total 

I 
:-::o. Total Length Total 

Treaty 1 5.88 253 9.21 'o 

I 
0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 

Economic 3 17.65 367.44 1338 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 

Social 3 17.65 506.51 18.44 2 40.00 372.65 52.22 3 2727 151.24 9.41 

Political 6 35.29 1067.05 38.85 2 40.00 311 43.58 4 36..36 273.52 17.02 

Legal 4 23.53 552.82 20.13 I 20.00 30 4.20 3 2727 999.45 6219 

Total 17 100 2746.85 100 
15 

100 713.65 100 
111 

100 1607.21 100 

I 

~ 
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Table 30c1: Table Showing amount of space ailocated to Favourable, Unfavourable, Neutral Articles foi: the 
respective Context Units by Daily Sketch Newspapers 

Favourable Unfavourable Neutral 
Context Units 

%of %of %of %of %of 
No. Total Length Total No. Total Length Total No. Total Length 

Feature 3 13.64 787.98 22.48 3 6.98 301.45 4.00 0 0.00 0 

Newsreport 19 82.61 221.94 63.30 38 88.37 6810.74 9052 50 100.00 5012.38 

Editorial 1 4.35 498.3 14.22 1 2.33 391.95 5.21 0 0.00 0 

Cartoons 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 2.33 20.01 . 0.27 0 0.00 0 

Pictures 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 

Total 23 

I 
100 3505.22 100 43 100 7524.15 100 50 5012.38 

%of 
Total 

0.00 

100.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

100 

Table 30ci: Table showing amount of space allocated to Favourable, Unfavourable, Neutral articles on the respective 
News Categories by Daily Sketch 

Favourable Unfavourable Neutral 
News Categoiy 

%of %of %of %of %of %of 
No. Total Length Total No. Total Length Total No. Total Length Total 

Treaty 1 4.35 700.65 19.99 1 2.33 108.4 1.44 1 2.00 55.25 1.10 

Economic 3 13.04 157.73 450 5 11.63 502.13 6.67 4 8.00 285.01 5.69 

Social 8 34.78 727.57 20.76 12 2170.9 28.85 24 48.00 2fJ67.79 53.22 

Political 10 43.48 1835.52 15 34.88 2813.11 37.39 18 36.00 1903.6 37.98 

Legal 1 4.35 83.75 2.39 10 23.65 3 6.00 100.7 2.01 

Total 23 100 3502.22 100 43 100 7524.15 100 50 100 5012.38 100 ,~ 
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Table 30d1: Table Showing amount of space allocated to Favourable, Unfavourable, Neutral Articles fo,; the 
respective Context Units by Nigerian Herald Newspapers. 

Favourable Unfavourable Neutral 
Context Units 

%of %of %of %of %of 
No. Total Length Total No. Total Length Total No. Total Length 

Feature 6 42.86 4720.61 81.37 2 952 484.75 12.08 3 13.64 1437.97 

Newsreport 7 50.00 1001.15 17.26 15 71.43 2542.28 63.36 19 86.36 2207.98 

E.ditorial 1 7.14 79.3 137 3 14.29 939.98 23.43 0 0.00 0 

Cartoons 0 "0.00 0 0.00 1 4.76 45.15 Ll3 0 0.00 0 

Pictures 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
. 

0 0.00 0 0.00 0 

I 

Total I 14 100 5801.06 100 22 100 4012.16 100 22 100 3645.95 

i 

Table 30d2: Table showing amount of space allocated to Favourable, Unfavourable, Neutral articles for the 
respective News Categories by Nigerian Herald Newspapers 

Favourable Unfavourable Neutral 
News Category 

%of %of %of %of %of 
No. Total Length Total No. Total Length Total No. Total Length 

Treaty 5 35.71 3597.65 62.02 1 4.76 1685 4.20 1 455 592.22 

Economic 1 7.14 63258 10.90 2 952 259.65 6.47 2 9.09 180 

Social 2 14.28 369.64 6.37 5 23.81 1089,21 27.15 12 5455 1798.99 

Political 5 35.71 1121.89 19.34 8 38.10 1655.43 41.26 5 22.73 440.99 

Legal 1 7.14 79.3 1.36 5 23.81 83937 20.92 2 9.09 634.25 

Total 14 100 5801.06 100 21 100 4012.16 100 22 100 3645.95 

%of 
Total 

39.43 

6056 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

100 

%of 
Total 

16.24 

4.94 

49.33 

12.10 

17.40 

100 ,~ 
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Table 30e1: Table Showing amount or space allocated to Favourable, Unfavourable, Neutral Articles for: the 
respective Context Units by Nigerian Observer 

Favourable Unfavourable Neutral 
Context Units 

%of %of %of %of %of 
No. Total Length Total No. Total Length Total No. Total Length 

Feature 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 

Newsreport 9 81.82 1801.48 71.85 12 92.31 1745.32 &5.92 31 100 5584.5 

Editorial 2 18.18 706.98 28.15 1 7.69 14.08 0 0.00 0 0.00 

Cartoons 0 0.00 ·o 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 

Pictures 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 

Total 11 100 I 2507.42 100 13 100 2031.32 100 31 100 5584.5 

I I 

Table 30ei: Table showing amount or space allocated to Favourable, Unfavourable, Neutral articles for the 
respective News Categories by Nigerian Observer 

Favourable Unfavourable Neutral 
News Categocy 

%of %of %of %of %of 
No. Total Length Total No. Total Length Total No. Total Length 

Treaty 3 27.27 863.47 34.44 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 

Economic 2 18.18 428.8 17.10 4 30.77 736.61 36.26 1 32.26 90 

Social 1 9.09 106.25 4.24 4 30.77 569.26 28.02 70.97 4406.8 78.91 

Political 5 45.45 1108.9 44.22 4 30.77 551.2 27.14 5 16.13 436.4 

Legal 0 0.00 0 0.00 1 7.69 174.25 8.58 3 9.68 651.3 

Total 11 100 2507.42 100 13 100 2031.32 100 31 100 5584.3 

%of 
Total 

0.00 

100 

0.00 

0.00 

100 

%of 
Total 

0.00 

1.61 

7.81 

11.66 

100 

~ 
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Table 30f1: · Table Showing amount of space allocated to Favourable, Unfavourable, Neutral Articles for.the 
respective Context Units by Nigerian Statesman Newspapers 

Favourable Unfavourable Neutral 
Context Units 

%of %of %of %of %of 
No. Total Length Total No. Total Length Total No. Total Length 

Feature 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 

Newsrcport 2 66.67 456.25 96.00 5 48.71 486.23 46.13 5 8333 34337 

Editorial 1 33.33 19 4.00 1 14.29 345 32.73 0 0.00 0 

Cartoons 0 0.00 0 0.00 1 14.29 222.75 21.14 0 0.00 0 

Pictures 0 0.00 0 0.00 

I 
0 0.00 0 0.00 1 16.67 160 

Total 3 100 475.25 100 7 100 1053.98 100 6 100 503.37 

Table 30f2: Table showing amount of space allocated to Favourable, Unfavourable, Neutral articles for the 
respective News Categories by Nigerian Statesman. 

Favourable Unfavourable Neutral 
News Categoiy 

%of %of %of %of %of 
No. Total Length Total No. Total Length Total No. Total Length 

Treaty 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 

Economic 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 1 16.67 131.75 

Social 2 66.67 456.25 96.00 2 28.57 303.42 28.79 3 50 250.02 
Political 1 33.33 19 4.00 2 28.57 154.79 14.69 2 33.33 121.6 

Legal 0 0.00 0 0.00 3 42.86 595.75 56.52 0 0.00 0 

Total 3 100 475.25 100 7 100 1053.96 100 6 100 53.37 

%of 
Total 

0.00 

68.21 

0.00 

0.00 

31.79 

100 

%of 
Total 

0.00 

26.17 

49.67 

24.16 

0.00 

100 

I~ 
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Table 30g1: Table Showing amount of space allocated to Favourable, Unfavourable, Neutral Articles for; the 
respective Context Units by the Nigerian Tide Newspapers 

Favourable Unfavourable Neutral 
Context Units 

%of %of %of I %of %of 
No. Total Length Total No. Total Length I Total 1'<>. Total Length 

I 

Feature 0 0.00 0 0.00 4 50.00 i 1697.79 

I 
61.50 0 

I 
0.00 0 

Newsreport 4 100 210.17 100 4 50.00 I 106275 38.50 16 100 2328.39 

Editorial 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 I 0 I 0.00 0 

I 

0.00 0 

Cartoons 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 

-I 
0 

I 
0.00 0 0.00 0 

Pictures 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 
I ! I I I 

Total 4 100 210.17 100 8 100 I 27<i0.54 

I 
100 16 

I 
100 2428.39 

I 

Table 30gz: Table showing amount of space allocated to Favourable, Unfavourable, Neutral articles for the 
respective News Categories by Nigerian Tide Newspapers 

Favourable Unfavourable Neutral 
News Categoiy 

%of %of %of I %of %of 
No. Total Length Total No. Total Length I Total No. Total Length 

I 

! 
Treaty 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 l 0.00 

I 
1 6.25 604.5 

Economic 1 25.00 6232 29.65 1 12.5 9?-56 335 2 12.5 76 
i 

Social 2 50.00 121.25 57.69 1 12.5 617.64 I 2237 8 50.0 11823 

Political 1 25.00 26.6 12.67 5 62.5 1609.8 I 58.31 4 25 481.59 
I 
I 

Legal 0 0.00 0 0.00 1 12.5 440.54 I 15.96 1 6.25 84 

! 
Total 4 100 210.17 100 8 27<i0.54 100 

I 
16 100 242839 100 I 

I 

%of 
Total 

0.00 

100 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

100 

%of 
Total 

24.89 

3.13 

48.67 

19.83 

3.46 
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Table 30b1: Table Showing amount of space allocated to Favourable, Unfavourable, Neutral Articles for the 
respective Context Units by National Concord Newspapers · 

Favourable Unfavourable Neutral 
Context Units 

%of %of %of %of %of 
No. Total Length Total No. Total Length Total No. Total Length 

Feature 0 0.00 0 0.00 2 7.69 1191.75 19.19 1 1.92 110S 

Ncwsreport 19 95.0 1602.22 92.5 21 so.n 4196.96 67.59 51 98.08 2958.26 

Editorial 0 0.00 0 0.00 3 11.54 820.25 13.21 0 0 0 

Cartoons 0 

I 

0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 

Pictures 1 5.00 130 7.50 0 0.00 . 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 

Total 20 100 1732.22 100 26 100 6209.46 100 52 100 3065.26 

Table 30h2: Table showing amount of space allocated to Favourable, Unfavourable, Neutral articles for the 
respective News Categories by National Concord Newspapers 

Favourable Unfavourable Neutral 
News Category 

%of %of %of %of %of 
No. Total Length Total No. Total Length Total No. Total Length 

Treaty 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 

Economic 4 20.0 188.95 10.91 0 0.00 0 0.00 6 11.54 270.78 

Social 11 55.0 113958 65.79 2 7.69 194.49 3.13 14 26.92 989.1 

Political 5 25.0 403.69 23.30 13 50.0 3320.93 53.48 25 48.08 1083.05 

Legal 0 0.00 0 0.00 11 42.31 2694.04 43.39 7 13.46 725.8 

Total 20 100 173222 100 26 100 6209.46 100 52 100 3068.76 

%of 
Total 

3.6 

96.4 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

100 

%of 
Total 

0.00 

8.82 

32.23 

35.29 

23.65 

100 

I~ 
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Table 30ii: Table Showing amount of space allocated to Favourable, Unfavourable, Neutral ,\rticles for the 
respective Context Units by the Guardian Newspapers 

Favourable Unfavourable Neutral 
Context Units 

%of %of %of %of %of 
No. Total Length Total No. Total Length Total No. Total Length 

Feature 2 9.09 769.12 19.38 0 0 0 0.00 1 3.70 447 

Newsreport 15 68.18 2598.91 6550 11 91.67 1895.76 94.99 26 26.30 4729.52 

Editorial 1 4.95 76 1.66 1 8.38 100 5.01 0 0.00 0 

Cartoons 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 

Pictures 4 18.18 534 13.46 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 

Total 22 100 3968.03 100 12 100 1995.76 100 27 100 5176.52 

Table 30h: Table showing amount of space allocated to Favourable, Unfavourable, Neutral articles for the 
respective News Categories by the Guardian Newspapers 

Favourable Unfavourable Neutral 
News Category 

%of %of %of %of %of 
No. Total Length Total No. Total Length Total No. Total Length 

Treaty 7 31.82 1874.65 47.24 1 833 223.28 11.88 1 3.70 316.2 

Economic 6 27.27 108031 27.23 1 833 103 5.16 0 8.00 0 

Social 6 27.27 582.23 14.67 4 3333 766.26 38.39 9 3333 1637.47 

Political 2 9.09 331.8 8.36 5 41.67 784.36 39.30 14 51.85 2868.15 

Legal 1 4.55 99.54 2.51 1 8.33 118.86 5.% 3 11.11 354.7 

Total 22 100 3968.03 100 12 100 1995.76 100 27 100 5176 

%of 
Total 

8.64 

91.94 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

100 

%of 
Total 

6.11 

0.00 

31.63 

55.41 

6.85 

100 
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Table 30j1: Table Showing amount of space allocated to Favourable, Unfavourable, Neutral Arti.cles for the 
respective Context Units by the Punch Newspapers 

Favourable Unfavourable Neutral 
Context Units 

%of %of %of %of %of 
No. Total Length Total No. Total Length Total No. Total Length 

Feature 1 5.26 408 11.n 2 5.26 723.45 10.91 2 7.14 865 

Newsreport 18 94.74 3058.3 88.23 30 83.33 4973.2 74.97 26 92.86 1821.65 

Editorial 0 0.00 0 0.00 1 2.78 289 4.36 0 0.00 0 

Cartoons 0 0.00 0 0.00 3 833 648 9.68 0 0.00 0 

Pictures 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 

Total I 19 
1100 

34663 100 
136 1100 

6633.65 100 28 100 2686.65 

I 

Table 30j2: Table.showing amount of space allocated to Favourable, Unfavourable, Neutral articles for the 
respective News Categories by the Punch Newspapers 

FallOUrable Unfavourable Neutral 
News Categoiy 

%of %of %of %of %of 
No. Total Length Total No. Total Length Total No. Total Length 

Treaty 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 

Economic 0 0.00 0 0.00 1 2.78 255 038 2 7.14 51 

Social 14 73.68 2817.15 81.27 4 11.11 1054.89 11 39.29 875.4 3558 

Political 5 2632 649.15 11.73 19 52.78 3281.65 49.47 15 5351 1760.25 

Legal 0 0.00 0 0.00 12 3333 2272.2 34.25 0 0.00 0 

Total 19 100 I 34663 100 36 100 6633.65 100 28 100 2686.65 

%of 
Total 

32.00 

67,80 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

100 

%of 
Total 

0.00 

1.90 

6552 

0.00 

100 

I~ 
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Table 30k1: Table Showing amount of space allocated to Favourable, Unfavourable, Neutral Articles for the 
respective Context Units by the Nigerian Tribune Newspapers 

Favourable Unfavourable Neutral 
Context Units 

%of %of %of %of %of 
No. Total Length Total No. Total Length Total No. Total Length 

Feature 2 9.52 1652.25 28.30 1 6.25 580.5 19.76 0 0.00 0 

Newsreport 18 85.71 2109.16 69.01 13 81.25 2117.68 72.10 40 100 42n 

Editorial 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 

Cartoons 0 0.0(J' 0 0.00 2 12.5 · 238.95 8.14 ·o 0.00 0 

Pictures 1 4.76 156.75 2.68 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 . 

Total 21 100 5838.16 100 16 100 2937.13 100 40 100 92n 

Table 30kz: Table showing amount of space allocated to Favourable, Unfavourable, Neutral articles for the 
respective News Categories by the Nigerian Tribune 

Favourable Unfavourable Neutral 
News Category 

%of %of %of %of %of 
No. Total Length Total No. Total Length Total No. Total Length 

Treaty 2 9.52 334.65 5.73 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 

Economic 1 4.76 83.6 1.43 0 0.00 0 0.00 4 10 1n.45 

Social 10 47.6 2468.17 42.28 0 0.00 0 0.00 15 37.5 21n.os 

Political 8 38.1 2951.71 50.56 11 68.75 2616.95 89.1 17 42.5 1343.88 

Legal 0 0.00 0 0.00 5 31.25 320.18 10.9 4 10 578.52 
O• .. 

Total 21 100 5838.16 100 16 100 2937.13 100 40 100 42n 

%of 
Total 

0.00 

100 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

100 

%of 
Total 

0.00 

4.15 

50.9 

31.42 

13.53 

100 

1;1 
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ECOWAS countries alive in the perspectives of their readership and therefore the 

Nigerian people. 

4.1.10 Findin2s of the External Coder: 

For the external validation of the analysis of the study especially with respect 

to the instruments of content code guides that were used to analyse the Direction 

of the newspapers with respect to the categories of Favourable, Unfavourable and 

Neutral, the study sought the assistance of an external coder. The coder examined 

the context categories and thereafter randomly sampled 20% of the study's 

sampled population of 11 newspapers. Three newspapers were obtained and 

these were: 

(i) Nigerian Observer 

(ii) The Gurdian 

(iii) Daily Sketch 

The second stage in:volved a sampling of 20% of the newspaper dates 

collected for the study. Thus for Nigerian Observer I I articles out of 55 were 

sampled; The Guardian 12 articles out of 61 were sampled; Daily Sketch 23 out of 

116 articles were sampled. 

The coder's analysis produced the evidence in Table 31a and 31b. The 

coder's analysis shows a relative and comparative balance between the findings 
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Table 3l(a)! Table Showing the total number of articles classified as Favourable, Unfavourable, Neutral by the 
External Coder 

Newspaper Total of Sample for No. Favourable % No. Unfavourable % No.Neutral 
Articles External Coding 
Published 

Nigerian Obsciver 55 11 1 9.09 3 27.27 7 

The Guardian 61 12 5 41.67 3 25 4 

Daily Sketch 106 23 7 30.43 6 26.09 10 

Collective Total 222 46 13 12 21 

% 

63.64 

33.33 

43.48 

Table 3l(b)! Table showing total newshole devoted to Favourable, Unfavourable, Neutral articles from External 
Coder's Findings 

Newspaper Total Space Total Space of Space for % Space for % Space for % 
Sampled Articles Favourable Unfavourable Neutral 

Nigerian Observer 9671.l 1686.45 33.75 2.00 482.13 28.59 1170.57 69.41 

The Guardian 9535.8 2075.63 478.33 23.04 665.6 32.07 931.8 44.89 

Daily Sketch 17263.7 2542.38 675.16 26.56 m.oJ 30.37 1095.19 43.08 

Collective total 36470.6 6304.46 1187.14 1919.76 3197.56 

,~ 
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of the main study and that for external validity. In the main study it was observed 

that though there was simple majority in the number of articles classified as 

Unfavourable as against the Favourable articles the margin of difference was rather 

negligible so that the combined effect of the Neutral ~icles and the Favourable 

articles could neutralise any negative attitudes. In the coder's analysis although the 

Favourable articles are more than the Unfavourable the difference is low by 1 

article. However the Neutral articles are more than both. This was also observed 

in the main study. This goes to prove that the instrumentation · for classifying the 

articles into Favourable, Unfavourale and Neutral were reasonable and were 

capable of being replicated. 

Having achieved this status, it meant that all other measurements arising 

from the classification were adequately and reasonably prepared. This view is also 

supported by the external coders analysis of the amount of space and percentage 

which show similarity in regularity although not in absolute quantum. With the 

regularity of the coders analysis being similar it is further argued that the external 

validity of the instrumentation for the study has been achieved. 

Thus, the generalization arising from the study willalso be validly arrived at. CODESRIA
-LI
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5.1 Observation 

CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

275 

The study set out to achieve some specific tasks in relation to the 

communication performance of the Nigerian press with respect to economic 

development issues. The focus of the research was directed to: 

1. answer some specific research questions that would throw light on the 

communication attitude of the Nigerian press to regional economic 

development issues. 

2. generate some hypotheses that would enable us to understand the 

probable communication behaviour of the Nigerian newspaper media in 

relation to economic development issues. 

In order to achieve the communication tasks delineated above the research 

proposed five research questions to/ guide itin the evaluation of the communication 

attitude of the Nigerian press to the ECOW AS Treaty of sub-regional economic 

development issues,especially the Nigerian newspapers. The research questions 

included: issues, especially the Nigerian newspapers. The research question 

included: 

(i) How have the Nigerian newspapers reported generally about the adoption 

of the Lagos Treaty establishing the Economic Community of West African 
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states (ECOW AS)? 

(ii) How have the Nigerian newspapers reported on the following dimensions 

of ECOWAS: 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

Economic 

Legal 

political 

cultural 

(iii) How have the Nigerian newspapers treated news items on the ECOW AS 

protocol relating to free movement of persons, residence, and establishment 

in the ECOWAS region. 

(iv) How have the Nigerian newspapers responded to · ECOW AS goals of 

economic and social . int~gration which are likely to lead to the loss of 

national sovereignty in the long-run? 

(v) In what ways have the newspapers in Nigeria portrayed ECOWAS as a 

potential instrument for collective international political influence for the sub

region against political and economic power blocs? 

The evidence obtained from the actual communication performance of the 

Nigerian newspapers that were collated and analysed statistically showed that the 

Nigerian newspapers 

sampled newspapers 

as a collective and as individuals as represented by the 11 

showed that there were very few articles addressed to the 
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ECOW AS Treaty of regional economic development. This conclusive low count on 

contribution of communication attitudes to the ECOW AS Treaty of economic 

development was arrived at on the basis of evaluation of: 

(i) total number of news articles on the Treaty. 

(ii) Direction of the articles from the point of measurement of 

Favourable, Unfavourable and Neutral. 

(iii) total amount of newshole devoted to the propagation of the 

ECOW AS Treaty of economic development. 

(iv) the prominence given to the ECOW AS Treaty of economic 

development. 

(v) the total communication performance of the Nigerian newspapers 

under the Treaty as ~ompared to the other communication variables. 

In spite of the above conclusive findings, it was also statistically observed 

that the Nigerian newspapers contributed massive information materials on the 

activities of the member signatory countries of the ECOWAS Treaty. Although this 

communication effort was adjudged by the study to be tangential, it still noted the 

fact that such communication activities would contribute to the awareness of the 

Nigerian readership of the image and nature of the domestic status of the countries 

Nigeria had entered into an economic treaty with for collective economic 

development. 
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On balance, however it is still statistically observed that the Nigerian 

newspapers did not show commitment and dynamism, as the Nigerian press have 

been historically noted, to issues that were relevant and are still relevant to the 

corpus of Nigeria's fulleconomic development in the context of a new nationalism, 

the eco_nomic nationalism which can be totally realized only in the context of 

regional collectivism and cooperation towards economic emancipation· which is the 

true freedoms, for the people of the sub-region. 

From the evidence, therefore, the study reached the conclusion that the 

Nigerian media operators would surely need re-education, re-orientation, 

conscientization, sensitization to achieve that level of commitment that were the 

driving force of their predecessors in the anti- colonial struggles and the virtile 

show of political nationalism. It is this type of communication attitude that willleads 

to the mobilization of the region's people to accept economic strategies that would 

emancipate them from the crushing effects of structural Adjustment Policies (SAP) 

and the threats of economic regionalism in the West, like Europe 1992 and the 

economic integration of Canada and America as well as the dictates of the seven 

most industrialized countries of the world. 

In order to tackle the .second communication task,the study examined the 

literature on the communication attitudes of the Western countries towards the 

development strategies of their countries in all its ramifications. The specific 
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landmark developments were always compared with the Nigerian situation to elicit 

the probable behaviour of the Nigerian press towards similar development issues. 

Further the communication experience of some third world countries were also 

studies under development situation and their achievement and failures were noted 

in order to enable the study arrive at the probable behaviour of the Nigerian press 

similar .circumstances. 

Therefore West Africa as a region was examined to determine how 

communication was carried out under the various historical phases- of the region. 

In this respect the study an integrated attitude to see Nigeria as part and -:WaS 

parcel of the region's development because Nigeria was part of the region and 

also shared the themes of the development process in the periods delineated. 

From the responses and reactions of the communication and opinion leaders 

deduction were made to determine the probable behaviour of the Nigerian press. 

Thus from the entire corpus of literature that was reviewed to arrive at a Nigerian 

probable attitude the following theoretical assumption were made to be validated 

or negated by the study's finding: 

1. (a) In Nigeria, the communication media are likely to be congruent with 

their government on foreign policy issues that facilitates the country's 

development goals. 

(b) Thus the Nigerian newspapers will support the ECOW AS treaty of 
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sub-regional economic development. 

(c) The rationale for this is that in the evolution of the country, the 

traditional and modem communication media have supported issues 

and events that have not undermined their social, economic and 

cultural stability. 

.(a) The Nigerian newspapers will not undermine the ECOW AS goals 

even though it may lead to imbalance in the country's economic, 

legal, political, cultural and linguistic spheres. 

(b) This so because the media would canvass the need to endure the 

short-term imbalances for a more permanent long-term. 

(a) where, Nigeria, in an economic union willexperience population influx 

the newspapers willnot canvass against the adoption of the union's 

goals. 

(b) This will be so because the newspapers will tend to side with the 

(a) 

government views on adoption since the Treaty will be based on 

mutuality although the privately owned newspapers will be 

antagonistic in the early stages. 

Should sub-regional economic development lead to loss of national 

sovereignty, the Nigerian newspapers are not likely to be 

antagonistic although the privately owned newspapers willresist in 
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the early stages 

(b) This would be so because· the government owned newspapers will 

be congruent with the government views; for reasons of the cohesion 

thesis and ABXcommunication theories, privately owned newspaper 

will gravitate at the later stages towards the dominant views of the 

government. 

(a) Should sub-regional economic development lead to international 

political significance for Nigeria and the region, the Nigerian 

newspapers will not be negative towards the Union in their news 

carriage in the ECOWAS issues. 

(b) The rationale for this is that where integration will lead to regional 

and national secufity and international political significance the 

newspapers will be more willing to advocate Nigeria's and 

participation of Nigerian's in the ECOWAS union. 

From the corpus of the statistical evidence, the Nigerian newspapers as a 

collective validated all the five theoretical assumption deduced above. For example, 

in spite of the low count on the articles devoted to propagating the ECOW AS 

Treaty per se, it was observed that the Nigerian newspapers provided more 

favourable articles on the ECOWAS issue than unfavourable. However, the 

preponderance of articles was on the neutral direction. Thus a concurrent reading 
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of the favourable articles and the neutral article willshow that the relative efforts of 

the Nigerian press was towards communicating favourable about the ECOW AS 

Treaty of economic development. This observation is corroborated when the 

individual performance of the sampled newspapers is examined in Table 30a1 1o 30kl. 

Secondly the validity of the above theoretical assumption was aj.so premised on the 

notion that the volume of articles devoted to the members ECOW AS countries was 

sufficient to generate interest of the Nigerian readership towards those countries. 

This communication behaviour would indirectly enable the Nigerian readership to 

observer that the newspapers were vicariously supporting the ECOW AS Treaty of 

economic development. 

From the preceding summation therefore, it was also logical to conclude 

that the underlying rationale for the attitude of the Nigerian newspapers for 

supporting the ECOWAS Treaty of economic development were also validated. The 

study therefore concluded that with the validation of the theoretical assumption by 

the statistical evidence already discussed. The assumption had successfully 

graduated into hypothesis about the Nigerian press communication attitude to 

development issues. 

Thus, whatever views that may have been known along the lines of the 

study were only rational so that present study has succeeded in achieving is to 

rest these notions as well as the present hypotheses on a pure scientific and 
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systematic basic capable of being tested and replicated with respect to other 

Nigerian newspapers or the newspapers of other members ECOW AS countries. 

It is in this respect that this study wishes to modestly assert that its primary tasks 

of: 

(i) delineating the communication attitude of the Nigerian press to the 

ECOW AS Treaty of economic development; 

(ii) delineating the probable communication attitude of the Nigerian 

newspapers towards regional economic development issues with its 

costs to Nigeria both short-term and long-term; 

have been scientifically achieved. In the light of this achievement it is now hoped 

that the finding would be of substantial and considerable benefit to future; 

(i) research in communication and development in the region. 

(ii) Communication scholars and practitioners of the region m their 

development of communication strategies for cooperative goals with 

Nigeria. 

(iii) Development planners who willneed to integrate the communication 

component in their plans. 

(iv) ECOW AS scholars and activitist who will need to know the specific 

performance of the media and the need to involve the mass 

communication media. 
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It is also hoped that, the study will be useful for the Nigerian media planners to 

examine in retrospect their achievement and failure so far in economic 

development issues as they affect the region so as to map out more effective 

communication strategies for better performance. Finally it is also hoped that _the 

finding and conclusion will be a basis for recognising the news economic 

nationalism that is being covertly canvassed and that this recognition willlead to 

the replanning of the education of media practitioners to cope with the regional 

economic nationalism when the spectre explodes openly. That the new 

practitioners would be seen as playing a vanguard role rather reporting the 

activities of other professors of regional economic integration as the solution to 

our regional poverty. 
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P~ 2 S~DAY TIMES June~ 111111 ... .. 
DEEP'IN THK8!N OF.,. z 
FWtNICATION.A".'D J:~~. \ 
·~·'.ADULTERY? · '" 

JE·.s.u s. 
CAN D~LI ~~R YOU r' · .. 

"But fondcaUoll; and all UDC'IN-. or 
Oowtoa- .. It not be - DUMd 

~~.u-~ulnta'.'• 
. . ·. . 'Ephnlan1 II: 3 

COME TO ,JESUS NOW I 
For delaU. conl.ael: • :i-

- n. AdYft'tlNn of J- Olrf1t 
· CFFIZ Oml-Eru Blnetl -

J P. M. B. IQM _.1•."· • -.. ........... .. 
o,.. Slat.. f' 

I; I --~----
1 EARN B~MONEY ,-::..~': 
I:,--: --"-te -:i=..=-::--

1
1 :::..~!::r"'~~-=--.r:.#.~. ==-·- . e§F' ·~ •: .. --·J-. ·' =-~· ~-- ·. ! _ .. :-~ ~ -~ 
I TIUUd-WOIII.D TUTOIIIAI. COI.J.laa -------' ____ ... _______ _ 

-...................... . . 

I I - ... - . 

. ----------. ..... __ ...... . 
· .. · ..... ..... 

l a=" 5i!=.5=:--~-zt 
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·--•••-•--•-u•••--••UOHHOHHo 

--~----~--~--22~ 
. TEACHlNGS, 
··OF ISLAM. 

. ~ ,;.· .. 
·- ·:. 

IN THE NAMI: OF ALLAH. 
MOST COMPASSIONATE 

MOST MERCIFUL 

Rainadhan Salam· 
(Greetings) ' .. 

"The Jllamie 8tudJ Oroia; nJolca ·rib 
.the 117 milUoa mmliml or l'(l&wta and 
Joma them to wtaJs u. otw &houlancl9' of· 
inlllioa • ~ o1 u. · world; • '"'7 
bie...d and -ful Ramadban ful.lq 
Uib:,....(1401 A.ff.I. 

The Ramadhan mcmtb II a unique ail& 
to Mu.um. and tha occabs 1boulabe 
.uWlzed for Individual ~ eallodhl na.. 
iJon.. for aplrltuaJ · 'purifk:atJaa. for 1111 
u:prNGOII of co-,, lpncdcally If 
ponfbllJ for tbe ops,rw111- or UM 
'ioorld and for ~ppllaitlon and pn)'W' for 
peaca and atabOO:,: m Nlprla· ~ tha 
whole warld. · · 

,: .. u 
I ' 

00

\ i: • • , l1lamle 8tacb Oroup · • 
J". O.·Bo11 4!1:m;' JJ' · . _!! ~.: • : · 
SanaJen. . •, • r I , • ; I ' ! ,: ' 

.. . ~ . . • 5rx1 ,~ 
.. r·-;,r.;I 

,, 
FOREIGN COMMtNtAhk }~.{ FOREIGN COMMGNTl.RY .: J 

~ : ,.. ' • • 1 . . "~ ,i·· ~. ••. " ..... .' ~ •' ... ,".-~' ~ : . • · ';.. 

·• -

,,~. ... -~~:~-. tt'·-~~~!.:·, .. ~--
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journalistJa$f~:t 
'TNI 10,ie of con, 
I .,.,,.,.y lt4twHn lh• 

~Qu anlf 1he ••· 
,......,. a,m of oov.,n. 

.. 11111 lt.t C~nlry ••U 

~ 
.. .,,....4 to, ment 

' ~ I be<•uH lM 

political· ''PaWri 
.•• .; '! '°"'"·"" . h•• 
~ atr'-"'" rhe tev•I of 
l•r ~ COmP4l•nc• 
M,I A 911~•• 111 1he 

[~11411. ltul '"''' 1om1 '4 _hldaN Hill t>.Uew• lhH 

~~ ...... &e., fo,urfl•liU hH 

1.1 ruc"-d lhe •G• of 
14CYI f"-Ollt.&bUlty. 

P,,Kbliorier1 ..,...,,e II lhe 

1'9Cei~ .-,,d. Fa,, hourt; 

lf'lcr communic,11ior, IJow 

~h lho 1/0Ve'"'""'-,.;I l,"l(l(J• 
e-1 '"Act One K.rt"lr l"lf•tr w,.,~1 

CW""oe·li11'>d. Heorit:.,, hfl could 
"01 ~..,. 1ue11o!d e,ilh.er their 

......._ ol pe,c.eption OI r11len. 
l.lOtl •1 Iha lecru,e. 

11'\f oo-,.,no, did no1 h;de 

hi:a diM.1t111 II n,. Gu•rdla" 
N..ttott•I Cc.,t:o,d 1nd: 

di1hnou1i,on~ 1 
ac1ivi1in, he muel ~ be "concelvat)la that l:h9ra II WI• 

rHdy lo fee• ·mo,a bl9t1atn1· . -~~n~ l90CN1a by IM 
ollirolron,"'-ln~ Mr.'... -lwlllNI 
moni, . _ · . •·U1"1 UO I atate ~ 

The wony of h&r - ~ . rlddlod wllh .. u~b1J1ncod 

·- ·-··-u --1 · roponlng. - ·nac cu,t, 1,~1noru---~-. NTA''~' .. 

~. OVI 01 1h1111 

he curtail, Iha powet·'of rtw\ . · · ~. :,.. I i • .~~ 
o•eu. "Thoy IJc,uinollo11I;. ·. Thi, ~,ti.;;.;..-,' 
r.hould lol U1 off - IN)i'. :or,JNNd 16',,1/ "'"'ildr,•1.._: 
,.., - ui - -· ..,;;;r::. olrucl-. ,it,l,·ilate~ 
mend UI - they fNI, h lit-": IO hoot Lll>t~.-~ nitwork. ~. I,... lribun11, lo, y-:, -4-M>nh 11. W. can ___ 11.~·r ....... lhl~lj!~ .... ,-.,, jowl--. or 

•• lllllblc ID lddr"' jov,· 
..... ·~oft,-.. 

•wet. &lai. of Iha Rulm. 
•• ... aten.1 to ....t,.c;h 1hti 
1tlf'1'lllal ill eaowec, 10 p,e,, 

l'9' ... ON lleaping 1\11\C· 
r. r:I ~I~ inlOI· 

.. ,~111 10 11,, pubhcs 

*"ll,J11tf'lallitf'wn19c1,d 

,.,_.. d tt'loU ., "'°""et. 
,-· 90'lt-hl ii Iha p,,a,cli, 

... .,.o,ting ., lllher 01,9 

·""'*"'~ l'N(M Ot 

w .. 1n,,w rhe rwv m•ster, or 

""' lriliu"•· .,..., ~c~ 
Tributte 1nd Gu.,dl•n 10 
a,,y deb.It 1nd chall~nge. , 
E.ac.h ~ ,.... chuliM any 
;o,..,r\.P'lt, I~ ""°"Id ruah 10 
lh1 Tribune, 1 local 
~[].aper whieh is ready 10 
Pl,,bl,:a.1'1 any- rubbish", the 
poverno, deaca."lded huvUy 
on 11\41 ,vint media. 

Ge<ie<ol Yokubu ~.it.,'; .. -·"°! ~.ll!;lhe_NTA 
'°'"'"' held o( lllte, IDl!l ""t ; ""' !he __ "'!!'9-.),Ho . ,._ 
Cacilklog,thoO-cholnnln_.., __ , ogl'Nd ~-!he~ o( 
of lnt«natlonal PubHahlng wewe .... • ,.percepdon'.and 

COIJ)Of'arion of Briteln on .1 ,....,,1on .. of 1h11 ,...... ccw,. 

O«:ombo< 15, 11179, ·*'!I" -, -~,bo hlglw "-
the lane, paid him I couri_-:' when l""'t •IChed k o,i it.. 
call. '· • f NTA J:· r 

The Jiinni, Prtn\o Mr>hlt .. ;. 'He'.~~-~-
on India, late ~II- ' e .. ... • 
Nohtu, otao molnllined lliot! · Mmull . "!IIJij !o'or•h•(· 

.; .. , • Mduhln'I oi/""'/ ol. lhough_l 
--------.;.·::which: IMlll~>,.,;..1,.t!M· By 

11. •. ·' ' . 'T.:''"I:.,.... 
ii,,. -- -........ PleYe po1;,;c.1 
••. n. ldtariaf poic.in or 
u eo•''""''"'·qwned 
, .. ..,.ICl~lt .. llhe 

BOLA/I KAREEM 
.'· • · · mo,o ~ 'llw\ .1111 
·:--:· ··.,. medium o(~~~tlon lo 

... :·~; -· lllo'oo--uld 

·- ~· bec;omn • --.... bi clscarded 'M1.h • ..... .,_,.,.,,_ 
~ ---· GoYefnot rr.-. ol ICr.o Stal• ia 

..., ICfl,..-..ing lho 

.... -"" o( Jou,, 
rft _..,.-.orbd M1h 

·- Abubeu, -·· ,ar. ttw Tlftlrnplt. Headl ·-- ..... ~· . ,. ..... bNr'I OClff"c)l,ele,d, 

•tlllffllllell ...-0 .,.o,fla,d 

,-...,..State~ 
,,SIIJ:il.'I IN/gerl•n 
••hl•r lt\d Sund•y 
,.,.,.,, du:rng P,olnlOf' 

tN M"1 '9Qlme, F\a._.,, 

lfWUWC'-1 lo ,epo,1 to 
......., "'61\igement with 

..,. c:opi.1 of ,,.., lel· 

•'r IODOift&ffienl,_ Gove,. 
, ...... ~.P,O• 

.1-- al .... ... 
•a HI ont•timt go,,M, 
16d ftOf ,,...., 8 noilt, 

IN ,,.,... to cNll liM' 
.. ~., ;ourn•li111". 

.,.,, ltlotit found guilry 
.... iut;oon1 will 
~at' lhl 'OD«•· 

,,,,no, Omololu 

ya of 0wo S1.11, o:, 
,dty, Noumb,r 17 
•.0 lhl C&N ol IB jou,. 

af'IKled by lhe ...cen1 
ar v.. 11111 rldte ,no 
Ol'I 11110'\I 1h•r m~cn 

"" from MCIIOl"II of 
.ci.:. The anriounc-,. 

"°"""""'· t.1""11 1l11tr 

~ C~QUM an lhe 
,1&cl1onic m1di1 who 
thou,gh1. 1~1 11 was 1......, d.ly 
...,. ~ proved Wfong 
by lhe oowmor, The 1111,·1 
radio •nd lelevfsion ,111~ 

.....,, accused of "diahonMI, 

ll'Tnc:>(')-ns,ble, UNIP..~e,I, par, 
11,1,1 · and blHed reoo,,linQ," 
N,()flCJaRy during lt'>e elec• 
rioneerino ~riod, The gover, 
no, WH nol happy -.j'(hef .....;,h 

.,.,_ perfo,mancn ~• he 

look 0,0.:.,.. Ha wondered why 

the llal• r1dio and te~is.ion 

1i.t:iona """'°'e gMng r.'\uCh •ir 
tfma .....,n lo~ trivial IC· 

ti1,,i1ies of hrs oovernml!'nl. 

G,ove,,,,or Olunlovo who 
maintaineod 1h.t1 htt ...,31 

re-v~ng I~ cases ,.Jf :fle 18 

journ1/i111 purtil'f' on 

hum1ni1e,ian 1rid mercv 

grounds 1o1id 1h11 1hev """°uld 
be rau,gh1 how to perform. 
··we are goi~ 10 ~1ure 
lhem abour how 10 :lo llieir 

job. S1a1u1ory opoo,1uni1v 
&.hOIJld be g;....,,n 10 all po1i1ical 
Nl'I~". 

mo,, ~clure-1 on how lo 

Olher pol,tician1. II ii. r,w 

lh.11 1n unt1J1~ jourr\.Jli11 
ket II H his duty lo CQ,t'le(I 

nagr11n1 mi:l1.1se of DOYroer by 
g11vrrnmcn1:1. Htr, a, I 

1r,ns.mi11e-r of Poli1icd1 opi
nions and, in .a democracy, 
"Mes him:lolf .u lhe p()lilic,111 
rcc,reun1,1:ion ol fhe viow• 
po.n1 ol lho,.e being 9ov11rn. 
ed. •9"N'/Ma1htirn,.1ici1n 

,. • .,, liml 10 loclurl 

Mtll et • ne-wt con~ 
en frlOW' .oi.,,ri,1ism 

bi P,Kl!Md. Th11 

... dly - mcidio 

The problem wi1h 1he 
NiQe,ian ;ournalist is ha,,,,, 10 
elfecrivelv u1i1fy 1hr l"l&C'd• 
of hrS publics. In a, m1.1ch e, 

~e omphalao•• of wha1 he 

·:- ""' hlo aim ;... .. ioloct "" 
!he people et~ ..... -

; .. f'l ..... bringln~.-.il.-. 
"por,ono In outho,lly"ohoultlJ PIICOI ond ~."-;,, ·~: 

be .1ubjec:1 to .crlJl.cl,om' . The~. .......;....,Jii,, 1 
coasel"' criticism", 1';;·,..;.i · . 'long WCV .In~ .., !he 
u1erit car, ·Nionn~.Mlri :._ ~:~~~;~~;•-~: 
11kt 1h, "a,o,ol- crillciii,;;~ , ·., ~ "".1-:.!!:iil~ 
. ___. . ' . . ., ll'ld ............. Ii~ can, 
11'1 v-,,u fatth. ptCMdlid -..,, ... ~~".'f IJ:~~-;·• 

critici,m is,.,,.' . ~· .. ·-"""' "'""· . : ,Ji~. ~ . s:arc«f ... 'b .1,. 

A colloegu,,'.....,·~J . ..-· 
0

Tho
0

.~'io t~;'>bor; 
th•t lh• ., .. of coiiflci btt-~ · ,·_......,,,the )oi,nalst!and"lha 
ween the p(*tidant and~ · polill_cl1n1.<;?.)hoWI ·:that, 
joumelllt • tho 11,i!ny:o( ·!hit. becouM °'!1 lhf! -;type o( 
la 1181 10 I.al lt'I/I p,olltidanl 1h11 \ . gowrrvntr'tt J'and ftNl'W WII 

biner IMh. E-, If lho'paUd-r. t-. In ~ caync,y, Jou,: 
cian1 tend 10 ca,tig;ara -~ ; · Mli1t1 wil not llwwya tww h 
;ou,nali11 fo, diahing out IN·~ ~th 'Mth moat gcMlfflOrll. 

trulh, the truth, lhal ~:' However. OUl·.gcivarnon 
OIO'Vllil, rnull

1 

leatn 10 icconvnocs.1e 

Norhiog described thlo bit- I c:onsrrucww ~crilidlm ltom 
1ur lhan the oc,inion of~ .. _: the p,ea in rlwi, OM\ ln.,...1 

l'<J' Olunloyo himself II !hi.; ond 1hli of, Iha 111ctor111 
,-., conltllfflel when t.·: which 1nc1ua. Iha medil 
said thsl ··o,vy the truth' can~ practlllonert .. ~- ~- '-~ • 
fr.w .!I l)f'Oteuion 1t\d onty'fW· '· . tt """'' Chief S. M.~Afalabl. 
play can· uptdd Iha dignity of~ the ,w,.,.,ly appoi,i1~ Minin• 
;;1nyone". But who daf'tna1 ol f.duc1Jlon, whO. 11 I N'Wlo· 

"rhe 1,u1h" and "fM puvr· i conrerenct1 1!'1 ~. lilr.llNd 
"it is lhe joymalrlc 'Nt,c, I'll• : the n..a... 1.fflid1nf,'Ol'I hil 
DO'I• wha1 ·he INfa la "the'· party 10 I ~ IOUI> . 
1n,ih". or the politician who I preiWed t,y · 1 :..ire '.lor tw 
~ 1lloc1od by rho rorxutl Un-·: husband. Should. !hi hod· 
lortunatelv, rhe p.ubUc, whJch ." band survive lhl o,dNI, ..,.. 
is atvw11.,.. rhe better Judga, '· ty tM 'Nife WOUid be thrown 
cannot atwavw givti lhe. final oul, hi 1JlC)1119Md. • 

ruling on such caMt. The trill . The mnr,, •• ¥Who~ 
of the journ&lirt ia .,w,.,.. car• • ad to be in charge of the naca 

ried ouJ by Iha poitldll,.. •. ,~ and tell"Mlon ·,1adona 
who inciden1al1Y happen· to ; .. · · 
be the deft1nd1n11 in the.~: when 1w 'Nn Iha • deputy 
same case. · governo, in Ovo Sra'ie, failed 

Go\l'&mot Olunloyo 81 the . 10 reeliH 1hi11 1t19 ' .. bin., 
conference disa;rNd with lruch'" dished OU1 by the jour. 
ml.' thel h'9 on,e,. INII rt,e- Nlill la "°' .. bad a .. 
0~ S1a1e Televisjon Stadon. po:SOn from a wife lo the· 
mu11 hook up with the -: husband. A11her1 It ii• bitter 
Nigerian Teilr.ti.;o,, Authority · piS a~ II~ lhe;..,.. 
lor the daily no,-1! ,- · ,bind; lhould"lhl ..,_ 
WIii lJnf,ir, . , .• •, IWllJoW if. he:~• IOOft 

Though he agrM<f that h • · fNI i11 hea!ing·~~Kt •. • , • , . . . 
t 

~·· .. 

.t .. , .; .... : .. i':".'·d; . ~,.,·,:. . 

· WA t·c ,::.,- fr'-' .. : ... 
·.. •. . .· , . 

·SENEGAL 
. :: .. . ' . ::t.:·it. ~~~):: .. ~·~· .:~· - :·~;.:. . 

: ·R EPo~+~J)~'.!.~;irp:"::f'.~f~!!~~:J~.",;~~ ::·. 
. . . ·s•n!'_li~.~9!'~ ~Plt.!1, o,(]~~k•~i-~~:. t~J: . . : 

~~·w•ek•ndZ?!L ~·-~l:4~~~.~C:l,u_f.!l:.~1vnv~,C;u.P:j .-',', 
l quallfy/~.~-4\m~t(!_':t'{~~~.r:?.t~-• ~~!!!9~'!:! .. : ,., . 

· ,,, Eagl11•';~f!d.: ~!l~!V•.l,~:.~unt~~11.~,: · 
·, appe•r iweet:ln.·on•~veln'.and,•our In th•r:, 

:•.•.other •. ~-W~:ln)~~\~~·.~: m:11Htifo!9:en_' 
EaglH rec;~i"~~ Y~t,~.ti«?th9f'. 9!1!•'.l~!d. •~v:-;_; 
win_ thl• tlm•. In Da~ar,lbu~ ~u_,: ~c:.au~.ofJ 
one · 1'9currerit ~~ut1 horreridou•ly '.ugly··. 
feature 'of -~cc•~f~:·; ~o:,w~\~~-~.-,,.;~~:.· 

I RATE SenegaleM ,:f•ri_• :; \Y!r~tf'!P.Ort•c!, ~o ; 
' have •ton•d and brok"11n .the wlndacrean' of .' 
·.:. th• bu•• carrying:· the :'Eagl~ 't;aclc ··to .·thali' t 

~--~- hotel aft•;; tti• :ffl~tb'h:~\¥h11e~G08ik_.P9,~~ ~ 
:-; .Peter' R~fal !'?•gg;,.i l~•-,Y•U~ ~ca,d;;o;,r • · .'. 
;:;.~~pi,in.11g;~"u~n!l~'!';~-c.0~;1'~, !:~~~' ·: . 
: m•ti:~, "~out ,m~~'1"~ ~.lrf/lj~~ •.t lilm:-0~ 
· And thl• la nonha flrat'tlme:{~,:~~t;·. ·: 

IN . 1,977_;, R.•fv•rw:,-!!"l:'~T"tl~~.ij~t~Enuvi,i: ;- , 
·.:· received"• almllarfy-·ho'etlle f9(:ep•lon,.from·!L -,_; . 

°" AL.-."s· ... ,_~ '1 '·'•''."·f":,.. Jir·•.:..·i..".:- '°th•·., .,....:s'(,'-'";"'rJciY:•::( ,i.' •• 

I: 

,, 

.£ ~- •n•g• ~~~·-·"'·~r1!"' •;J~-~ra•g•'-9~'i ;•' .. 
;·, local.club,"A.~; PoRceiFCl')ri•a.WAf.Ufcu11'.f. ·:··' ·. · 
: ', minch;;;Not~too t 1ori,iff-ra~•- Eli~~'!i. J-.;·. . 
h: N111~ri.M1ou,;,iiiiii~ .... .,"c1 ·,•n• 1"!;~.ci.i~'9'! ~ t· ·. 4. 
:,'. f•c•"· ... '' - ',._ '::'" lti:"''1.lil'"' "iiiJt.b·Fr··;-.Y-<· -"'·,-. ., ... ,~-.~~ .. ~a.--~. -~..:-~ .. -.'Ji f.... I· 
-! ,. co phone· countrf~&T,ov·o . i,.,_o,. •anil . -~. · . 

. ?f Atte;:·~)'natch".-ijf~~-'-1- ~ .. , · ~ · .... ~. ,:- .. ,:· f .. 
' HOOLIGANISM In •po·~ Ii n·othlna new.a. It.' ·: ... .:.' ~-

. · occul"8 811 ·ovar· the w.;~d.tO'eUCh .... a;1·ex19iit. 
,: that. It hait vl"ually becomejiart"and parcel' 
, of •po~.: But· when '.It~ oc.~~~l~.oh~tan.tly · . 

_·. between : Anglop~o~e, an~ :";,~~n~ei:>~.o.n~ · 
countrlH, the nHd· to 'ral•• ·an··eyebrow 
and call for 1ta :.,.~mlnatlo~ "c"annot'1b• 
over-emph••l1ed. · <,: ~~! .. i •i.' 

. ~ 

SPORTS ha.,. been the cheepeat, but moet effec •. 
llw. me .. n1 of btt"9lng natfona and peoS,,~ 109.-thef . 
under the umbrell1 of friend1hlp. Thi•, to • grNt ••· 
1en1. ha1 bNn achieved dVough maJor ~rtlng com
pellllvne. ", . :, .: /·.~~;'~~,~ .. ~, · J•." "" 

AND 1h11 .... why - :·hl .. rrou'n.!Yii:: crifflcuh"•io. 
undenland 1he unCh,111~:,d .. b.•h.•~10~~ · ot, '"' · 
hnegaleM fana. morHO WMn h undermh, ... the 
......,. facto, the competition, · ... k1· to 

0

achl...,. In the 
WHI African 111b·re91on. We condemn tht 1n1ck 

0

N 
unculuirelll •. · b•rbarlc and Unbecarriln1 · of the 
S.negaleM whoa• former ked .of .. •taie. Leop,old 
Sedar S.nghor~ cectelHaly:.P"N.Checl 'the.· nnd

1

for 
P••c• end unity on the coi,drwnl end the auppoeecUy 
gloriou1 fte1ure1 of hi• lde.allHd corice,ptlon of the 
African llenonellty. · · · · , ··-

HDWEYER, ln1101d ol 1naour1glng th.ir , .. ,.;, by giving 
· lhem' the nectuary Input 10 enebla them win. our 

. b,01ti,ra and e1,,,,. In S.neg., NM>ned to unor
. thodo•. prtmld.,. rnana ·which., to put h mlldfy, were 
: quite unfor1un11_1e; . . .": .: L : ,. ~-; •. · ... : .. :: ·., : 

. WE urg, the Nigeria ,Football A11oclulan 
· tNFA.J to,·., e ffl8ner of urgency, lodge 8 formaf ·pn,:. · 

IMI With the orgenl...,. of ,the competition. We al8:(I 
lmplOre compatriot, not to iwulleta. Thi• 11 one way 
to demon1tre11 m11urlty, Underatindlnv and culture. 

'LASTLY, we wtah' to oon9,atulet1 the G~Nn l!eglee 
uftdet" chl9f .Coach,: Pt1tue. Onlg~lnde •. · Ol'I thelt. 
victory O\IW the S.nege19M1 dHplte the hoetllltJN, 
and urge them not•• Nl!Jnl ln lftelr.i"o~ ta.win. 

ffl!)tf ~.~~.'. le~i f.ot: ~- ~10U~~~~:, '.:·i;~ : ' . ..:. ;_ •.;'.'\ 
\ -~ . . : . .~. ',• 

~,. 
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•tx>Ye union on 
1411ta. 
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NEW, .NIGERIAN:· .. ThtArsday._ May 3, 1984 
' .,: •'. . . . ' . . . 

. . 

· · Olli.IA Dft::l1:0fl,{IAlift'l' 
l:lllfflt'!li\/.'-rflft ~"~ 

ECOBAIIMnVSROJECT 
HEAD of .• ~ ••. ·Majo~-· . : . : 

0f,onr:·1'k,~~);J~.,JA'i> ' . . . H.'OWMf° riiid: given ~ . ~ ~ 
General Muhammadu Bu- cha~ng· vi~·Wfth i delega;. . Cal .~or the ~ttinl UP.. cl . . . ,.rf hu dNcrlbed the pro- . ''V' . .' . . : ' . . . . . . . . . . •. ,·, . . .... ====~ ' · · 11on · from'. tt,e,, federation · at· · · The delegation. lncltuted the. 
posed International Bank ta. 'Dod'an . ·e·arracks,. yesterday _President c!f Togo Cha~ber cl 

ENT 

,st, in a. 

Hausa 
5 years 

·hemist, 
1fary is 

t 

"ION 

'ERAL 

,;chedul
of. the 

,, Lagos, 

be Mt up .by the Federation_ :ield that·:ttre 'proposed bank .. - Commerce. Mr. G-~~9r 
.. ·of WNt African Chame.a. .would ~..;..;..,einent the efforts. .~ef. Akin. Georje J1 .. 
~ Co bold.._ ...,.,..,. · . . . · M.B.G. Dogonyaro, deputy preai-
"" mmerce • • . ••-... :d the .Economic · Community · G!nt cl NA~ · 
In the right di~. . . . .'of ·w·ei(>Afrfcan·,.,~:siafes··· . . 

General Buhlrf ,while ex-. ·.(ECOWAsf;.: in' .promoting.. :VACANCY 
. economic··cc,operatfon•'.\.~,;thin ,: . . '. ' ' 
·flereglon,:-,·.: .. ·: .· ·:,:\:·>: ·. . '::· SALESMAN 

.·. · -·TheJaead····t·state· ~ ·:lha't .• WANTED . 
· Nlg ....... - · ·IQDDCll'ted In"· .-.... lple · · Salesm.· e·n~ii".~·t'~~L. Im~ 
· · : lhe ;-;:blisfunent ol ~-~ .: · · mediately by in''Eiivtronmen-
' ECOBANK Transnational lncor- taJ' Sanltallont.:com·pany. 

'p>rated and hoped that.Ill provt~ .. ' · WASC'plus Salcs'eiperience . 
. aions would·. be within Nige~ '.! , Owned motorcyle ls an advan
"accep~ .banklni re,tuJaUons •. ;. · ··· tage:Job involves canvassing 
. · Chiet Ad.;ye'mt t.awaori,)>'rest~. ',: ror.-bustness from house to 
crnt ol the Nigerian.Association :. house.·'- . 
cil,Chambera .of .Commerce,,Jn-. .. . Experience with. a.~Y ,Clear-

-dJstry; .· Mines'''arid .: Agriculture:. Ing Company will be an added 
;<NACCIMA)who Jeclthe':delega-· · advantage;. ·· · 
· tion, briefed the head ol siate on'.' · Pleas.! Indicate your house 
. the proPOSecf J:C.9BM;:IC}>rolect. address for direct contact. 

He urged the Federal. Military ' Apply to. 
Government to·al.q>pH't the pro-, ' Man•g"',· . 

r..ENED ·La' ua•n• .· · · ject; pointing o,.it that majority ·o1,' :. . .P.o: Box 6558, Kadun'a.,. i 
,.. ._ ,uw · 'member., :10,~r~.m.enta·::/ o t. ,,· .,, 

--------~------..:.........;· .. ·-.·"';.·t;;~,,~·-· -·-.. ·---· - .. ---------.... , ',·<· PREss oE·c·aEE ·: ·4 ; ·rR,·aUN,r:<~=; LOSS· OF PASSPORT-:: · ~~~=~ · SwoRN 1Nt: ::.!~~·:.it!:1! · 
;bl!cw officers c protect!on . . . . 0,: ! ; .>. '. ·}.~(· ; :·_ Mohammed, ·Kadan·,,,on. 
agalnal ~alle accusation) .Decreti!b · .. ·.Property i (ipeclal :·mllltliry' ' · 
No.4 wu yesterday sworn In Y · lribu O Dec , N 3 " .... , , .... , . 17/~184 along i~ost .:or.;. : ..... · 

.. ::5· Chief Justi~ O( ~~- ; · ·He ':as not~ ;;_;~\,U~ , flee ~oad Kano·:,. ' ·-· ·· -. 
Uon, Mr. JIJ!llice ~ae iSc>- ·members ·o1,that bibunaliwere. :-.· :Iffound,·· .p. Jeaslreturn it 
di:~ SQweoumo. · · sworn in on Aprjl U 1984. > : .. : · · · 
~:=~~~~ded~~. ;,~,.d~fu~i:.:iiie~~:::~~~t:''.:' :t~::~:.~;:,~~~~~. ,·: 

~Justice Joshua Aylnde. · .. ,: . after the"·awearing,,,the\-Chiel ·, Takudu .. Kano. or. to the -. 
Other memben ol·the tribunal \l1Stice enjolned'them to:do:~ ... ; .. : ·r 

are Major 8!tnl _Ahmed 'Fart;' '·'best.In the ln~tol J~~/-C''.~:~;:;" nearest Police Statio'n. ' '. 
Squadron-Leader Cllrford He observed i' that .the" ~sk_. ._ ________ _ 
~a11giri and ·Lt.-Commander .. before them .was,e~moua wh1':h ... :.. - ......... ----- .. ........ .. ........ - ... - ...... , .... _. 
JQ6epb Elteng Ewa. c\!manded the belt aide ol their'.( . SHA~ABAN·2:no• A.H •. 
·Another~ who wu IWOl"n judgment; He ·however.express-. : .,.DUNA TIMING 

• n WU u· ci,i. Babu ·Musa af the hope that .. their findings . . l'VI · 5;,;, 't<· ;, 
. ,,._,.,, .. ,,·, 
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:-:-: :-: : : : .(··:~~:·:·: ..... --.......... .:.·.:.: ..... ~·::.. . ' .. ~~: ~- . S:t'~-~= ~- ...... · ........ •.• ... ~ .•.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . 
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'oifO'ffi ron. TODA y 
::' :FOR 1mto e,·ery one •11:tt huth 
·,tuin be given, nn:i he i.hnll h:ive 
ahundan«: but from him thnl 
h:ath .': abt sh:t 11 he tnken &Ml)' 

·eVffl that· winch 'he hntlu .. 
. . - ST. MA1THElY 

.. 
. · ", .. 
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1•ru11<1un1 SekouToure,, 
ol ou1.... '":!' . ' 

·,, 

S rq'-'.: ·-,::.;·· ·t. 
'·4'1-' l!"', .. 

. --~ .. 
PAOF. ELEVEN 

-- .. €.0.WAS nati:ons 
1nd · d1Ytlopma11 
Nl1erll mull tocrN 
ECOW AS lllffllben ln10 
qreeins •llh 1he lpirl&a 
of1P«'Wiution. •· • · 

Thus, Ni1orll wouJc1 
lead In lht nolural PI, 

·. pelrochemlcal, rooiaop, 
and lnllleo lndlll&rial 
devdopmat lor-'-- Ill< 
IUbrqJOL -~~:,: 

Nl1erta ahould . lmlst 
on lhe adhermct ol Ille 
1pirll or comparail .. 
1dwant111 .... 

~-Ad.....,Ci,oma 
Min. ol 
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i•uGilWi O~Vfili., Wednesd1,.y, July 10,iS~ .. 
: 
! . 

· WHEN thfl Economic . Community for ; 
; West African States (ECOWASJ was founded · · , ; · WE also call on the mg/ons/ b.ody to fi~ · f 

on May 28, 197'5, the founding fathers had lasting sr:,lutlons to .frequent food shortag6S i 
many altruistic idB1Jls at thfl back of their In the sub-region, B situation that makes t,..,. Ji 
minds. · ar8'J look lika a beJ7garly region all the tim& · 

MOS;: lmponant among them was fin- THOUGH most ECOWAS co~ntrles - _-
ding solution~ to tht1 psninnial r,conomic and aT8 now facing starvatio!1, facilitit1s abou'nd l 
social problems devastating the W6st African · In the sub-region, but reri,ein untapped or 8 ,. l 
subregion. And sinc8 tht1 organiStJtion's /n· ECQWAS IN THE not adequately managed. This is largely due i 
ception, it-has met several times to. discuss · to non-cooperation of member-states, ·tjntJ· ' 
some of these prob/9ms. . 2ND DE.CAD·E· th8 existing artificial barriers like the aam'm-· i 
__ LAST Wfl6kend its 8th summit·session · l ingoftheRiverNigerinsuchamannerasto· r 
ended in Loma, Togo, and as ohen the case . d. ·".-:ny ·(?ther __ nati.on .. s irrigation .. wa.te. r. _· _··:._··-.--,·_·_._" ',·.:.c_~.- .. _. i 

' tificatlon within the territories without th8 .. 
It discussed myriads of problenu some of whir;h ought to be n,counttHI hen,. _ Thlly In- present over n,/lance: on big power nations ; · HOWEVER~ the root cause of ECOWAS' t 
elude the poor ttconomlc position of membBr . for _their salvation. . : .... ,. - : . ·c ta,7ul"BS fn our opinion can be traced .to: ilN.' I 

·stt1t1JS,. transportation drought •nd deser-· _. WE reca[I that the period .ol. 1983-:1993 .unfortunate willingnEJS$•·.ofi:som~' im,mDflr.\ it 
tification, amongst othe'rs. : : ... · . _ wa:s once declared afforsstatlon' 'f611TS ·by· countriBS. to bf1 telegulde'! by_fo~ign powe,s. __ 

NOBODY quit• tr.nkly would tN!inlcal- . ECOWAS. But up till now· thI$.seemingly over ths affairs of West Afnca, resultlng 19 
Jy quarrel with the ,.,-nisitJon for not . .,__ ,.udab,. dtlCislon · ha · not taken off the =~!J'

0
"'}!ance with stipulated · ~~,WAS .· 

-.,- · ,,.,... ground.··Th/$ perhaps ·11ndtlnlCOfflS tM• fact· ·-•u,au, ..... · ;.; : · 
.ding •quick,-.fix.• $0/utions to •II thes.-pro-_ . . that ld•ll&m a _diff.,.;,t from INJism'•nd ' 

:I; b,.n;,;; ::.ti w~uid ,,~~;:J;;,;j,,;,j ~~ .. : :'.:!.:,,'t:U.~:"'=~:J.,°:: not · ,,.::,S,:":.s;,:;;,u':;' ~':'th!1v/un,,,,~/J,,,~ · · 
I.!'\ riff that.,,., t.n ;,..is of~~ ~ sub . ' ; . apart of member nations • .. _,.. . . . ' '- . 

rwg/onal body does not ha~ mud, to $how In · · . FOR example. th.,. Is the lnaxpllcable AND quite •ppropri11tely, the curnJIII 
,,,. w•y of Khlw•,,,.,,t of ._ objectlws. _ · ·: dslay In. lmplemMtlng •nother Important ECOWAS Chairman •. General Buhari pointetl 
TM problem• which fac«I IIMmlHlr. i,at/oM · . : d«:l:slon on the lrN. mo""'9mflnt of peoples of out that the problems of the sub-l'fJgion w.,.. _ 
•t tl» orpnlsaiion ~ ~tlon .,. .i!fl,,J!!!.Y. -;, "" : mMn"-r-6tata long •fter tM commun/qu• being •ggrav•ted by forcss outside Afrlca,'Ja · . 

-~much ~.In MOd),ii,..·"~~::,ns lnltJa/ed byECOWAS 11tt1171bets. kd tor ·~-.,: :..IICCOfda~ with~ histo~divl~ ~ ,_ ... i -
b«:OIN compound«J.. ::, ~ ... '.''.; •· .. _·, ,._--,,··•:~""lh/s "fK>iN'fo'Jie "i;o;tJ,' Jb·'u,t ··,i,,.· ,:.non /u.:;,_~-: ~ f!' .fo!!'/9~ -~'#ffltS, ~-: ;;:; . ~. ;_ ~·-· ~~ ~'. 

;· i · CYNICS no""~ that ECO.WASJfqo. · •t!•rs to.tak• bold 6t.ps th/6 Nt:Ond decade · ACCORDiNG to the new chairman. i 
m_orw U..n • '91/lonal talk -,.op whose ,,.;.n-_ .. MOU_hil t6 C!'~ "1• ~ IIXplo. ... tlon of . -rhen forcn •rw nt to weaken u:s socially. f 
rnl ,,.m.rings •rw only for· ~ l#uln11 of cam- UN frN mo~ CMUN u cltlnM now , «:anomlcally •nd politically with the $,,,;, · 
muniquu that .,. ,,..,., Jmp,.,,,.,,t«I. For move Into te,1,tod# In #llch • ,,,.nner •8 to .im of up/oiling w": This w•ming we would 
~ body to n.nd on Ju fNt, we bel1rtl9 that constitute unbN,.ble burrhn on their host3, li1c• to •dd /$ f!mely •nough 11nd is wMt tJ» 
h ha to ·mak• .,,,. that,,,.,._ .• total 1nr.g,-- and are In tum driven -~clc Ilk••~ of cat- member_ state:s ahould try to guard •galMt. _ 
tion of th• .conomla of ,,,.,,,,,.,-6tata. . tM. to th• 1/rNt .,,,IN,rra$Sfflllllt of ,n.,nbt,r W• _c.,, on!Y remind ECOWAS rMm~ oi 
tlt«a should 1M ,..,.,,,,.,. ,;, Mlminiffntin nations. This would prevent bruch of peace ,,,. ap long :saying that unltttd we n.nd and . 
Mid •rtifici•.l IN,,rien •nd ,- body must ,,. •nd MJSure good ,,.,ghbourllnus In ~ Wut dMdtHI we fall. • ·. 
p~ .to R,ht dl'OUl/ht. hunger •nd ,,._,_ African sub-region. 'AND • word. thr( say, /$ Mough for"tJM 

WM. 

• • I 

18', AIRPORTROAD, BENIN CITY 

I · • woridn9 mothen .,. den'IJd 
I Wf11Y kobo of mia ...ilef If 

IMir huabanda !In ~ ~..... { 
,.,_., __ II. fe:, my~ 

- •• • 

wn.r. h • indicated In s.a . ga,stlon _to.·~ '°. 

'. 

lhe high rwte oC IUlttkla 

our Nigerian wortdnv -
~ the p,-.c taatklfi 
notable makN woritJ;,g 
- p.y hi9J* tua ._.. 
thw_ .... COUMarperta. 
~-- ·- ·-- .J---~- ~-
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Ojeli supports bill 
to split 

. Mr. Ojeli . turthier Aid. 
that be MlUld t,.,. -.Ip
ported tt,e l,Ul to pit 
the NlC eWSl Jf be lac1 
won ~ praldeDcy or ~ 
conarees and · that. tua 
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I' ~nmrAN TU)F., Mnnct:i,· M:ay 2, l'lHl 

~"Y.iir 
~~-

';CJ Ii 

i~~i~=¥I~ .\,v. o .. ~.:1./\.'.,N .. · .. · f:.:.:;,J_::· .... ~E.JlCHERS _01 
thn ularle1 of tee• 

E1~.~"§J;3~t· C£OL.llS10t.~~. 'COURSE . ~~ 
order1are1a-...•e1~ ., . . , 1··· ·• ..... ,, • ,:;r,··· ·~ ·1 . 

.. ,. · whohadbeenrfllllce(ffar .. . , .. ··1,y··· ..... , \c):olonleliubfec:ta. Some, gov1rnm1nt1 
lvorlen Uech•re 111111ir.,...1 ·.vears., ThRSli': .'·,·:JOHN DUMOGA : .;::c:,-At lndepondanc,, the .. wlrh f.,_jght ·triad lo 

_n, on etrfke when rarmere hid produced:: , :nu, ,:,.,,,,m Etf>~nr :i·.Mnlor Afrlnn r.MI •~•· ·:,:h•noo Iha alruatlon bv 
the onver'nment turn· ''"' "'ICOP , w1,1c1, , had·.;. . .. ,.van,,· who took "vur, building houa!tlQ eatatee 
act down thel,.,equ,,t .. ,oral~ the coun1r(,, .~'Of,~ ·on1,frqm ·the 1xpa1ri11e ad· either for outright pu,. 
to be allowed 1o con- econo"'",. •Ince , the/ re~olutlonary rhetoric·~ mlnmtretora P<l~tuatad chaaa or to, hire bv the 80/GN~, 
tlnu, IMng In govern- 19:!0it • .' ./,.' , ··., ,they,. ~4'd.fn de,.(lhla'coiot,u,I practice by lowor .paid ,d- _;,#' · ofAwvCc 
ment quan,rw without · T~ :p,ooc,.sale -: '·· . featlng· the economy on ,~ adopting 1h41 ijfo stYIM of workero. h le regn,pdt>le on• c:en unoorar 
paying env rent, accompanj9d bv lhe de-.! which they had declal'ftd ('"' Europear,o, Thov that 111111 . •«>•ma, ... p11lnt of tile 

In turnlllO oown Iha valuallon. of th• cedl - , front Iha fnl: dey, ,,h•_"'. ""''! u., 1• 11••,r.,_ cam, to grief Irr aav,,..., tll!Chorw, 11,,, 
pie, of thl teac'-9, Iha I~ :I!, lu.iwu 111, Oeco,n-·, ·~""· looted h and mll- ;;end ..,ICV9d, ftU lh~ 01""" countrlu becauae 1h11 when nne tak, 
preeldenr ·explained that l>M 29, )971, The ""'1 of,s:,._fflllnlll1Dd.lt IHI Flt, Lt, J. · .;,fringe benalu, "'""'" rhe · ,.,,.,_ t0 fer bull!""'""' contlddrtllon 1, 
Iha 11ov11rnment ·had lhft .d!"'alullllon WH '.In. ,J •. l,l•wllnu• · en,erued·;-,~ci•lonlel Hplulla,a • 11 • up In the poc;keta of 1h11 that cost of Uvln' 
•hol!alrod f,..,. """•lnll ...a ·<•hana•, 1,1<1111ona1 : front nowhere and ,hot\~·. · . already rich who bought lw>,v Cout lee 
lor verlou. cetegoriea of elli>OIU, 'Nffilllv .cocoa, ·,,1""'1111 the Tlllhle ~.·," '.· :n,. i.1e Ghanalan Jn. them and lellf them out· Indeed and thbt ,, 

, cMI MNlnl•, lncludng hll~ltlf .,oOltt. d,amonns,,rllnge In fflld.J978;·•··,. . ,,;ten)atloN!. elvil a,rvant 10 tl'ie 1ufferlng ma- 'the top polltlo 
taaeheiw, 11 tlle beglM- 11!d co,~ .11,hlgl)et,,.' .. .,1,: "."', ., •... ,,..h, ;:~:·:,' r,m~ 'Larsen 'fa .. ataxhom!t.!nt~. ·::ciomlnated by 
Ing of 1ho V9III' beclu• prices l<1•IN111nce "'"'"·.'··· ·-· ,,ataslrop _IC· ... ,.f.ttu cornmen,..., on m.. . S IT·• ··-.hnocr1>r. 
of the noad to check ~ rent- and" d1ve1opment:: .. -' . ; · '." . , d · ;c. . . ,9111! ~ In hla ,clftgslc u. enng ,., tne .. me 11r 
countr(a flnanc:111 """" Ptolec:11. · · .. . ·, ' > · · - • roa ... <· · · ·. • . liool<: .THE .. CML ·SER·, masses could ,110 avmp, 
!16n :which h•d b11n. ·'"" '.llle_-·<Jet..,;i,f·,'11J":,,'.':~:,.n.ifwbi,1ii,fi'~·Jl,ICE -:.tN,·;.,AFRICA", , .. .', . . ·with Prealdent 
Mrioualy 1HKtelcf;by • 11a1ius .:Kt.1u., Ad""'""'';''·t,y;d.tylng PrHld•.nt ,; .. -~- -~ hod "- Tuchere In moat AM- ·.phoull-lloigny ,or 
fel In Iha pricae of 1t1.po1iu:".:and;·hl1·.-co~- :~·Bolgny'li: . . :.C•blnet;Secraury ... ,c:ancountrlac.,.among 11G CIIIMt °''S 
chief hpOrt ~ ,-.,c!1nspllll(ort•ol.~V.::iordel9-·try1ngtoll"Nd, ~· oa-nment:., the underprlvlle11•.d,· ·chenwhcuppe6 r,., 
mel¥ ~. coffee and J:j,, 1972.cfd"nOr have the :i'lt)e;·~n,, '.P.•1Htronhlc Ha then; became aecre-. Thav .,.. tnaled with trying to PDfl)ell), 
timber· · «anomic• experliw and ;, f'Md. tti.1 1 Acl,eamoonQ; ~ .of 1M East contempt bV '""" '°'""" dlaetedted colonia
Pms1rlP111 Hou,.houe, cn,iunoo Nf'Ml'IO reali••·":hed "-1,·Thev-nt lo Alrlc,n Commons.,. 11ua•nt1 - .. no nov• tlce. 

llolqnv 1110 told tl'la 11 1 ,c• ol·llmllli .:enn,1nue. .enjoying prM-'. vlc:M lor-lCeny,. lJQonda · rear.t,,wt, ttw too of ""' . _
0 

.__ ..-:.~. 
atriklng loecherl thM i, 111 "'•"" •• . · · . lc,get, .......... hid been .,,0 Tenzanla; .thun 11.., ecor,omrc llwlllurs. 11nis,. • ,, ""~ ... ,~..,.,.... 
the ll(NWmment llnow.ct mu~1111us ~nd O<Js.1ed 11,ie. Mi.ken""'~', - , II~,, Director of the r--;;;:;;::~r-:r<:;::=:=;;--:--------
1hc111 ,,, ,:.,11u11ue l:IIJUV• Buw ad1nen11tralfpn. '<dvl ~ .~~~:: .tJniled -~~atl<k\1 Ouvo· liluatton "°" find youra, 
Iii!) frt/'t!' l11ms1ng,111her :,II PtNflllld like~Advinmo- .~·:Progran,mo •• TAUAUS:fAp,il21-M, 
ca1t~J"'"" ul c11MI ..,, •. :'' DOnO,thaythlnlt·u,ey,re 6aat,?Alrlc••. D~ou1v. - _,. 
v•uu:. wuufd bid fur ihe .. ·it... T,.a.ct of Gorf' and Or,:t1'!'10nwaalln ~~acre- ~Meftdf0tll\erno11, 

s.111,1~ 11 .. .,.uoru,1. p, ·· ""''" be ID&Ned to Iv• tarv·General end fim.Uv • =:::, ~: ~1;~:· 
VVMn ltla INCne!W 0.. fll on tnv IWOIII OI ·,ho lop ,,admlnlatrato, et lhD ii y,,u onjoy l>~•no a,,v;c, 

fted Na ord .. 10 P1V for tarmere·ana-oth,... WhO UnJted.,.N1tlou1' ho,,rf.. oth•••· '' n .. , .,..,.·111 .. 
their quer1e111,the preaJ.. 1 • : produce· the cocoti and quarlerl ~ In .,N•tN York.·, nf ,.., .. bull•"" II••,,.,. 
dent uld the tMCh.,. · coif,, .. itf·- the' lvo,v, Where,.- he died lu~n uo, tJulv :U-A,g >11 
~e 0 ,actfng out of .... '·· ~ ·eo. I • ·. , · , ~-IW'Otltl AfULS: .IMa,ch 21. Apul ~JI l\ecaoN uf • l,1mJv 1 

llatme.a to prMa their .·' l_ · :-~~,:~hy·of~, .: With •ur.h • '.'••.11· ~~":,':;'::,...,~~:~·~ .... ,;::.,;. .. .,:;!~~~~ 
p,Mleg,w''. •·• . f fM on the toll of ,.,.,· ground he Waij r.nun,1r1Uy ,-.1,. .. -., • .,_ y,., ••••Pt,..,\C- klll., H • ,.:.,u. "" .... ,,,.. 

I hi.a tvcwlan ac.narlo II I F.~ farmer•. Wle Inherited.' qua~fiod lo comtnh,it on 11c.:~l:.a: ..... kKkt!:, :~ =.::.•:r ~:~: 
no1lu1111 1Ju1 • rohaah of PRESIOENT,tARIV' MOI from - colonlal ,-Ind thla. ,!liuctlnca or 10() """"'""• ..,, .,_ -· od. 
what'"°"~ In GM-. olK.,,,,. •. ' wnan lun,peen'admlfu.'""·~n clYt .. ,,,.,, .. ' 0 A, ... _............. CANCEII: IJuM 22-JIJ\ 
N In 1871 when 1"I late A tJ..'Cl,einnorl ·'lralorw hwd In fne 'gov. give ,,IIP, '1"I p,n,ilbl)<J9 Pl~CCS: !Fob 20-Moldl :IOI A O'NI d.oy lot •om 
"''"· K11li Abrola Busla'a o .. - ' _,, 'emrnent, lloualng. ;.:n .. -"''°~ ·.bv; their Ew~' Vnu'N .... '"" ....... , .. ,.. 11,ho<>gl, ......... fiL.J,, 
novernment ~1e1n~a. Acheamoontl said: . .. Euron8anli hart II rtill!lnll. ;: pean- ~~>ts m~. .,., nlhe,a 1ra.tnd vna, ....u , .. Y""''' not bi ,-.,ling u,1 t, 
d•1w11 1h1J uanspon ana "'1:vwl "" ... ...,,.,.., .··' lh•Y were etrangera.'. ~, .lnebllty to..-..,. the ,,,._, ro · wu. R~~ • 1riv 9'h.,.U1119 °'· n. •1 

t-- IIDOWlftCIIII Df - .._ - - · ..,~..., · __ .,. ___ _... .·no _..._.._ euNl<fnoa of ttw, llllror• poniblo. ollhough you hNllh P,ot>lo"" wil be ' 
, •• .,. ,... ..., •"' ~ .,...-.,... .. ,. brotl-a nd 1_.. 1huut,tn·, •t loo fflUCh 11nn• P'Y"'G Y'CMlf mind. 

nlor.cMI ..,,.., ... Jn. under Prealdent kru•, (n the countri9e:whwl ~~~· .............. • ..... ~ .. t.vw1,01;op,omiNd,A ...... lot SAOITTARIUS:(NovZl-
troduced a & per - meh-~-Vbv ,,!Mvllwd.8-ldee,wtth,:z,,-.-~ .... their Wf, .... j,>y,ngrho-nyololh•r 211 • . 
fh"DI on .. 11r1ee· for Buale." ,. I heir .. racial prejudlCll9 ~· r•fti " ' . -- You N bo al,lo io .,... 
ihoM llvlng In ~ ! OurlM Illa,..._ and ,' U"'Y .....;. c:unurnr ro - '. ~o·..: oowmmcnt Iha! I GEMINI: fM,,y 22-June 211 , """""°" !O YGu( ··~" 

1 

ment bun91lowa·, end half YUWS r'nar Ar.neam•; (n.'.aplendfd' (aolat(Oft. lriMIOchlr>oefh.oeit,,._ Vr,u,.1Ut,o...,,.!hanu,u•l-. 10d yov 1"°"1d "'-'·• '' 
tboliahed maintenance pong. and hll ,101a1e1 • hll,lng, nothing. 10 .. ,ac; oon .,1 ...,.,, popular ~th ~"::::~0

1
~

1
°!,;;;":!; "':;,,- .,. oblig;,,g 

altowsnces on cara pur- colleaguet r~ .. the gov. · with the ... backward"' ·1n& CM ll9f'V1C.e ••mana0 •~ wtwvo lfw,y 1,q,ttt with will ofle• ,~ tt.tr, w-.,PMt, 
chaMd for top dvil .... . . . .. Bual• and hia Proa yuu, T,y lo .. ~in IU'Vl,o n11,td- you '-' II nOeeuAl'Y lo 
Vlf'IIII whh DOv.nment - ". '' '' .,;. ." ,., '. c:·.:·gre .. ,Pertv INrnt too .""in•• _,·-•nos ""'" rh.m, 
loan•. • , • During .. th, St,lllln .and half .. yt1ars c that 1111 .. -:;. : . n,1;,., """"'"· · VIRGO: IAug 74-Se:,121 

'fhe(,"Nnallnbudget ,Acht1am'/JOngandhisso/dierco/lt1agU6SfBn 1t
0

·~ ,i ud fOl!f 1"41 CIIPIIICOkN: IO.C 22-J•n ,II you 1 '~1::'110
"~:·:' 

fo, 1971 read In August . . . . , · · · · ··,. . . · .. 201 ,_,_. =' •vo ,. "' 
11 ,.'.cl th t the......,, · the governmt,nt·of Ghana, on revo/uttonary' lhe ·1_on_'r.MI se"'an1S "' " .... , t1av"" bu......, on· fir:v•iv .'" ,.,,, •• '"'""·"'. 

~ ma . a . · · ...... · . · d, d · ., ,.. · · h ~- Dutn. · wencoph(;no on,I potla,n,111,. °" no, '"'' .,,, r111 tHv. M,1t""-c• ""'''' t,,, , ... , ... , 
sum nl C7 1111lhnn woutd rhetor,c they su~cee e 1n. ufl _eating .. ~ tl· Angloi:>hone countrlu" ""' 1111 ,u.,. v.i.at \ff"' 11,.,.., can ••• r1tfhcu1t .,u ''"·"'~ 1.11, .. 
be rai1ed. t1.:,m lh••• 11co1u1n1y an wl11ch thoy hlld docJared··W8T'.llke ··to·. bAh41ve liltn la.11bkll1111ww1n,v-.• ,11c11mw.,r, o,,n,.,.,. 1•'-11 • ·"'"' 1:1 \ 

· ~~~~:;~.~f ;):j.~~: ''"."' th11 firs! ~sy; They · looted it'.: ~1110 "~1(•.o'')\h1C1J11.> , • ,i v·.~· . :;.:1,:::~.~:.:::;. '
1 

Y'" """'' ;;riitP,o: ro<, 2•-NCJv ~ 
eurh ff wa,., ... ft..... m,smanJgad It till Flt. Lt. J. J. - Rawlings lilclt·, ~· EuropeaN. AOUARIIIS: IJ•n 11-Fof, 191 • A ... ...., ........ •h,. ' "" 

_,....,..!~ • h. d. h h. · ·,h · · Thla, ... •····one ·of tho N,,,,. 1,..,,,,1., .. ,,,0,11'"""'" w111·11 ,,,, ,,.,, • .,,,. ,.,,,, ,-11, 
bulkflng or cJlnlCa 801J .ernerg~d from no W .era nn $ OI I, a_r.n,.11t II ·cau•n Of rhe re.~ilm,.. 11 ,ti. "•-• r,, .•. ".',1.-"' •:,i..r-.,, m , ... .., ... "" '~\ 11•.,t .. 'j, 
health contre• and T11sh111. Firing fBllflR. ·.In ,midi. of th•,"T'•••oe ......... ,.. , ......... v .... ;-• .... , .,unmunr •;:,;: .. nv,::;".,~· 1~1•r,~ 
feftl~f0af11lnthecocne 19/U •• cldo1 In.the new·S1.1us ·~''""· 'r'u11nf1.MtlO .. t'Ollr."11. ""' 
fa,n1tt,u atf\118 fut Iha • · , f At I , . •••• 111tour "'"' ""'''• ....,., ...,. ... •ntt •I h ... , ... 

lai""""==1~1,:.,:at::_~1hl:::,~1:":"":::"'~r1:.;;;;;;,;;.;...;~;,.,;._..; ___ ••.;.------.;;o,.. .. r,,;r.a~. ~~..,..,;;.-~1,._.,. _____________ :aiQ_., 
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N 

i-J:. 

l>.M II 

HOW WElf{,1,$;,,,,, 
~ /?' _o- ~w· FA~A·":· ~-i,1&_/ :,n· :01"~ .. ~.,-, ii·~. ·''. '';,i,;. '. • "'1', ,, ', 

mammnnmaerr 

b 'l;;J If.;)' • . . - - JI :• -·" 
IN 1971J, oho feom•mie Com111uni: ) · ,~:r·,;.ajor: ni~~·or'.r,:eci,lntj~~t·,;if~. 

I\' nf \\'csr Arru:un. S1a1c·!ii•·•;,,1.·f)C'_noni_::.n~- 8nt_kis:·1n,;w~sl-'. 

f ;[ t,11
,\~.·.~ ;~ :'.,:~ .. ' ... ? .~,! 

t}f~~ ·"•~ 1En •WA!-.), ,.;,, r,1ahli,h«J; 1 h~ . '1Urka,: lhe.1,·k•:~1 ... polit.'Y-.. _il.-.'·1hi\ 
(ir~I plw.,,• of 1111.• ("lrllhh,.'ul 1.:UVL'h &ht , ,.fCKilfJ I\ .h~ ,J"lf,_l)'l~C .~ll~f 1111!'11.I•_, ,. 
r,<'riod h<•w••n l9HO anJ l9H,. II: tii>nal.,.r.~ad, r'.'.r .. ~nha~,'lid roi;11•11wl ·-
pt"rmi1~ J·:C<>\•.:AS d1i,cm, .wi1h rrac.lc: ... f hcsc_; ,,c .. ,1n1.~nd1.-c.f ; tu_ .. 
\illid pas,rt>rh in vi:\il '"" 1111.,11111:r ·1.·11_11~1cr-hula~~c-..-1,rnad-.' nc1~url.;5··:· 
,1;111• r,1r ·~, 1lay, wi1l11u11 ~ vi--01. Whtd1 '-'l'lt ,lt?\i.,111."ll ·hy.·1h~ 1.·uL.,llial ~.::· 

sa~lly, 1 hii ~un(c-.~inu llin. · lllihln!t .}-'hktlv. _I~ :M:rvr =o\'c:r~C'il'S 
\ornc11111c, httn almin.l. F,,r 111- lrilll"··~y L"lHl~lf..~·.cm~·_.51;111r"n-ur.:ra~; ·: .. 
,1a1h .... •, Nh•C'ria clC'rmr1rJ 1how,a11&, · mu1"·ria1 .. in .1h.:" hin1rr-lund1 wirh ·,,, 
uf 1llt-gal F<.C J\\'A~ imrmtcrum·~ la,f , lh1,,• Will'''!"· . ·, . , ... '.-..: · ·~~ 
~·"·ar "' pr,11 .. ,1 vital cJonL"\I~· 111- ·., Two \~c.,1.-~f,u:an,r~~-alrC'.ailyr~·,:, 
••resr,. The arr..,,..i, in,migra,u. : .ar .. ry 1h,s nreJ "' som~ c,uenl.'T.lyc ,: . 
ha.i .:Jvrrnrerchrd rhe m•anin~ or· ' , rran,'.~"l!•lian. highway cn_vcrina'.: · 
lhe. flrn1lt\:t1I uncJ hn,1 rail,• I lo . . 4.Ro] \ Lrlc_,rn~tr~, . ~.!11,r,nd!t ru,m!•·i 
1callw:. •llc,, "m ,c&4uhcd p.ai,11tu1~ 1>;1L.111' in .srnettal throu~h Mali~·: .. 
amJ permits lo 11ay or work hcw,111J '1t11urUnu ht.\\1i·u11d Nil(t:r to'N·I). · 
IIO Lia~,. -, - .jamcna in Cl,ad; about 70 P<'f ccnr 

_Amel• 2 of 1hr ~'.°'ocol alsor,ro. , '":'.·'by.•---.,. 
~I><>, rhc al>oh11on o! ,>1hcr - ;.' Pllii';A YINLA 

ob,1 adc. 10 rr«. movemc,,1 ol pcr-. N, 
11

, A · . .' N- · 
sons· ~nd I he ,,1.h1 . of rr,sidft\cr, and . r l' Jtt•llc " u 1 '' , . 

1 
_, 

cstabh,hm~n, "'"hm i, years ,.r ih• ·, nr ii has been uphallrd. ,:, , 
f'l'Uln .. ·ul', comi'na into ro, .. ~. llm II·.. ,. 1AIM,, • '. lflll\;Clla5,.F:M1hwly ':.\~ 
Is ye1 h> be 1ttn how lhls '"'"'Id · - - mn,urlns · .4,800 ·, lilomctrn' linh'.'~; .. 
work. The pttuliu social, c.:cmoinic · Lasns. in. Niseria. wilh' Noualichott'.·. ,:;
and l'\tlJitic11I cir"·11111,1anc:es of ~u,nt in Mau.ri1ani1 1hrn1i,ch:Rcnln, l'nso,,. '~: 
l:C:llWAli .,~,.,. arc: likdy 10 wo,k · · Ghana, 1.vory l'.•>a•I, Liberia, Sierra<>, 

-----a~ainst' ii\ ,11ainm,n1 for the 1ime .. , Leone, '·Guirlra,': (lulMa., Rissau,.,·; .. , 
h,:ln~. (;,,mlJi• 'Hnd ,S.'11<'~ill,' ·Thc.e IWO _,:. 

l ••••I by road bc:1,.«n ToKn,. .~rieric. arc 1hcm,rlves lnrendrd ·10···: ,, 
Ghana ,Untl rhc Ivory COHI hJ-, not 'ro,m pari-or lhc rrun,-Arrkan ncr •... ,\ 
hl•cn ~111u111h 1inc.""e lhe ubt.lrlivc 111.;. 'work or tiv\" hi~h"'••ys mar,Jl('CI uui~'..~; 
1cmpt lu nm,I hotn po,.ct (ilw11a'1 ,ln~r IW,2 by··1hc.- UN 1.;c:unomic, ; 
FU-I.I Jerry R•wlinp in Junc ""' :comn1i.,in11 rnr Arrka (l:CA) .. - : · 
YC'&H. Th"• l>l~rJcrs hav~ nr,cm.:d and. .. ·1 h~:-' · uurhx!~ i~·: l~n brigh(i .. in. , 
clo><d c11a11cally, mainly bc:cuu,t r"rwr nf raJI,. maririmc and air'-,.,. 
the Ghanaian tc,wrrnmrnr rhou~~lil ·1ram,(k.1r~a1ion. 1=~1r_im,1aocc~ any a1~' : 
1ha1 cncmk~ or 1hr rr~imc "'''< u,-· 1cmr1 111 lin~ l\('IIW,AS .ia1.,,.,hy, 
ill~ lldJ:hh11111i11·,; l.'UUIIIIIC',, h'I• rud \\Ul1hJ h«:'tit..ilJ.c tJirlu:uh hr '1if.': 

r.·~ 
... "! 

;., .. . ; ... '"~. 

·:;' 
·; f,:·· •. 

V 

' 

ri1orit", a~ ha~~s In dc.\lah1li\C frrcm.:(, · it~ r:ulw'uv ·1ta1otC'~ tihHno;a 
Cill:111.1. · . ..:in<.I Nir,•fia '""' 11.~-'·a•~I~ \i1..-·or ~~·~·,. 

~1111ihuly, \l'hc11 Ni1•l·1in1.·lt1,,=,111, puu·w~ .t»,u: l·t.al1i..11{•fiu11r Wt",1 · 
hot1llT\ Ju 1,.'IJll\t.1li,l.1rc.· Ill\"' l'.JIII\ ,,r ,Alri'-111 ,1.11,·,i1"' ii dilll'rt"nl ,i1.c:. 
• • ,. • ., •• i •••••• ;,.-•• .,.... . , .• , ... , 

tnc currrncy ·cnan,eo nr I\J1t11, M::at · • · ·'""m•u,ic.t• ulc,~. 1.11111.crem.,: .' .01 

-1-:: .. :.i: \:.:.. : 11'.,;i _L_:_!~'~.~-.~.f) .. ?-.~~l~)JA, .. ~.~~~~''·'"'' 
S11l , \UMU .i 111 !I , ' 

' •..• -, c, ,,-:.,.._ 
lhi, )l'tll, \t11t1e rCOV.',\S \1.111•1 l!C"O\\:,\S lr.111,pun:'mini,11:r,i, hchJ 
><:Ill wurJ, 10 u,,,. 1hwl 1hcy wore . in· Ahiili•n, Ivory 'C::uu.r; iri: 11175. 
hard hh hy lhc tle<i.,inn. 11111 aprc:nl '" wd,>111 'a, llandard. ,me-· 
Nit.tt"tl:t

1
!\ '""'1,nnr11i'-= and W"\"tuiry~· ... ~ "lffell~ P"11i:r•·t1h~~ .. i,.'114,1 ·Jit.clf·1n ·::· 

~u n~·-,-
•,' j-,: 

_,:.·: '· 'rUNI lt,\&.i,\K'it,\Nc'a MENTS 

( 
\ 

"'.:,:11. 

1,·r.."!.h. were al ,ralr. Aci:orllm~ 1n .luac>~n ,,uh.·Lly hl.-co1us.:.or·1hcr h':'1~: : 
1h~ lk•J nr S1~10, Majnr-<ien,·1•1 · r11nd,i1 wnulJ litLii;'; ', ·•,,c_.·· .. ,.,'' 
~la1l11rn1111.1ilu 1111111111, rhc 1 .. \f1l,•1, · · .: A,·,..•.•111i11r, "' l:c.f t\\'AS ,11101·,·,,. 
w1111IJ h'UIHl11 Lhl~C'll u111II .ar- ' rorrl1t11 . \.h1111it1tM ' ...... "' .. donun.a,.:.r:r. 
r.anf"·mtnh ~C'rr. m•dc ' 1 111 \'11'1.llh.' ! : muricimc, 1r'.an_:•J.~n~ r:'in' tl.~·rc:gi~ltl LJuC'. :, · 

"l'f~)}f~~~J · ,;~ S,,;~~~,l~T lg,~; . 

:; c:.t/~·~~\ ... ,,:~·f· .• ·~: .• / I,: ... ·.,.,.,· IUll•tu.,111111.,1 ..-.up,ul al H.11~ a Ill •. ,,:d 
::='v.ilt t1': !·,,111\\.,~~J.::,:: ,.., ·,h..: f\1,um~ UJ'Mi.: r..u tout.: .w hb lh,m·: , w,•: 
''

1 Uunn)·:r::.f ',,,;:,:·1,. ; . 
1ha1 1h,::o.t' \'llal 1111.,•1t"., Uh' pu,. '~'fl"''Y r,, 1.h,• ,111~11111\",s:~r lhl'',•om~ · ,;:,.-
h"i.h·d". h1t11.-..J')•('l1\\',·\~'lln•1 'C.IJM1:il)o· 111·· .. ,;; 

In lht' nl~ilfllimc, t-:COV.."AS . 1•n,. lhour. U7. ,i1illit!ll ·IOIUk!lli of .. ~ 
,131r, '"'"·,,,cnhc rll111.I u:an,,,1111 a~ : ,entttl,, ,,, .CJtl 11111l·,.·11ic:l·a,,ru.:i1y uf:'i: 

DR ARUR,tKAR QUATTAR,I 
. £.rrrlltivr Sttrrtar, eroH'.4.\' 

·.t<."U~I\S llc:,·1~, 1p111 1t'•g1°1lu:r
1 

11.1,,. · 
rd rhrun-h •h~, I""''· of mernbc:rs·.· 
l101r,. Air 1,:r·u,rhtfl. Wifhiif1hc·com.· ' 

, : nmniry i,·m J ~111i1l.1r'°,•,Miui1lun •. 1n·~·.,. 
· '. :diviJual n~1i,111•l ·airlinu .ire vr1 10 <., 

··,:t-'ll•ordinui,•.'.~1h,'tr': .'""1\'et' 1tt1·, V.,'n1,· ... '; 
'i'\ltt.:nu h•u'h·,.: ui,~t lhC'Y f,11-r ,-.1111 :;' 
L'• ~1'.11 re• i llun r, ~m (i irC'iKn nne~ 1>411 h · · 
,1~1_: '111r~·cu111,n!IIII')' ·and uvr,r~ca~· .. ,. 

, fllUIC'\. ' . ., . , 1 ,. •• ' •• •. ·: • 

. :Nc,r' l~~r. ~ rrnj>,1,cd'l'("OWAS, ·, ·, 
. · rran,,nari,,uul hJnL: '!lit'OIIAN)() .;,<, ·-,.' . ~~-r,r,n::~,: ·:!? ~~,~ .,,,.fwiil~ ,ff ·~tu,·rr ~ : 
' : •·•ohn~ ,.·, .... ,,~1 ,.·!.illi~·,11 1 i.~ .. 1:,~!~~·!.~·~ < .. 

• 
1 

( ... ,., .. , N·/1.r, 1111lh1~1,;-A ... ,U"f111g.'tC1:• . .:.: . 
. . l:('OWAS -,nun'r,·,' an 'lniri~I >N:So,:.:. 
I milli,•n w,,rlli r•f· ihaft"\ vr1111hl -1,c: · 

~·, '"""' ..... ,, .. 1,1 , .. , lty .,... ..... 11.-,·: ·:::. 
,. Ind 1l~y arc open· tci ·1niJl11ciltius in:··.'"' 

ves1or. · · ·. 

tCotollnu«r '"' ""r.• · 111 

'"i ; \ I •' ,~, ~ ·, '• • ; • '" • 

• fhl C"•••p~ ,11,..,,._ U:•1u11:.1r1uo~i111Jl·.=.I> II.VII a.m. 
,,. ~··1 •• ' 

.. :·~,c, ;'.1\ 1/.iJ ·Ji':· (.,,f.:, .II lht•· ,.-.uh:11C~ ur Iii·. l1r•,tht·1. Mr r: 
N<NJ Rn,111: 11· ,,,,,._. . · · . 

,/ ,;·;c-: ;.,;~, ,',,11 \~,I•, kc,·ri1,u: '1,111) ;;,, ;,, I~ ll'1 ntiolni~hl 
.~J ·:' ;,~ • I • • • , • • 

·J. { (10 . ·Tr;,cf,i1• 11 ii \ 1:·:,r\,,:l,l.1."1''"" 1 ~, lo. ;1 111: , .. ,. ,u, :1.m. 
\. t~;,;\.s .. ;;~11r.~·11 ~,;, ·~~:,,1:•1t1lt1·r' t?H I: , 
' ' ' •' ..... 

11:,,; 
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.589 ,. 

SIJNn.f" • TJOE. Mav I, 1913 Pip 11 

--~~~~------~------__;. __ ......;; __________ __;,~......;.------------·--~ 
WHEN Alhaji Ali Baba gll\le marching orrlers 10· lion. Nigerians or belonged ~- ,;,:j+'J·Jl;·J=E·.P',·~S~U,N .. ,.D.,·.

1
,.,-y-;_:~:=J~:!.~.~-·.·(j·_, •ff illegal aliens, inhJbiting the most obscure' Whal b,llhors ·ihis_. 10 some fleeing .. , 

co,ne,1 of our gre,11 counr,v to leave for rlwiir · columnist w115 the' Ghanaian or Togolese 
horne•, hrtlo c.fid hu r19ufiae rhat he was hyhung hunlan iulerasl ,sido •O . molhtna. 
a losing banle. · Jhe rriass · e•odus 1>1. As a cassanovlf of . .. r 

~~]{~ The ~et~r~' 'Of_'· 
home, rl soemed ob-
"1ou1 . ro ,most . , · 

~ilig} ECOWAS .birds 
alren1, nialo ond EcowD1 blrds are now·· who In more ,..:.ay;-_ reluncranl lo lorgcl 
female, would rape back in lull swing to than one rrovided eaS1ly. the 
our frooliers rhrough grace our holel1,. enough fun for 'ou.(.. prodominance of frHO-
n1yri1u1 fnnt11.1lh9, gun111 h<>11Nu~. like muntolk .. , ··wt,ilt,··,he. wheeling su• podlors 
1>u,hp111h•. ,•n11oiieud good old rirnos. ·• going was gn,><1; from along the 
and "1-01,1111,r.ri b.,. nur 11 I!& pc,,l1nunr to Lowrs w,~,1, known . Ecowas coastline. 
llopeles•lv ill- res1are here 1har Ali•" rn · havr been The mere presence 
er,uipr,ed unmiurnrion 811ha'9 o,c1,..., on illogaf' sonnratt.?cJ,. wtiilo fJf huou,;ful hutlotfhus 
ulhCJuh,. uho,_15 '.""&131 " 1•1111 I.able some Nigt.rictn babies fro,n Ecowas c~un· 

As el'pec:1ct1. rhcre pa1r1oric ma~lcrs!roke were horn . on. lhe tries .was the .main 
t5 onounh 1!vi11r.ncc on ol diplomacy. wluct,, I fronriers. who-,1. ii was. hoadacho 0, concern 
,ku 11um1s 10 show pres111110, v,,a!i h,,cked nOI qrnrn :.ure ,f lhe of Ali Baba, bur lhoir 
tlu11 mns1 uf the by pnnul.at .ac:clctrna- babies St) l.Jorn wu,e deviant lifestVles. 

Confession of an MRS OG80NNA: 
Yea that h, whet tlw,y 
wan1. Since aome Cttr: 

(r"m,flllUNf from 1111,:e 9) 
avoid galtlng Into 
ltoubla1 ' 

MRS OGBONNA: No 
I did not, becauM not 
mo,ny peoole know who 
or what I WH, 

SUNDAY TIDE: Ob
lliooalv you were v,,ry 
lrnporunt, 10 why 
didn't you let yourself 
he known1 

MHS OGBONNA: 
Wen, I never lnew that ' 
one day I would be con· 
ven..:i lika 1h11. Tha 
eec:ret of lhat woler and 
IIV-,Ylhlng Wflre wilh 
n,e, But, 111 that have 
gone 01.11 of me now; I can·, - 1ny lonoor, A1 
a Ctvletian, I am In a 
much hluher poelrlon. 

SUNDAY TIDE: II le 
OIMfally believed that. 
'll'li1chet hav•· clono I lol 
nf evll In Iha cr"rnlry, 
I-. I frN fflalOn witch, 
whet onod 1hlno1 de 
\'OIi think wl1che1 t-ave 
Clone to the coun1ry7 

MltS OGBONNA: 
Wei, I cen ton VoU thla. 
I had MY9f been lo their 
mHlfng In Nigeria 
i-..... a, a .. ,,_lor 
witch, I attended 
meeting, outelda 
Nigeria. In lhue 
...atlnQ1, - an~ n 
daiegalN rec,,-nllng 
our verloua coont,lea. 
L- wl1Chff do no1 
anend 1nd could not be 
iwe-,t at rNetlnga of 
a,ch magnitude. 

SUNDAY nDE: 111 
Europe for ln1 tance, It le 
tul'l>Olad that white 
~ provide ecJen. 
tlala with .. nowt edge or 
lnlnrmallon lo bvlld 

comptltel'I and 'oth« 
oophlolk:ahtd ulucfronlc 
gadget,. Whal haw .our 
white wl1chu1 c;on• · 
tributed towards. the 
technological advance
ment of the .country? 

MRS OGOONNA: 
They · Havu not do(le 
any1hlng becau,.. moat 
Nigerian whch4'1 ,re 
after nnthing but 
n1om,y, Our 1111n1lema_n 
here, even .In Port Har
court, 100 per cenl of 
them talk money and . 
deal n,oney, Motl of 
""'"' ere In Ouhonl too. 

''The Ogbnnia haw 
mede nonesense of our 
judicial 1ys1em,' our 
coun,, I . meon. Now 
IUPPOH you .. an 
Ogbonl, have I caM 
9nd 'fOU don't know 
wheti,ol- the 111111 Judge . 
or nmgla1,oro I• you, 
memb<lr. • 

"There era manv 
-VI to ellablwi con
lllct, Oflll. of which go.a 
Ike !Illa: flral, you enter 
the court wl1h your right 
loot then. 1tsnd, the 
maglllrale lonka \'OU 
0\/81, Ao ho ,toee ao,. 
you 1hamble to· 'fOU'. 
.,., or you walk 1h any· 
abnormal way ~JIM 
10 Iha lraterr,ily .. ,: ,, ,,. , 

''The·· publlc!./,won't, 
unda;p1ond .b·u~1.:,.1J,·1 
magl11rate do111, t lWll'I 
having, 1111· dowh, 'you 
c,.,.. your · right "foot 
0\191' the left. You know, 
like J<111u1 on ih" Cron. 
Al that point the 
rnagla1111e knoWI that 
:'J'OU are hia bro1her. The 
".Iona 1nd aequenoe are 
rrany, bot 1h11 le·juet 

I' ·, 

'Ex-.witch' 
he do1 lain type of Nlge,len1 

MRS- OGBONNA: It , c:eme over to this aide, 
le obvious. Judgmen't , one. · 
go<>I In .fovour nl the - SUNOA Y TIDE: Hav• 
brother "'"'" bulora Iha - Ing known hla brothc,r 11 
trial has 11or1ud. before him. whet doe1 

SUNDAY.· TIDE: So lhe who10 place fl cor-
111 ynu are saying is Iha!. rur,111d: Womon hero 
our witchus ,In r,ottduo·' osrMJCinlly- ere corrur,1, 
except ucr1u1111 many· You soe;,you find even 
Bnd vic1imls.u innocttnl 
lndlvldual1 in the· 
toclely1 · 

Mr Vi<'ror A llhor, · 
Mn 01/honna '1 n1rvlv
oln1 n,n as Ii• wai Won 
l,u liraltli war mo,r1a1· 
«J/ormo,u. 

ihe 1mallest rM Is lying. · 
SUNDAY TIDE: Now· 

'"1odsm, could ·· you 
please throw 1eme light 
on 1h11 Rosicrclana · or 

.AMORC,: . . 

MRS OGBONNA: 
. On the fa.:., of It, the 

· AMORC Is almllar to the 
' 'apiriluol churches in 1h11, 

coun1rv. Out thora 1&_11· 
big dllforunce. AMOHc· 

.'. la \mty deep almc-et oc
cultlah. They .. _ .. nor 

. · wflh Jho mlrrora nor 1ho 
_,..,, a very highly ad· 

· .. vancod member, con 
:·; .wen wake up the deadl 

But, ·· It· la·. tfm• .10 
become even • lull 
rn11mhllr 1111 afona •"· 
vane• lo 1uch hlyh 

. level. Thoy _don' I kill un• 
·. Ill ,you loul,,lh11lr _ Iowa.· · 

,,,,, Euro~;''AMonc 
le · Iha moet powerful 

: 'IOClety, In Nigeria, Pftl>'.· 
pie don't ·even know 
half ol It, . Sonie 
membere learn only two 

. _or _three good things •. In . 
AMORC you hove to 

O,IIIIIDU<>d r,a I"'.:• I ?I 

·1oon caused more 
thJn a casual 1lir Jn 
most marrimonlal 
homes· ecrnss 1he 

·land. 
Wirh prolly liJllr, 

{jirls perchin'g from 
m If! 011csr house to 
onoll,er displaying 
lltmr rumprinu waros 
a:.. crcatur,Js of easy 
m. v1rruos, it soon 
br,c.1me clear Iha·, 
JJH)SIIIUlion as WP 
re, ,uw 11 on our · own 
snil, would be given a 
bdd name and a 
grealer impelus in lhe 
land. 

Nol that It reelly 
mattered II proatitu
lion on t out of hand 
or not, Whot aeemed 
to matter at rhal point 
In time waa that these 
1t1ll-styled Ecowae 
blrds, who era now 
st11oing I comeback 
to big time businn: 
~re undetcurting the 
rrofit margin1 of the 
local brew. 

n,., locol union of 
,u,·,JIIIUI(:~ rni:.c-d a 

nuhl proh::sl og.,inst 
tl,u invasion ol their 
,1pm,11ion"nl zunaa by 
11.-i, rlun , of dnip-U aro 
and prelly s1s1e;s 
from Accra, Lorne, 
Fru11town and 
M,,m,wiu, who in10 
tliu·uQIY bargain, wore 
rrnparod to accep! 

.~~s~ nair~ lnr 1heir se•·, 
11,ll.~1,vtr.M. 

Aud trU1111 Niuurlan 
rnon, 1hoy wont for 

.'-1,t.:iJpur · birds who 
frnm e•perience were 
l,011,u porformer1 
wtum it camo. to tho 
o,unn of bedmatics. 

A9 pro1tirurion 
i.prnmJ like II pl11gue, 
nuuu Ecowus· bird• 
will r.:onlinuo to come·· 
1u Niomlu where the 
runn•v h, hrlak 
l1,1"iirie?,s··hy Rown 

girls who, driven bv 
hunger In lhelr coun
tries, sold 1helr God· 
given booies for a 
hnnr11ul of nnira. 

The problem mar• 
ricd wnmen facacl 
was uphill, They wore 
now living unrlor thr: 
shmJnw of ir1,por:,:.~ 
sa.uallv·transmil 10d 
diseasb• like gonoc~ 
cocal straina of 
Siphyliss or evon 
Herpes. 

The whol~ episode 
of lhe. return of 
Ecowas bird a 
recrcero1 a scenario 
of beohlve of IOCioJ 
IClivitlea, population 
ex11lo11ion, b!g bnom 
for holelie11 and guMt 
house rNgnAlel and 
a heiyhtenelf tempo 
of· sexual 
dohumanisarion of 
African womonhO<>d. 

Noodloos to nll'1, I 
that ·whet soull<Wd 
~kA a good sermon oo · 
morality W83 not wti.a~ 
our Ecowus bird, 
needed lo suivlw on 

·,,, thoir hour of 
du,1,or•tio11. Th•y 
neorJod jutt broa<1, 
evM without butler°' 
magarine. .Can A,I 
Baba 'capo· with the 
now 11ond7 

II Aii Boba cannot 
find • cur11 for Iha 
1eomingly lncur~ble 
tlic;r,;tr.9 "' rttturning 
Ecowu lllrds of 
sr,in,•c11, ha hos to 
endure rhem by fin
ding men of grHI 
virllily end vi1ali1v lo 
ahsorb them, our 
bilino · ·austerity 
m,111,u,01. nor .. 
withstondino, To ba 
trunk wilh vcu, -
mi&'tl"ld 1ho10 bur
,.,, ftuna frr.,m •crObl 
Ghuna. Ths mo,e, th11 
murrinr, 

V,/itlt pretry llrtln girls perching Imm 
orie guest house to another, displaying 
their tempting wa,.,s as creatures of 
ea:;y virtues, it soon became clear that 
prostitution as we knew it on our own 
sml; woul~-be·given a bad name-,uid ;,· 
greater impotus in the lond. 
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Niscrian IIWk<I -~· in lhc. popular M.ak·ol.a 
Markot in Central Accra were lll<MeSted WI week by 
their OhAnoian counlerpan&. u Ohaf\lllN who 
illrsally came 10 Nism.o returned homo. · 

. Tbait •oawn ba'f'f DIX A-,.d •••J rrom llw marll.a and 
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r:r«,:;;;-;:;~..iiiiiiii-;.:;.,.:4..;._;::__aeeii·· 
Towards·:·:; re_a1~$iftg .:ECO~~s,·;h~ ty;r ·(ir;n IHIP tp;, 

8 
S I · .:- · ,., ·· that lhe countries cl<pend mud, oa ~-, ! · · · · ' : · " ' : I: · ; , 1-.,.,, ol 111 economic: 1j.:.,men11 Mlb 

Y Y vesttr Akele •·. , . '. .. • ;.,•1 m-opera1ion in 111de .. ~ · , ,..., • ·: ~-, ;i.;; ; Nig•ri• in onlcr io promo1e 1roc1e·bct-• 
· •+· · ~, , usuffil the otroci1k, 1hoo1h, 1ha1 lhe ~ • .. ..: both coun1ries. 

F 1her< i1 anything West African coun-·: .. of the borcl<11 would be discuued In Lap , "' ' ·. The Burkinobe leocl<r 1nd lbc cllarl" I I~ -:-·.a~I in. comq10n mos1 urgenlly, ii ls ~ durin1 1 111inis1erial .COfl.fcrenoe of Gbaaa,. . d'1ff1irn 111M Ni,rri1 emhauy in Ou11•· 
1h< 1<,11ahu11on or the Economic Com• . Toao, Benin and No!!<na, dougnu, Mr. Robert Oru,..,re, had rom-
munory ol Wn1 Mriean S1a1e1 (EC(). •. . . . mcndfd.'1he role ol Nigerian, in Burkina 
WASJ Al l~asl, lhis was lhc imprcuion Like the border tUU~~ q~tKKIS~ lN Fuo. And Akinyemi uid bdnrr lnwi"I 
1h11 \llf'Tih:r go1 durini a recen1 orficial vilil npu~ of Illegal aheni fn,m N,~ria. the counlry 1h11 M' h•d bttn lold that tbc 
hy Prokw,r Dolaji Akint•mi, Minis1er of h~ be1n1 ~k!d in U<h ,?I lhc count~ 'Ni~riaa rommunl1y w11 ,,..u rnp«lcd 
E11ern•I Allain lo Burkina Faso Oh.... Akmycm, uid on Ghana: I hi'< ncMCIDale and !hat their hchoviour had con1riba1ed 
Tot0 and Benin' Rf public. ··' : ... '.,i i to •paloaise 10 YD" for the npoltioft. ,YOII · · · 'to the sood n,l11ion1 be-rn bo4h _. 

.., . . .. ,. . ·: · .'"'did11to111in1hcp.,1,1nd"'."'didh1<>,.._ ;-· He auurcd them th111he Federal 
uu.ring: Alunyem1 s mee!1np wnh the re• . -Bui let us pul the put behind us.'" "' Oovemmcnl wu commflted IO lbcir ... 

'f'CCUYC lro1dcr, 11\d foreign minlllen of ·• ·. ,.. . .bein 
1hc,. counlries, lht desire lor grcalcr co- •. • Whea joumaliSb uled >ill Coe-" · t · I- · • 
operllion w11 expressed by both lhcir •hctber the bur~r clo,we was the ..,.,.. .' • ' Tlwn, were lndlcatlom 1h11 tbc llorti-
hndl of ,.,~1e as wr_ll ~s Akinycmi on be· for· the recen.' chan~ in pc~.: .• aabe ~ader hid aca'pted 111 illiwitaOo• 
half of Prr,1dcn1 lhr1h1m B•b•naida. The Akinyemi rcrlied lhat-tt wu AOC. He uid. , from Prnident B1ban1ida 10 mll Nipria 
E.11ern.al Atfair, M(ni1ll!r had gone to de· ·: tha1.llheconferel'IC'C'olmini11enofatnnal; ,oon durln1 which ••)'I ot funher ~ 
li~r Pre,i<tcnl 81.b.angitla''.I special met--· 1ffaJn, in1emal 11fain and justice ol lbe '· :_ ope~tlon wiU be dllCUISed. Such I meetina 
'"I" lo lhese WC\I Alrican le•den lbe , . ..-four counlrin would cli,cuu the iswe of ·' INJ offer an opportunity_ 10 dioam the 
con1enu or 1he moauges were riot ~•de • ."' re-openin1 the borden in Lip. II woald i co-operation belweca ECOW AS 1nd the 
public .. but orricial1 p( 1he respective coun~ :· . • &ho~ .._hal we 111 must do to cwt. ~ .. ~ •. francophone Wnt Afriaa Bconomic · 
1r~c1 hrn1cd that .t~y were in connection .. anuuhn& and ~hu facton I hat~ IO Ille_~ ';;id ·~ C,ommuniry ICEAO) • 
..,lh 1he promollop ol co-opera lion and : . . border dolurc ID lhc finl place, . 11c aid. ; · ,;~ I'm~ · 8 ho ,aicl II the cbal,. 
01her bila1c.ral and a,ultilateral relation, in-:~.'· Aa:ordins io Altin,cmi."lhal lhe Feder- · :• "'-'J. . man of £~'wA"! .;111, 1:'e°~ 
the •ub-rci,on. ·•·l :· al ~nune.nl plans to di,cuu the~-.;:'- !I . :.\1 · •".luder ii the chainna~ of CEAO. 

Akinyemi'svi1i110Burkin1Fuowulhe·f ...... an.India~ that...., are mak .. ,;·1, e. f'>o/axw AAllr,.,,.i iz,.,.. A/fa,o •· l~Oh1.111,1hemec11n11belWttn.uta,-
fin1 by I Nigeri•n l,>1em•I Alhln minia• ·, propao , uni Ute ,n thc_ pul ~ ~ . : - . . , " em, and the Gh,naian head ohtlle, FIi.• 
ler. Sources in the Purkinabc govemmeal · were DOI pn:pattd lo dncuu il. ·~ . · · · · ~. LI. Jcny Rawlings, and with 1he Ghanaiaa 
,.;d oh•I lhe lalks ~ had wi1h the Burli•, .·· n,., dos,.., lo which the oihcr roaDlrics • WAS. Mm~ b.ad caallooed that.._ · Sttre1ary for Forcip Ar!ain, Dr. Ob<d 
nahe leader, Capuin Thomu Sankara,. depend on Niaeril ror lradc abo became ~-DOC be 1mpatirn1 about ~COW AS •.• Asamoah, ahostrn.sed bU1tenl and muld-
ccnired on ,rrengthening of political and · otmous durina 1he lour The counlria ye, ...: ': '!"'ioo can nnb ~np. Bui ii laoenl a,-opcralion. Akin~ml ,pole o1 
cconomicrel•tionsl>etwccnbothc::ounllia.·. ••peel Nlscria IO ,;ve' ltadenhip ill the· "; e. m WAS,_qu,1e I aumber • Ghana and Niscria lhanr.1 lhe same 

· and belween ECOW AS mcmben, sut,.,e..,.,. Miu Joytt Al'}ff 011ana·, be ':i...i ~. ud - problc1n1 will ,• dream, and 1h11 Nireri• wu dcrerm~ IO 

The Burkinabe 1ovemment ,,-coun1in···-... Educalion~l~~,mmedl,;t'!i'~ · Akin~·- IOld 1hat the Burkinobe ; keep·her Mfriendship wilb GIiani ~ -
on Nigeria', suppori for the conslruction oi ., .. : ~.;.~~1c;';;"· ~;:;1 ad.""' that• : ~nt would oonsuh wilh Nigeria u aant ffpair. • He nld 1h11 h wu lime both . 
, roaJ ne1w9rk lrom the capilal, Ouap- ·• • . • 1.11a • ,gena are ~ dooelr .. poqiblc. and iml'"""" on the • countries 1ummoned polilical win loo the 
dou~ou. 1hrough /.ccn, Ghana, Lome · · very ,m~ant counlti<1 up«1ed IO II"'· already IJ<>Od n,l11ion, tiet,....., both a,w,. 1t11lenana: of ECOWAS and far -
To10·10 Colonou IP Benin Republic. A~ ~adenbip IO the ral o( ~thcbcn ~~ lria. Nireria wm offv:ialty invitrd hy the coural1n1 sit1er 1111n to dn lit~wile. 
in1ern;a1ional exprc15w1y 1lrc1dye.li1b be- ·, · d:k>a~ylnu~ 111 ~:. rnJ 1 ~ • But~a.abr 10¥efflfflelM IO panic::ipare in I II II hoped tha1 111 ltw rood widtft ft• 
lween Colonou 1qd Lagoo. When com• · th M • rep J, . •.n-,. • al . · lliasleaf'"1ival ill October nut ,ear, and prened about ECOWAS Ind improwd bl-
pieled, lhe road would lacili111e .1nde .··: lh: J::! ~ma ~ .::,~ •1 oddina ', ooanndosc to up<ain Sanl:ara, uMI 1ha1 la!enl relations beiwttn lhese Wm AM-
within the sut,..regjoo, wbc.n Ni,eria'1 bor- :.'. ,. . wa~uslJ . or.;.-, ·~ thne ftft.pn:,poub from his p-emment ., can cou.nariet wiD materilliw in aa distant 
den become open,·. · . ~ · · · · ·' ';;:' "'.....,._.,. . . . oar ODUOlna • ,.,,. • ~ :-ek, dwio1 wruc:11,; lutun,, ThilwiD AOrelybelathciateral~ 

In 1he lour cou~c,, the wue of lbc ~·':I'· Al!!a,-,J empl,ui,id ill tbr ..,..... .. r,odl - be iulu'bitcd fnxD bot1i coun- · lbc -pon and Afri<L , • · · 
closureolNigerian rdenwasr.isedboth ·.•'~thal Nipria- lallllCbing the diJ>l!-atic ·,.,lri<s, clQcr ill ~·or• 0-Cadoull"". , . ·' 
in olficial 1.11d uao ·a1,.circlca. Toil ohowtl '.~iaitla~ ID tnathc .,.. !if<! illllo liCO,, :.~ 8~-~ waatcd lhc n,. · • C-.U,: N.._ A6-, of Nlfn'I. • · 

' - . ' -~ ' 

Foc:u, ..• .· ... ~· ''"::. ~r;',.tf~. " • .t.."• tt '~;·I··:.•.• , -·.,.. • }. ~~t' '.1.,,: ~J,t .. #' ,,~tt:;~ .. tl:~t.~~,(~~ ,; ,... 1:r~ ~,t•,. lo.· 

The C(>°s't 'of /riiovin·g ·on "igipo:rte.d whee1,·:· 
IN Nigeria ·wme By Tokunbo Peteri :,. come such ocarce In an·i111enir• .;.;... : l'ric-es !" tyres .att \'1101~ bia inoema- Uocd tyrN ,re re-

nem< are branded . commoditi<'1 in sri1c IW>ed ill 8,u;-,, ""'""!""'ic:ally h,gh. lional tytt m•nulac- tredded. An indirie-
~ ·c~<cnllal co!"mod· The invenlion of the of Niaeria_'.,ubhcr re• ('o,,,,,,.,ofN~mlier A-l6;1nch_ 1y,:c, wlK,.. turen, 1uch 11 Good nou• romrony Odu10, 
'""'· llt~y include "'heel marked I srcai · sources. An ollici•I R, I~. the chief n· ~"' 7:" 11 li><d •• Year •. rirelli etc. to 11 Ty, ... lio'<'ll in lba-
·~~ar. molk. '"".P· landmark in thecullu.' of Michclfo con• ccu1iveo1Dunlo(').lr. · '. ~ for .Hl~l. rroduc:,: localll. in•. dan. d<><1 lhk. II ii 
~1,c: cl~., ·E~e11w.1I ral dcvclo mcnl Or.' fronted on the k.,ue1, ljtttd VNCt uid: -.. An. HKU~ v.urce an llt~d of dnmrin1 cl~imed th.111'tme ,e. 
,11mmc>d11y beca111e a k' d it br hi say,: "Our ,iand is ..,1 •"Evea ,I we "°'k Rat· . the tyre .ondu•('Y U)' fim,hed rn..tu,1, taolen ~II /r•treded 
h,,~~h~tlJ worJ -.·hen :~:t'~ ~cvolu1kJ~lin lo reve.11:! an ,nrorma·· nut.•~ can only~ .. ~,he ';h•tth rrte'N· or hrre. \'""~' of Dun.. 'Y!C'' lo unv.-ary public 
lhc~c ucm~. heC'llfflC tran~porlation By. tion I wuafdn"t e,·,n h•H IM C"PUntrys IT• I\Tet,~no11hrf'au1tor ktr.ho"·e,·tr,"1~-,-"U ilMW, 

~~~~~c-nldun.n~lt lhe t'ullini down iimc in- com~nl on pntt,··. qui.rcmen11.· . , lfe r~ . w. ~1~u~1':'urtn. k im('(,n:tnl lh:11. im• A •·1,rkH in Mt ol 
lh. S.. J~n 1brof voh·ed in the di11ribu- When askrJ if thi, rfanMd lhal "!' Cflffl• Rather 11 11 •1th tM f"Or1 llctn~c, hie- ~"·rn the tyrC' m:inurxtur• 

..: . non cpu ic. tiun of i1i:n1s. particu• wa1n·1 a ~iiative alti· p,n)· h~ w~nlrt.hn hif·tirne dc'alen. to lhe rt)i!hl rcorle in1t comr,1nir,. •ilo 
I ,h..:~: .1rt hti.Jrc.JcJ by Jarlv o( foocbluff, it • tudc for the Jm•rrcU cxpaMNJII .11,P'~ram•' \\ htn the compaaic, only. M> Iha~ the t)'fts want, 1n,,n,mity. 
di,1r,hu111n wh_o ia1er . enabled the creations of the indu,rr)' in lhe . me 10 the Mmi<lry of pn,du_~ . at full """'d nenhor t,c: ""''""""· .. Bad 
,nnar,•d 1he proce~. 11 ol market• r., ,c. · count , he ttpliN Commestt and Ind,... :apac,ty. the drale"' · h,•anl~d nc,r. <tr<•rtrd drivin, rnntrihutt, to 
~\ll 1n a st3~t w_h~rc, moved rrom cenlresuf "You 1an record ,hat lry about • ~·' 1,0. -,~re .. ~ll~·atrd • err• . I~ nr1ghounn,: roun• •·carinJ of 1~rt,. dri.,. 
Jue lo scarr:11y. 11 be.. prot.luction. II allowed in your paper. We bul p-e,nmr"t :~n , .a,'?;· ~:quota.. ."°'!' ~Inn.!' h.11 ~en the '°'"' .. ttcul;,m 1~ir lt-p 
·came necessary 10 some arrus 1o ronccn.,· · "'h yet~ ukc • ~" · •h1eh ,_t~y ma3e a .. ~a!f.e'.· . nn thr hrcuk rrdah, 
ha•·• I hem rationed. · lralc on the produ•- · ha•d<, ""' reoson: ·,h : on 11, .-.Acconl•n,. 10 lize•ble: ~lit.. , · In the lace nl hi~h lel thr l\'I<' rob 

Anll up till now tion of ccr1ain 1ypn,or ;c nol y'Pf!ilC':J;:rv . Vi5.vr. 'We.arr read,· < / Tbe:..,.;1 .. -\ prC'1rt1.t ·,rrice!' or l)'rC". many a,:ain,t lht ri1:1J aUM 
"'ork.:n look forwilrd, goods. knowinB. that it D c ~ress_; 

8 
°~ D 1,j, to .. up.and . squtcze-. on· •mron•· Ni,erian, ha,·, rt• rar'('rtrchc, to a hah. 

i'l ;111,iuu, an1idpa·· can be readily e1- unn~elh r~or1~~,~ tomorrow. · ti."1 hat meanl • ,c .. ·"'°r1rd 10 the uw, nr lhi,111,,nrnfll"n'll'f'lf\ 
lion. hl lhl• lliilfli:IU· C'hnngt'd for others. h ~u . 1 e . • Apart · fTOnt 'the .du~ion'.in 1hc amount ~c·onJ-h,1mJ 1~·rt'\. 1,-r" tiiff,,rr ii'• durr," 
1i1,n .".r l!sscnlial '°m· was noc hQwcver unl_il 1~g wnh ~ny mr~rm3 • kaally produ«-d. of :•Y!" /rodu«d· a• '1l1f"Soe'·,C'J!lfl Jle .rurrh· Therr i1" 1 rrc,rt"nsi• 
mn1..hr1c:, .. Thtre are, IK45 · th3l pneumatic lion. It -.as ho.,.e,c-r. tyrn, ochcr brands Ct\f'Prarr · 10 be-for't-. He'd fc,r :1n)·th1n~ he· tv in the nu,nu,· for 
hn~c,·cr. \Ome iltms tyre ... ·a~ invented by _,a_the!ed rmm ant~· 1~ch u. Good. \'n.r, · .The ~~ten ha,·c h;,J ,'.1,·cen N.W and H!-,4:t. · ri.~kin,: indil('.:.Ou, 
v.h1l·h .ire nol hranll!!d R. W, Thomson and in ?!ancous source th;al PirtW.. K~. Fins- to. rcC'Ct\T .• tcductd Allt'fflJUI :nt al\O U't' uf nlhtr•·i~ fort• 
:i, e,,1,.·n1i;il l:iul which. ISH8 Dunlop mac.Jc a 78 ~rC'Cn&o(lhe ~aw IOM' and ~ttdeliM ,q~ola." :n,~y M'."·r,cr rn:1dc to. m;,Lr, ,_,Id iJn rroJlk.'1,. . 
nc,·cr1hc1<.·,~ are practical UK 0 r·i1 by matem1ls. - main~y l)'TH arc tmp,ncd, i•"l'lhtoktr':'lhcumc one, la,t ll1nrt·r. l_hc lhu,. m,,tnr l)'rc n 
c,~nrial. One or such filling :1 1yre to I bicy- ruh~r and .cert31n Before 1he .clo\ure of ·;profil .. --:h1_ch · lhr~· Jocal mrmlt'R, L!Jo-..n nol for th1.• 11~ or 
,m.· lyn.·~. At lea;I for clc wheel. Since then chemicals - n.ecllcJ !hecountrysbordC'n. ;m3~c.-Th11_11d,c,~t,,· 'a,vukani,c:r,.oi"'''at• nu,111ri,1 ,11,,nr. /\ 
th!! 1..·:ir :o'ollnin,: class. lyre:\ ha,·c tieen used for lhe produt1m~ o( II,·~ alle~. lhal ;vlhnLI, al h1,~ rr,cr, iniz from ru.u!. ,llll." thid c:m.eht h,· .e niuh 
,\n for the trnm,p..irla· on.mow~ cars. trans.. tyres could be tJen,·r~ mawve smu~hn,: of tA l~],C R'lo11lc-r ,.ho ,hch·es h:1,·t _h.,ll t,u,.i, it ,:i,·1.•n in,1,1111 ,u,iicc 
fo,n ,nJu,iry. tyre\ pc.,rt vch1cll"'S trac1ors from kxol sourc~. !Y'~ r,om ~,gh~r-. sells ~~r~ along nL''j • t,,.'1<4:,mmJ.!. 1n h,· ht:mi '4.'I .,M.llc in 
,m: :,, C'!>,cnti.,I as and aircra(t.C The s~ur~ .rur1hrr 1ni. ~n~ncs ~u a· O~~f~m• ·_Awol~-..·o m~nc.J 3 runcturr ''"I :a":rin, ,,1 tu,·,: A 
,u~;H. or milk or .:" .. en Dunlop ":'i(Ztr~a ~)':I Nii?""' lfflf'llCIS th,nv1ns but.inn,. ~ ar •.".' .,_lktJil,, c:latm~ N .... Rut th .. •n n,,,,, 111 fllt1IV.L'31: . L1t11\\ff H 
ri1..'t'. H.cmove ivrc, (Lid) and Michelin 60 per. ccnl or l)rCS \\orn. oul lyrn. could ·.': rnc~ art high. be-· thL• mc~drJ 'Pl'' an· .,3111 t,:1t.i 1, n1:uk tll· 
(rum ;m economy "and are. the two firms ust.d in 1hr a>untry be dri,·,11 10 the ltor·, .. cau~~- ~Mrt arr nn~,· '. !Lu..:t·l'r11t~IC' 111 run\'• 1,r.:"I~ ,•111 ,,, tli,u~,1 

11 w,,id<l crincl 10 11 hull whu:h manufacture while onl~· 40 per c .. •nt ~n. and • rc_l~tn .. I"~ ,~.:1nu(ac1ur.~n .. 1n -.turr, "'·h,ch .,.,,ul,1 h'· 1~,rCii. II 1, \''''" 1,,r., 
::.,,· , ,du..!.: .,.,hof.C cyr~~ in ~i~t:ria. arc m:1nulJ~tur~,I '4~.rn

1
C'?'~ m:sdr •t1h 1he·c.ciun1r~.~· hr·,~'" ·~urr an L'\H.1 P4' 1••L· l,,nr 111,·~ ,,,111 •11, ·,n, 

·:.,, ..• 114lcl .. :111,:hur!-I. \Vhy h:n1: l~rc~ be,.: l':'S,ally. ~· • M , ... r<',c-rnmtnt,hu11hJ1?'1- ·lnr tht' \ul,.1111;\:· ··r1•, 1•l 11•, 
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LNGisa', :·~ 
priority 
proj ect,,liSys. 
David-West· 
THE Mini.tor p( ht-

M, ,">!;'::; ";j'~!i'>~ 
hu said lhac li-
~~ed na : SU 
!Ll<O/"is~&';:: 
~-~"." edu>,f 

Mr. Davicl-We,t__lw 
!old the Crou. ~
Slate Governor, Cot· 

~at~::t:f~~. 
~X~"::':~!c:: :; 
projed because ~ wu 
both a .,.jor ~ o( 

:=:c~.~l 
Commissfoner 
appeals tor::~ . •' ........ 
engineers · ·· . 

LAGOS Suie Com
miu.ioner for woru 

andTranlpOr1, Aktn«be 
Keaku hu coht en.. 

,':~ ~~twlir: 
tioa in the coun&ry u 

~n!1:_110 == 
thal •ould lead u, the 
quick recovery of lJ,c ru,. 
bon'1 tcoriomy. 

Spukina 11 the yearly 
funchconofthc~i eria.a 
lmti1u1c of Tee pc. 
al En,inccn, Mr. enka 
llid ,1n1c1ica ro,~, 
111blti1u1ion wou be 
more effective if' 
lechnological k"°"·how 
wrre 11t11l1ble, 

1 !-c, ,h,crdore, V'red 
111111 Ll'IJinf'en 10 ~ntify 
the indusrrial 1kill11vair. 
able in Ni~eri1 and 1dapt 
ir for rhc puf'JlOtC ot 
Jtdvancrmcn.t, 

Nassarawa 
commlssiollll 
police prim11ry 
school today 

TUE Uaot S1a1c 
police bou, Mr. 

Mammam N us.auw1, 
will ccxhy comnduion 
the finl police p,tm&ry 
and nuncry 1ehoal. 

PoiK% lrupector-
~rwnl Ertm lnyJlll ii 

:;~c· .. '::~~~~9 
I.Ill, 

,.,,. l<hooi is 
Utuaccd inside ~ lk.cja 
~BanKh, 

.. 
·~ ..... 

. • 't ! ' •,£~' 

The treaty·of-W ~s,t :Africa:-"~ •• 

. ; : , .. i/·. • G.uM', Flt •• lJ..1..., "-""P-. . \: •'T~'I· a...· G~ i,,,.._ - . 
. . · . .. ' ... ""7 oII •~~ rk .._.,.._,of Wm ,v,a•;,, ,._ °" Monday 

•Ni,.rrw'1Ge..M~l-1 "- .....,.6-1 
O~•kaa.:~~.-.Oyekan. ::.·. T:°-~.A._:: Minister's charge to· 27

1
6: 

bu O ed ~ ..... ..,.. . seeks · · · . , . :'a:'&'~ t:: 
:"""'~ ID fYe I I~ . • ' . -~.!..,_---..... , . Sdlool al Huni'le Old 

~ u"!~~ . .racelift. ·--~.:.;!"olh- health workers ~k~l~-q:it, 
r..nds_ ""· their_.._-•.· .fiorrulers' ...-.a<>1c1-.. ... ~ ~-~ -~ •~-·~1 .~ 

.... --~ Gold ~~ - I ,,, 1-'-'J , .• ~ I DI - ~- - ~· ~·. --w,:ll. • ... .. • - • ... - -...._ ~ ID ·do 10 pita! llnal UlnUGll-
~kinpl 11,e ·1na;..,n palaces = ,:Z.,."' .,":,; · H..-. Rq,o,vr 11uou,1>oa11hdt 1n1n1., - Miu"·,. aakindt: 

II"""°" ol the newly...,. , H•...._ ud ~ -·· ~~a1·.I'!!J_ ~~ m'•~-='~oudwiaJ',._I• !!'~,., oonstituled JO.member • wbo . , cl foall on u,; UI ~~ - "7-·, 111111;' ....., 

1..a..,.D1viSlonatCnet-:·,I a,Htr01-ffN I· 15,.=:.:~ -Y .. 111w1oaq,i,. -1 ... m,....ca,;;.· c.i1e1u, I · 
I.line, Commillee II the:: · · · . ..;;j"""-' - 80 pa , ~ al dodl- He warned 1hat their • bnt ll\lden1..,_ 
Lagoo City Hall Jalff• · · better -·- to Idea- oeat ~ - Qled poopi< dlar..,.t dinial uperie-. mua la 1Urli<:al nuniJIC -
day, Obo ~ku ·r.; lily the prot,Jea. and ; -. -- . , ...i. the .,_ re- - be linuled ID the huo- Mia C: 0. ICAno: 
marked that una, - aspintiom .o( ta. . .,._crilerio ....... ,poasa,a;., al p,neTT· pi•al 1enint. but 1111111 • e1-11Udenf1 ~ tar 
tndouonaJ rulen were ,,· people. a.....t al - - .._ lhe aanc,ity col bumu at.a Include the ....,.- · the bell Hnat Je"') •-
~ allowed to en1qe In.·, · The Commluioner ror -. . Iii<. AJwwys ,.._,,,ber munilJ and ni,al area. ill pr~ nunin1. IDd . 
pnvale Yefllure,, they';· Local ao..nunent ud • .a- ...a _ 1111 ~doe.!::' '!J::"- pe- Mr. H..,. ,aid the I""- I cub pnu al H'l:I -
badbeen";"abletomat1'tChiel'wncyAl!ain,Mr. · ............... - -·~ - ...... Alao emmeol would .._ MiuA.A.Nup/ 
lu~·aYOJ!abie fa, re-:, lateef OL,yink:a, wflo clud......, ~ -~ ..-mber - m, 11,c • pn,mul1•I,, a decrff to • DrincioaJ•1 \r"""7 
paon?flheir.~ud.':' petfannodtheioa_.., 7' pa <al .... - . lifeolapoaaotmuldcw- ,;we le1•I boctins to I for die het1 aD-1-
premuea. · ., " ·" -~'f ii<>o, lnCed the history ~ .. pead ll>c Ina al .-.I oew c:ompooitioft of nmv in lp0<1I M,) J. S. 

Oba Oyeka.n, wllo 111.! ollocaJldministralioaioo • """'-aedol-lS ....-.M,. H·-· ...:..~ -- ~~~~
111
!_ ~~ ~-~oro1J.~· 

tbed>ainnanoltheoom-';},11,e Lap dm,ioa ....... -----·· -- - -~· .... --·-· ""'-"" -millee, said the · aai.-~. 1899 wbea •a .,._ ,. dad ...i - - 'JOI ~to.-*- al tud,in1 bocpiuls. llislnllon'1 tropl,y far 
bod ' ,o· _ _..__ i-nr' - •...-• - IOdaty. l,unc,ry and /1.ca,rdin, to bim, Ille ,._;blo ludt~ , r.:~"' ..... p"',anlitl' __,_-.., •. • •. _:::'.'.:'.::!.~. . - E._<al ...... -.· .. .., ... ~ .,~ ~-~ __ ,, ~ r.:.···-· . .,. . = I'"- ....,._ ...._ ·----.·~~--'~of- DeW -- wvuou - .unpnH improw the 1oc ol lndl- ·\I.:-. He aikoioed the lndl- n. ..._ -bn. wtado i, •• ..,_._ mode op of repr...,.,.. LVTH SONOSA 

1ionaJ ruias. '· ! ·., "~"t -.r rulen ID he impu• ' wt,o - - _. .. htaltlo proftmonals. Ii ... ol upem and - - Mi• l,.i,oci. M. 
· He u.lo:ed !be -·f dal ioo lbo .,.........,, al 116ao.,. - .. .,.... He uid ..,...,_ lr,slooab oa heal1h mat- A~yaa. I . 
.... ,"',· · ...... :\::r.=e~i::lc~ ~ -~ l!=!-,~~-~ ::".;,.:!:;~·.::.:: SaJeorXmas 

• help people affected .. \. pOf1 ror the ..,...,.. : Haa - . ......_....._ 111no1rgy 1or pt'O"idin1 en in1eres11. f be , I 
by !he 00·1"'"' demoli- " ........ ...,. a1ainsl 51th - • ..~. equal opportunity to. all Said he: -11 b out toe- r ce gtns : 
lion ol illegal .. ~ .... ,J. Hlneleca OUI olthe J2 • 5d,c,ol of ...,:..,. . <iti,,m, 10 .,.,.... p,d ·s.,., .... '!'ii .... rn,,,... n ICE lor .... Oo.rid-
lhr<><1gb 1he provu!oo of'.; oripnal aocmhen o, the - Midwifoy; . ~MraJt~. ~ ... • •• ,~ ~ tunn1 will lftuh In lbo ~u celeb< riOR wil 
Land for the erectioa ,"!, .i,.. COfflQUnee ..-ere pratal · • Scbool ol Medal ro ..., \DIii: cffic::irnt m.&nafC'fflffll of br fot ~-, 
modern m~keb: · 11 the Ullu,urarioa. Two R,c,conta: ad GrakJ, · for llduC"l'ift& · the luchin1 hotf"tah u oa ~ ~~;;';;' i)~ 

• expe<ti10 act1or ID ~ oripnal memben o1111o O $doool of Medal . dus Ill>~..., then- -u 11 ~ndic••• 1he con- ior ....,hll lo Lap. 
filling vacanr dueft:aiacy" :- c:oaunittee, Mr. Yesuru Labon•Cll'J' TtdmololJ. ~ C&ff ~ ntct ol tnlC"mb mln be- ~arr. I 
11oolJ: and · .... Daina. tbe Onirw ·ot Al the joier sndua- ...._. 1hr ..._.. around ~!-~

10
1"1'nd.,,m,•~!{~ ~ut 1"9 .;n ~ be 

• auign more l'llnc,,,/ l..qoa, and Mr. Tawaliu lioa cerea,ney ~ • - r·- ~~ •~ -- avadable 00 r I 
tions 10 tnoditional rulc:n ,: Bello, 1he Onisemo al the H ... Gtu! Hall al · wtox!o 1he naooa·, he..J1b IDmy be""'•• 1he clinic- ~

1111 
-

•ho, be claimed, are ill·.; Lap, 1,a.., died. LUTH. Mr. Nsa IDW· care plan ..,.,Id rnoi..,. al and non<finid lfOUl'O IU~alZHo perC\lp. 
· He uid ,-,_.,., la lhe boop;lab·. ...,;;~.;,!;~ J°:-

RepOr( OO '.w.omenin development~::'.", .... o1,beriewlhalwith lna,pettblothell!"· Hi1•rianNalionaJSu =:;1...i-::;:m.= ~ • !i.~ di=~, IJ .com~1. IN~sl.'i. 

THE . • : ~;,.~ ::; ·. OUt SOOD Fada,-1, lo Ila..... the pn,m<>Cioa of qua!- Lvrn and ,he °"' '!'hido is d111nbu11~J the 
Genco al of the Hice:,'. - l'"Pff tided: -no ii.a~ lndiooaal ....i;. a( 1he La U~IJ ""'· lold Siaoe '1"""' 

rian ln,1i1ut~ of Social·, ctiesoo poticinand 1a.,. · reporta'laadatim.atiaa' ~·ld~-~c:::._«liwf)' Col.~ae o~~dionc Mr. :;'~:'~!'..t i.?1"~ 
and Eo•norruc Reaeudl al!eclini _,.0 •1 wort al _., - ioo _ --- -·-,-,\ 0.11 Fenu-Pu,,. , 
(NISElt J Mr. Vmuudia · i.a bistrww • wdl • ia IOOO 1ic ~ ad eon,,cr. . . . askrd them 10 s« ,he~ quanritiN wu ro t111u,w 
Di<J'oor.aoh, II.Id in Iba- "lit-h::1,. Some_ ___._ - 'And "' -~- .~ Iv L. tha1 e .. ry , .. ,.,.1..,.;. ••--• - . ......-- =, , 1e . e, u am':-<udon al I)' IOI 1 .... ,. of 11w . 
clan on Monday that 1be Mr Diejomaob II.Id: Hi,criu -· Iona loul,. l>lann<n • ...,.. •. !heir prolewoa """re- llod I 
resull ol a lludy '!" the •11 1, ·ob...,.., in Hi .. ~ --;:&,•, be ...i. : . aen and lexl><n lhoald "'' 1hey 11"· , If iJ,. IOie b ._., 
r°'e of "Women Ill de,- and other devclopin1 • mas and lahow .. ~.,~ .. -., ·IO~~ H~ uJd the hoq,ilal, tw said ottwr COfflfflOd. 
vdopmtnl" embarked · counlriel that inlonn.. force ....-.ry '-'- ha.,. la '°' 1 .. ...,-()111: IUC'a"s.s~lly ei:nharkrd itin lik·, rnilk. &aft' and 
upon by the in1ti1u1c two lion to ,uppo,1 poft<'J comiaeally , m,drr... thrm produae bcallh on Uw 1n\lallar'°" of I suiar -..c>uld ~ rt~u.rd 
ylOOu"n. ago, would be out 

111
1om1111mu•Lll_ioa .~ndlO. n I'<".!; . ;;!"::rt~ ey,- 9IOl"l.HI . .t.o 90Uld nr• .,,,~, tinker and inro lhe market du . 

w. -.. .._, r-- -r- -,. func1ioa.:cffcai¥it,· to, onmt1UC11<'fl of a ,ww the- •ef'k 1""' 
tfe a.aid 1he inveati11· worrwn ue al pracat i. :. • fai:l to ~ .OIi · 'adltn"e dtie l\.11ion'1 la~r ••rd. "'hich he tie .,,,~red lhal trad-

rion1 would brin1 inco adcquacc. • . . COW!' , • ..._ ooot.ofriblrrioa. bul1h cue objtttha. ubon. id •u ncann1 ~.r'e-- rn;w,lttt,~f'I" chOWn lO 
ligh1 the social and oco- . He II.Id ii wu in Iha! . pa,tocu-,, . non! Mr H..., ld(!,d· •11 ' 
DOmic • con<fitior~ or regard lhar Cklibenrions ~ loth"*Cl>domcstic ea> tw.ahh WORcn - fo A' brnl:dmr.-n of· the dn tM uln, had ~n 
.. ,. · , -• 1 ·•- k·'--- Id aocrua .._ ..,..,.....,...,..,. _ _._11- 'm _... _..._ suprlit'd 1uffk'M'n1 Cfuan-r ... 1gcnan women 1n rur... . a u-... wor - ....... wrou . r- -...- "1a"11.......... pauuarRn lho9rf'd lh.e. tir,n rt# ric't' and ••nwd 
dcvelopmcnl eapcciallr serve as lldditional effon: mut.C'f ~- aad prim.al'J bCAhJII ~ lherc •e~: "°' 10 hilc lhf "'forial 
in agriculture, institu· towuds lbt supply al • •ode ................... ""' "'1 . .. , proannuria, as wiieD n • 167 nu--· 

al Nt inlOI' functioe ~teJr in · · :-·• price. 
~u°:e. 1r~~n~ ~':t :1on~ ~:: :::.~:.::;.·:· lbe •nnl area.· Ibey : : =~~~di: ro~~,.~dhc:·~~ 
andolhcrcons1111inis. ..1opn,ea,". Fashionfalr,o,.....nsSaturda7. .uc1 . h ~-· ·~ •r10,n,urt1ha1in11rw-

Mr. Dicjomaoh broke The N'JSER bosa r-- . . • ~I I me~. lin.v- lions "'""' ohc-)'t'd. Ind 
lh, newt at I t.alh~ promised 1ha1. raofu• A fflREE-clay \ A star~t bj Sinn,. DOloJ1tU. •arMd 1h11 emna trad,, 
~Women In dcvc tions and remmmienda. wluc,a fair i.ged 11m Entet'Jll'll,ft.ors&ftDo. , Some- of 1hr .awards en woukl ha"t their 
mcnt"' organised jotnur tioru of the coarerrnce Avanl-Oudl: fat.hioa ~ ot die Pair. wd: kw:,. si~n ~· ,)'fllerdy and 11alh raiekd. 
t,y NISER 1nd Fri<dritl:. .......id be l'o""udod ID Fair, wbido oima at P"" al lam< IIWlllfoduren, . lllcir reap,enlS .were: Some al 1he muhll 
then Fo1Jndatioa of the l~le qu.ancn .. ins tx.o.1. IO.local f.ubioe .... bcauriciana.·-.. jewelkn· .. : ···• .1hf: ch1irman'1 ·tTo- -;· rn,ntioMd ·)'l'slrrda',. ir>o 
Wcsi Germany. · for action. ' · · ~~n, ,

11 
.• ~pn, acn.': Ind rolckmitha -Id ph.y lor the ~11 practical dude Sai,a. T,j"°""', 

H• II.Id NISER hid The a><>rdin.uor al .,.,-- - 1'111 ~J and domoNt111tc Mid""!~, plus ... 2,.00 S.ndira<, halaji, Amu• 
al,o o:oauniuioo<d Ill>- lhnorbbop, Mr. T.O. · ~!ft, ip-. their~11tbelair. cull prm lrom LIJTli koko Ind Asuda: 
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rue• 

•-t4:idl4i¥i441i&E 

·.J; 

recycling 
system 
AN NUii millioft ri"r'· 

'Ilk rdUIC 11alinn. 

""°"" of "'•rri•J ... lllt IUllnft ol houliC• 

hnlJ wasle -e,tkfy '""" 
ttntrall-ha•loo· 
cnnw I Inure.I 111ractNW1 
anJ1-.a1o<witi,..._ 
1nJtftffn. 

Duik bJ lhe John unJ 
l'UIN'rw1NIII fot ('Ptf.l• 

:t: "!.!."'.a~~:::.·~~.:: 
dulinf for J'lfPfflOllil.,_ 
........ hi (lliftl, lhe ,.,, .... 
ttf". WNrffl Ri,C'hkk· 
Tr~cr Slade•. •:b. 11' 
Ct'ftlly f'lfliC'.tWd 11 \\".an.I· 
, ... ,111111. n11 '"" llrilllUlh 
~nk of I.he- M,u, 
n ....... 

II~ 1:u11'Pf'' l.a, .... ,1 
"""'r c1-..1aincr p-.1 ""'' 
l"llfflr'f"'"' I ~N rn· 
tll"""'-d Ul"fNn, h.all •h('h" "'*" Imm LonJ•.,. ('Jn 
hr 11muhant:t"""8,· Jr.-p,1 
'iilnl h11 C11fflp.KIMN1 1n 
_.alcJ .:un1airwn. • h1&:h 
·~ kladc,I ..,. Ji••• 
naftft oa IO •a111nr 

""'""'· l:..:ta Nri,t"nnC'.arn 
,lll(11iftl:tllk'"'C'IS:hllll': of 

to1al 1.f Mll 11tnl1C"\ J.111n 
rh "' h• a lancmn ""·' 1lfl 
I~ Tlufflt'I NU.if) lfl 
\&1111th-ca\l l~nelal'kl. 

11w optraliml 'ho f.1,1 
lftd Qfl IC'acfl ptlk halUf· 

'b:'~'!t ~.:=, 
vrwa • .,_.,.,r and •iflll· 
hkN'tt auNntt. 

A• aJ1~111 •fl.ul 
~,r. -"rtt thr 1hrwr '"· 
alufC'I •rrt cnmmnn ~ 
ra~ 1wf 1n tarftcor "'" 
IC'ffl of 1taNrrrin, rul't· 
htn11 "" na.w In 1u, 
r:-ultfl cound b.a,,n t'-

111 hr dt,C'lof,itd 3' .a rr· 
r,,,·hnl! r':1n1 far 1'1.111k-,. 
ITM'tak. r.arn Ul&I C'lth.:-r 
malrriah. 

""~~r Hla'f~~= .. ~: 
inln 1hr rww ,clk•mr UI· 

cluJr dt1,1 "'fll"'""'"lf'I 
bft\ • hteh nnlw •ml 
• hC'n rht.·rr t\ dint m 11k· 
air. rud"''"'''t'Jh\ mJL 
in11 t-:11,r, IC'a\1' ~ ... thi 
tNt ,111 lhe illll'IN111nr 
liolt. 

1hr \\"Nrd M1,tt 
'kl.: Tti\Mfrr ,1.ah,111 
l'N•• to1n, Ott· Tlt.,ft'k.'" 
I h•.J ~rrWr "' Nat.· ,., 
l.1lfk.l.•n·, rttl!ifk'C'nni 
IC'htt,('mr111, ''" rn,r1 .. , 
to u,,l;1hntt\ ffnffl 1t,.11 
.tnlhouhf"\ 1ft Urll;11n Jft.l 
at1,,, ... t 

.\ h,Jh ..... ....~ •• 
•all•·" "''"' the- """' rt,·, h., .. 1tprnrd """ 
1,k uLtt UC'lU _,,Mi Ilk 
·1 hJnll", anJ maJt 1ht.· 
(nmrtk·• .an ouun, r,,, 
I ........ ._." ... hlUtN~ 
:1hLt.• 

,\ J'l,1n ,, u~r •J\ 1,, 
d.:1.·l.1"" 11, ... ,bn Ju11n,· 
'tlhldl J II\C'f'\ll.11° I'"' 
~·1n,:o 1·1'1 ;1fC"J •111 It.· 
l'f'l"tl fnr 'f'll.•(lah'I". 

,\ "'"'· .. ,.,,, ,,,.,... ,, 
'.Ill tu ••II he- \hri1•11 '"' 
''"''"'' 1111.t'd'lltm •ftJ ....... 
lit '4,"h.11,h ,1fld 111h, I 
1~ tJ,,~, 10 m.1Lr l'l" "rl1. 

:.~,;~·:ti~· '"'" ftt)&'h'l_r ,., 
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.;. L:=I: TRANSNATIONAL INCORPORATED 
. . . \ ' 

E;cobank Transnational Incorporated ·has now .been duly incorporated in the 

Republic °.f _Togo under a.spec_ial, ~~din.ance prorJ1U!gated by the government to· 

facilitate the establishment of the Project. !he_ Project had earli.er received the · 
approval of the Authority of Heads of State and Government of the ECOWAS. 

A special Headquarters Agreement has been executed by the Government 
. . ~. . : .. ' 

affording Ecobank special privileges t_o facilitate the pursuit of its objectives. 
. . . . . ; ....... !'-.-:.···. ... ; 

Tt,e authorised capital of Ecobank-.is :100 million US dollars divided into 100,000 
. . -~ 

sjia~es a.t 1,000 dollars each. Sub~.cription will_ be made in local currency which 

'wVill b_e cor:werted to ·u$ : dollars. Thirty per cent of the total capital is alloc.ated to 
- . . 

Njgeri_ans. The first call is for 50% of the capital. Applications will be entertained in 
.. · ,· . . . 

111ultiple~_of t.en shares. All persons interested in. this investment opportunity 

s~ould please apply as per subjoin_ed form for the information brochure and 

St.Jbscription form. All applications must be received not later than 15th December 
19~5 and should be addressed to:' 

~ .. : .. 

The Secretary~ 
Ecobank Capital Mobilisation Committee 

P.M.B~ 12816, . 
Lagos. 

APPLICATION FORM FOR INFORMATION 
BROCHURE ON ECOBANK 

NAME • . ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••e••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1 I 1111111 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II 81 II Ill I I II eletetlee 

ADDRESS: ....................................................................................................................... . 
' . 

1•1111 I I I I 1 \1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II e811 •• ltl8e881888eeeeeeeeeee••······················· •••••••••• eeeeeel Ill •••••••••••••••••••••••• 

\ . \ - . . . 
11,e111111111111111111111,11111111111111e1eeeeeeeeeeee~eeee1aeeeeeee8eeeeeeeeeeeeoe•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••:•••••••••• 

Tl;:LEPHQNE NO: ........ : .................................................................................................. . 
' BLJSINESS ADDRESS: ...................... :· .. ; .................... ~ .. ;~.~·; ............................................ : 

. I 

... ,.: .................................................................................... ~···········································-· 
. . TELEPHONE: ...•.•••...••.••..•••••••.•.......•.................................... .. ,...................................... . 

POSITION HELD IN ORGANISATION:······················-················································· 
NO OF SHARES DESIRED:· ............ ~·······~··.········~·······················00

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Kindly send me the Information Brochure on ECOBANK. I enclose herewith a self-r. . . . . . 
address~d and stamped (50k stamp) envelope measuring 30cm x 25cm for ease . . . . 

of correspondence. 
• - . • •I , • ' •• , .. • 

Signature: ..................... ·················· Date: .................................. ~·····:·························· 
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........ -.... 
,·.,u,_: -~ • ....,.-~ ....... ' -···, ~VN:i>~Y. ~Of 2, ... -· J ··"'· 

-FOR a sutt-Rilon In whkh more than lwo.thJrd o·r. 
ks coiutlluenl member nations have been 
duslned·as the poorest nations or the worfd, 
lhe nttd ror an economic and cultural Integra
tion becomes tssentlally Imperative. 11 
therdo~ follows 1h11J lhc under-pinning raclors 
that nurtured 1hc"lorm111io·n or ·ECOW AS a~ 
two-fold: flnlly, an economic lnlegnillon or
fers II mo~ grcaler economies or scale, and 
lleCOndly, lhe lndlsputi1blc fact thal ln economic 
collecllvlsm·nilher than unnecessary ttonomic 
lllomlzallon lay g~at strcnglh. 

I 

' 

IT Is against this backdrop lhal the achievements 
atd rail um or ECOW AS whose submit ended 
lasl week In Lome, Togo, can bat be .... 
(l'ttlaled. ECOWAS has gone a Ion& way sincit· 
Ms formation lcn years ago. And to the 
obsernrs.or this organisation, the only worthy 

. oommenci.atton or It lie In Us abWt,y to .nllt)'. 
.. "· •• ""1 .... ·•' ,: ..... - . ; ... •.• • • •' ·~·.· ·" •. • 

dallon or vlrlle economic' growth u ,;,en u In-~ 
lllallng a: Soulh-South dialogue or a South
South economic solldarfty. 

ON May 2, 1979, for example, lhe head or states 
1111d governments or member states signed pro
tocol ,for free movemenlf of pe~ns and also 

conferring on the cili~t;,ns ~f the COi.t!munlty the 
rfghl IQ esiabllsh h1.1sincss entcrprfses w1ui'in the 

community. The protocol was to be completed . 
In lhree. phases within fifteen years. The," 
firsl ph~ which guaranlea lhe right of 
members :10 enter member ,Jates lerrilorles 
wllhoul visa and slay for a ma.dmum of nine. 
ly days lias been p~d and Implemented by 
member sl11les. 

THOUGH ratlned with good lnlentlon, II Is no 
doubl Cl?r, judgi_iig by experience In recenl 
Imes lhat: this provision Is open to abuse by 
dlluns o(mcmbcr states wh·ose economy has 
taken a do~n-ward plunge arud have lo mlanle 

,titm; I. . : 

ECOWAS: MORE 
-

RIVERS TO CROSS 
lo other statca a ecoaomlc rerugttS who 
'becoming Invariably a .burden on host nations. 
This protocol, as Dr. Qualara himself admitted 
mirl_n& a ~ . brl~f\n&. ~ la the way of· . 

. . •, . . . . .-:::., ·- ' ... 

·-···BUt · qu te ·comnms a y, n n 
iipeclallzed colllllllmom llaYC 1one Into qpera
lon, and they are C111tom1, Immigration,·:= 
mmelary and paymenl commlulon; Industry, -
agriculture and aalaral rcsoarces commluloa~ 
nnsport, )decommunlcatlon and energy com-= 
rrisslon, and tbe cii'fiii'91'9.1 attain commlsslo~ 
The transport, tclecommunladon"and energy
a>mmlmon for example_ bu -drawn up lm
pnsslve proposals for lbe· lategnthtn or the 
member stales while work b 101111 on, on a con
c:rrted programme denfopmeal for energy In 
the sub-region. · 

AN evidence, no doubt, that the ECOW AS bu 
done enough research ror Its· take-off· 1s ex
!111lpllfied by the ract that tbe Industrial affaJr 
rommlS&lon has worked oat a two-phase pro
gramme for the lndmlrfal lnle&ratJon of the 
!llb-reglon and' along side wi~ this Is a pro- · 
r,-amme for lhe regulatJon on a gradual hub 

for lbe YUt economic polentfal of ECOW AS 
market. ·· 

ALSO, In the anas or trade, an agrc,cmcnt ku 
btta reached on the definJtfoo of coa«pts or 
irodacts orfghiatfq from member stata. 
Agrttmen( hlll also bttn reached OD Ind Of 

rustom urrtrs and other mated bsaa. Tbe9e: 
lodttd ~ very lmprcmvc propoaal1 and on. 
Ibis buis, ll an be said lbat the ECOW AS bu· 
!pent Its nnt lea ycan on planaJn1 alone. 

rr b on lbh 1rore that we bellne lbat ECOW AS 
!till have many riYHI to cross, and sbollld pro
<ttd lmmedlatd) to truslate Ila propoula into 
a>ncrcte reality. It lndttd would ~ a tragedy If 
f.COWAS ad to type u anotbel' pa.a Afrlcu 
GrJaalsation,. loud and brave la rhelortc bat 
Mck the mmde to effectuate tee rhetoric Into 
demomtratift action, a situation that Javea a 
11P betweea uplntloa and exped.atlOll • - ... · WM... . 

. lie : .. . '" au .. lluif" mired . the. F.aif 'Afrlcaii 
F.conomlc CommaaJty. It II DO doabt, dysfanc
lonal lhal u al 2nd August this year, member 
mtfons are owing ff7 mlllloa repraentlng about 
half lhe total bud&d of tbe orxaniuuoa. 
Secondly, we caution that the dfvenUy of coi- · 
oolal uperlence of member-nallon1, a 
tme11omcnoa tbat au.I~. a ttnt~~ 
ne<H:ofollllll..Dam ihoul_d .. not stand In tbe way 
~ real lalegratlon. 

lHIRD, member nations must ~~ real commlt
menl lo the came of ECOW AS. Major General 
&lb.rt bu saJd lhat the effcctJnaess or ·tbe' 
R:OW AS can best be Judged by Ill ablllty to 
•'ve more meanlll&flll Impact on t.lie Uves of 
nUlons of people la the 11ub-rcaloa. I.a tlaal 
!falemeat lay the 1rcat stren(lh ·or F.COW AS. 
and wtrile-.tmutlng lhat F;COWAS has doae 
mo111b of-ptianJ111, It should swin& Into acdoa 
now and acroia the remalaJag riven. 

\J1 

'° \J1 
.... ; ._.-

Stri<les Of A Common-Sense 
I 

by-producll CII' uafQC ....... 
nw ma1Crial were CJIPl,llded 11.
crealcd. 

* None-aapl' upon. were 
>iaoroualy promoted and lhc l 

''ll~aur•IHIII i, .,,,~ .... ,,.., 

·--«?-· fi4 ,·. ..,,s:;a;::ua::.ww:: ....... i.!21 l 

. 
• 

I I lhwlln1• and l•I• O.nwl ,., .... , ... ,. . . , .. . . .............. ·~ ~ 
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..__...._, .. ~__.., 

.. ..__ r,. .............. ............ ..,__...,_,,._.,. 
_ ..... bi ........ 

AOUA~IUS - o,i ..- .,.._ 

.. - . 
I TA.UPI.US - .,_ .... ·"'·--. .,., ......... ......., ~ -.,,,., __ , ......... """""°"._ ... ~ ........... ..... ,,_,.,.,.....-, "'- ..... _ .. ..._~ii.-., -·~~- .. """"' --OlMINI _,. .. ,MUI" .. - , 

"'~·---''"N-. 
CANCER - v- _. ,..... • 
~ .. .,,·~ . .,._....~ . 
_,...,,,......,••-•-.t..;..r..,.. 
=·NI-~~'-; 'J:: 
~IDc»-"'..-aoar,y•..-• 
...... .U.-,p/~"'°"""" 
_...,_,.- .... ~·'°"';. . ......... 
LEO - S.0---- ...,.. ,- i.k_...,. ,o., _1"'11 b' t ~ --""--wt~ ....... 
o.,~eouldbt~•-..-.lld.A 

;nod - , ... ,_.,... _ --- -
.. ~.""'"'--u,a,.a .. , 
"-" ..... It-I --.;; __.,. ..... 
-c.oJ,di,.-.lfttJIQ,r .......... -· VIRGO -Y-·,.,_.11~ 
11o1..,...,.,o,,...,,_..,...,.~ 
'Ode, n..,. .. ~ ...... _.... .. 

t. ----· n.. - • ~ ... to,~-~_. ....... ,_..,...,~ ....... _ ...... 
LIBRA - c.-~- .... 
~ -s... ,,_ .,__... ........... 
...--1~W1-"'9-Dllc ....... 
...-i .. _ ......... lMd ..... 

-.. ...,........, ..... .__ 

SCORPIO-~~ _ _,,~,_,......,_..._ 
.-.-,.-.. ....,;,. .... _,t,a ..... 
"'Cl.-,wflt-Ml_,IDd,,,f- ......... ..... •ir,,lii,oe(l1<1Co,p9_"'_ .... _ -- _.,._ "'- .. _ ........... . (~~-=== ........ .._.__,, ~ 

SAOITI AAIUS - A..., w.,. --.--- ... ..-.. ... ..... - -~ ........ .... 
..... ,u,.. •,0,,1 ... '°"' ~ ., ___ , . ._._ .......... "-~ ...... .._.... ... -·~ 

··;..,, wH 1ato•·1e~e ,,..,..,.llnQ. Th• 

_: : ~ ~M 1 "°'"n• ol t""1ucirn,i '.t'14! 
"'°'""' ol lhe body by d11nk•no 

·' '~ ~~. ·11 eoi,111nlly ,c poui~. 
of 1hoe' holro.nt 01 01he,....,ue of lht! 

.) 8{ .. ...: :..,o,. NiQt1ri•n1 w,enl • lol 

pn ~d w,1,., •nd SAi. 

1,-" .. 
• ~ t>.hlve >drt poblely IOw,mJ• •IJ 

··-·~-·-

'•, , .. 't .•• , ~ !ii : . 

, I,,,.• f f I .; f ~ .• • ._,, e, • .. I • ... ,' I • • ~ '.• ..... • • • • I I • ... i ~. ~ ."• ~·-~ .... ~,~: .. ~,I • • ~ .... lr .... • • ..:. I,•. lr ...... ''•! ..... • • I • • • e • o • • • 

·.:=.~·--:...;.-: . .=-.• ~·--:-:-·~:/. ~· - ....... · ...... ---------------'-----..:... 

.; 
I 
I 
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. T"' ,opt of co,. • 
.,..,.,..,. b•hN'••n ,n. 

·;: ""'"'ltu •nd 1h• ••· 
-~ e,m of oOv.,.,.. 

~,;· • IR tM coun1ry ..... m 
· .. -t,vU.d lo, many 

: .. ~,· i b4cau,~ lh• 
•••&ell· fou,nalh I hu 

... •.r~ 11,,a J.evel ol •r.~ cam~tenca 

il' ............. '" "· 
,... ht that 1orne 

; hldal\1 ltUI belf•v• lhat 

• I> ,,...,laft "°1,lrnaU11 hu 

·,, ... cMd 1he •a• ol 
~Mill t-.,One,i~U11y. 

·.~ ou, c,, 1ni11,e 
._..,, pn .......-. or 
.. - .. - ... ;o,.,,. -...·_.,or,.,. 
,.._ b<,IO ot lho Rulm. 
...... nttffl to wt.:h IN --lo~IO-· 
...... II" .. •ooping r""". 

P,ICblJor..tt WUI II the 

r.ctiWVloQ 11'}d', F0t hour,; 
lht coml""lunic.1rion llow 

"""'"'<h !ho UOY'l!''"IN!',.;I l,"IQ«,1• 
.,J "'Ac1 Ont' tCP,,r n,1" _,.,,,., 

~-tif'lt'd. Me,v._., """ could 
l"IOI h•w HMll&d ftlhftt l~t 

i....it or p,o,coorion °" r11111n, 
!ton II ,,.... lecr1..1r1. 

TN 00....,1\0f did nol hi4e 
hit d'it-01111 11 T,.. Gu1,dl11t, 
"'4r,onal CCl.,co,d and. 
~. lhe r,;bun•. lo, 

. .. -...nn.,S"'O .,,(JI. 
Jfi .-:.· 1• lo o,. publlc 1 

·l] Gft IN Mlllnl aiod 
~ . dltlON.,~. 

n.... l,ihu"•· ..... ~catne 
Tribune and GlMtdl•n 10 

a,ny deb.ale ar,d chalJe,,ge, 
Each tir,,,e we c~1tiM any 
,O...,~I. they ""'°"Id ruah 10 
u,e Ttlbun•. , loC::11 
~~, wh.k:h Is ready 10 

pu,bliah 9ny rubbish", I.he 
g,ov.,no, dcace.'\ded huvily 
on 1tw, fVV11 modia. 

..... 
I 

,,,.. WQl'lloftl ii lht Pf.Kli• 

-~in., ..... the 
:~-own.cl ll'*Si, Of' -- BOLAJI K~REEM 

tome cole•guot in tM 
•l•cUonlc media who 
lt'lou,ghl. lh.al II WH I,._, d,ay 

...... howtvw p,OYOcf Wl'Dng 

by the~- The 1ta1e·1 

;adc, vd I~ IUllonl 

..,. KCuaed of "dishonetl, 

n~, UNlhlC~. P.,t• 

bel • and blawd repo,tlng, •• 
-,,.cJalv during lho oloc· 
rtone.rino P't'iod. Tl'9 gover• 
rot we, no1 h.ac,oy "ti1ti., with 

lheir pe,rl'onnen.c:01 Mnee he 
looli. oY-, He wonder aid why 

tN 1~11 radio and 11tevi9ion 
1tatioru wer-. QMno r,,uch air 
lime ......,, to some trivial ,c. 
blririti.1 of h(J QOVernm1tnl. 

GoYotno, Olunl~o who 

mote 'e<lures on how 10 

•o,c,,,1 o, -i1,. n~ r,om 
01,.,.. c,ol,1ic::~n1, II is, lrue 

• 1h11 a-n unDJ1'1C(I journ..,lia1 
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